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00 – Early demands for an IIT
(21st September 2002 – 25th November 2006)
Highlights:
21st Sept 2002: Orissa TV article on M. M. Joshi promising an IIT in
Orissa when the financial situation is better
6th July 2004: MHRD PIB mentions Orissa proposing for an IIT
11th July 2006: An Indian Express op-ed slamming the ignoring of NITs
when selecting institutions to be upgraded for IIT clones (IIESTs)
25th Nov 2006: Agami Orissa demanding an IIT in Orissa
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Advani and Sushma on a day's visit to Orissa
BHUBANESHWAR: On a day's visit, LK Advani(Deputy Prime Minister), Sushma
Swaraj(Union Information and Broadcasting (I&B) Minister), Ananth Kumar (Urban
Development and Poverty Alleviation Minister) and Ramesh Bais (Minister of State
for I&B) are coming to the State on Saturday. However, Advani's arrival at 10 am
Advani will proceed to Raj Bhawan to discuss the drought situation with Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik. The State Government may take up the Naxal problem
with him. The Home Department has also prepared a report to be presented to him.
Later, he will meet BJP MPs, MLAs and State functionaries and will also inaugurate
a school building cum cyclone shelter at Unit-III in the afternoon.(OTV Web Bureau)

Nalco issue takes a political turn
BHUBANESHWAR: The BJD president and Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik is
pressurizing Vajpayee government at the Centre to put off Nalco privatization
process for some days and during these days, he would try to bring stability in his
party.There is every possibility that Nalco privatization issue might take a political
turn. Since the current political crisis in the state has become a ‘headache’. The
central government on the other hand, has not taken any final decision in this
direction. However, an officer in the Union Disinvestment Ministry has informed
journalists of some leading Oriya newspapers over phone that the possibility of
Nalco privatization process may be deferred. But authenticity of this information is
under doubt. The Centre has however, categorically denied of stepping back in its
decision to privatize Nalco. Even if the issue is reconsidered, Nalco privatization may
be postponed for some time but its privatization is certain as per government
decision.(OTV Web Bureau)

Bighnaraj Patel, the 1st IAS of Orissa passes away
BHUBANESHWAR: Bighnaraj Patel, the first Indian Administrative Service (IAS)
Officer of Orissa has died at his Ganganagar based residence here Wednesday. He
was 75. Patel, a native of Jadamunda village under Loisingha block of Bolangir
district was commissioned as IAS in the year 1951.During his long tenure, he held
various posts and discharged his duties meticulously. He was secretary to the Union
Public Service Commission, member of Revenue Board and state Home Secretary.
He also held the position of vice chairman of the Central Administrative Tribunal of
the Orissa branch and member of Western Orissa Development Council. He was a
renowned litterateur too.(OTV Web Bureau)

PDS is not working properly: Sharad Yadav
BHUBANESHWAR: The public distribution system (PDS) is not working in the state
properly giving rise to scarcity situation according to Sharad Yadav, the Union
Minister for Food Supply and Consumer Welfare on Friday.Admitting that there has
been recycling of BPL rice in the State, he claimed that the Centre has initiated steps
to check this.Yadav who arrived here on a two day visit of the state told newsmen
that there is no shortage of foodgrains. But it is not reaching the target groups, he
said, adding that he will take up the issue with the State Government during
discussion on Saturday.(OTV Web Bureau)

IIT would be set up at Koraput: Dr M M Joshi
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BHUBANESHWAR: An Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) would be set up in the
tribal dominated district of Koraput as soon as financial crises is over according to
Union Minister for Human Resources Dr Murali Manojhar Joshi. However, in a letter
written to the Koraput MLA Tara Prasad Bahinipati, Joshi informed that though the
central govt. is interested to impart qualitative technical education, due to paucity of
funds, this intention of the govt. is not getting adequate boost.He however, has
written that the Centre is considering to open up an IIT in Koraput after its financial
condition improves. Bahinipati had written separate letters to the Union Human
Resources Minister and Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee requesting them to
open IIT in Koraput.(OTV Web Bureau)
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Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Tuesday, July 06, 2004

Ministry of Human Resource Development
9 PROPOSALS RECEIVED FOR SETTING UP OF NEW IITS
15:44 IST

Lok Sabha

The centre has received 9 proposals from various State Governments for
either setting up new IITs or upgrading existing institutions to IITs. This is in
sequel to the announcement made by the former Prime Minister on August
15, 2003 that 5 new IITs will be set up by upgrading promising academic
institutions. The proposals received are as follows.

Sl.No

State

Proposal

1.

Andhra
Pradesh

Setting up of New IIT at Basara, Adilabad
District, Andhra Pradesh
Upgradation of Osmani University
Engineering College, Andhra Pradesh

2.

Bihar

Setting up of new IIT in Bihar

3.

Chandigarh

Setting up of new IIT in Chandigarh

4.

Gujarat

Setting up of new IIT in Gujarat

5.

Jharkhand

Setting up of new IIT in Jharkhand

6.

Karnataka

Upgradation of NITK Surathkal to IIT
Setting up of new IIT in Dharwad, North
Karnataka

7.

Kerala

Upgradation of College of Engineering
Thiruvananthapuram to IIT

8.

Orissa

Upgradation of University College of
Engineering (U.C.E.), Burla, Orissa
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9.

Rajasthan

Setting up of new IIT in Rajasthan

The proposals are under consideration of an expert committee set up by
the Government.
This information was given by the Minister of State for Human Resource
Development Shri M.A.A Fatmi in a written reply in Lok Sabha today.
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BHUBANESWAR: With Vice-President Bhairon
Singh Shekhawat by his side, Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik on Saturday seized the
opportunity by urging the Centre to accord
University College of Engineering (UCE) Burla
the status of Indian Institute of Engineering
Science and Technology (IIEST).
Addressing the Golden Jubilee function of the
college here, the Chief Minister said the
Anandakrishnan Committee, constituted by
Ministry of Human Resource Development,
had shortlisted five institutes for upgrading
them into IIEST.
But, an institute of UCE’s repute has not been
included.
Naveen requested the Centre to send an
expert committee to assess UCE for giving it
the status of IIEST, he said.
Principal of UCE Prof K C Singh said HRD
Ministry had set up Joshi Committee which
shortlisted seven colleges to get the status of
Institutes of National Importance (INIs).
Subsequently, the Ministry appointed a
three-member committee, headed by Dr M
Anandakrishnan to prune the list.
The committee, Singh said, submitted its
report earlier in February and it had narrowed
down the colleges to five. The Engineering
departments of Jadavpur University and
Aligarh Muslim University were left out
because of land problems, but were given bloc
grants of Rs 50 crore each to be developed as
centres of excellence.
In fact, some of the engineering colleges
received massive financial support from HRD
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Ministry. The Andhra University College of
Engineering got an allocation of Rs 408.15
crore while Benaras Hindu University received
Rs 545.95 crore for 2007-12.
After 2012, the five shortlisted institutions will
get annual funding of Rs 100 crore each, close
to what an IIT gets. Subsequently, the
institutions would be called IIEST, a new
facility different from IITs and NITs, Singh
said.
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Currently, UCE is facing financial constraints
despite possessing excellent teaching faculty
and infrastructure. It gets annual grant of Rs
4.21 crore.
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Agami Orissa seeks full-fledged IIT
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Agami Orissa, a leading organisation with an objective of highlighting educational
problems in the State, held a seminar at the Utkal University on Friday under the
presidentship of linguist Prof Debi Prasanna Patnaik. They unanimously resolved to
support State's demand for a full-fledged IIT.
Hundreds of students and academicians, who attended the seminar, were of the
opinion that even after 59 years of Independence, the State has been immensely
suffering from poor education and health facility. The State is deprived of getting
national institutions like IIT, IIM and Central Universities.

Members' Email Login

They pointed out that the Anandakrishna Committee, specially constituted to
recommend for newer IIT campuses in the country, has selected five places where
Orissa does not figure. The committee has recommended establishment of IITs in
West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh, even though these States already have IITs, IIMs
and Central Universities. Andhra Pradesh and Kerala are also privileged to have
new IITs, although they have Central Universities. However, the proposal to upgrade
Orissa's Burla Engineering College to an IIT was turned down.
"In light of the Centre's gross negligence of Orissa in respect of providing Central
institutions and patronising higher education, Agami Orissa is planning a mass
revolution in future. It has proposed an all-party consensus in the State Assembly for
setting up of an IIT in the State. It also demands that Burla Engineering College be
declared a Deemed University and converted to Indian Institute of Science and
Technology (IIST)," said Santosh Tripathy, the convenor of the organisation.
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01 – Orissa at the bottom of
MHRD Spending and bottom of
higher education enrollment
(2004-05 – 1st Feb 2007)
Highlights:
2004-05 NSSO Study: Orissa at the bottom of higher education
enrollment at 6.1%
12th Feb 2006: Asian Age/International Herald Tribune: Orissa,
Rajasthan and Bihar at the bottom of MHRD per-capita spending on
marquee institutions
1st July 2006: Indian Express editorial page article: Bias against
Bhubaneswar
20th Dec 2006: Indian Express editorial page article: Will the HRD
ministry and planning commission correct the regional imbalance in
Higher Education?
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Delhi on top, Bihar at bottom - By Sanjay Basak
(
Delhi on top, Bihar at bottom

)

- By Sanjay Basak

New Delhi, Feb. 12: It’s in Delhi where the Congress-led UPA government is spending
the maximum amount per person on human Resources development, while the lowest
expenditure is in Bihar. Repeated attempts by a group of educationists to draw the
attention of Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and UPA chairperson Sonia Gandhi to
this "glaring regional imbalance" have had no effect so far. The Prime Minister had
recently gone on record saying: "I trust our government as well as the state
governments evolve policies to remedy regional imbalances."
A preliminary report prepared by Prof. Chitta Boral of Arizona University "State-wise
distribution of HRD national highways funding in India" goes on to show that while the
government spends Rs 177.12 per person in Delhi, the amount per head in Bihar is just
Re 1.87. The phrase "national highways" in this case is actually a reference to higher
educational institutions. It explains: "Although these institutions theoretically allow
equal access to students from all states, like national highways being used by people,
students in a state where a particular institution is located have more awareness and
more access to it as it is more convenient to them. In fact, the national highways are
more evenly distributed in the country than the educational institutions." Highlighting
the "glaring disparity", a statewise breakup of the funding of higher n Turn to Page 2
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educational institutions through the HRD goes on to show that the Centre was
spending Rs 177.12 per person in Delhi, while it was Rs 105.42 in Uttaranchal, Rs 105
in Arunachal Pradesh, Rs 77.70 in Assam, Rs 33.78 in Himachal Pradesh, Rs 28.10 in
West Bengal, Rs 25.12 in Karnataka, Rs 17.79 in Tamil Nadu, Rs 17.09 in
Maharashtra, Rs 17.08 in Uttar Pradesh, Rs 16.20 in Jharkhand, Rs 16.05 in Andorra
Pradesh, Rs 14.50 in Jam and Cashmere, Rs 13.38 in Punjab, Rs 8.52 in Harman, Rs
7.90 in Karen, Rs 7.39 in Chhattisgarh, Rs 7.20 in Madhya Pradesh, Rs 4.87 in
Gujarat, Rs 4.07 in Orissa, Rs 2.59 in Rajasthan and Rs 1.87 in Bihar.
Delhi, the report notes, has a large number of higher educational institutions: besides
Delhi University and Jawaharlal Nehru University, there is the Indian Institute of
Technology, Jamia Millia Islamia, AIIMS, the School of Planning and Architecture and
IGNOU.
Over the past few months, a group of educationists in India and abroad have been
writing to the Prime Minister and Mrs Sonia Gandhi over the "regional imbalances" in
education in the country. Dr Digambar Patra, of the department of physics of Waseda
University, Tokyo, stated that the educationists had also organised an email protest
campaign over the issue. Of them, Prof. Chitta Boral receives an acknowledgement of
his letter from Mrs Gandhi. The letter was, incidentally, addressed to the Prime
Minister, with a copy marked to Mrs Gandhi.
Besides referring to the disparity between states in higher educational institutions, the
letters also referred to the "stepmotherly" attitude towards Orissa. There have been a
lot of protests over the UPA government’s move to ignore former HRD minister Murli
Manohar Joshi’s plan to set up a National Institute of Science in Orissa. The Centre
has reportedly decided to shift the project to "friendly" states like West Bengal and
Maharashtra, ruled by the Marxists and the Congress respectively.
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education divide

New Delhi, Jan. 31: Pressure is building
on the Centre to set up educational
institutions of excellence in backward
states.
As the government gears up to build a
string of science, technology and
management institutes, political parties
and pressure groups fear these might go
to certain “favoured” regions. They cite
how states like Orissa and Madhya
Pradesh have been denied their share.

The latest provocation is the Union
human resource development ministry’s
decision to set up Indian Institutes of
Technology in Bihar and Rajasthan and Indian Institutes of Science
for Education and Research (IISERs) in Pune and Calcutta.
IIM Lucknow and IIT
Kharagpur

CITY NEWSLINES
The decision has angered residents of states that feel left out,
particularly Orissa. Letters and petitions to the ministry are pouring
in from individuals and groups in Orissa alleging discrimination.
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The Manmohan Singh government has proposed three new IITs, 20
Indian Institutes of Information Technology, five Indian Institutes of
Management, three IISERs and four Schools of Planning and
Architecture in the 11th Five-Year-Plan.
But where will these be located if the Planning Commission clears
them? In the past, decisions have been influenced by political
factors, such as which parties have clout at the Centre and where
the cabinet ministers come from.
The HRD ministry’s allocations to states depend on the presence
and size of central educational institutions. Delhi receives the
largest share, followed by Bengal and Karnataka. On the lowest
rungs are Bihar, Rajasthan and Orissa.
Those advocating more and better educational institutions in Orissa
cite past promises that were not kept. For instance, in 2003, the
Vajpayee government had announced a National Institute of
Science (NIS) in the state. The Orissa government allocated 75
acres of prime land, but nothing has moved since then.
The Prime Minister recently announced two IISERs in Calcutta and
Pune. The objectives of an NIS and an IISER are the same; so the
new IISERs could seal the fate of the proposed NIS in Orissa.
Higher education experts point to a link between a dearth of
“employable” technical manpower and an absence of quality
institutions in large parts of the country.
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The south teems with private professional institutes but many of
them are substandard. Experts say the government, either on its
own or through private-public partnership, should create more
high-quality institutes.
Industry claims that no more than 40 per cent of the nearly 300,000
engineering graduates are employable. The HRD ministry says that
one way of bridging the gap is to upgrade eligible institutes to “IIT
status”.
Seven colleges — including Jadavpur University’s engineering and
technology department, Bengal Engineering and Science University
and Aligarh Muslim University’s Zakir Hussain College of
Engineering and Technology — have been identified for the
upgrade.
But some academics argue such upgrade would “dilute” the IIT
brand. They suggest that these institutes be turned into National
Institutes of Technology or Hindustan Institutes of Technology.
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02 – Orissa tries to get a branch
campus of IIT Kharagpur
(15th July 2006 – 2nd May 2007)
Highlights:
15th July 2006: Statesman and others report that IIT Kharagpur
announces in its 52nd convocation about its intention to open new
campuses in Kolkata and Bhubaneswar
17th July 2006: Various news report regarding many Orissans writing to
their CM to engage with IIT Kharagpur for a branch campus in
Bhubaneswar
22-24th July 2006: Government of Orissa has meeting with IIT
Kharagpur and comes to an agreement for a branch campus with 5000
students; offers 300 acres of land
30th Sep 2006: CM takes this issue to Delhi and meets with the HRD
minister for this
7th Oct 2006: Chandrasekhar Sahu, central minister from Orissa, writes
to HRD minister about this
2nd May 2007: IIT Kharagpur Chairman of BOG R. P. Goenka says IIT
Kharagpur branch campus will start in 2007.
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IIT Kharagpur unveils perspective plan
Statesman News Service
KHARAGPUR, July 15. — The Indian Institute of
Technology, Kharagpur released a ‘perspective plan’ today
to double the number of students by 2010 through increasing
its student intake by 34 per cent. The institute will also
introduce new programmes such as 21 dual degree courses,
M Tech in Media and Sound Engineering and Bachelor of
Law with specialisation in Intellectual Property Rights.
It was announced at the 52nd Convocation of IIT, Kharagpur
today that two new campuses of the institute ~ one in
Kolkata and the other in Bhubaneswar, will be coming up
soon. For the Rajarhat campus, a 10-acre plot of land has
been acquired at New Town. This campus will be developed
with the objective of promoting advanced research and
development activities, post graduate and under graduate
programmes, laboratories for training and research and as an
industry hub for attracting high technology. The chief guest
at the ceremony, Mr Arun Sarin, CEO, Vodafone Group Plc
UK donated a sum of $ 2.5 lakhs to the institute.
Mr Shishir Kumar Dube, director of the institute, conferred
degrees on 1370 outgoing students. The institute also
conferred the Life Fellow of IIT-Kharagpur Award on Prof
GS Sanyal, former director of the institute. The
Distinguished Alumnus Award was given to Mr Arun Sarin,
CEO, Vodafone Group Plc UK along with four others.
The gold medal awardees were Mr Sambaditya Saha from
the department of Biotechnology, Mr Seth Siddhartha Sunil
Kumar, Mr Paonam Santosh Kumar Singh and Mr S
Narayanan from the department of Electronics and Electrical
Communication Engineering, Mr Sayantan Sharma from the
department of Physics and Meteorology and Mr Amit Ray
from the department of Naval Architecture.
Mr Sarin adding a few words of encouragement to the
students, said: “One has to keep marching towards the future
with the changing situations and follow certain rules in order
to succeed in life.”
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Wake-up call for IIT campus in Orissa
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Orissa has already lost the National Institute of Science (NIS) to West Bengal. But
the real question is, can it afford to sustain another loss by not making its bid for
opening a campus of the IIT Kharagpur that has already planned to have a new
campus? Sources said the IITs, across the country, are planning additional
campuses in other cities.
It has already been known that IIT Mumbai is planning satellite campuses in Goa,
Pune and another one in Mumbai. This institute also has an invitation to add another
one in Ahmedabad.

In an open letter to Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik, prominent Oriyas living in the
United States have suggested that Orissa may get a campus of the IIT Kharagpur, if
it makes timely effort.
"If Orissa moves slowly, then who knows this campus may go to another location
outside the State," apprehended Professor Chitta Baral of Arizona State University."
As the IIT Kharagpur already has an extension centre in Bhubaneswar, where it
offers a PG Diploma in IT and is about to offer a diploma in intellectual property law,
the educationists outside India have requested the Chief Minister to immediately
pursue this and make sure that this campus is established in Bhubaneswar.
The Orissa Government and many Orissa-based companies support a lot of
research in IIT Kharagpur. Under such circumstances, if Bhubaneswar does not
become the third campus of IIT Kharagpur, the fault would lie with Orissa, its
Ministers and bureaucrats for their delay in pursuing this golden opportunity, said
Dhirendra Kar, vice-president of the Orissa Society of Americas (OSA).
In its recent 37th convention, the OSA sought to impress upon the State Government
to develop Orissa as a 'Knowledge State.'
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IIT Chennai is planning a satellite campus in Tiruchirapally. IIT Kharagpur has just
announced a new campus in Rajrahat, Kolkata. They have also announced plans for
another campus.
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Orissa Youth Congress on Monday demanded to set up an IIT campus in the State in
the wake of some IITs planning to open additional campuses in other cities across
the country.
Speaking to reporters here, State Congress president Rohit Pujari said the State
Government should press for opening an additional campus of Kharagpur IIT in the
State. Kharagpur has already announced to open an additional campus and if the
State Government does not look into the matter, the campus might be opened
somewhere else.
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IITs are often compared to MIT and the best technical institutes of the world and an
IIT campus in the State would also invite top-notch companies to open facilities and
recruit technocrats here.
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(Z[ý)- ù\ge @^ýû^ý
eûRýMêWÿòK A¬ò^òdeòõ gòlû
ùlZâùe iùaðûy gòlûdZ^
bûaùe _eò M Yò Z Aò @ û^
A^þÁòPêýUþ @`þ ùUùUÜûùfûRò
(@ûA@ûAUò) _âZòÂû ùlZâùe
@Zý« @ûMbe ùjûA _\ùl_
ù^C[ò a ûùaùk IWÿ ò g û G
ùlZâùe _Qùe _Wÿò~òaû CPòZ
^ê ù jñ ùaûfò @ûùceò K ûùe
aiaûi Keê[òaû Cy gòlòZ
_â a ûiú IWÿ ò @ ûcûù^ \é X ÿ
cZù_ûhY KeòQ«ò û
cêLýcªú ^aú^ _ ^ûdKuê
GK _Zâ ùfLò _â a ûiú
IWÿò@ûcû^u _leê Kêjû~ûAQò
ù~ aðcû^ ùMûUòG _ùe
ùMûUòG @ûA@ûAUò Zûjûe gûLû
aòÉûe Keòaûùe fûMòQ«ò û Gjò
Kâcùe @ûA@ûAUò LWÿM_êe,
KfKûZûe eRûejûUVûùe GK
gûLû ùLûfòaû _ûAñ iÚòe Keòaû
iùw iùw @ûC GK gûLû
@^ý GK eûRýùe ùLûfòaû
fûMò ù~ûR^û KeêQò û ùZYê @ûc
eûRý ieKûe Gjò iêù~ûMKê
jûZQWÿû Keòaû @ûù\ø CPòZ
ùja ^ûjó ùaûfò @ûeòùRû^û
aògßaò\ýûkde aeòÂ _âù`ie
Pò aeûk cZ_âKûg KeòQ«ò û
_â ù `ie aeûk IWÿ ò g û

ùiûiûAUþ @`þ @ûùceòKûe
RùY iKâòd i\iý û Gjûe
ißZª @]òùag^ùe Cygòlûe
aòKûg _ûAñ MêeêZß @ûùeû_
Keû~ûA[òaûùaùk ^ýûi^ûf
A^þ Á ò P ê ý U @`þ iûA^è
(G^þ@ûAGiþ) IWÿògû jeûA[òaû
_eòù_âlúùe aðcû^ @ûA@ûAUò
_âZòÂû iKûùg ißZª C\ýc ^
Kùf Zûjû c]ý jûZQWÿ û
ùjûA~òa ùaûfò ùi @ûguû
_âKûg KeòQ«ò û aðcû^ cê´A
@ûA@ûAUò ùMû@û, _êùY I @^ý
GK ùK¦âùe Zò^òùMûUò ißZª
Kýûµiþ _âZòÂû Keê[òaûùaùk
G[ò_ûAñ Cy Kéð_luê c]ý
@^ê ù eû] Keû~ò a û ^ò c ù«
_âù`ie aeûk ~êqò C_iÚû_^û
KeòQ«ò û
@ûùceò K ûùe aiaûi
Keê [ ò a û
ù_iû\ûe
IWÿ@ò ûcû^ue ~êqò Gjò ù~ ~\ò
@ûc eûRýùe @ûA@ûAUò I
G^þ @ ûAGiþ bkò gò l ûdZ^
_âZòÂû ^ jêG ùZùa aðcû^
icMâ ù\gùe ù~Cñ ùaMùe
Cygòlûe @MâMZò ùjCQò Zûjû
ijòZ IWÿògû Zûkù\A _ûeòa
^ûjó û IWÿògû ùiûiûAUþ @`þ
@ûùceòKûe C_ibû_Zò ]úùe¦â
Ke Kjò Q «ò ù~ að c û^
@ûA@ûAUò
LWÿ M _ê e

bêaù^gßeùe Zûjûe GK gûLû
ùLûfòQò; Kò«ê GjûKê GK _ìðûw
@ûA@ûAUò Kýûµiþùe _eòYZ
Keòaû _ûAñ eûRý ieKûe
ùK¦â C_ùe Pû_ ^ _KûAùf
Zûjû @^ý eûRýKê Pûfò~òaûe
@ûguû ejòQò û

^ûAùReò@ûùe
RM^Üû[, akb\â I
iêb\âûu aòMâj _âZòÂû

bê a ù^gß e , Zû 17û7^ûAùReò@ûe fûùMûiVûùe IWÿ@ò û
icûR _leê bûeZúd iûõÄéZòK
_eò h \ (@ûA.iò . G.) c¦ò e
_eòieùe iõ_âZò _âbê gâúRM^Üû[,
akb\â I cû' iêb\âûu aòMâj
_â Z ò Â û Keû~ûAQò û IWÿ ò g ûeê
^ûAùReò @ ûVûùe Kû~ð ý eZ
IWÿò@ûcû^u c]ýeê IWÿògû icûRe
_âcêL KcðKðû ùiøcýe¬^ ùR^û,
geZ iûjê, @^« iûaZ, iêaâZ
iûjê, _eûU cjû«ò, iêeRòZ \ûi,
_âùaû] ùaùjeû, _ò.iò. iûcf,
I cù^ûR e[ _âcêL ajê ibý
Gjò _â Z ò Â û Caùe iKâ ò d
@õgMâ j Y Keò [ ò ù f û G[ò ù e
^ûAùReò@ûe aòbò^Ü iõ_â\ûde
ùfûKcû^u iùcZ _âaûiú IWÿò@û
gâ¡ûkê bqcûù^ ù~ûM ù\A[òùf û
^ûAùReò@û IWÿò@û icûRe aòMâj
_âZòÂû ùlZâùe Gjò iû]ê C\ýcKê
aòb^ò Ü cjfùe ißûMZ Keû~ûAQò û
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IIT , Khargapur to set up shop in Bhubaneswar

NATION

Pioneer News Service | Bhubaneswar
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Director, Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Prof SK Dubey called on Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik at the Secretariat on Saturday and discussed with him the setting up
of a branch of IIT, Kharagpur in Bhubaneswar.
Prof Dubey indicted that the project report would be ready within a month. The
Centre will provide quality technical education to 5,000 students in discipline like Bioscience, metallurgy, mining and other frontier areas.
The Campus will have research and development centre which will help in faculty
upgradation to enhance the standard of engineering colleges in Orissa. Chief
Minister, Patnaik assured to provide all facilities for establishment of campus.

Members' Email Login

Industry Minister Biswa Bhusana Harichandan, Chief Secretary Dr Subas Pani,
Chairman AICTE Prof Damodor Acharya and Vice -Chancellor BIPUT Prof.
Omkarnath Mohanty were present during the discussion.
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NDT Test Equipment
Magnetic Analysis, Eddy
Current, Ultrasonic & Flux
Leakage Equipment
www.mac-ndt.com

ROA Hutton Co-op to
Condo
Coop to Condo
Conversion Specialist
Unleash the equity in your
Co-op
www.roahutton.com

Local Delhi Florist
Same Day Delhi Delivery
Guaranteed Family
Owned For Over 90
Years!
www.FlowerShopping.com/Delhi

Buy NDT Products &
Probes
Thickness Gages,
Transducers, Flaw
Detectors & More. Order
Today!
www.olympusNDT.com

Housing Cooperative
Lower Your Monthly
Payment & Save Up to 4
offers In 60 seconds
home.mortgage.leadsteps.com

Advertise on this site
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Swapped any good books? - Free membership, postage provided.
If you love reading, join today! www.bookins.com
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Lower Your
Blood Pressure

Centre permitting, IIT campus in City
*

Clinically proven
device to lower

2

blood pressure
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Buy & Sell Used
Items
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3
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without side effects
www.resperate.com

NRI! Send money
to India FOR
FREE*
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LWÿM_êe @ûA@ûAUò
bêaù^gßeùe Kýûµiþ ùLûfòa

û
^
bêaù^gße, Zû23/7 (bê_)â -bêaù^gßeùe iìP^û ù\A[òùf ö bêaù^gße Kýûµiùe ùR÷a
j @ûA@ûAUòe Kýûµi ùLûfû~òaö Gjò Kýûµi aòmû^, ]ûZê aòmû^, LYò I ^ì@û ^ì@û aòhde
Ròð ^òcù« @ûagýK _Wê[ôaû Rcò I @^ýû^ý _ûVýKâc ùLûfû~òa ö _û jRûe _òfûu _ûAñ
iêaò]ûiêù~ûM ù~ûMûAù\aûKê eûRý ieKûe ùa÷ h dò K gò l û\û^e aýaiÚ û ejò a ö
Kê eûRò ùjûAQò ö
iìP^ûù~ûMý LWÿM_êeùe c¤ _ûjRûe _òfûu
e
@ûRò iPòaûkdVûùe G@ûAiòUòAe @¤l _ûAñ aýaiÚû ejòQò ö eûRýùe [òaû A¬ò^òdeòõ
Y WKÖ e \ûùcû\e @ûPû~ð ý ,
KùfRùe gòlûe cû^ aé¡ò _ûAñ
Z LWM_êe @ûA@ûAUòe ^òùðgK A¬ò^dò eòõ gòlûe cû^aé¡ò _ûAñ GK MùahYû I
_âù`ie Giþ.ùK.\êùa I @^ý ùLûfòa MùahYû I aòKûg ùK¦â
aòKûg ùK¦â ùLûfû~òa ö
d _\û]ô K ûeúaé ¦ cê L ýcªúuê
LWM_êe @ûA@ûAUòe \êAUò
ùiøR^ýcìkK iûlûZ Keò[ôùf ö Gjò iûlûZ gûLû ùKûfþKûZû I bêaù^gßeùe ejòQò ö
Kûkùe IWògûùe @ûA@ûAUò Kýûµi iÚû_^ bêaù^gße gûLûe iµâiûeY fûMò eûR]û^úe
KeòaûKê @ûùfûP^û Keû~ûA[òfû ö Kýûµi @Zò ^òKUùe 300 GKe Rcò ù~ûMûAù\aû
e ùLûfòaû ù^A _âKÌ eòù_ûUð GKcûi c¤ùe _ûAñ _âù`ie \êùau iùcZ _âZò^ò]ô \ke
_âÉêZ Keû~òa ùaûfò LWÿM_êe @ûA@ûAUòe @^ý ibýcûù^ cêLýcªúuê _âÉûa ù\A[ôùf ö
^òùðgK _âù`ie \êùa @ûùfûP^û Kûkùe cêLýcªú ^aú^ _ ^ûdK l _éÂû 2 ù\L«ê

fûbR^K aKÌ Kéh bûùa C_iÚû_^ KeQ« ö

bêaù^gßeùe @ûA@ûAUò LWÿM_êee...

Gjò _âÉûaKê MâjY Keò ieKûe Rcò ù~ûMûAù\aûKê _âÉZê [ôaû cZaýq
Keò[ôùf ùaûfò RYû_WòQò ö Gjò iµâiûeY _ûAñ _âûd 800 ùKûUò
Uuû aò^òù~ûM ùja ö Gjò icÉ @[ðKê ùK¦â cû^a i´k aòKûg
cªYûkd aj^ Keòa ö @ûRòe ùa÷VKùe gòÌcªú aògbß hì Y jeòP¦^,
cêLý gûi^ iPòa WKÖe iêaûi _ûYòu iùcZ eûRý ieKûeu aeòÂ
@]Kûeúcûù^ C_iòZ [ùf ö
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Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik on Friday met Union Minister for Human Resources
Development Arjun Singh in New Delhi to discussed establishment of a campus of
IIT, Kharagpur in Orissa.
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According to an official release here, Patnaik stated that the State Government has
offered 300 acres of land next to Bhubaneswar city for setting up the campus and is
fully committed to provide all necessary assistance for the institution.
Since Orissa is fast emerging as a hub for industrial activities, an institution of the
stature of IIT will provide the much-needed impetus to the efforts of the Government
in providing support to these industries, Patnaik said.

Members' Email Login

The Chief Minister also discussed about establishment of a new Indian Institute of
Information Technology (IIIT) in Bhubaneswar. In view of the growth of Bhubaneswar
as a major centre for IT and IT-enabled services, it is an ideally location for an IIIT.
The State Government is willing to provide land for the institution. Arjun Singh also
responded positively.
In view of the growth of Bhubaneswar as a major centre for IT and IT-enabled
services, it is ideally a location for an IIIT. The State Government is willing to provide
land for such institution.
Arjun Singh responded positively saying the Center would definitely consider the
case of Bhubaneswar favourably while sanctioning new IIITs in the near future.
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CM for IIT off-campus in Orissa

Username

Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, Sept 29: An off-campus of IIT
Kharagpur in Orissa and an IIIT were two issues raised by
chief minister Mr Naveen Patnaik during his meeting with
Union minister for human resources development Mr Arjun
Singh in New Delhi.
The chief minister informed the Central minister that he had
already offered 300 acres of land close to Bhubaneswar for
the Kharagpur IIT and is fully committed to provide all
necessary assistance to the institution.
Since Orissa is fast emerging as a hub for industrial
activities, an institution of the stature of IIT will provide the
much needed boost to support these industries.
Mr Patnaik also spoke on the establishment of a new Indian
Institute of Information Technology (IIIT) in Bhubaneswar.
He said that the state government is willing to provide land
for the institution.
A release issued by the CMO claimed that Mr Arjun Singh
responded positively and said that the Centre will consider
the case of Bhubaneswar favourably while sanctioning new
IIITs in the near future.
The ruling BJD here had opposed the alleged shifting of a
proposed National Institute of Sciences (NIS) from
Bhubaneswar to West Bengal by the HRD ministry. BJD
MLAs had petitioned the PM and staged protests in the
Parliament. The PM, however, further enraged the BJD by
declaring that an institute of excellence under the atomic
energy department will be established in Bhubaneswar.
The PM was even prepared to lay the foundation stone for it
during his last visit but, the land was not ready so he made
an announcement at the Institute of Physics here. Refusing
to concede that an institute, much better than the NIS had
been proposed, the BJD went on to underplay the PM’s
declaration by saying it was just an extension of the existing
IP.
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BHUBANESWAR: Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik
met Union Minister for Human Resource
Development Arjun Singh in New Delhi on
Friday and discussed with him establishment
of a campus of Indian Institute of Technology
(IIT) Kharagpur in Orissa.
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The State Government has offered 300 acres
of land near Bhubaneswar for setting up of the
campus. Naveen reiterated the commitment of
the State Government to provide all necessary
assistance for its establishment.
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The Chief Minister reasoned that since Orissa
is fast emerging as a hub for industrial
activities, an institution of the stature of IIT
will help meet the industry demands.
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According to a release issued here, Singh said
the Centre favours establishment of such an
institute in Orissa soon.
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Naveen also took up the issue of establishment
of a new Indian Institute of Information
Technology (IIIT) at Bhubaneswar regarding
which he had earlier written to Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh.
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In view of the growth of the City as a major
centre for IT and IT-enabled services,
Bhubaneswar deserves an IIIT; Naveen said
and added the State Government is willing to
provide land for the institution.
Singh assured Naveen that the Centre would
definitely consider Bhubaneswar favourably
while sanctioning new IIITs.
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CM discusses IIT Kharagpur campus in Orissa
BHubaneswar: Chief minister Navin Patnaik on Friday met the Union
minister for human resources development (HRD) Arjun Singh in New
Delhi to discuss about the establishment of a campus of IIT, Kharagpur in
Orissa.
During discussion, Patnaik stated that the Orissa government has offered
300 acres of land next to Bhubaneswar city for setting up the campus and
is fully committed to provide all necessary assistance for the institution.
Justifying the need for setting up the IIT centre, he said that since Orissa
is fast emerging as a hub for industrial activities, an institution of the
stature of IIT will provide the much needed boost to the efforts of the
government in providing support to these industries. In his reply, the
Singh stated that the Centre is positively inclined to set up such an
institution soon.
Besides, the chief minister also discussed about the establishment of a
new Indian Institute of Information Technology (IIIT) at Bhubaneswar for
which which he had earlier written to the prime minister.
In view of the growth of Bhubaneswar as a major IT hub and IT-enabled
services, location for an IIIT in the capital city would be ideal, Patnaik said
and added that the state government is willing to provide land for the
institution.
In his reply, the Union minister assured the chief minister that the Centre
would seriously consider the case in this regard.
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for the institution. The Union Minister, Shri Arjun
Singh responded that the Government of India
will definitely consider the case of Bhubaneswar
favourably while sanctioning new IIITs in the near
future.
*****
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IIT campus: Sahu writes to Arjun for an early
approval
Saturday October 7 2006 12:15 IST

BHUBANESWAR: Union Minister of State for
Labour and Employment Chandrasekhar Sahu
has requested the Centre to positively consider
the proposal of the IIT Kharagpur to upgrade
its existing facility here to a full-fledged
campus.
In a letter to the Human Resource
Development (HRD) Minister Arjun Singh,
Sahu said as the State Government has
agreed to provide 300 acres of land for the
purpose, the proposal should be Okayed as
early as possible.
IIT Kharagpur set up an extension campus in
Bhubaneswar in 1996. Stating that the then
chief minister J B Patnaik played a significant
role in the opening of the extension campus,
Sahu said it had generated hopes of a
full-fledged campus in future. However, the
hopes could not materialise for different
reasons.
The Union Minister referred to the proposal of
the Centre to set up a National Institute of
Science for Education and Research in
Bhubaneswar as contemplated by the
University Grants Commission in 2003.
Subsequently, the Centre decided to set up the
institute in Kolkata through HRD Ministry.
The decision had generated a lot of
resentment in Orissa, which led Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh to announce establishment
of such an institute in Bhubaneswar under the
Department of Atomic Energy (DAE).
Sahu, however, pointed out that there has
always been a demand for establishment of an
IIT in the State.
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A full-fledged campus would meet a
long-standing demand of the people of the
State, he said and added, this would also
provide an impetus to the developmental
activities in the State and contribute to its
all-round growth.
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Leader of Opposition JB has also written
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him to approve the proposal at an early date.
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Establishment of a full-fledged campus would
meet the growing demand for higher technical
education in the State as well as entire Eastern
Region, he reasoned.
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RPG retail chain to drop anchor
OUR CORRESPONDENT

Bhubaneswar, May 2: RPG Group today announced its plan to
start a chain of hyper-marts, supermarkets and convenience stores
in Orissa, with an investment of Rs 200 crore, to expand RPG
Retail, the group’s retail arm.
Group’s vice-chairman Sanjeev Goenka, who met chief minister
Naveen Patnaik this morning at Patnaik’s office in the state
secretariat, said Spencer’s hyper-marts, supermarkets and food
stores (as RPG Retail is known) would start 25 to 35 stores in the
leading cities of the state, including Bhubaneswar, by the next 18
months.
For now, Spencer’s retail chains are to be found in Chennai,
Hyderabad, Bangalore, Mumbai, Aurangabad, Pune, Ghaziabad,
Faridabad, Delhi, Cochin and Trivandrum.
“We would like to start soon,” said Goenka, after the meeting the
chief minister. When asked about how the group plans to tackle
land-acquisition problems being faced by the several industries,
Goenka admitted that it is a “process” that every industrialist has to
bear. “But as long as it is done with fair means it turns out okay,” he
added.
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Goenka also held talks with the chief minister on facilitating
land-acquisition process before establishing a 1,000 MW
power-plant at a cost of Rs 4,042.61 crore in Neulapuri area of
Dhenkanal.
The private sector power utility, CESC Ltd., is now a part of the
RPG Group, had signed an MoU in this regard in September last
year.
Goenka said the company has applied for coal block in Talcher for
the coal-fired plant. “We are waiting for the allocation of a coal
block,” he said. Orissa with 51,571 million-tonne coal reserve
contains about 24 per cent of the country’s total reserve of 2,11,594
million tonne. Experts believe, the state has the resources to
generate 1,00,000 MW power for the next 100 years. “Orissa could
be the Rhur of India as far as the power sector is concerned,” said
the state energy minister, Surya Narayan Patra.
After steel, it is now the power sector, which is attracting heavy
investments in Orissa, he adds. Goenka, who is also the chairman
of the board of governors of IIT-Kharagpur, said the construction for
an off-campus branch of the IIT would start this year. The state has
already offered 300 acres of land near Bhubaneswar for the campus
and is committed to provide all the necessary assistance for this
purpose. The Rs 800-crore project would house nearly 5,000
students annually. The institute will impart technical education to
around 5,000 students.
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03 – Union Minister of State for
HRD, Mr. M. A. Fatmi says in
Patna:
The proposal for one IIT in
Bihar, two IIT in Orissa and one
western Indian state will be
th
included in 11 five year plan.
(29th August 2006, Times of India)
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PATNA: The Centre has decided
to open an Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) in Bihar besides
an Indian Institute of Information
Technology (IIIT).
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It has also decided to accord
Central university status to one of
the universities in the state,
preferably Patna Univeristy.

.
.

The announcements were made
by Union minister of state for HRD
MAA Fatmi at the inaugural
ceremony of a new experiment of
the National Institute of Open
Schooling (NIOS) called "On
Demand Examination" here on
Monday.

.

Fatmi said, "The proposal for one
IIT for Bihar and two for Orissa
and one Western Indian state
besides one IIIT to Bihar will be
included in 11th Five Year Plan".
He said that five universities were
being upgraded as Central universities of which one will be from
Bihar. "The process for the upgrade has already started," he
said.
The Union junior minister further said that Institute of Science are
going to be opened in Kolkata, Pune and Punjab. In Kolkata, the
foundation has already been laid, he added.
A bit critical of the state government, Fatmi said the Centre has
allotted Rs 2400 crore under the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA).
"Kasturba Gandhi Residential Schools for girls were sanctioned
for 128 blocks of Bihar but so far only 62 have been established.
A huge fund of Rs 1300 crore for construction of school buildings
under SSA is lying with the state government," he said.

NRI SERVICES

"The Centre is releasing funds in the name of SSA but the state
government has changed the name of the scheme to
Mukhyamantri Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan," he said adding they
were not authorised to change the name. Similarly, funds have
been provided for 4000 madarsas of Bihar under the innovative
education scheme but only 400 have got the money so far, he
said...
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04 – Three new IITs
(20th December 2006)
Highlights:
20th December 2006: 8th IIT in Andhra Pradesh
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Eighth IIT to be located in Andhra Pradesh
December 19, 2006
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Hyderabad, Dec 19 (IANS) The government will set up the eighth Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT) in Andhra Pradesh, Chief Minister Y.S.
Rajasekhara Reddy announced in the state assembly Tuesday.
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Making a statement in the house,
he said the union human resource
development (HRD) ministry had
given a green signal for the
premier institute - widely regarded
as one India's centres for
excellence - that would come up at
Isnapur near Sanga Reddy in
Medak district, about 100 km from
the state capital.
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communication from (HRD
Minister) Arjun Singh informing
that one IIT is sanctioned to
Andhra Pradesh in response to our sustained request for locating an IIT in
our state,' he said.

This acceptance is part of the Eleventh Five-Year Plan agenda to start three
new IITs in the country, the chief minister added.
The HRD ministry has requested the state government to identify and allot
500-600 acres of land free of cost, with physical and social infrastructure,
including road, rail and air connectivity.
'Therefore, my government has decided to locate the IIT in Medak district,
which was once represented by former prime minister Indira Gandhi in the
Lok Sabha as it will satisfy the requirements laid down by the HRD
minister,' he said.
The chief minister recalled that the assembly had earlier adopted a
resolution requesting the government for an IIT at Basara, the temple town
of goddess Saraswati (the Hindu goddess of learning) on the banks of river
Godavari in Adilabad district.
'However, we are constrained to locate it in Medak district having proximity
to the metropolitan twin cities of Hyderabad-Secunderabad, in view of the
letter of the HRD minister,' Rajasekhara Reddy explained.
He expressed the hope that the IIT in Medak would help develop the
backward Telangana region where a powerful section of people have been
agitating for a separate state.
'This, I am sure, will help develop the backward parts of Telangana,
providing opportunities to a large number of our youngsters to pursue high
quality technical education, which is our strong point in the entire country,'
Reddy said.
As some members expressed their disappointment over ignoring Basara,
the chief minister announced that a 21st century gurukul (traditional centre
of learning) institute would be set up in the temple town.
There are seven IITs in India - in Mumbai, New Delhi, Kharagpur, Roorkee,
Guwahati, Kanpur and Chennai.
It was not immediately known where the two other new IITs would be
located.
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05 – Orissa smells a conspiracy
(20th December 2006-29th Jan 2007)
Highlights:
Various articles on how there is a conspiracy to shift a previously
announced IIT in Orissa to another location.
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... as HRD requests Planning Commission to include three new IIT's in 11 Five-Year
Plan
It seems that some nasty politics is overshadowing the decision of setting up of an
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in Orissa. Union Minister for Human Resources
Development Arjun Singh, a diehard Congress leader, seems determined not to
oblige the BJD-led Government in the State to take the political mileage for setting
up an IIT in the State.
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The HRD Ministry has requested the Planning Commission to include three new IITs
in the Eleventh-Plan period. The budget of each new IIT may be as high as Rs 4,000
crore, sources said. Union Minister of State for HRD MAA Fatmi, during the
inaugural ceremony of a new experiment of the National Institute of Open Schooling
(NIOS) in Patna, has said, "The proposal for IITs for Orissa and a western State,
besides an IIT for Bihar, will be included in 11th Five-Year Plan."
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The mention of Bihar and Orissa in the context of IIT makes sense as both States
are in the bottom three (the other being Rajasthan) of HRD Ministry spending with
respect to fully centrally funded higher education institutions and neither of them has
an HRD-funded IIT, IIM, Central University, IISER, etc. The mention of two IITs in
Orissa probably referred to a new IIT and a proposal for a branch or extension of IIT
Kharagpur in Bhubaneswar.
However, even though the 11th Plan proposal is not yet finalised, confidential
inquiries reveal that the three new IITs will be in Bihar, Rajasthan and Andhra
Pradesh. And accordingly, the HRD Ministry has sent letters to the concerned State
Governments. Moreover, reports also mention that the plans for branch campuses
have been stalled.
Despite being at the bottom of the HRD funding, Ministry always skips over Orissa.
Earlier, a proposed National Institute of Sciences in Bhubaneswar was shifted to
Kolkata, despite protests from people all over the State and its representatives in
Parliament roaring over the HRD Ministry's antipathy. Ultimately, Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh had to come to the State's rescue as he granted it an NISER to be
funded by the Department of Atomic Energy.
Now, the HRD Ministry has once again overlooked Orissa with respect to the IITs.
This time, it seems Orissa is superseded by the Congress-ruled Andhra Pradesh,
which, earlier in the year, was awarded not one but two upgrades to IIT cousins.
Andhra University Engineering College and Osmania University Engineering College
were earlier included in the list to be upgraded as IIESTs (Indian Institute of
Engineering Science and Technology). Thus, Andhra gets a new IIT and two IIT-like
institutions funded by the HRD Ministry.
The people of Orissa in general and non-resident Oriyas in particular have now
reasons to believe that the HRD Ministry under Arjun Singh is nourishing personal
grudge against the NDA-ruled State and trying to benefit the States run by the UPA
partners.
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Orissa may lose IIT to AP
Bhubaneswar:28/January/2007
There seems “nasty” politics is taking
centre stage over the decision of
setting up an Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) in Orissa.
Union Minister for Human Resources
Development (HRD) Arjun Singh, a
die hard Congress leader, seems to
be determined not to oblige BJD-BJP
Government in Orissa to take the
political mileage for setting up an IIT
in the state.
The MHRD has requested the Planning Commission to include 3 new IITs in the
Eleventh Plan period. The budget of each of these new IITs may be as high as Rs.
4000 crores each, sources said.
The Union Minister of State for HRD MAA Fatmi during the inaugural ceremony of a
new experiment of the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) in Patna has
said that "The proposal for one IIT for Bihar, Orissa and another for Western Indian
state besides one IIIT to Bihar will be included in 11th Five Year Plan".
The mention of Bihar and Orissa in the context of IIT makes sense as both states
are in the bottom three (the other being Rajasthan) of HRD Ministry spending with
respect to fully centrally funded higher education institutions and neither of them
have an HRD funded IIT, IIM, Central University and IISER etc.
The mention of 2 IITs in Orissa probably referred to a new IIT and a proposal for a
branch or extension of IIT Kharagpur in Bhubaneswar.
However, even though the 11th Plan proposal is not yet finalised but confidential
inquiries reveal that the three new IITs will be in Bihar, Rajasthan and Andhra
Pradesh.
And accordingly the HRD Ministry has sent letters to the concerned government of
these states.
Moreover reports also mention that the plans for branch campuses have also been
stalled.
That is why the people in Orissa are wondering how come state is always at the
receiving end of the HRD Ministry.
And despite being in the lowest bottom of HRD funding, Ministry of HRD always
skips over Orissa.
Earlier a proposed National Institute of Sciences in Bhubaneswar was shifted to
Kolkata and despite protests from people all over Orissa and state's representatives
in the parliament roaring over the HRD ministry's antipathy.
Though ultimately the Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh had to come to the
rescue of Orissa and he granted an NISER to be funded by the DAE.
Now again HRD Ministry has once again overlooked Orissa with respect to the IITs.
This time it seems Orissa was superseded by the Congress ruled Andhra Pradesh,
which earlier in the year was awarded not one but two upgrades to IIT cousins:
Andhra University Engineering College and Osmania University Engineering College
were earlier included in the list to be upgraded as IIESTs (Indian Institute of
Engineering Science and Technology).
Thus Andhra gets a new IIT and 2 IIT like institutions funded by HRD Ministry.
The people in general and non resident Oriyas in particular of Orissa have now
believe that HRD Ministry under Mr. Singh is nourishing personal grudge against
the state for which the states run by UPA partners are being benefited by the HRD
Ministry.
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06 – Orissa CM writes to the
PM about IIT in Orissa
(31st January 2007 – 2nd February 2007)
Highlights:
Various articles on the CM’s letter.
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Naveen Patnaik writes to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh demanding establishment of an IIT in Orissa ... Talks between Kalin
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Naveen demands IIT for Orissa
KalingaTimes Correspondent
Bhubaneswar: Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has written to Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh demanding setting up of an Indian Institute of Technology in Orissa.
Taking exception to the Centre's move to set up greenfield IITs in Andhra Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Bihar, the Chief Minister said in his letter on Wednesday that
establishment of an IIT in Orissa was necessary to support the rapid industrial
growth taking place in the State.
Land of the Sun: Koraput

Stating that the State was attracting huge investments in various sectors including

Interviews

the mega steel plant projects of Arcelor Mittal and Posco, Patnaik said there was

Book Reviews

every reason to set up an IIT to cater to the requirement of the upcoming industries
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by producing highly qualified technical personnel.
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Terming the Centre's move to drop Orissa from the list of States selected for setting
up of IITs as `shocking', Patnaik urged the Prime Minister to intervene in the matter

Centre in August last year about establishment of three IITs during the 11th Five

Iit Institute
Move your career
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degree!

Year Plan period in the country. Orissa had figured in the list of the States, he added.
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and sanction such an institute for the State.
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Patnaik also drew Prime Minister's attention to the announcement made by the

Careers in Orissa
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As regards the upgradation of the extension centre of IIT, Kharagpur in the State to
a full-fledged campus, Patnaik also urged the Prime Minister to look into the matter
for implementation of the project. The State has already sent a proposal in this
regard to the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development and assured allotment
of 300 acres of land for the project, Patnaik said.
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BHUBANESWAR: Taking strong exception to
the reported move of the Centre to shift the
establishment of an Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) from Orissa to Andhra
Pradesh, Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik on
Wednesday shot off a letter to Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh demanding that a greenfield
IIT should be sanctioned for the State.
The Centre had announced establishment of
three greenfield IITs in the country during the
Eleventh Five Year Plan. Orissa was included in
this proposal, which was also announced by
Union Minister of State for Human Resources
Development MM Fatmi on August 28 last year
at Patna.
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Describing the move by the Centre to establish
the IITs in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and
Rajasthan as ‘shocking’, the Chief Minister has
sought the intervention of the Prime Minister
in setting up such an institute in Orissa.

Rajasthan
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for Mohanty’s
case

Establishment of an IIT would go a long way in
supporting the rapid industrial growth in the
State by producing highly qualified technical
and managerial personnel as well as the much
needed R&D support, he said.
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Drawing the Prime Minister’s attention to the
proposal of the IIT, Kharagpur for the
upgradation of their extension centre in Orissa
to a full-fledged IIT campus, Naveen said that
the State Government has also formally
recommended the proposal to the Ministry of
HRD and conveyed willingness to provide 300
acres of land free of cost for the prestigious
project. He requested the Prime Minister to
sanction the extension campus also.
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Stating that the vibrant growth in the
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industrial and technical education sectors
provides enormous potential for industry and
institutional linkages, Naveen said that
establishment of an IIT in Orissa will greatly
facilitate in intensifying this process.
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Orissa is playing host to the biggest ever FDI
projects in the country such as Posco and
Arcelor-Mittal steel projects, he said and added
that presence of such strong industrial players
will definitely provide required synergy for an
IIT level institution to realise its full potential.
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BHUBANESWAR: Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik, on Wednesday, shot off a letter to
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh demanding
that a green field Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) should be sanctioned for the
State.
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The letter comes in the wake of the Centre�s
reported move to shift the IIT from Orissa to
Andhra Pradesh.
Union Minister of State for Human Resources
Development MM Fatmi, on August 28 last
year, announced the establishment of three
green field IITs in the country during the
Eleventh Five Year Plan at Patna. Orissa was
one of them.
Describing the Centre�s move to establish the
IITs in AP, Bihar and Rajasthan as
�shocking�, Naveen has sought the
intervention of the Prime Minister in setting up
such an institute in Orissa.
Establishment of an IIT would go a long way in
supporting the rapid industrialisation in the
State by producing highly qualified technical
and managerial personnel as well as the much
needed R&D support, he said.
Drawing the Prime Minister�s attention to the
IIT Kharagpur�s proposal for upgradation of
their extension centre in Orissa to a
full-fledged IIT campus, Naveen said the State
Government has also formally recommended
the Ministry of HRD and conveyed willingness
to provide 300 acres of land free of cost for
the prestigious project. He requested the
Prime Minister to sanction the extension
campus also.
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Stating that vibrant growth in industrial and
technical education sectors provides enormous
potential for industry and institutional
linkages, Naveen said establishment of an IIT
in Orissa will greatly facilitate in intensifying
this process.
Orissa is playing host to the biggest ever FDI
projects in the country, Posco and
Arcelor-Mittal steel projects, he said. Presence
of such strong industrial players will definitely
provide required synergy for an IIT level
institution to realise its full potential.
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Navin urges PM to set up IIT in state
Bhubaneswar: Chief minister Navin Patnaik on Wednesday
urged prime minister Manmohan Singh to take steps for setting
up a greenfield IIT in the state.
In a letter to the prime minister, Patnaik, while describing the
move by the Centre to establish the IITs in Andhra Pradesh,
Bihar and Rajasthan as shocking sought his intervention in
setting up such an institute in Orissa.
It may be mentioned here that the Centre had announced
establishment of three greenfield IITs in the country during the
Eleventh Five Year Plan.
Besides, Union minister of state for Human Resources
Development M M Fatimi had made an announcement on
August 28 last year at Patna that Orissa has been included in
this proposal.
Justifying his contention to this effect, Patnaik maintained that
the establishment of an IIT would aptly support the rapid
industrial growth in Orissa by producing highly qualified
technical and managerial personnel as well as the much needed
R&D support.
The chief minister also maintained that since Orissa is playing
host to the biggest ever FDI projects in the country such as
Posco and Arcelor-Mittal steel projects, the presence of such
strong industrial players would surely provide required synergy
for an IIT level institution to realise its full potential.
While drawing the attention of the prime minister to the
proposal of the IIT, Kharagpur for the upgradation of their
extension centre in Orissa to a full-fledged IIT campus, the
chief minister said that the state government has also formally
recommended the proposal to the HRD ministry and has agreed
to provide 300 acres of land free of cost for the prestigious
project.
He requested the Prime Minister to sanction the extension
campus also.
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New Delhi: Getting into the prestigious
Indian Institutes of Technology is every
engineering aspirant’s dream. But
getting the IIT into their state seems to
be every politician’s ambition.
At least that’s what is happening in
Orissa and Andhra Pradesh, with the
neighbours fighting it out over getting
the institute within their territorial
boundaries.
FUN AND GAMES: Andhra's politicians play cricket to
block off highways in protest.

A day after Orissa Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik took strong exception
to the reported move of the Centre to
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Congress called for a blockade over
where the proposed IIT should be
established.

While the Opposition parties have called for a blockade of NH-9 - demanding an IIT at
Basar in Adilabad district - the Congress is blocking NH-7 as it wants an IIT to be set up
elsewhere!
“We are blocking the highway as we want an IIT in Medak district of Andhra Pradesh,”
confirmed Medak Zila Parishad Chairman, Patan Cheru.
However, Congress is not having it easy either. All the political parties of state have come
together to oppose CM Y S Rajasekhara Reddy’s stand of locating the IIT in Medak
district.
How it started
The Centre had announced establishment of three greenfield IITs in the country during the
Eleventh Five Year Plan. Orissa was included in this proposal, which was also announced
by Union Minister of State for Human Resources Development MM Fatmi on August 28
last year at Patna.
The move did not go down well with Orissa Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik, who on
Wednesday shot off a letter to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh demanding that a
greenfield IIT should be sanctioned for the State.
Describing the move by the Centre to establish the IITs in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and
Rajasthan as ‘shocking’, the Chief Minister has sought the intervention of the Prime
Minister in setting up such an institute in Orissa.
Drawing the Prime Minister’s attention to the proposal of the IIT, Kharagpur for the
upgradation of their extension centre in Orissa to a full-fledged IIT campus, Naveen said
that the State Government has also formally recommended the proposal to the Ministry of
HRD and conveyed willingness to provide 300 acres of land free of cost for the prestigious
project.
He requested the Prime Minister to sanction the extension campus also.
(With CNN-IBN inputs)
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At least thatâ€™s what is happening in Orissa
and Andhra Pradesh, with both the southern
neighbours fighting it out over getting the institute
within their territorial boundaries.
A day after Orissa Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik
took strong exception to the reported move of the
Centre to shift the establishment of an IIT from
Orissa to Andhra Pradesh, a political battle of
sorts has broken out in Andhra.
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While the Opposition parties have called for a
blockade of NH-9 - demanding an IIT at Basar in
Adilabad district - the Congress is blocking NH-7
as it wants an IIT to be set up elsewhere!
â€œWe are blocking the highway as we want an
IIT in Medak district of Andhra Pradesh,â€
confirmed Medak Zila Parishad Chairman, Patan
Cheru.
However, Congress is not having it easy either. All
the political parties of state have come together to
oppose CM Y S Rajasekhara Reddyâ€™s stand
of locating the IIT in Medak district.
The Centre had announced establishment of three
greenfield IITs in the country during the Eleventh
Five Year Plan. Orissa was included in this
proposal, which was also announced by Union
Minister of State for Human Resources
Development MM Fatmi on August 28 last year at
Patna.
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The move did not go down well with Orissa Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik, who on Wednesday
shot off a letter to Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh demanding that a greenfield IIT should be
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Describing the move by the Centre to establish
the IITs in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan
as â€˜shockingâ€™, the Chief Minister has
sought the intervention of the Prime Minister in
setting up such an institute in Orissa.
Drawing the Prime Ministerâ€™s attention to the
proposal of the IIT, Kharagpur for the upgradation
of their extension centre in Orissa to a full-fledged
IIT campus, Naveen said that the State
Government has also formally recommended the
proposal to the Ministry of HRD and conveyed
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willingness to provide 300 acres of land free of
cost for the prestigious project. He requested the
Prime Minister to sanction the extension campus
also.
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Taking strong exception to the reported move of the Centre to shift the proposed
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) from Orissa to Andhra Pradesh, Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik on Wednesday shot off a letter to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh,
demanding that an IIT be sanctioned for the State.
The Centre had earlier announced establishment of three greenfield IITs in the
country during the Eleventh Five-Year Plan with Orissa to be included in this
proposal. Union Minister of State also made an announcement to this effect for
Human Resource Development MM Fatmi on August 28 last year in Patna.

Members' Email Login

Describing as "shocking" the Centre's move to establish the IITs in Andhra Pradesh,
Bihar and Rajasthan and not in Orissa, Patnaik has sought the intervention of the
Prime Minister regarding the matter.
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Establishment of an IIT would go a long way in supporting the rapid industrial growth
in the State by producing highly qualified technical and managerial personnel as well
as the much-needed research and development (R&D) support, Patnaik pointed out.
Drawing the Prime Minister's attention regarding the proposal of the IIT, Kharagpur
for the upgradation of its extension centre in Orissa into a full-fledged IIT campus,
the Chief Minister said that the State Government has formally recommended the
proposal to the Ministry of HRD and conveyed its willingness to provide 300 acres of
land free of cost for the prestigious project. He also requested the Prime Minister to
sanction the extension campus.
Patnaik has stated that the vibrant growth in the industrial and technical education
sectors provides enormous potential for industry and institutional linkages.
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07 – Congress reactions on the
IIT in Orissa issue
(1st February 2007 – 13th May 2007)
Highlights:
Reactions range from initially being skeptical to later supporting the
issue.
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BHUBANESWAR: Congress on Wednesday
described the talks between Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik and Visthapan Virodhi
Janamanch of Kalinga Nagar, a �political
stunt� in view of the ensuing panchayat polls.
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Addressing a news conference here, president
of the Orissa Pradesh Congress Committee
(OPCC) Jaydeb Jena alleged that the
long-awaited meeting was convened on
Wednesday not to break the Kalinga Nagar
impasse, but to give an impression that the
Chief Minister is keen to resolve the crisis.
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Criticising the Chief Minister for convening the
meeting without any agenda, Jena alleged that
the State Government was not sincere to solve
the problem. He observed that the talks had
no meaning as a splinter group stayed away
alleging that Rabindra Jarika, the secretary of
the Janamanch is dancing to the tunes of the
Naxalites.
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President of the organisation Padmacharan
Haiburu and several other pro-Congress
leaders stayed away from the talks.
Refuting reports in a section of the press on
the Centre�s move to shift the proposed
Indian Institute Technology (IIT) from Orissa
to Andhra Pradesh, Jena said there was no
such proposal.
He said he had clarified the matter from the
Prime Minister�s Office and there is no such
move in this regard. This is a campaign
launched by the BJD and BJP to malign the
Congress before the panchayat polls, he
added.
Jena claimed that Congress candidates will win
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a majority of seats in the Zilla Parishad polls.
Criticising the State Government for its failure
to implement welfare measures funded by the
Centre, the OPCC chief said, this along with
corruption at every level of the Government
and deterioration in the law and order
situation would be some of the major issues of
the party in the polls.
Congress has fielded candidates for 848 seats
leaving six for the CPI as part of the seat
adjustment at the district level.
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‘No project against people’s wishes’
Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, May 13: Posco steel plant cannot be set up against the wishes and interest of farmers, it can be done only
through negotiations between the company and the peasants. The Congress will stand by the farmers if they refuse to part with
their land, said AICC general secretary in charge of Orissa Mr V Narayanswami while responding to questions on the Posco-India
steel plant project.
The state Congress has been objecting to certain provisions of the MoU with Posco, but the Centre has been backing the project
to the hilt and virtually monitoring its progress since it involves the biggest FDI attracted by the country till date.
Asked about the conflicting stands, the AICC general secretary said the policy was to stay clear and ask the company to negotiate
with locals in order to acquire, if the farmers refuse and say it is against their interest, their position stands and we will support
them, he said.
Mr Narayanswami was, however, more assertive in saying that his party had been pressing for establishment of an IIT in Orissa.
Even recently, we met the Prime Minister and urged upon him to set up an IIT in the state , but unlike the BJD-BJP, the party will
not take recourse to agitation, he added. The AICC general secretary pointed out that the Prime Minister had already sanctioned a
world class science institute for Orissa which will be under the Atomic Energy Department.
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08 – Civil society in Orissa
agitated on the IIT Orissa issue
(2nd February 2007 – 19th March 2007)
Highlights:
Agami Orissa, a non-political in Orissa immediately reacts to the IIT in
Orissa issue and talks about gheraoing the parliament.
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Agami Orissa has threatened to launch a mass agitation against the conspiracy to
shift the proposed Indian Institute of Technology from the State by the Centre.
In a release the organisation said on October 2006, the Minister of State of Human
Resource Development had announced in Patna that two IITs will be set up in Bihar
and Orissa, which had been welcomed by the people of the State. But two days back
the statement of HRD Minister Arjun Singh has depressed the people.
Members' Email Login

The decision to shift the proposed IIT to Andhra Pradesh has proved the anti- Orissa
attitude of the Central Government. Earlier, in 2004, Agami Orissa had launched an
agitation against the Central Government decision to shift the proposed National
Institute of Science to Kolkata with the help of students, teachers and intellectuals of
the State. After which the Prime Minister Manmohan Singh laid the foundation stone
for the NIS, here in August 2006.
The organisation has urged the people of the State, students, intellectuals and
political activists to build up a mass agitation against the Centre's decision.
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BHUBANESWAR: Orissa being given a short
shrift by the Centre on the development front
might be a common issue but frequent
instances of shifting projects from the State
to others have raised heckles among the
people.
The Human Resource Development Ministry’s
recent approval for setting up three more
Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) in
Rajasthan, Bihar and Andhra Pradesh
bypassing Orissa, which was named as a
beneficiary state only last year, is once again
poised to lead to a mass movement.
HRD Minister of State MAA Fatmi in August
last year had announced that the proposal for
establishing IITs in Bihar, Orissa and one
Western Indian state would be included in the
11th Five-Year Plan. But the decision was
changed and the one proposed for Orissa was
handed over to AP.
According to sources, Orissa is most
deserving for allocation of an IIT not only in
consideration of the industrial boom, ensuing
requirement of quality technical personnel,
support for technical colleges but more
importantly for it figures among the bottom
three states in the Ministry’s spending list.
Rajasthan and Bihar are the other two.
As per the 2006-07 budget, the MHRD’s per
capita spending on higher education
institutions plus institutions of national
importance in Orissa is only Rs 4.07, while in
Rajasthan and Bihar it’s Rs 2.59 and Rs 1.87
respectively.
Reason: These states have the least number
of HRD Ministry-funded institutions. Thus
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these states need more focused attention
subjected to development initiatives.
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Besides, the other States are beneficiaries of
multiple institutions of national importance.
Bihar and AP, each would have new National
Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and
Research (NIPER).
AP would also have an Indian Institute of
Public Health (IIPH) while two universities,
Osmania University College of Engineering
and Andhra University College of Engineering
have been short listed for up gradation to IIT
status and called Indian Institutes of
Engineering Science and Technology.
Thus, taking into account the emerging
conditions in Orissa that necessitate quality
institutions to churn out personnel, the Union
HRD Ministry should sanction an IIT to the
State, noted academician and professor of
Arizona State University Chitta Baral said.
HRD’s per capita spending on higher
education institutions in Orissa is only Rs 4.07
Shifting of education projects to other states.
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Indian Institutes of Technology seem to not
only fuel student dreams but intense political
passions as well. If students compete to
secure a place in an IIT, politicians spearhead
agitations to get them located in their areas
of influence.
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Orissa is objecting to an IIT, originally meant
for it, being awarded to neighbouring Andhra
Pradesh. In Andhra, on the other hand, two
districts of Telangana — Adilabad and
Medak — are squabbling for the institute.
The Chandrababu Naidu government had
campaigned for an IIT at Basara in Adilabad,
while Chief Minister YS Rajashekhara Reddy
has plumped for Medak, from where late
Indira Gandhi had once secured passage to the Lok Sabha.
Telangana Rashtriya Samithi leader and former union minister A Narendra
has alleged that Reddy is using the IIT card to divide and weaken the
Telangana movement for a separate state.
Meanwhile, AP minister for marketing, Botsa Satyanarayana is advocating
the cause of Vishakapatnam to house the IIT.
Amid all the churning in Andhra Pradesh, a "shocked" Orissa chief minister
Naveen Patnaik wrote in protest to the prime minister last Wednesday. He
pointed out that Orissa was promised an IIT in the 11th five-year plan. The
Centre's reported decision to establish new IITs in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar
and Rajasthan was not cricket, Patnaik told Dr Manmohan Singh.
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Human Rescource Development Minister of State MM Fatmi had announced
on August 28 in Patna that three IITs, including one in Orissa, were being set
up.
Similar passions are in evidence in four Rajasthan cities — Jaipur, Udaipur,
Kota and Jodhpur — for an IIT. Students of Ajmer consider their city too has
a claim.
The rapidly expanding Pink City, with a sprinkling of engineering colleges,
industrial units and infrastructure and proximity to Delhi, greater road, rail
and air connectivity, seems to have the more aggressive campaign. The
highest number of 200 IIT entrants per annum are from Jaipur.
The Pink City also has a more concrete proposal. It is ready to provide 400
acres and an administrative building free 25 kms from Jaipur. A
Sambhar-based NGO, Sri Gopal Gowshala, will donate the land and building,
said Suresh Kalani, the NGO office bearer. Delegations from the four cities
have met Rajasthan Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje with their claims for the
IIT. Raje's office confirmed the claims on Monday but said "no real progress
was made on the ground".
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The state has nominated additional chief secretary DC Samant to the HRD
ministry committee that will finalise the location of the new IIT. While
Udaipur has its strong points as tourism, business and trading, Kota said it
already has 30,000 students preparing for the IITs at the various coaching
institutes there.
Meanwhile, the demonstrations, sit-ins and signature campaigns continue to
bring the IIT into the neighbourhood.
Email KV Lakshmana: klakshmana@hindustantimes.com
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Agami Orissa to gherao Parliament to protest
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Agami Orissa, which has been at loggerheads with the Union Human Resource
Development Ministry for its step-motherly attitude towards Orissa, on Thursday
announced to gherao the Parliament and stage a demonstration in New Delhi if the
decision for setting up of an IIT in the State is reversed. "We will stage a
demonstration here involving all the students' community and after that a protest
rally will be conducted at New Delhi against the conspiracy of the HRD Ministry,"
Agami Orissa convener Santosh Tripathy said.
Members' Email Login

With the help of students, teachers and intellectuals of the State, the Organisation
would launch mass mobilisation rally in order to gain public support, he said.
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The decision to shift the proposed IIT to Andhra Pradesh has proved the anti- Orissa
attitude of the Central Government, Tripathy said adding that all should strongly
oppose the move.
It might be noted here that earlier on October 2006, the Minister of State for Human
Resource Development MAA Fatmi had announced in Patna that two IITs would be
set up in Bihar and Orissa, which had made the people of the State buoyant. But the
Ministry had reversed its announcement within a few days.
Meanwhile, extending its full support to the agitation call by the Agami Orissa, State
unit of Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad also turned the decision due to the
Congress Party's age-old negligence against Orissa.
Parishad national zonal organising secretary Bishnu Das threatened that the
Parishad would launch a statewide agitation against the Union HRD Ministry. "It was
not the first case, earlier the Centre had promised for a NIS, but when the Left
Parties mounted pressure, it was shifted to Kolkata and now both the Railway
Minister Lalu Prasad Yadav and Andhra Pradesh Government are mounting
pressure," Das said adding Orissa has to wait for justice.
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CESU seeks higher tariff
Bhubaneswar: The Central Electricity Supply Utility (CESU) has
proposed proposed a higher averaged tariff increase for
subsidised category, voltage wise loss stipulation for computing
revenue requirement, category wise tariff to bridge revenue gap,
a service charge for dishonoured cheques, single point supply to
all apartments, demand charge recording during a month at the
same rate as applicable to industries for emergency power supply
to Captive Power Plants (CPPs) and Delayed Payment Surcharge
(DPS) for Low Tension (LT) consumers at Rs 1.25 per month.
The proposal of the power utility came at a hearing before the
Orissa Electricity Regulatory Commission (OERC) here on
Thursday.
The Commission heard the Annual Revenue Requirement and
Tariff proposal of CESU for the 2007-08 fiscal.
The Annual Revenue Requirement of CESU excluding previous
losses amounted to Rs 1123.52 crore.
CESU argued that tariff gap should be bridged by Government
subsidy and consideration of the actual Aggregated Technical &
Commercial (AT&C) loss as base level for future reduction in case
of insufficient revenue.
A total of 17 objectors filed their submission to CESU's tariff
proposal.
The broad issues raised by objectors were the un-audited
licensee's account for 2004-05 and 2005-06, failure on the part
of CESU in providing details required under regulation and its
failure to arrest high distribution loss.
Besides, the objectors also pointed out that the consumer should
not be burdened for inefficiency of licensees in collection and the
AT &C concept should not be implemented.
More BPL families to be covered under IAY
Bhubaneswar: The state government has decided in principle to
cover 80,288 ST and SC BPL families under the Indira Awas
Yojana (IAY) during 2006-07 fiscal.
A decision to this effect was taken at a high-level meeting
presided over by chief secretary Ajit Kumar Tripathy at the State
Secretariat here on Thursday.
It was revealed in the meeting that a total of 75,000 families
were covered under the Centrally sponsored Bharat Nirman
Yojana in which a beneficiary gets Rs 25,000 of which 75 percent
of the amount is contributed by the Centre and the rest by the
state government.
State to have nine more polytechnic institutes
Bhubaneswar: The Centre has sanctioned nine more
full-fledged polytechnic institutes in Orissa to meet the increasing
need of technical manpower both inside and outside the state.
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These institutes would be set up during the 11th Plan period
starting from 2007-08.
The Centre would sanction Rs 14 crore each of these institutes
for infrastructure development and recurring expenditure for the
first five years while the state government would bear the
recurring expenditure after completion of five years.
According to official sources, seven institutes would be located in
the backward districts of Kalahandi, Koraput, Boudh,
Nabarangpur, Kandhamal and Nuapada or Sonepur while
Ganjam, Sambalpur and Balasore districts will have one each.
However, a decision on the choice between Nuapada and
Sonepur would be taken after an assessment of the demographic
profile of the two districts.
Besides, the Centre has also decided to set up a few special
technical institutes in Orissa. A plumbing institute would be set
up at Pattamundai in Kendrapada district while Ganjam district
will have a special institute for gems and jewellery processing.
The only institute the Centre had sanctioned for the state during
10th Plan is under construction in Malkangiri district that would
start functioning from the coming academic session.
It may be mentioned here that apart from 14 government ITIs
and 10 women polytechnics, there are 147 private industrial
training centres in Orissa at present.
Medicinal trees in schools
Bhubaneswar: The state government has decided to plant
medicinal trees in 32 schools in the first phase.
Official sources said that a decision has been taken that if the
medicinal trees die due to sheer negligence, the money spent for
this purpose, would be deducted from the salary of the concerned
teachers.
Around 10 types of medicinal tree would be planted in the school
premises in an area of 100 square feet.
The state government would provide Rs 14,000 to each school
where Rs 10,000 would be spent for plantation while the rest
amount would be earmarked for construction of boundaries, the
sources added.
Rajarani Music Fest
Bhubaneswar: The 5th annual Rajarani National Music Festival
would start in the city here from February 26.
The three-day festival, jointly organised by the state tourism
department and Bhubaneswar Music Circle would continue till
February 28.
The festival will showcase three major Indian classical music
styles - Hindustani, Carnatic and Odissi and audience would
enjoy performances of artistes of national repute, both in vocal
and instrumental.
The inaugural evening will feature Odissi vocalist Ramahari Das
and young flutist Jawahar Mishra of the State followed by
Hindustani vocal recital by Pandit Ulhas Kashalkar from Kolkata.
Similarly, Hindustani vocalists Harihar Rath of Bhubaneswar and
Bhopal-based Shashwati Mandal Paul will perform the next
evening.
Rudra Veena exponent Ustad Bahaud'din Dagar from Mumbai will
be the main highlight of the evening.
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The concluding evening would feature popular Odissi singer
Mohapatra Minati Bhanja followed by Hindustani singer Hema
Upasani from Mumbai.
Vocalist Vidushi Jayashri would represent Carnatic music tradition
from Chennai.
Inter-state cultural and film exchange programme
Bhubaneswar: The Orissa inter-state cultural and film exchange
programme would be held at Chuwadia theatre in Bangalore from
March 7 to 9.
The three-day programme would be organized by the Orissa
I&PR department.
Earlier the programme had been held successfully in
Thiruvantapuram, Panaji in Goa and Mumbai.
The programmes are being organised to create awareness about
the State's culture, traditions, literature among the Oriya people
residing in various states and showcase the proud cultural
heritage of our state.
It will also lead to exchange of views and thoughts among the
State's artists with artists from other states.
A team of officials of the state I&PR department had recently
visited the place under instructions and have already made the
necessary arrangements.
Shifting of IIT: Agami Orissa to gherao Parliament
Bhubaneswar: Taking strong exception to the step-motherly
attitude of the Union HRD ministry for dilly-dallying its decision to
set up an IIT institute in Orissa, Agami Orissa, a, city-based NGO
on Thursday announced to gherao the Parliament and stage a
demonstration in New Delhi if the decision for setting up of an IIT
in Orissa is reversed. In a statement here on Thursday, Agami
Orissa convener Santosh Tripathy said that the NGO would stage
a demonstration here involving all the students' community and
after that a protest rally would be conducted at New Delhi
against the conspiracy of the HRD ministry.
Besides, the organization would also launch mass mobilisation
rally in order to gain public support with the help of students,
teachers and intellectuals of the state, he added.
Taking a dig at the Centre, Tripathy said that since the decision
to shift the proposed IIT to Andhra Pradesh has confirmed the
anti-Orissa attitude of the Centre, all should strongly oppose the
move.
Vigilance raid on women’s college
Bhubaneswar: The State Vigilance sleuths on Thursday raided
the office of the Nalini Devi Women’s College here in response to
allegations that some girl students had managed to get their
admission at the college by furnishing fake certificates in the last
academic session.
The anti-corruption bureau officials seized all official documents
of the college during the raid.
A group of girl students of the college had furnished copies of the
forged mark-sheets and other certificates before the State
Vigilance and demanded a probe into the incident.
The details of the raid were not immediately known till the
reports last came in.
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09 – Orissa media take up the
IIT Orissa issue and writes
columns, editorials and op-eds.
(TV channels have discussions)
(4th February 2007 – 18th February 2007)
Highlights:
5th February 2007: Dharitri in Oriya writes the editorial: “Orissa not
needed by the Center”
9th February 2007: Sambada in Oriya writes the editorial: “Neglect is
beyond the tolerable limit”
18th February 2007: Dharitri in Oriya has the column: “IIT Shifting and
the sleeping Oriyas”
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Orissa has missed the bus again,
thanks to the machinations of the
Ministry of Human Resources
Development. A green-field Indian
Institute of Technology, which was in
the pipeline for Orissa, has been
surreptitiously shifted to Andhra
Pradesh. Bihar retains an IIT. So does
the western state of Rajasthan. But
Orissa’s claim seems to have gone
down the drain as the Ministry of HRD
has made a volte face.
Orissa has missed the bus
again, thanks to the
machinations
of
the
Ministry
of
Human
Resources Development.
A
green-field
Indian
Institute of Technology,
which was in the pipeline
for Orissa, has been
surreptitiously shifted to
Andhra
Pradesh.
The
Ministry of HRD has
maintained a complete silence over this sudden shift, but
the issue has sparked off anger and resentment in
Orissa. It’s the second blow for the state in less than a
year. The first blow came when the National Institute of
Science was shifted from Bhubaneswar to Kolkata. But
the NIS furore subsided after Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh laid the foundation stone of National Institute of
Science Education and Research in August. And now,
another storm has lashed Orisa over the IIT issue. Union
minister of state for HRD M.A.A. Fatmi in August last
year had said, "The proposal for one IIT for Bihar and
two for Orissa and one western Indian state besides one
Indian Institute of Information Technology in Bihar will
be included in the 11th Five Year Plan". Fatmi’s Bihar
retains an IIT. So does the western state of Rajasthan.
But Orissa’s claim seems to have gone down the drain as
the Ministry of HRD has made a volte face.
Each state of the country, of course, cannot have an IIT.
But the decisions pertaining to the location of such
reputed centres of excellence have to follow certain
objective criteria. The Ministry of HRD cannot announce
an IIT for Orissa and suddenly decide to scrap the same
in a jiffy. The decision to shift the IIT appears to have
been taken on grounds of political expediency. The
decision does not reflect the academic realities staring at
a state like Orissa where the institutions of higher
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learning set up by the Ministry of HRD are few and far
between. At present, there are seven IITs in the country
at New Delhi, Mumbai, Kharagpur, Kanpur, Roorkee,
Chennai and Guwahati. Three more IITs will come up
during the 11th Plan period from 2007 to 2012. Each IIT
will involve an investment of Rs 4,000 crores and hence,
it will be a costly exclusion for Orissa.
Chief minister Naveen Patnaik has already written a
letter to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh protesting
against the decision. The CM has described the decision
not to locate one of the green-field IITs in Orissa as
"shocking". The CM has sought the intervention of the PM
to sanction one IIT for Orissa. The CM has also conveyed
the state’s willingness to provide 300 acres of land free
of cost for this prestigious IIT project.
There is a ray of hope that the Prime Minister might
intervene in favour of Orissa as he earlier did to offer an
alternative to the NIS project, which was shifted to
Kolkata. In his address while laying the foundation of the
National Institute of Science Education and Research, the
Prime Minister had said, "I am also concerned about the
regional imbalance in science teaching and the
development of science and technology in India. There
was a time when the East was at the forefront. Today the
East is lagging behind the South and the West. We need
to redress this regional imbalance. It is to meet these
challenges that we will be setting up the National
Institute of Science Education and Research in
Bhubaneswar". But the NISER is no substitute for an IIT.
While the estimated project cost of the NISER is Rs 750
crores, an IIT involves an investment of Rs 4000 crores.
In short, Orissa may lose Rs 3250 crores due to this
decision of the Ministry of HRD.
Moreover, the NISER project has not taken off yet
though top officials from the Department of Atomic
Energy (DAE) visited Bhubaneswar last month to meet
the chief minister.
CII-McKinsey Report
The Prime Minister was right when he stated that the
East is lagging behind in science teaching. But the East
has got tremendous potential for the future. A
CII-McKinsey report named "Turning The Minerals And
Metals Potential Of Eastern India Into A Goldmine" has
enumerated the potential of three eastern states of
Orissa, Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh and what the states
can achieve in the next 15 years. Are the three states
really sitting on a goldmine? A peek into the
CII-McKinsey report provides some answers.
According to the report, the three eastern states of
Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Orissa have the potential to
unleash an unprecedented economic boom, which will
have a direct and unassailable impact on all sections of
their population. The report says, "The economies of
Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Orissa also have the
potential to grow from $30 billion in 2003 to $75 billion
by 2015, in which the share of metals and minerals
would increase from 27 to 46 per cent. This would also
result in employment for 7,00,000 additional people by
2015 and the majority would be from the rual and small
town population".
Capturing the potential, however, will require a concerted
and co-ordinated effort by the government and industry
players.
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The three states of Chhattisgarh, Jharkand and Orissa
alone account for about 70% of the country’s coal
reserves, 55% of iron ore and 60% of its bauxite
reserves. However, they have grossly underexploited this
opportunity so far as is borne out by their low state
domestic products and low growth rates. There is no
reason why, however, these states cannot leverage their
natural resources to propel their economic growth just
like several mineral rich regions across the world such as
Australia, South Africa, Brazil, Chile and Botswana have
done. What is more the timing could not be more ideal.
There are three reasons for saying this. First, India’s
domestic demand for metals (and hence minerals from
eastern states) is poised for significant growth over the
next 10-12 years making India one of the top five global
markets for several metals and minerals. Secondly, the
growth rate of the Chinese economy has significantly
accelerated the global demand for basic materials,
resulting in global growth rates for steel, aluminium and
coal. Thirdly, India is uniquely positioned to play a
significant part in servicing this global demand due to its
low-cost advantage.
The eastern states, according to the report, would also
benefit in terms of employment creation, where levels of
employment in the minerals and metal sector could
increase from 560 thousand to 1.4 million workers by
2015. In addition, they would be able to significantly
increase their state revenues from the minerals and
metal sector from $1 billion to almost $2.9 billion by
2015. Significant investments could also flow in and
could possibly reach as much as $20-35 billion from the
steel sector, $10-14 billion from aluminium sector and
$6-9 billion from the coal sector by 2015. Additional
investment of $20-40 billion could flow in from the power
sector for coal-based generation companies.
An IIT would have been the perfect icing on the cake for
the eastern states in general and for Orissa in particular.
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10 – Center had no plans to set
up an IIT in Orissa – Union
HRD Secretary (CM reacts)
(6th February 2007 -13th February 2007)
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11 – Dissent spreads – political
parties get into the fray in
support of IIT in Orissa
(21st February 2007 – 30th March 2007)
Highlights:
Various protests by BJD, BJP and ABVP.
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Fifth phase of Orissa panchayat polls passes off peacefully; few untoward incidents reported from different areas ...ABVP dem
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ABVP demands IIT for Orissa
KalingaTimes Correspondent
Bhubaneswar: Orissa unit of the Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad staged a
demonstration outside Raj Bhawan here on Wednesday to register their protest
against the United Progressive Alliance Government's move to shift the proposed
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) from the State.
Angry activists of the organisation broke the police cordon and staged a sit-in outside
the main gate of Raj Bhavan demanding that the Centre should set up an IIT in the
Interviews
Book Reviews
Orissa fact file
Festivals in Orissa

State. Raising slogans against the Centre, the youths blamed the Centre for
neglecting the State.
In a memorandum submitted to the Centre, the ABVP demanded that the Union
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favour of the State soon.
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Orissa as was decided by it earlier.
The organisation announced that it would intensify its agitation to highlight the
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demand for setting up of an IIT in Orissa if the Centre did not take any decision in

A full-fledged IIT was needed for the State as it was attracting huge investments in
the recent years and many companies had started process to set up industries in
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various sectors. Institutions such as IIT were necessary to ensure economic
development in the State in the years to come, the ABVP leaders said.
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ABVP gheraos Raj Bhawan, opposes IIT
shifting
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Stepping up its agitation against the shifting up the Indian Institute of Technology
(IIT) from the State, the ABVP on Wednesday gheraoed the Raj Bhawan here and
sought the direct intervention of Governor Rameshwar Thakur in the issue.
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The ABVP activist staged a day-long dharna in front of the Raj Bhawan, during
which they had a scuffle with the police. About 100 demonstrators were arrested by
the police when they tried to enter the Raj Bhawan forcibly.
Members' Email Login

The ABVP leaders submitted a memorandum to the Governor, urging his direct
intervention in the issue. The Congress-led UPA Government had earlier promised
location of National Institute of Sciences ( NIS) in Orissa, but subsequently it was
shifted elsewhere. This time the proposed IIT has also been shifted from the State.
In fact, two IITs were promised to Orissa, but not even one is being located in the
State, ABVP State general secretary Nirmal Sarangi said, adding that such a move
is purely politically motivated, as the Centre wants to satisfy the UPA allies.
"We have urged Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, President APJ Abdul Kalam and
Congress President Sonia Gandhi to look into the matter seriously and take into
account Orissa's interest," Sarangi said.
Despite Union Minister of State for Human Resource Development Fatmi's promise
in August last year, Orissa has been ignored in the matter of location of an IIT,
ABVP activists pointed out.
"Union Human Resource Development Minister Arjun Singh is anti-Orissa and the
UPA Government is more worried for the States which are governed by the
Congress," ABVP national executive member Mahesh Mishra alleged. He warned
that unless the Union Government's decision is reversed, ABVP would intensify its
agitation.
The agitation over the IIT issue is likely to gather further momentum as Agami
Odisha will hold a preparatory meeting on February 26 to decide its further course of
action on the issue. Persons associated with different organisations are expected to
participate in the meeting.
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BHUBANESWAR: BJD would raise the issues of
delay in revision of mining royalty and
unilateral construction of the Polavaram dam
project by Andhra, during the budget session
of Parliament.
Former Union minister and BJD MP Braja
Kishore Tripathy said in a release issued here
that step-motherly attitude of the UPA
Government towards Orissa would be made an
issue.
Criticising the Centre for its decision to shift
the proposed IIT from Orissa to Andhra,
Tripathy said BJD would oppose the move. He
also said his party would take up the royalty
issue with Prime Minister Manmohan Singh.
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IIT shift: Ruling combine takes a dig at Centre
Friday March 30 2007 11:35 IST
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BHUBANESWAR: BJD and BJP members on Thursday came down
heavily on the Centre for ignoring the State’s demands in the
education sector.
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Criticising the Centre for shifting the proposed Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) to the neighbouring state, they said political parties
should start economic blockade to press for Orissa’s demands.
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They also demanded that a House Committee, headed by Speaker
Maheswar Mohanty, should visit New Delhi to meet Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh and demand establishment of an IIT in the State.
The issue cropped up during discussion on a Calling Attention notice.
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times, Harichandan maintained that the State Government will
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Harichandan also criticised the Centre’s attitude.
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Stating that the issue has been taken up with the Centre several
continue to put pressure on the Centre for establishment of an IIT in
Orissa.
The Government had also informed the Centre about availability of
land for establishment of an extension counter of IIT, Kharagpur
near Bhubaneswar, he said.
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12 – Center denies a branch
campus of IIT Kharagpur in
Orissa, but a branch campus of
ISM Dhanbad in Madhya
Pradesh, the home state of the
HRDM, is approved.
(27st February 2007 – 26th December 2007)
Highlights:
27th February 2007: Various reports on center denying an IIT
Kharagpur branch campus in Bhubaneswar
26th December 2007: Telegraph on Center’s approval for a campus of
ISM Dhanbad in Madhya Pradesh that will offer regular engineering and
management classes.
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The HRD ministry has snowballed the plan of
IITs to open new campuses. The first to be
hit are the top three IITs of the country at Delhi, Mumbai and Kharagpur.
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In a policy directive, the HRD ministry has
rejected the idea of opening satellite
campuses in places far off from the main
campus, citing huge costs involved. The
decision was taken after number of IITs
approached the HRD ministry seeking its
views on opening new campuses.
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While IIT Delhi was formulating a plan for
Gurgaon, the proposal of IIT Mumbai for
Gujarat and IIT Kharagpur for Bhubaneswar
have already been rejected by the HRD
ministry. "We are against the concept of opening satellite campuses as it
may dilute the standard of education in premier institutes like IITs," a senior
ministry official told HT.
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IIT Kharagpur, which has a small campus functioning in Bhubaneswar,
offering post-graduate diplomas, wanted the ministry’s permission to expand
the existing campus and convert it into satellite campus offering
undergraduate courses. Even Orissa Chief Minister Navin Pathnaik had
written to the HRD minister Arjun Singh requesting a IIT in Orissa or
providing full-fledged IIT like facilities in the existing campus to improve
higher education in the state.
Rejecting the proposal, the HRD ministry officials say that Orissa as 12
Centrally funded educational institutes and Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
had already announced opening of a National Institute of Science Education
and Research (NISER) at Bhubaneswar.
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A similar proposal from IIT Mumbai to open a campus in Ahmedabad to tap
huge influx of JEE pass-outs from Gujarat was not approved, although there
allegations that the proposal was rejected as IIT Mumbai had selected a BJP
ruled state. But, a HRD ministry official gave a different explanation.
"Opening a satellite campus requires funds equal to opening a new IIT. So, it
is better to open new IITs," he said.
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in Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan and Bihar. HRD minister Arjun Singh has
requested Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister YSR Reddy to provide 500-600
acres of land.
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The state government has informed the ministry that they are in the process
of finalising land with civic amenities and air and rail connectivity, a ministry
official said. Similar, requests have also been made to Bihar and Rajasthan
governments, he added.
Email Chetan Chauhan: chetan@hindustantimes.com
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ISM makes shift plan
AMIT GUPTA

Ranchi, Dec. 25: The Jharkhand-based Indian School of Mines
University — premier Union government institute on par with IIMs
and IIT — is looking beyond the state.
The mines school started in 1926 on the lines of Royal School of
Mines in England claimed that an indifferent attitude of the
government apparently forced it to open an extension centre at
Singrauli, Madhya Pradesh.
The Union human resource department has given its nod for the
project.
“The MP government is ready to provide us about 50 acres. ISM
would be opening a mining centre and clean coal technology centre
there. It would take a few more years before the extension centre
starts regular engineering, management and other courses,” said
P.S. Gupta, ISM dean, students’ welfare.
Indian School of Mines had been requesting the Jharkhand
government for long for about 200 acres to expand its university
campus.
Sources said ISM director T. Kumar is in Singrauli where Coal
India’s subsidiary, Northern Coalfields Ltd (NCL), is understood to
have promised all help to the deemed university.
Kumar, along with Indian School of Mines registrar Colonel P.S.
Sandhu and a senior chemistry faculty member N.M. Mishra, are
reportedly finalising the nitty-gritty of the project. ISM chairman P.K.
Lahiri is also there.
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Sources said it was the initiative of Union human resource
department minister Arjun Singh (MP is his home turf) to give green
signal to the mines institute to open the extension centre at
Singrauli.
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Jharkhand technical education director Arun Kumar agreed that the
deemed university had been requesting the science and technology
department for 200 acres of land within 20km of the existing
campus in Dhanbad.
“But procuring private land is the biggest problem in the state,” said
Kumar.
But sources wondered how the government could already provide a
big chunk of land to another premier but private institution, BIT
Mesra, for opening its extension centre at Deoghar.
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13 – National Headlines: 3 IITs
for Andhra, none for Orissa
(3rd March 2007 – 5th March 2007)
Highlights:
Various national newspaper report that Andhra Pradesh will have 3 IITs
and there won’t be any in Orissa. The three IITs in Andhra refer to a
greenfield IIT and upgradation of two institutions to IIT clones.
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Three IITs for Andhra, none for Orissa
Sunday March 4 2007 12:22 IST

IANS
NEW DELHI: The central government is
planning to set up an Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) in Andhra Pradesh even as it
has decided to upgrade two other technical
institutes in the state to IIT level.
Human Resources Development Minister Arjun
Singh informed the Rajya Sabha this week that
the Andhra Pradesh government had offered
1,000 acres of land free of cost along with civic
amenities at Basara in Adilabad district if the
centre agreed to its proposal to set up an IIT
there.
He was answering a question by Adilabad MP
Nandi Yelliah.
Arjun Singh had told Chief Minister Y S
Rajasekhara Reddy last year that the central
government was willing to set up an IIT if the
state was ready to provide 500-600 acres of
land free of cost with necessary social and
physical infrastructure, including good road,
rail and air connectivity.
The Andhra Pradesh government was
responsive to the precondition of the human
resource development ministry and
immediately wrote back that it is "in the
process of finalising a suitable piece of land
with good infrastructure facilities, for the
setting up of an IIT in Andhra Pradesh".
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Arjun Singh also said the centre on the basis
of the recommendations of an experts
committee had identified seven institutions in
the country for upgrading to IIT level.
Two of these are in Andhra Pradesh - the
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Osmania University College of Engineering and
Technology, Hyderabad, and the Andhra
Pradesh College of Engineering,
Visakhapatnam.
The upgradation process has already begun
and the central government has released
Rs.70 million for Osmania College and Rs 80
million for the Visakhapatnam college in the
last financial year 2006-07, said Singh.
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Orissa, however, has had no such luck.
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Minister of State for Human Resource
Development D Purandeshwari informed the
house that "the chief minister of Orissa has
written to the prime minister for establishment
of a Greenfield IIT in Orissa and for
upgradation of the extension campus of IIT,
Kharagpur, at Bhubaneswar.
"The government has decided to set up three
new IITs in the states of Rajasthan, Bihar and
Andhra Pradesh."
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NEW DELHI: The central government is planning to set up an Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT) in Andhra Pradesh even as it has decided to
upgrade two other technical institutes in the state to IIT level.
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Human Resources Development Minister Arjun Singh informed the
Rajya Sabha this week that the Andhra Pradesh government had offered
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new delhi: jammu and kashmir liberation front chairman and senior hurriyat conference leader yasin malik on sunday night denied any links with
the woman from whom police seized $100,000, allegedly meant for him, on the jammu and kashmir national highway. describing the allegation as
"unfortunate", malik said over phone from srinagar that he would quit the separatist movement if it was proved that shazia begum had "ever seen
me, leave alone talk to me". admitting that altaf qadri, who police said had handed over the amount to shazia begum in kathmandu, is jklf's
international spokesman and hurriyat general secretary, malik said, however, that qadri had not visited nepal for the last seven years. "if it is
proved that he has visited nepal during the last seven years, i will quit the (separatist) movement," malik asserted. malik said mushtaq ahmed
dar, arrested along with shazia begum, was associated with jklf before his arrest in 1996 and was "inactive" after his release in 2000 and "is
engaged in his own business." "he does not figure anywhere in the jklf cadres," he said. sensing a "conspiracy" aimed at his "character
assassination", the jklf chief asked "even if we believe the money was handed over to shazia and mushtaq in kathmandu, how were they able to
reach jammu despite intense and thorough checkings all along the route from nepal?" he said that after his recent visit to delhi, he was
"expecting" his arrest "but not this thing".
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Three IITs for Andhra, none for
Orissa
Faraz Ahmad (IANS)

New Delhi, March 5, 2007
Advertisement

The central government is planning to
set up an Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) in Andhra Pradesh
even as it has decided to upgrade two
other technical institutes in the state
to IIT level.
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: the first part : the
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Usage: Since people
are now living longer,
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considered old is now
looked upon as the
prime of life.

Human Resources Development
Minister Arjun Singh informed the
Rajya Sabha this week that the
Andhra Pradesh government had
offered 1,000 acres of land free of cost along with civic amenities at
Basara in Adilabad district if the centre agreed to its proposal to set
up an IIT there.
He was answering a question by Adilabad MP Nandi Yelliah.
Arjun Singh had told Chief Minister Y.S. Rajasekhara Reddy last
year that the central government was willing to set up an IIT if the
state was ready to provide 500-600 acres of land free of cost with
necessary social and physical infrastructure, including good road,
rail and air connectivity.
The Andhra Pradesh government was responsive to the
precondition of the human resource development ministry and
immediately wrote back that it is "in the process of finalising a
suitable piece of land with good infrastructure facilities, for the
setting up of an IIT in Andhra Pradesh".
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Arjun Singh also said the centre on the basis of the
recommendations of an experts committee had identified seven
institutions in the country for upgrading to IIT level. Two of these
are in Andhra Pradesh - the Osmania University College of
Engineering and Technology, Hyderabad, and the Andhra Pradesh
College of Engineering, Visakhapatnam.
The upgradation process has already begun and the central
government has released Rs.70 million for Osmania College and
Rs.80 million for the Visakhapatnam college in the last financial
year 2006-07, said Singh.
Orissa, however, has had no such luck.
Minister of State for Human Resource Development D.
Purandeshwari informed the house that "the chief minister of Orissa
has written to the prime minister for establishment of a Greenfield
IIT in Orissa and for upgradation of the extension campus of IIT,
Kharagpur, at Bhubaneswar.
"The government has decided to set up three new IITs in the states
of Rajasthan, Bihar and Andhra Pradesh."
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14 – Orissa MPs take the IIT in
Orissa issue to the Parliament
(12th March 2007 – 25th March 2007)
Highlights:
IIT in Orissa issue is raised by various Orissa MPs in the Parliament.
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15 – Pragativadi reports that the
HRD minister said that there
will be an IIT in Orissa
(9th March 2007)
Highlights:
Must have been a misreading as no one else reported this.
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Quote of the Day
It is our responsibilities,
not ourselves, that we
should take seriously.
Peter Ustinov
Weather
Forecast:
Clear sky with slight
increase in day and
night temperatures.

Temperture Humidity
Max:33.8oc High:93%
Low :30%
Min:21.1oc
Entertainment
I am not dating
Dhoni:Koena Mitra
Cricket may not
interest Koena
mitra but the
same cannot be
said about her
interest in
cricketers.
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16 – Orissa MLAs and
ministers take up the IIT in
Orissa issue
(30th March 2007 – 12th April 2007)
Highlights:
Orissa higher education minister raises the issue in Delhi in meeting of
education ministers.
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Navin to meet PM
Bhubaneswar: Chief minister Navin Patnaik is scheduled to meet
prime minister Manmohan Singh in New Delhi on April 19.
Patnaik, during his tour to the national capital, would discuss a host
of issues with Singh pertaining to the Rajiv Gandhi Gramin
Bidyutkaran Yojana, hike in coal royalty and establishment of IIT in
the state.
The appointment of the chief minister with Singh has been finalized,
official sources said here on Tuesday.
PPT set to handle 106.40 Million tonne cargo by 2012
Bhubaneswar: Having the record 38.52 million tonne cargo traffic
during 2005-2006, the Paradip Port Trust is set to register a
capacity of handling of 106.40 million tonne cargo by 2012 with an
investment of Rs 3500 crores.
Briefing newsmen here on Sunday, PPT chairman K Raghuramaiah
said that the port has already initiated action to go ahead with as
many as 30 projects to increase the capacity of the Port to 71.40
million tonne by 2007-2008 and 93.90 million tonne by 2010-2011.
He said that the port has registered 30 operational records during
the year and earned a total operating income of Rs.572.40 crore as
against Rs.513.30 crore during the previous year.
The PPT Chairman said the surplus profit of Rs 200 crore would be
invested for funding new projects for the growth of the port as it
had planned a cargo projection of 45.10 million tonnes by
2007-2008.
He said the centre has sanctioned Rs.154.84 crore to deepening the
channel of the port from existing 12.8 meter to 18.7 meter to
handle 1,25,000 DWT vessels as against 75,000 DWT vessels
presently being handled by the port.
Raghuramaiah said keeping in view the large scale steel plants
coming up in the state, the Port has proposed to construct one berth
for exclusively handling the iron ore at an estimated cost of Rs 505
crore and another berth for handling import of coke and coking coal
at a cost of Rs 384 crores.
Both the project would be taken up on the built, operate and
transfer (BOT) basis.
IPS officers promoted
Bhubaneswar: The state government has effected promotion of
three IPS officers of DIG and the other two of SP rank.
According to official sources, DIG (Central) Santosh Upadhyaya, DIG
(Southern) Arun Ray and DIG (posted at the Centre) Binayananda
Jha have been promoted to IG rank while SPs Binaytosh Mishra and
R P Koche have been promoted to DIG rank.
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The sources also said that efforts are on for a major reshuffle in the
IPS level.
While the approval of the chief minister is awaited, the reshuffle
would be made within a couple of days, they added.
PS bomb attackers nabbed
Puri: In a major breakthrough, the town police on Tuesday arrested
three anti-socials in connection with a serial bomb attack on
Kumbharapada police station last month.
The arrested have been identified as Rakesh Maharana (25) of Paika
Sahi, Durga Prasad Paramguru (22) of Talamali Sahi and Ranjan
Pattnaik (23) of Sadar Thana area of the city.
Talking to this paper, Puri SP Sanjib Panda said that the arrested
confessed to their crimes during interrogation.
Besides, they also revealed the reason behind the serial bomb
attack due to the result of the recently concluded elections to the
post of jail sardar in the district jail, when the Khumbharpara police
foiled the violence attempted at by one candidate.
The miscreant were recently released from jail earlier had bombed
the jailer's residence on March 20, Panda said.
A criminal case was registered and an investigation also was started.
In the meantime police station too came under the bomb attack.
While Rakesh was arrested from Gop, the other two were arrested
from Rasulgarh in Bhubaneswar on Monday night.
The police traced their location after the duo tried to mislead the
police giving false information over phone.
The call was traced to a PCO in Bhubaneswar and they were nabbed
in a sting operation, the SP said.
KIIT celebrates Utkal Divas
Bhubaneswar: KIIT Deemed University on Sunday celebrated Utkal
Divas at its campus.
A number of events like blood donation and cultural programmes
were organised to mark the occasion.
An open oratory debate competition, Pratijja was also held.
The blood donation camp was inaugurated by Rabi Rattan Das,
secretary, Orissa Red Cross Society in which 201 people donated
blood, including Doctor RN Ray, Registrar, KIIT University and Dr
Sucheta Priyabadini, deputy Registrar.
Contestants from colleges like ITER, Gandhi Dental Institute, Utkal
University, BJB, Ravenshaw and OUAT students participated in the
debate competition.
Manch opposes Queen's visit by palanquin
Bhubaneswar: While the stage is set for a rare visit of Puri Queen
Leelavati Patamahadei on Gahana Bije on April 8, the
Ambedkar-Lohia Vichar Manch on Tuesday announced to oppose the
visit if the Maharani rides a palanquin to visit the temple.
In a joint statement here, Manch president Sangram Mullick, general
secretary Rabi Behera and advisor Kedar Ray said that riding a
human-carried palanquin to see Lord Jagannath is purely
undemocratic and a sign of royal aristocracy, and if the Maharani
rides a palanquin, the Manch will strongly oppose it.
This type of visit would violate the Universal Human Rights Law of
the Union Nations Organisation and Article 3 of the Citizens Security
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Act, 1976, they said and added that the age-old royal fashion should
be stopped and the Maharani should visit the temple like any other
citizen.
The Manch has submitted a memorandum to chief minister Navin
Patnaik, Puri collector and temple administrator in this regard.
Privatisation of parcel handling: Railway Porters warn ECoR
authorities
Bhubaneswar: Denouncing the move of the East Coast Railway
(ECoR) authorities to privatize parcel loading and unloading, the
Railway Porters' Joint Action Committee on Tuesday served an
ultimatum to the former.
The committee submitted a memorandum to Railway Board
chairman JP Batra urging his intervention.
Meanwhile, the committee threatened to stall the functioning of the
Bhubaneswar railway station, if the authorities do not look into the
matter.
The committee took out a procession on this occasion and shouted
slogans against the railway authorities at the station.
It may be mentioned here that the Union railway minister Lalu
Prasad Yadav had announced privatisation of parcel handling system
on March 13 this year.
Condemning the move, the committee members said that this
amounts to a hanging order for lakhs of porters and their families
across the country, who served the railways for more than 50 years
on parcel handling work and the smooth running of the railways.
Talking to this paper, AITUC leader Sura Jena said that outsiders
should not be allowed to loading and unloading work of the railway
platforms that are being conducted by the licensed porters for a long
time and the porters should be engaged on parcel handling work on
rotation.
The committee also demanded recruitment of Class IV staff from the
licensed porters, who served the railways on parcel handling work
for a long time.
Kadambini accorded ABC status
Bhubaneswar: Kadambini, the first monthly family magazine, has
been accorded the Audit Bureau of Circulation (ABC) status.
It may be mentioned here that the ABC accords the status to any
newspaper and magazine basing on their volume of circulation.
In a statement here on Tuesday, founder of Kadambini and KIIT
chancellor Dr Achyut Samant said that the magazine will have a
remarkable role for enriching Oriya language and literature in the
coming days.
Editor of the magazine Iti Samant has expressed her profound
gratitude to the readers for the stupendous success of the
magazine.
Elected
Bhubaneswar: Chandrasekhar Jena has been elected as the new
president of the Bhubaneswar Bar Association, a release by the
Bhubaneswar Bar Association here on Tuesday said.
Besides, Gyana Ranjan Mohanty has been elected as the general
secretary while Tusharkanti Mohapatra as vice-president and
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Harapriya Samantray as joint general secretary.
The election passed peacefully and the newly elected office-bearers
were given a rousing welcome.
Oriya food festival
Bhubaneswar: The Orissa International Centre will organise a
three-day Oriya food festival at Buddhha Vihar premises near
Housing Board Square from April 13 to 15.
As many as 100 food items will be displayed in the festival, which
will be prepared by women SHGs of the capital city.
According Paresh Nayak, organizer of the festival, some reputed
dance troupes and a cultural team of Malaysia will join the festival
while various cultural programmes would be conducted during the
festival.
Employee swallows bribe during raid
Bhubaneswar: In a bizarre incident, Girija Shankar Pati, senior
clerk in the office of additional Tehsildar, Bhograi, in Balasore
district, swallowed the bribe money of Rs 400 after receiving the
amount from Srinivas Mandal of Batagram village towards correction
of an OLR case, during a Vigilance raid.
The State Vigilance sleuths laid a trap on Monday.
As the Vigilance sleuths arrived at the place, Pati, finding no way,
immediately swallowed the bribe money.
The saliva of Pati was treated with sodium carbonate solution, which
proved his crime. The pink solution and connected case records
were seized in the presence of witnesses. Pati was arrested on
Monday and forwarded to court on Tuesday.
In another raid, Jasobanta Kumar Mishra, junior clerk, Khamari
UGPHC in Angul district was caught red-handed while accepting a
bribe of Rs 15,636 from Pratima Diani, a Mahila Swasthya Karmi of
Badasada for showing the unauthorised leave she took for more
than five months as worked period by deducting Rs 15,636 from her
salary.
Mishra was arrested on Monday and forwarded to court on Tuesday.
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Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Tuesday, April 10, 2007

Ministry of Human Resource Development
AN EDUCATED SKILLED, HEALTHY EMPOWERED PEOPLE ARE
AN ASSET -ARJUN SINGH
TWO-DAY CONFERENCE OF STATE EDUCATION MINISTERS
INAUGURATED
12:10 IST

Shri Arjun Singh, Human Resource Development Minister has
said that an educated skilled, healthy empowered people are an asset
and the challenge before us is to ensure that each and every citizen of
India is an asset. Shri Singh was inaugurating the Conference of State
Education Minister here today. Ministry of HRD has convened a two-day
conference of State Education Ministers (April 10-11) in New Delhi. The
conference will deliberate on issues concerning the entire gamut of
education such as elementary, secondary, higher and technical
education so that maximum possible progress can be achieved during
the XIth Plan in the education sector in terms of access, equity, quality
and efficiency.
The recent initiatives of the Central Government for the XI Plan
such as the extension of Mid-Day Meal Scheme to the upper primary
stage and increasing the Central Plan outlay for Secondary Education,
bulk of which will go as assistance to State Governments are some of the
areas where Centre would look forward to the feedback from the States.
Following is the full text of the speech:
“I am delighted to welcome you all to this Conference. We had
organised a Conference of State Ministers of Higher Education in
Bangalore in January 2005 and had also met at meetings of the CABE, in
the same year. Today we are meeting at the commencement of the XIth
Plan, and the main objective is to jointly take stock and to plan ahead so
that we achieve maximum possible progress during the XIth Plan in the
education sector in terms of access, equity, quality and efficiency.
2.
Our Prime Minister has recently stated, “For too long we
have viewed the size of our population as an economic and social
liability. However, an educated skilled, healthy empowered people are an
asset. The challenge before us is to ensure that each and every citizen of
India is an asset.”
3.
We live in the era of Globalization. Liberalization and
privatization are held out as the keys to economic progress. However, we
are clear in our mind that when more than 40% of our population is in the
age group of 6-24 and when education has been identified as the most
crucial element in the national developmental effort, the role of the
government in providing education has necessarily to increase and not
diminish.
4. Some Major Achievements
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I would like to say a few words on what we have been able to
achieve in the Xth Plan, especially since the assumption of office by the
UPA Government.
·

The Plan Budget of the HRD Ministry has been substantially
raised from about Rs.7025 crores in the year 2003-04 to
Rs.20745.5 crores in 2006-07 and now for the year 2007-08, in
the budget, a Plan outlay of Rs.28674 crores which is an
increase of 38.2% over previous year, has been proposed.

·

Central assistance to States for elementary education, notably
for the flagship programmes of SSA and MDM which was
around Rs.4647 crores in 2003-04 has been increased
massively to about Rs. 16893 crores in 2006-07.

·

With the help of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and Mid-Day Meals
Scheme, as also their own schemes, States have managed to
substantially reduce the number of out-of-school children at the
elementary stage. Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) at the
elementary level in 2004-05 stands at 93.5%. Infrastructure and
teacher pupil ratio at the elementary level are also improving
where SSA has contributed by opening 2.40 lakh schools,
constructing over 98,000 classrooms and appointing 7.38 lakh
teachers, all of which should hopefully have a salutary effect on
quality.

·

2180 Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalayas have been
sanctioned upto March 2007, which includes 1000 new KGBVs
in 2006-07. 88 % of KGBVs have been operationalised. A major
national evaluation conducted this year has shown that the
scheme has received ‘high priority and political attention in all
States and has been launched in record tine with a clear
commitment to reach out to out-of-school girls. The programme
has been very well received by the community and has
responded to diverse poverty situations including remote
inaccessible locations.’

·

The nutritional norm for the mid day meal programme was
revised from 300 calories to 450 calories, 12 grams of protein
and micro-nutrient supplementation. The cooking cost norm was
revised to Rs 2 per child per school day with central assistance
of Rs 1.80 for the states in the NE Region and Rs 1.50 for other
states and UTs. In addition, keeping in view safety and hygiene
norms, central assistance was provided for construction of
cooking sheds and purchase/ replenishment of kitchen devices. I
am happy that in the year 2006-07 we were able to provide
assistance for construction of kitchen sheds in 1.94 lakh schools
across the country.

·

We had circulated a Model Bill on Right to Education for
comments from the States. 18 States and UTs have forwarded
their comments. We would be happy to receive the views of the
remaining States and UTs on the model bill.

·

17 Regional Engineering Colleges and 3 other State
Colleges have been converted into National Institutes of
Technology, fully funded by the Centre. A Bill to grant statutory
status to NITs is now before Parliament.

·

To give a boost to education and research in science, three
Indian Institutes of Science Education & Research, at Pune,
Kolkata and Mohali, have been sanctioned, of which the first two
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have already started functioning. The third one at Mohali is
expected to start functioning from this academic year 2007. The
UGC is also taking action to implement the recommendations of
the ‘Prof. M.M.Sharma Task Force on Strengthening Basic
Science Research in Universities’.
·

Article 15 of the Constitution was amended by near unanimity
by the Parliament in January 2006 to enable reservation for SCs,
STs and other Socially and Economically Backward Classes in
admission to educational institutions. To follow up on this, I had
requested all Chief Ministers in January 2006 to enact
State-specific legislations. According to information available with
us, 6 States (Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu,
Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand) have so far done
so while Rajasthan has issued an executive order. We would
look forward to getting feedback from Hon’ble Ministers of other
States in this behalf.

·

As regards Central institutions, the Central Educational
Institutions (Reservation in Admission) Act has been
enacted and notified in January 2007. The Hon'ble Supreme
Court has in its interim order stated that it would be desirable to
keep in hold the operation of this Act so far as it relates to
Section 6 thereof for the OBCs. The Government is examining
all legal options to resolve this issue at the earliest.

·

Plan assistance to State Universities has been made into a
separate budget item under UGC assistance since 2006-07. The
allocation under this head in 2006-07 was Rs. 755 crores which
has been raised to Rs. 1193 crores in 2007-08, which is a
major jump. I would urge State Governments to work intensively
with UGC to fully avail of this enhanced allocation for the
development of their respective Universities and other
educational institutions.

·

Through Central Acts passed in 2006, the Rajiv Gandhi National
University, Arunachal Pradesh, and Tripura University have been
converted from State to Central Universities, while a new
University of Sikkim is being established. With this, all States in
the North East would now have a Central University each.
With a view to increasing support to women’s education, the
UGC has raised the amounts available for the construction of
women’s hostels from Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs. 2 crores in metro cities
and Rs. 1 crore elsewhere and I am happy to state that in the
last year about Rs.130 crores was spent by UGC for Women's
hostels and in the current year, further impetus would be given to
this item of work.

·

With a view to attract talent and encourage research, UGC has
announced a substantial increase in the fellowship amounts for
the NET qualified PhD students from the existing Rs. 8000 per
month to Rs. 12000 per month along with the existing
percentage of HRA and contingencies. Further, corresponding
enhancements have also been announced for the subsequent
years as well as for Research Associates. Even for the Non-NET
qualified candidates, the existing amounts of PhD fellowships
which were introduced at the rate of Rs. 5000 per month in the
year 2006 in the Central Universities, are proposed to be
enhanced by almost 50%, besides increasing the coverage by
including all State Universities with Potential for Excellence, all
University Departments with Centres for Advanced Studies
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(CAS) and Special Assistance Programmes (SAP), all
Departments assisted by the Fund for Infrastructure for Science
& Technology (FIST) and all autonomous colleges and
institutions having NAAC or NBA accreditations and having been
running PhD programmes for at least the previous five years.
This will be applicable from 1.4.07.
·

The HRD Ministry has launched a very comprehensive learning
portal called “Sakshat” in October 2006. Some details regarding
this portal would be presented in the course of this Conference.
“Sakshat” is a major step towards our commitment to bring
education within reach of every Indian, regardless of his or her
age, using the best of modern technology.

·

A statutory National Commission on Minority Educational
Institutions has been established, which is also empowered to
adjudicate on complaints relating to denial of minority status to
educational institutions.

·

A Committee headed by my colleague, Sri M.A.A.Fatmi has
given its recommendations for giving a boost to Minority
Education in the light of the Sachar Committee Report. These
recommendations are under consideration.

5. Major Initiatives for 2007-08 and the XI th Plan
As you are aware the National Development Council has
considered the Approach Paper to the XI Five Year Plan and the
consequential exercise to formulate the XI Plan is currently in progress.
Your inputs at this juncture will be extremely timely and useful as it will be
our endeavour to factor in your valuable inputs in our XI Plan proposals.
The Central Government has already taken certain initiatives and
identified certain thrust areas for the XI Plan, some of which are:
·

The Centrally sponsored Mid-Day Meal Scheme, which was so
far limited to children of the Primary stage, is being extended to
the Upper Primary Stage in educationally backward blocks, with
suitably modified nutritional and funding norms.

·

For the first time in decades we have received significant funding
for Teacher Education. The Teacher Education outlays have
been enhanced from Rs 180 crores in 2006-07 to Rs 500 crores
for 2007-08. We hope that we will be able to provide support to
the states for opening DIETs or DRCs in districts that do not
have them. We also hope to be able to inspire you to initiate
systematic and relevant training programmes to address the
problem of untrained and para teachers in the country. The XIth
Plan will, indeed, be a Quality Plan. Content specific training for
teachers, especially at the secondary stage and training for
educational administrators to address systemic problems will
consequently be the thrust area for the XIth Plan period.

·

Central Plan outlay for Secondary Education has been
increased in a big way from Rs. 1,087 crores in 2006-07 to Rs.
3,164 crores in 2007-08. The bulk of this will go as assistance to
State Governments to universalize access to, and improve
quality of secondary education. I had requested Chief Ministers
to take preparatory steps in this regard, and would look forward
to your feedback on consequential action being taken.

·

In view of the fact that existing intake capacity in polytechnics is
only about 3 lakhs which is about half of that in engineering
colleges, a scheme is proposed, though polytechnic education is
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primarily a State subject, for establishing polytechnics in
districts which have no polytechnic at present as well as to
strengthen the infrastructure of polytechnics in special identified
districts. The Community Polytechnic scheme is proposed to be
revamped during the XI Plan and your valuable inputs in this
regard, would go a long way in coming out with a very
meaningful scheme.
·

It is proposed to establish two more Indian Institutes of Science
Education & Research (at Thiruvananthapuram and Bhopal) and
3 new IITs (in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan). A
seventh IIM is being established at Shillong. 2 new Schools of
Planning and Architecture are also proposed to be started at
Vijayawada and Bhopal. A new IIIT (Design and Manufacturing)
will be established at Kanchipuram in Tamil Nadu. Establishment
of another 20 IIITs is also under consideration so as to cover all
major States, with preference being given to States not having
an IIIT at present. Planning Commission has suggested that this
may be done in the Public-Private Participation mode. While
stating the above, I am painfully aware of the fact that all States
wish to have an IIT/IIM/IIIT/IISER etc., but it may be appreciated
that it can be got done in a phased manner only depending on
the availability of resources. We have to also ensure that the
Quality and Brand of our institutions of excellence do not get
compromised in our anxiety to increase the number of such
institutions.

·

We have also decided, in principle, to provide assistance
towards upgradation of 5 Engineering Colleges to the level of an
IIT, and name them as Indian Institutes of Science and
Engineering Technology, subject to the concurrence of the
concerned State Governments to hand them over to Central
Government for declaring them as Institutes of National
Importance.

·

We have concentrated on expansion in Technical education
given its scope and relevance for our youth. I am glad to
announce that AICTE has decided to permit 10% increase in the
existing intake on a voluntary basis subject to the condition that
the increased number of seats would be awarded in the ratio of
2:3:1 to meritorious women, economically weaker sections and
differently abled students without charging any tuition fees.

·

The quality of higher and technical education would be
considerably enhanced if all our institutions of higher learning get
networked. The Ministry would consider providing some
assistance to State Governments towards non-recurring costs
of networking their institutions provided States prepare good,
viable plans in this behalf, and agree to bear all other costs. I
would also like all the States to direct the institutions under their
control to provide high speed internet facilities to all their faculty
members which will go a long way in updating the knowledge of
their faculty leading to enhanced quality of teaching.

·

Pursuant to the consensus evolved in the Conference of State
Ministers of Higher Education at Bangalore in January 2005, our
draft Bill to regulate foreign education providers is ready. We
hope to introduce the Bill in Parliament very soon. We also hope
to finalize and introduce the Distance Education Council Bill
soon.
6. Some Major Issues for discussion
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There are, of course, several major issues which need to be
continuously discussed between Central and State Governments. I
would however like to flag a few important ones for consideration in this
Conference.
·

Despite our various achievements and the increased financial
outlays, we are still quite some distance away from the goal of
every child completing eight years of good quality education.
What should we now do to accomplish the goal of Universal
Elementary Education (UEE) by the end of the XIth Plan?
Specifically, how, towards this end do we optimize resource use,
improve implementation of SSA and MDM, motivate and train
teachers adequately, improve attendance rates and make
elementary education truly child-centred?

·

Surveys of attainment levels of our school-children do not give
much cause for satisfaction. How do we improve achievement
levels of children in elementary and secondary schools,
especially state funded ones?

·

CABE had approved the National Curriculum Framework
formulated by NCERT in September 2005. Since then NCERT
has formulated syllabi and developed new textbooks for use by
the CBSE schools. The challenge is for States and UTs to begin
the process of curricular reform. I would be happy for feedback
on how States and UTs are meeting this challenge.

·

What action is being taken by States to meet their enhanced
share under SSA in the XIth Plan?

·

Though much has been achieved, many States such as West
Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand, MP, Rajasthan, Arunachal
Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya, Orissa and Bihar, still need to
open large numbers of upper primary schools so as to provide
adequate access. What steps are these States taking in this
regard?

·

A target of increasing the literacy rate to 85% by the end of
the 11th plan has been set. The gender gap in literacy is
aimed to be lowered to 10 percentage points. This would in
effect mean a target for male literacy of 90% and of 80% for
female literacy. The 35+ age group will be the focus of adult
education activities in the XIth Plan. The use of ICT for literacy
has been emphasized. The schemes of ` Literacy Campaigns
and Operation Restoration’ and `Continuing Education’ have
been merged and renamed `Adult Education and Skill
Development.’ Skill development is also the focus of the
schemes for Grants in aid to NGOs and Jan Shikshan Sansthans
now merged and renamed as ` Support to NGOs/
Institutions/ SRCs for Adult Education and Skill Development.’
The NLM in its revamped strategy for the 11th plan has focused
on literacy linked with Livelihoods Governance and Rights. There
is need for renewed emphasis on adult education if our literacy
targets are to be met.

·

What steps should be taken to increase the Gross Enrolment
Ratio for higher and technical education from the present about
10% to at least 15% by the end of the XIth Plan?

·

Despite increased outlays, we are still quite far from the goal of
spending 6% of GDP on education, which has been reiterated in
the Approach paper to the XIth Plan. How best can this
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responsibility be equitably shared between the Centre and the
States?
·

How do we improve quality of higher education, especially in
State-funded colleges and Universities? I understand that more
than one third of teaching posts in State Universities are vacant.
In many States, this is, perhaps, due to a ban on fresh
recruitment, which needs to be urgently reviewed. The UGC, on
its part, has tried to facilitate your filling up of the vacancies by
waiving NET qualification for PhD candidates for teaching at post
graduate level and for M.Phil candidates at the undergraduate
level. We have recently decided to raise the retirement age for
teachers in Central higher educational institutions from 62 to 65
years. States may wish to consider following suit, to address
faculty shortage.

·

State Universities need to consider educational reforms by
introducing the semester and credit systems, and
adopting/adapting UGC-approved curricula with a view to
improving the quality. It may be desirable to encourage all State
level educational institutions of higher learning to go for NAAC
accreditation or NBA accreditation in case of technical
institutions. With a view to encourage accreditation, UGC
reimburses the full cost of the NAAC accreditation process.

·

What further steps should be taken to bridge the existing gap in
the participation and achievement rates of disadvantaged
groups, notably girls, Scheduled Castes and Tribes, minorities
and the differently- abled? During the next two days, we must, in
my view, come up with some concrete steps to ensure that all
our institutions, at every level, become compliant with the Central
law to make them barrier free besides being energy efficient and
environment friendly.

·

In the interest of promoting Minorities’ education, I would urge
States to be far more proactive in seeking central assistance
under schemes of Madrasa modernization and appointment of
Urdu language teachers. Special efforts will have to be made in
the States to mobilise the minorities so that they avail of the
educational facilities being provided by the States. Of course,
in this regard, especially for encouraging minority girls, States
are requested to have more women teachers, create more hostel
facilities for girls, create more educational institutions in the
minority concentration blocks and arrange for teaching of modern
subjects in Urdu medium.

·

What steps should be taken in the field of vocational education,
polytechnic education and higher and technical education so that
we produce adequate employable manpower with high degree
of relevant skills to meet the needs of our growing economy and
to provide suitable avenues of gainful employment to our youth?

·

One essential step towards increasing the number of skilled
persons is increased State investment in polytechnic
education. A recent study has shown that while 80% of all
degree granting engineering institutions are in the private sector,
the corresponding figure for the polytechnic sector is lower than
20%. States must both increase investment in this essential
sector and also encourage private investment. It is also
necessary to better utilize the existing available infrastructure in
the engineering colleges and polytechnics by having additional
evening courses.
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·

Several emerging areas in Engineering require very good
knowledge in Science.
The specific areas include
Biotechnology, Material Science and Engineering, Electronics,
Nano-technology and Polymer Science & Engineering. Good
B.Sc students currently do not have opportunities to enter into
these areas of technical education.
To enhance their
employability and to pursue research and innovation in these
emerging areas. AICTE has recently approved lateral entry for
B.Sc passed students in the 2nd year of undergraduate
programmes in engineering and have recommended starting of
Integrated M.Tech programmes of four years duration for B.Sc
students with Mathematics as one of the subjects. The admitted
students will get two degrees, a B.Tech and a M.Tech together
at the end of four years.

·

An exercise done by us late last year revealed wide variations in
availability of seats in technical education institutions per lakh
population across States. I accordingly wrote to Hon’ble Chief
Ministers of 12 large States, Bihar, Assam, Jharkhand, West
Bengal, Himachal Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, UP, Rajasthan, Orissa,
J&K, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh, in November last year to
take urgent steps to rapidly augment intake in technical
education in their respective States so that they catch up with the
national average and their students are not deprived of the
opportunities of technical education in their home states. We are
still waiting for substantive responses to the above letter, and I
would look forward to getting some feedback from the Hon’ble
Ministers of these States on this subject during the session on
Technical Education.

·

How can we maximize use of ICT, including EDUSAT to widen
access and improve quality of education at various stages? It is
rather unfortunate that at present, the usage of EDUSAT is
highly inadequate. Only 14 States have till now executed
tripartite agreements with ISRO and this Ministry, for the
utilization of EDUSAT. I urge the rest of the States and UTs to
expeditiously sign the tripartite agreements and operationalise
State-level Hubs and Sub-Hubs besides establishing Satellite
Interactive Terminals (SIT) and Receive Only Terminals (ROT) in
the educational institutions.

·

Ministry of HRD has been implementing the INDEST-AICTE
consortium since 2002-2003 with the objective to procure
e-journals and other electronic resources for academic activities
through a centralized subscription process, for redistribution
among its members. The University Grants Commission is
implementing a similar scheme, namely INFLIBNET. State
Governments may kindly encourage Universities/technical
institutions in their States to join these consortia. This access to
copyrighted journals would give impetus to research resulting in
higher number of research publications and patents, etc.

·

The Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) has an
extensive reach across the States; however this could be greatly
strengthened if institutional premises could be made available to
IGNOU for the setting up of study centers and other uses. Such
partnerships could also lead to double-degree programmes.
IGNOU would be happy to reimburse all variable costs and also
will be willing to pay honoraria to those teachers who would be
willing to put in extra hours of work on this account without in any
way compromising with their normal work.
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6.
There are also some general points which feature on our
agenda and to which I would like to call attention.
·

We have informed State Governments that starting 1 July 2007,
they must assume full responsibility for the work of
authentication of educational certificates (and that we will cease
to perform this function) so that their candidates do not have to
travel all the way up to Delhi for this routine work. State
Governments, which have not yet done so, must put all
necessary systems into place before 1st July.

·

Educational statistics, which should be the basis for any sound
planning, are generally in a poor shape. This needs urgent
attention and we seek your cooperation in this regard and would
request you to also strengthen and revamp your statistical
agencies.

·

We have not been able to fully utilize allocations under certain
Centrally sponsored schemes due to non-receipt of requisite
Utilisation Certificates (UC) from State Governments. I regret
to note that even funds meant for scholarships have lapsed on
this account. State Governments and their Universities and
other agencies need to give special attention to timely
submission of UCs.

·

States may also urgently consider setting up State Councils of
Higher Education. According to available information, only
Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal and Tamil Nadu
have done this so far.

7.
I recognize that Hon’ble State Ministers will have a lot to say
on these issues mentioned by me as also other issues of their interest.
However, as we have a very heavy agenda before us, I would request
them to be brief in their interventions and to stick to the issues being
discussed in each session so that everyone gets a chance to speak and
enrich the discussions.
Hon’ble Ministers who have brought printed
speeches may please get them handed over to us for distribution instead
of reading them out. All such speeches will form part of the proceedings
of this Conference but in the interest of time management, they may be
taken as read.
8.
I hope that with your cooperation and valuable inputs our
deliberations will be fruitful and will help all of us to come up with a very
meaningful XI Five Year Plan.”
.....
HB/RP/SB
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State urges Centre for a central tribal university
Thursday April 12 2007 12:01 IST

BHUBANESWAR: Higher Education Minister Samir Dey has urged the
Centre to approve the State Government's proposal for
establishment of a central tribal university in the KBK region.
Addressing a meeting of education ministers in New Delhi on
Wednesday, Dey said the proposed central university will immensely
benefit the deprived and backward pockets of Orissa, Andhra
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Pradesh and Chhattisgarh having large concentration of tribal
population.
Reiterating the State's demand for establishment of an Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT), the Minister said the vibrant growth in
the industrial and technical sectors in Orissa provides enormous
potential for industry- institution linkage.
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Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has already requested Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh for upgrading the extension counter of IIT
Kharagpur into a full-fledged campus, the Minister reminded and
added the State Government has already provided 300 acres of costfree land for the project.
He also demanded that the NISER set up by the Department of
Atomic Energy be upgraded to the rank of IISc, Bangalore.
There is a great need of opening courses in oceanography and
marine engineering in colleges and universities considering the long
coastline of the State.
The few institutes that are offering such courses are facing financial
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constraint for infrastructure development and curricula upgrade.
Financial assistance from the Centre is needed for opening such
courses in more colleges and universities, he added.
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Although a National Law University was originally planned to be
established in the State, this was shifted to West Bengal after the
UPA Government assumed power.
The State Government is going to introduce a Bill in the next session
of the Assembly for setting up of a National Law University for which
it needs substantial financial help from the Centre, he said.
Underlining the measures taken by the State Government to improve
the standard of higher education despite resource constraints, Dey
strongly pleaded for generous central assistance.
The UGC should take up accreditation of colleges in the State by the
National Accreditation and Assessment Council (NACC) on a priority
basis and provide infrastructure support to them, he said.
Dey demanded central assistance for establishment of an Academic
Staff College for the teachers at the Plus Two level.
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17 – Mass movement begins –
people take to the streets
(9th April 2007)
Highlights:
A rally in support of IIT in Orissa in Bhubaneswar.
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Child prodigy Budhia Singh was seen in a new avatar
on Sunday. The five-year-old wonder kid led the
protest march organised by a group of civil society
Real Estate Orissa
organisations and MPs over the shifting of a
Free, Instant, Complete & No
Hassle Buy/Rent Property. Great
greenfield IIT from Orissa to Andhra Pradesh.
Deals!
Holding a placard and using his lung powers to the
99acres.com
maximum, Budhia emerged as the latest icon to hold
BUDHIA: THE WONDER several disparate groups together. He appeared to be
well conversant with the IIT issue also.
KID
5-year-old runs into record
books
Budhia may jog right into
Hollywood
Budhia issue: Slum-dwellers
protest in Orissa

demand."

Budhia told HT, "Being one of the poorest states of
India so far as the infrastructure in higher education
is concerned, Orissa should get the priority in the
establishment of an IIT. As the IIT would be of great
use for our future, many more children of my age
should also come forward and join hands for the

Earlier, on certain public campaigns against AIDS, Dowry Tortures and on
issues of Child Labour, Budhia had taken to the streets of Bhubaneswar
participating in rallies and demonstrations. But he got a chance to rub shoulders
with some important MPs and Oriya cine stars for the first time.
Rajya Sabha member Baijayant Panda and Lok Sabha member Archana Nayak,
eminent Oriya cinestars and singers like Prafulla Kar and a number of other
personalities from different fields participated in the protest march. A
delegation of the protestors submitted a memorandum to President APJ Abdul
Kalam through Orissa Governor Rameshwar Thakur to immediately intervene
and ensure development of educational and scientific infrastructure in Orissa. A
demand was also made to upgrade the University College of Engineering (UCE)
at Burla to an Indian Institute of Engineering, Science & Technology (IIEST).
DK Ray, president of Aagami Odisha, an NGO which organized Sunday's
protests, criticized the UPA government at Centre for "neglecting the
development of Orissa" and said, the move to ignore the state's demand would
be strongly protested by a social coalition formed by the organization,
comprising eminent personalities in all fields.
Later this month Aagami Odisha would organize a rally in New Delhi over the
IIT demand, in which Budhia Singh may take part along with other
personalities, Ray informed.
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lend support to the cause.
Participating in the rally, Biju Janata Dal leader and Rajya Sabha MP Baijayanta
Panda announced that Agami Odisha will organise similar rallies in different
corners of the State to highlight the two demands.
Among others who took part in the rally, include Lok Sabha MP from Kendrapara
Archana Nayak, well-known singer Prafulla Kar and several eminent
educationists and social activists.
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The office-bearers of Agami Odisha - D K Ray (president), Lalit Pattnaik (working
president), Sudarshan Das (vice-president), Santosh Tripathy (secretary) and
Supriti Mishra (treasurer) - were present.
Agami Odisha, which has started forming a Social Force comprising those
concerned for the State's development, has decided to organise a similar rally in
New Delhi later this month to highlight the demands.
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BHUBANESWAR: Jolted by the Centre�s
move to deny Orissa an IIT, hundreds of
people from various walks of life on Sunday
took out a rally here protesting the decision.
They submitted a memorandum to President
APJ Abdul Kalam. It was organised by Agami
Odisha, an apolitical platform of eminent
scientists, educationists and social activists.
�The Centre�s move has not only saddened
the people but has also robbed the State of
its rightful claim,� rued working president of
the forum Lalit Pattnaik.
�The Government had stated its intention to
set up the next set of IITs in backward States
and had picked Orissa as one of the
prospective places. But it went back on its
promise and instead gifted an IIT to Andhra
Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan, however, got
their due share,� he remarked.
The decision not only created uproar in the
State, but also created fear among the people
that other schemes like upgrading UCE Burla
into Indian Institute of Engineering, Science
and Technology might never be realised.
While the Chief Minister shot off a protest
letter to the Centre against the decision,
many were surprised over its meek response
in the following days.
Today when the Centre has sanctioned Rs
400 crore for the new IITs, Pattnaik said,
Orissa should build up a mass movement to
extract its claim.
�We would transform this by creating
awareness among the people in every nook
and corner of the State,� he said.
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Sunday�s rally coincided with the IIT
entrance examination.
Across the country some 2.5 lakh appeared
for the test, being held for the first time
under the revised format.
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Rally for promised IITs
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Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, April 8: It was not a massive rally by
political party congregation standards. But for once, the
numbers did not matter, it was the members who mattered
the most and they were eminent personalities from all walks
of life ~ academicians, social activists, scientists, lawyers
and a few politicians. They were all demanding an IIT and
an IIST for Orissa.
Students had also joined the rally which marched towards
Raj Bhavan square raising slogans and carrying placards
demanding the establishment of these institutions in the
state. They alleged that the centre had betrayed the people of
Orissa by promising an IIT and then backing out.
They pledged protest from all levels including the
Parliament. BJD MP Mr BJ Panda said MPs will stage a
dharna in front of Parliament on 15 May. An IIT each for
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and Rajsthan had been sanctioned
with an investment of Rs 4,000 crore. Orissa, although was
promised two IITs by central minister for HRD Mr M Fatmi
on 28 August 2006 at Patna, has been duped, they said. The
protestors demanded the establishment of an IIT and
Improvement of UCE, Burla to IIEST. “Agamee Odisha” , a
social organisation had taken the lead in organising the
protest and mobilising support.
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Bhubaneswar:8/April/2007
Like any other children in the country child prodigy Budhia Singh has great faith on the
President A P J Abdul Kalam.
So on Sunday morning Budhia leaving his daily marathon practice marched to Raj Bhawan to
send his missive to his beloved ‘Chacha Kalam’ for a noble cause.
And he has all faith on 'Chacha Prez', said Budhia.
He joined the elite bandwagon of Orissa to seek indulgence of the President of India to use his
good offices for the cause of educational and scientific infrastructure of the state.
A five year old slogan shouting Budhia with a placard in his hand demanding an IIT for the
state was the star attraction of the Agami Odisha rally, which was organized to draw attention
of the callous central leadership.
In a memorandum presented to the Raj Bhawan officials in absence of the Governor,
intelligentsias of the state demanded establishment of an IIT in Orissa and up grading UCE
Burla to the status of Indian Institute of Engineering, Science and Technology (IIEST).
Agami Odisha, an apolitical platform of eminent scientists, educationists, social activists and
people from various walks of life is championing the cause of the state on various
developmental issues.
As establishment of an IIT has become an emotive issue for the people of the state, the
leading civil society organization took the lead in generating public opinion for a reasonable
cause.
While BJD MP Baijayant Panda joining the march criticized the callous attitude of the UPA
government, play back singer Prafulla Kar sang a different tune.
Kar blamed the Members of Parliament (MP) from Orissa, who are equally dormant over
raising the issue of IIT.
How ever noted environmentalist Nadia Chand Kanungo charged the Centre of “virtually
looting” the state in the name of mineral development and demanded a White Paper on the
export of minerals from the state during last 15 years, echoing the demand for an IIT.
While thanking the President Dr.Kalam for his initiative to set up a NISER in Orissa the
assembly of intelligentsia appealed him to lend his support for an IIT and declaration of UCE,
Burla as ITSER.
Announcing the next course of action Agami Odisha President Dhirendra Kumar Ray said on
May 15, we will be demonstrating before the Parliament to ventilate our grievances.
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18 – An NRO explains the
importance and significance of
an IIT to Orissa
(23rd -25th April 2007)
Highlights:
An op-ed in Sambada (in Oriya), an interview in tathya, and a report in
Samaja (in Oriya).
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Interview with Professor Chitta Baral of Arizona State
University
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Q: Why does it matter where an IIT is located?
A: Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) serves as an engine of growth and it has huge
impact within 100 km. take the case of Stanford and Berkeley's impact on the Silicon
Valley of California; Harvard and MIT's impact on the Boston corridor and our own
IISc's impact on Bangalore are testament to this. (Stanford University and MIT have
spawned many top-notch companies such as Google, Yahoo, and Bose electronics, all
in the vicinity of the university.)
Q: Many IIT do not have much impact.
A: True, many of our existing IITs do not seem to have that much local impact. But that
is changing. The example that is often bandied about as an IIT with no local impact, IIT
Kharagpur, is now leading in this. It is helping in the development of a Biotech park
near it and has also decided to create a super speciality hospital and start a medical
college in Kharagpur. All our IITs will soon have similar and much more local impact
and a few decades down the road. Moreover, many companies would like to be in a
location with an IIT because that provides opportunities for their employees to pursue a
higher degree, and because they can collaborate with the IIT faculty and students on
cutting edge research. Thus having an IIT makes an otherwise good location a bigger
attractor to companies for establishment of branch or for relocation.

Poly Fodder !

Q:How IIT will help in providing qualitative growth ?
A: At present IITs are India's best graduate schools in engineering. They are the best
place, and often are the only place within hundreds of miles, with a comprehensive
array of M.Tech and Ph.D programs. In the last decade Orissa has developed 40+
engineering colleges mostly private ones. However, only handful of faculty in these
colleges have Ph.Ds or M.Techs. In contrast, the faculty in most engineering programs
in US have Ph.Ds. Several efforts are being made by AICTE, UGC and other
organization to improve the quality of faculty in engineering colleges across India. Such
efforts include QIP (Quality improvement programs) in various IITs and selected NITs.
However, such efforts are not enough as often faculty at a private engineering college,
say in the Bhubaneswar area (with 26 and growing engineering colleges), would have
to take leave and then pursue a higher degree as the nearest IIT and NIT are more
than 300kms away from Bhubaneswar. However if there was an IIT within an hour and
half of Bhubaneswar then many of the faculty in the 26 (and growing) odd engineering
colleges in and around Bhubaneswar would be able to pursue higher a degree in that
IIT without taking complete leave of their job and without relocating. Here we want to
state that we do not subscribe that an IIT in Orissa should have any preference or
quota for students from Orissa. Its just a fact of life that, especially at the graduate level,
for QIP, and for industry sponsored candidates, more local people join take advantage
of the opportunity as it is easy for them to do that.
Q: Why then should Orissa get preference.
A: IITs are funded by the ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) of India.
A rough calculation detailed at http://equitableindia.org showed that MHRD was
scheduled to spend Rs 4.07 on fully funded HRD institutions (like IITs, IIMs, etc.) per
person in Orissa, while it will spend Rs 183.08 in Delhi, Rs 41.20 in West Bengal, Rs
33.4 in Karnataka, Rs 27 in Tamil Nadu, Rs 28.38 in Maharastra, Rs 17.73 in UP, Rs
16.05 in Andhra, Rs 33.27 in Punjab, Rs 8.13 in Haryana, Rs 7.90 in Kerala, Rs 9.02 in
MP, Rs 4.87 in Gujurat, Rs 2.59 in Rajasthan, and Rs 1.87 in Bihar. In other words
Bihar, Rajasthan and Orissa were at the bottom of per-capita spending by MHRD in its
fully funded higher education institutions. Now that IITs have been allotted to Bihar and
Rajasthan, it is imperative that the next IIT should have been allotted to Orissa. Since
Orissa was skipped over, to correct this injustice an IIT should be immediately allotted
to Orissa.
Q: But the central government is already establishing a NISER in Bhubaneswar
so an IIT ?
A: NISER (National Institute of Science Education and Research) will have mainly
science disciplines. An IIT's focuses are technological and engineering disciplines. So
having a NISER does not overcome the need for an IIT. NISER is funded by Dept. of
Atomic Energy and not by the Ministry of Human Resource Development. Not only most
other states have multiple fully MHRD funded institutions (such as IIT, IISER, IIM and
Central University in West Bengal; IIT, IISER and Central Universities in Maharashtra,
etc.) but two of the three states that have been picked for the greenfield IITs have been
simultaneously granted other institutes that are funded by MHRD or other ministries.
For example, Andhra Pradesh has been granted two MHRD funded IIESTs (Indian
Institute of Engineering Science and Technology), which are referred to as IIT clones, a
Ministry of Chemical and Fertilizers funded NIPER (National Institute of Pharmaceutical
Education and Research) like institute and an Indian Institute of Public Health.
Similarly, Bihar has also been granted a NIPER like institute.
Q: Some people question that there are so many issues in Orissa, and why
should the people pick establishing an IIT as a high priority item at this point of
time.
A: More demand we make there will be fair chance to receive the same. So there
should be continuous demand in this regard. In case of Orissa MHRD has done
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injustice by whisking away the proposed Orissa IIT to AP. Till the injustice is corrected,
we must continue to press for it.
Q: Some people say that one of the main goals of making an IIT is to create world
class institutions in India and the locations should be based on that.
A: We agree and will argue that a location within an hour or hour and half of
Bhubaneswar will a perfect location for an IIT as the city is well connected with the
cities and towns all over India. Bhubaneswar has 5 daily flights to Delhi, 3 to Calcutta, 3
to Hyderabad, 2 to Mumbai, 2 to Chennai, 2.3 to Bangalore, 1 to Visakhapatana and
partial connections to Ranchi and Raipur. Bhubaneswar has multiple daily direct trains
to Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, a daily train to Mumbai, and trains to
all corners of India (Guwahati, Kerala, Goa, Gujarat, Jaipur, Punjab, Rishikesh, Kanpur,
Lucknow, Benras, Patna, Raipur, Bhopal, etc.) The Bhubaneswar area has sustained
high quality research and educational institutions such as Institute of Physics, Institute
of Life Sciences and Xavier Institute of Management, and has many universities such
as Utkal University, Orissa university of Agriculture and Technology, Utkal University of
Culture, Ravenshaw University. Moreover, recently several high profile higher
education institutions have found the area to be suitable. This includes the proposed
NISER (National Institute of Science Education and Research), the proposed Vedanta
University (near Puri) and the proposed university by the Art of Living trust of Shri Shri
Ravishankar. Thus there is no reason why an area within 1 to 1.5 hours of
Bhubaneswar will not suitable for an IIT.
Q: Is Orissa industrialized enough? Are there industries in Orissa that will be
benefited by an IIT?
A: In recent years there has been tremendous inflow of investment for industrial growth
in Orissa and an IIT is necessary to nurture, support and amplify that growth. Besides
presence of public sector like SAIL, NALCO, NTPC and MCL new industries are
coming up in Orissa during last three years: (i) Metal Sector: 45 projects over 70 mtpa
of steel (22 of them partly commissioned) with more than US$45 billion investment; 4
new aluminum complexes and 1 mtpa aluminium smelter capacity under
implementation with US$10 billion investment and rare earth projects worth US$0.5
billion. The investors in this sector include POSCO, Arcelor-Mittal, Tata Steel, Bhusan,
Jindal, Essar, Hindalco, Vedanta, L&T Dubal etc. (ii) Chemical and Petrochemical: 15
mtpa US$6 billion mega petrochemical by IOC; Deepak Fertilizers implementing 2
chemical projects at Paradeep, etc. (iii) Energy and power: 13 thermal power projects
under implementation with capacity of 13,500 MW with investment of US$14 billion and
Reliance Industry hydrocarbon based power generation and gas grid (US$1.5Bn). The
investors include Tata Power, Reliance energy, Sterlite energy, Mahanadi Aban,
Monnet Ispat, Essar power, Lanco group, NavBharat Power, CESC and GMR energy.
(iv) Ports: 2 new ports are under construction at Dhamara and Gopalpur and three
others at Jatadhari, Kirtania and Astaranga are in the pipeline with MOUs on them
signed. (v) IT: Infosys, Satyam, TCS, Wipro, Genepact, Mindtree, Hexaware, etc.
Q: Since you have mentioned Bhubaneswar so many times, are you saying that
the Greenfield IIT in Orissa should be located in Bhubaneswar. Is Orissa just
Bhubaneswar?
A: My personal preference for a Greenfield IIT is a place in the Ganjam district of South
Orissa (which is one of the most backward area of India) at a place within 1-1.5 hours
of Bhubaneswar on NH-5 and 30-40 minutes of Berhampur on NH-5, the major town in
South Orissa. This location will be the best of both worlds, close enough to
Bhubaneswar to avail of all the opportunities there and help the 29+ engineering
colleges in the Bhubaneswar-Berhampur corridor and yet in south Orissa and close to
South Orissa's major city so as to impact the backward South Orissa region in many
other ways. An IIT at such a location will help build a Bhubaneswar-Berhampur hi-tech
corridor. Moreover, the other major metropolitan area of Orissa, Rourkela has an NIT.
Among the other larger towns and locality, Sambalpur has the Burla Engineering
College, which the state and the people are pursuing to make into an IIEST (Indian
Institute of Engineering Sc. And Technology) and the North Orissa towns (Balasore and
Baripada) are within an hour and half of IIT Kharagpur. The KBK districts and Gajapati
are still left out. Gajapati is adjacent to Ganjam. In the future this proposed IIT in
Ganjam may establish small branches and extension centers in KBK towns such as
Rayagada, Koraput, Bhawanipatna and Titlagarh. Moreover, for these districts the
Orissa government is pursuing and will continue pursuing a multi-campus KBK Central
University.
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IWÿògûùe KûjóKò @ûA@ûAUò
_âZòÂû Keû^~òa ?

aâ j à _ ê e ,Zû24û4(^ò . _â ) bûeZe aòbò^Ü eûRýùe ùK¦â
ieKûe @ûC ùKùZûUò ^ìZ^
@ûA@ûAUò _âZÂò û KeòaûKê ù~ûR^û
Keê[ôaûùaùk IWÿògû KûjóKò Gjò
iê ù ~ûMeê aò Z ùjCQò ,
ùi[ôù^A eûRýe aê¡òRúaú cjf
ùNûe C\þùaM _âKûg KeòQ«ò û
að c û^ LWM_ê e , Kû^_ê e ,
cê´ûA, cûWâûi, \òfäú, Mê@ûjûUú
Gaõ eêeKú (CeûL)Vûùe

ieKûe _êYò ...

_ìaeð ê ejòZûù\g akae ejòa
ùaûfò @ûù\g ù\A[ôaû iê_còâ ùKûUð
RÁòi @eòRZò _gûdZ Gaõ RÁòi
Gf.Gi._û«û Gjûe iû´ò]û^òK
ùa÷]Zû iµKðùe icúlû KeòaûKê
@MÁ \ß ò Z úd i¯ûjKê ]û~ð ý
Keò[ùô f û @_e_lùe ieKûe
_â]û^ aòPûe_Zòu @¤lZûùe
MVò Z L_úVùe @ûùa\^
Keò[ôaûeê _âZò_l IKòf cêKêf
ùeûjZMú Gjûe Zúaâ aòùeû]
Keò[ùô f û ù~Cñ L_úV cûyð 29
Gaõ G_âòf 23 ZûeòLùe G
iõKâû«ùe eûd gêYûAQ«ò,ò ùijò
L_úVùe ieKûe @ûùa\^
Keò^[ôaûeê Gjû _Qùe @^ý
Cùgý ^òjòZ @Qò ùaûfò ~êqò
\gðûA[ôùf û G _âiwe ùKøYiò
ißZªZû [ôaûe ùi C_faþ]ô KeêQ«ò
ùaûfò ùKûUðu RYûA[ùf û

@ûA@ûAUò
gò l û^ê Â û^
Pûfò[ôaûùaùk @ûMûcú \ò^ùe
ieKûe eûRiÚû^, aòjûe Gaõ
@û§â _ â ù \gùe @ûC Zò ù ^ûUò
@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû KeòaûKê ^òhÝò
ù^AQ«ò û hûVò G \gKùe
Z}ûkú^ _â ] û^cªú iß M ð Z
Raûjûefûf ù^ùjeê IWÿògû,
aòjûe Gaõ c¤_âù\gùe MzòZ
[ô a û LYò R iµ\e be_ê e
i\ê _ ù~ûM ^ò c ù« C\ýc
Keò [ ô ù f
~ûjû`kùe
eûCeùKfû, bò f ûA Gaõ
\êMðû_êeVûùe AiÝûZ KûeLû^û
_âZòÂû ùjûA_ûeò[ôfû û ù^ùjeêu
Gjò \ìe\gðòZû `kùe Gjòiaê
@^ê ^ Ü Z Gaõ @û\ò a ûiúajê k
iÚû^MêWKò _eaðú Kûkùe ù\ge
@^ýZc @MâYú gòÌûke cû^ýZû
fûb Keò[ôfû û VòKþ ùijò_eò ~\ò
ù~ûR^û Kcòg^uVûùe \ûLf
Keû~ûA[ô a û cê ù weKe
eòù_ûUðKê @^ê¤û^ Keû~ûG ùZùa
@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû Keòaû _ûAñ
IWògû ùjCQò iùaðû}éÁ iÚû^ û ~\ò
GVûùe @ûA@ûAUò _âZÂò û Keû~ûG
ùZùa IWÿgò ûaûiúu ajê\ê ^ò e iß_Ü
iûKûe ùjaûijò Z bûeZe
ùa÷hdòK gòlû^êÂû^ cû^PòZâùe
@ûc eûRý iÚû^ _ûAa û Gjò
C\ýcùe i`k ùjaû ^òcù«
eûRýe aê¡òRúaú, @cfûZª,
MYcû¤c Z[û iùaðû_eò eûRý
ieKûeu `k_âiì bìcòKû GKû«
@_eòjû~ðý ùjûA_WòQò û
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19 – Many in Orissa wonder
why Arjun Singh is against
Orissa
(24th April 2007)
Highlights:
Tathya writes “Arjun plays havoc with Orissa.”
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Arjun plays havoc with Orissa
New Delhi:24/April/2007
Now it is official.
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With Arjun Singh at the helm, Orissa
stands remote chance to have the
share over proposed Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT)s by the Ministry of
Human Resource Development
(MHRD).
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The just released annual report on April
24 highlights the attempts made in
2006- 2007 and takes stock of the
present stage of major programs and gives some indication of the proposals for the
future.

AGRICULTURE

The report said that seven IITs and six IIMs have served the country extremely well and
have done us proud.
It is now proposed to establish 3 new IITs in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and
Rajasthan.
So it is abundantly clear that MHRD is not favoring Orissa, over setting up an IIT in
future also as the annual report gives indication of the proposals for the future, said the
sources.
It has also been decided to establish a 7th IIM at Shillong in the North East.
Two new Schools of Planning and Architecture are also proposed to be started at
Vijayawada and Bhopal.
In addition to the existing Indian Institute of Information Technology at Gwalior,
Allahabad and Jabalpur under the Government of India, a new IIIT (Design and
Manufacturing) has been approved to be established at Kanchipuram in Tamil Nadu.
Proposals have been submitted to the Planning Commission for starting 20 new IIITs
so as to cover each major State.
Orissa has already gone ahead with its own IIIT.
Planning Commission has suggested that these could be considered under the
Public-Private Participation mode.
Erstwhile Regional Engineering Colleges/Government Engineering Colleges have been
converted into National Institutes of Technology (NITs) with changes in their
governance structure.
There are 20 NITs at present.
In order to bring all of them under umbrella legislation, the NIT Bill had been introduced
in Parliament.
In order to build scientific research institutions of the highest standards in which
teaching and research at the under-graduate and post-graduate levels will be
undertaken in an integrated manner, two Indian Institutes of Scientific Education and
Research (IISERs) have been set up at Kolkata and Pune.
A third IISER is being set up at Mohali (Punjab) and two more have been proposed at
Bhopal and Thiruvanathapuram.
It is hoped that over a period of time, IISERs will attain the eminence of IISc, Bangalore
and put India in the forefront of scientific research in the world, says the annual report.
Back
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20 – IIT in Orissa issue raised
in the Budget session of the
Parliament in Delhi
(27th April 2007 – 30th June 2007)
Highlights:
National headlines: “Govt. rules out IIT in Orissa.”
Passionate debate in Loksabha on IIT in Orissa issue: 17 page transcript
Loksabha walk out by Orissa MPs supported by BJP Parliament leader
Orissa MPs do dharana outside of the Parliament.
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aÞhèeþ jÒaàÐn `\eþ NeÊþXÏ cË[Ù `ÊeþÑÒeþ yÐ`_ Òkþa; L`Ð QÐiÑ*¼þ A[ëkþ[ÔÐ, aÐ` jkþ cTÞþA TÞþ@eþ có[ÊÔ, jÐ_ XÐ¦ÆeþMÐ_ÐþÒe; Lf
[ÐeÞþM : 27/4/2007
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ABABVÞ `õj=¼Òeþ JXÞhÐ jÐÕj] bþÐN bþÐN--ABABVÞ `õj=¼Òeþ JXÞhÐ jÐÕj] bþÐN bþÐN
_ËA]ÞmîþÑ (BcÞj): NÊeÊþaÐeþWÐeÊþ jÕj]eþ ]éÞ[Ñ¯Æ `dàÔÐ¯Æ aÒSVç @^ÞÒah_
Aeþc÷ ÒkþÐBRÞ¼ Ð JXÏÞhÐÒeþ `qÐ¯Æ[ _ÞaàÐQ_eþ Af Ò]MÐB N[ @^ÞÒah_
jc¯ÆÒeþ eþÐSÔeþ aÞbÞþ_ï `õcÊM ]ÐaÞ NókþÒeþ D`yÐ`Þ[ LeÞþ `ÐeÞþ _\ÞaÐ JXÏÞA
jÐÕj]cÐÒ_ H\eþ LÞ«ÊÆ @Ã¤Ð bÞþXÏÞR«ÞÆ¼ Ð MÐjç LeÞþ ABABVÞ `õj=¼LÊ Ò_B
eþÐSÔeþ hÐjL aÞÒS`Þ J aÞÒSXÏÞ jÐÕj]cÐ_*¼ c^ÔÒeþ c[Òbþ] Ò]MÐÒ]BRÞ¼ Ð
aÞÒS`Þ Ò_[ÐcÐÒ_ HkþÐLÊ ÒSÐeþ Saeþ]ªÆ ÒLtõWÐeÊþ kþÐjmþ LeÞþaÊ ÒaÐmÞþ LkÞþ
aÊmÊþ\ÞaÐ ÒaÒf hÐ«ÞÆ`ËZà YÏ=¼Òeþ ÒLtõ ANÒeþ JXÏÞhÐeþ ]ÐaÞ D`yÆÐ`Þ[ LeþÐdÞa
ÒaÐmÞþ aÞÒSXÞ jÐÕj]cÐÒ_ LkÞþR«ÞÆ¼ Ð @`eþ`lÒeþ LÕÒNõj LÞ«ÊÆ H\Þ`ÐBÜ eþÐSÔ
jeþLÐeþ*¼ @jkþÒdÐN cÒ_ÐaórÞþLÊ ]Ð¯ÆÑ LeÞþRÞ¼ Ð
JXÏÞhÐeþ ABABVÞ `õj=¼ HL jÒcè]_hÑf aÞi¯Æ ÒkþÐB\ÞaÐ LÐeþZeÊþ HkþÐLÊ
Ò_B aÞbÞþ_ï eþÐSÒ_ß[ÞL ]f eþÐS_Ñ[Þ LeÞþaÐ Aeþc÷ LeÞþ Ò]BR«ÞÆ¼ Ð bþÐeþ[Ñ¯Æ
S_[Ð`ÐVÙ jÐÕj] eÊþ]ö_ÐeþÐ¯ÆZ `ÐZÞ J SÊHmþ JeþÐc ÒLtõWÐeÊþ ÒSÐeþSaeþªÆ ]ÐaÞ
kþÐjmþ LeÞþaÐ Ò_B c[ Ò]BR«ÞÆ¼ Ð H`eÞþLÞ `ÒeþÐlÒeþ HcÐÒ_ aÞÒSXÞ jÐÕj]
cÐ_*¼ hÐ«ÞÆ`ËZà bþÐaÒeþ ]ÐaÞ LeÞþaÐ YÏ=¼LÊ _ÞtÐ c^Ô LeÞþR«ÞÆ¼ Ð jÕj]eþ QfÞ
[ @^ÞÒah_Òeþ JXÏÞhÐeþ ]ÐaÞ Ò_B Dbþ¯Æ ÒmþÐLjbþÐ J eþÐSÔjbþÐLÊ @Qf
LeÞþ ]ÞAdÞa ÒaÐmÞþ ÒjcÐÒ_ LkÞþR«ÞÆ¼ Ð
@_Ô`lÒeþ aÞÒSXÞ jÐÕj] ÒaßS¯Æ«Æ `¨ÆÐ H ]ÞNÒeþ VÞLÞH _eþc cÒ_ÐbþÐa
Ò`ÐiZ LeÞþR«ÞÆ¼ Ð Òj LkÞþR«ÞÆ Òd aÞÒSXÞ jÐÕj]cÐÒ_ hÐ«ÞÆ`ËZà YÏ=¼Òeþ jÕj]
`eÞþjeþÒeþ \ÞaÐ NÐuÑ `õ[ÞcË[Ù jÐcïÐÒeþ ÒLtõeþ @aÞQÐeþ aÞÒeþÐ^Òeþ ^ÐeþZÐ Ò]
Òa ¼ Ð Aj«ÆÐ 15 [ÐeÞþM ]Þ_ HkÞþ `õj=¼LÊ Ò_B ANÐcÑ JXÏÞhÐ [eþ$¼eÊþ
d«Æeþc«ÆeþWÐÒeþ ÒkþaÐLÊ \ÞaÐ `õ]hà_ LÐdàÔLõcLÊ c^Ô [Ð*¼ ]feþ jÐÕj]cÐÒ_
jc\à_ LeÞþÒa ÒaÐmÞþ Òj LkÞþR«ÞÆ¼ Ð
@_Ô HL OVZÐLõcÒeþ eþÐSÔeþ LÕÒNõj jÐÕj]cÐÒ_ ABABVÞ `õj=¼ Ò_B eþÐSÔ
jeþLÐeþ jkþÒdÐN LeÊþ_ÐkþÐ«ÞÆ ÒaÐmÞþ @bÞþÒdÐN LeÞþR«ÞÆ¼Ð eþÐSÔ jeþLÐeþ*¼ ]ÞmîþÑyÞ
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[ ÒeþjÞÒXÃ¤ LcÞj_eþ JXÏÞhÐ jeþLÐeþ*¼ ÒL×ZjÞ ]ÐaÞ LÞcèÐ ÒdÐS_Ð aÞi¯ÆÒeþ
LÕÒNõj jÐÕj]cÐ_*Ê¼ @aN[ LeþÐD _ÐkþÐ«ÞÆ ÒaÐmÞþ ÒLtõ NõÐcÔ D_ï¯Æ_ eþÐ½ö¤c§ÆÑ
QtõÒhMeþ jÐkÊþ @bÞþÒdÐN AZÞR«ÞÆ¼ Ð jÐÕj] jÊhÑfÐþ [ÞeÞþA ABABVÞ Ò_B
aÞÒSXÏÞ-aÞÒS`Þ jÐÕj]cÐÒ_ hªÆÐ eþÐS_Ñ[Þ LeÊþR«ÞÆ ÒaÐmÞþ LkÞþR«ÞÆ¼ Ð [Ð*¼ LkÞþaÐ
@_ÊjÐÒeþ JXÏÞhÐÒeþ ABABVÞ `õ[Þ½¤Ð `ÐBÜ LÕÒNõj jÐÕj]cÐÒ_ @mþNÐ
Ò$¼ÐeþcÒeþ ]ÐaÞ LeÊþR«ÞÆ¼ Ð Ò[ZÊ HkÞþ `õj=¼Òeþ JXÏÞA LÕÒNõj jÐÕj]cÐÒ_ LÞRÞ
LeÊþ_ÐkþÐ«ÞÆ ÒaÐmÞþ LkÞþaÐ bÊþmþ Òkþa¼ Ð
N[ @^ÞÒah_ jc¯ÆÒeþ ÒceÞþVÐBcç ¯ÊÆ_ÞbþjÙVÞeþ yÐ_LÊ Ò_B AuõÐ J
`¾Þ¤ca=¼eþ jÐÕj]cÐÒ_ ]fc[ _ÞaÙÒhiÒeþ _ÞS _ÞS eþÐSÔ j`lÒeþ jÕj]
Òeþ ]ÐaÞ LeÞþ\ÞÒmþ¼ Ð cÐ[ö JXÏÞhÐ Òl[öÒeþ [ÐkþÐeþ WÞLç JmþVÐ HÒa Ò]MÞaÐLÊ
cÞfÊRÞ¼ Ð ÒLDÜ ]f LÞbþfÞ bþÐaÒeþ _ÞS eþÐSÔ j`lÒeþ ]ÐaÞ D`yÐ`_ LeÞþa [ÐLÊ
Ò_B aÐ] aÞaÐ] QÐmÊþRÞ¼ Ð $¼fÒeþ ABABVÞ Ò_B JXÏÞhÐ bþÐNÔÒeþ L'Z eþkÞþRÞ
[ÐkþÐ jkþSÒeþ SZÐ `XÏÞdÐBRÞ¼ Ð
cåMÔMae

aÞ[Là/c[Ðc[ jÕNõkþ
Poll ID 0 does not
exist.
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]lÞZ A$õÞ¼LÐLÊ @mçþADVç LeÞþaÐ `Òeþ A_tÞ[ @Ò½ö¤mÞþA ÒMfÐfÞ; `q]h
SÐ[Ñ¯Æ jÞ_Þ¯Æeþ ckÞþfÐ $Ê¼Vamçþ QÐÞÆA_jÞ`ç Aeþc÷
aÞhèeþ jÒaàÐn `\eþ NeÊþXÏ cË[Ù `ÊeþÑÒeþ yÐ`_ Òkþa
L`Ð QÐiÑ*¼þ A[ëkþ[ÔÐ: aÐ` jkþ cTÞþA TÞþ@eþ có[ÊÔ, jÐ_ XÐ¦ÆeþMÐ_ÐþÒeþ
LfÞ=¼_Neþ `ÊZÞ @hÐ«Æ, aÞyÐ`Þ[*¼ D`Òeþ ALõcZ, 9 NÊeÊþ[eþ
ÒLtõÑ¯Æ @_Ê]Ð_`õÐ© hÞlÐ_Êº¤Ð_ @^ÔÐ`L*¼ @ajeþ a¯Æj aYÏÞmþÐ
hÞÁ¤Ð*Ê¼ QÊcè_: ÒNÒeþ*¼ _ÐcÒeþ NÞeþ$¼ `eþJèÐ_Ð
ÒhiÒe ÒaÐXà cÊ¨Æ _ÊAÜBmþÐ, ]hc ÒhõZÑ jÐcÐSÞL aÞsÐ_ akÞþ a]fÞa
XÐAZÑ jÒtkþÒeþ Xamþ cXàe: kþ[ÔÐLÐeþÑLÊ $¼ÐhÑ
LVÐeþÐ*¼Ê jÕj]þ c_Ð
JaÞjÞ jÕeþlZ aÞ_Ð Aeþc÷ Òkþa _ÐcÒmþMÐ
6 JXÏÞA aeþ`Ê[ö*¼ aÐjbþa_ Òkþa SÐ[Ñ¯Æ jÕNõkþÐf¯Æ
eþÐSÔ jÕNõkþÐf¯Æeþ 2 kþSÐeþ aÞeþf Ò`Ð\Þ B-`ÊªÞÆLÐÒeþ eËþ`Ð«ÆeÞþ[
NÒaiZÐ [Ð' aÐVÒeþ, QÐiÑ kþ[Ðh
NõÐcÔ SfÒdÐNÐZ `ÐBÜ 28 ÒLÐVÞ
jeþLÐeþÑ `eÞþjÕMÔÐ_ jÒtk ÒOeþÒeþ: Xö`çADVç þaiàLÒeþ 30 `õ[Þh
[ MjÞmþÐ
Ahõc ²ÊÆmþ cÐcmþÐ: Ò$¼eþÐeçþ `õ^Ð_ hÞlL _ÞmþcèÞ[
Ò`ÐÒ²ÆÐ aÞÒeþÐ^Ñ*¼ cÐcmþÐeþþ []«Æ J LÐdàÔÐ_Êº¤Ð_ `ÐBÜ `ÊmÞþjç [`ùeþ
]Ðc*¼ `Ê@ _ÐcÒeþ JéÐÒeþÃç, A[ëjc`àZ LeÞþaÐLÊ kþÐBÒLÐVà _ÞÒ]àh
_µÆmþ `õbþÐaÞ[ eþÐSÔcÐ_*¼ ÒaßWL: aÞyÐ`_ ÒdÐNÊÜ _µÆmþ D`ùÐ[ aówÞ `ÐDRÞ
cZÞi QÐmþÐZ : VÞAeþHjç aÞ^Ð¯ÆL*¼ aÞÒeþÐ^Òeþ cÐcmþÐ
ABABVÞ `õj=¼Òeþ JXÞhÐ jÐÕj] bþÐN bþÐN
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aeþNXÏ [kþjÞmþ]Ðeþ*¼ OeÊþ 28 mþl V*¼Ðeþ jÕ`ÆrÞþ WÐa
j©Æc ÒhõZÑ aÐiÙL `eþÑlÐÒeþ [öãVÞ: Òc^Ð [ÐmÞþLÐÒeþ TÞþ@ a]fÒeþ cÐ'*¼
_ÜÐ!
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eûR¥ùe GK @ûA@ûAUò iÚû_^ _ûAñ
ùfûKibûùe Lûeùaku \ûaò
[

^ì@û\òfäú,Zû27û4(^ò._â)-IWÿògûùe Zêe« GK @ûA@ûAUò
iÚû_^ KeòaûKê aûùfgße iûõi\ Z[û bûeZúd R^Zû _ûUðòe
C_cêL¥iùPZK Lûeùak ÊûAñ ùK¦âieKûeu Vûùe \ûaò
C_iÚû_^ KeòQ«ò û @ûRò ùK¦â aòmû^ I _â~êqò aò\¥û cªûkde
Lyð \ûaò C_ùe ùfûKibûùe ùjûA[ôaû @ûùfûP^ûùe @õgMâjY
Keò gâú ÊûAñ ù\ge aòbò^Ü ùlZâùe ù~bkò _âMZò PûfòQò, ùi
_eòù_âlúùe @ûcKê a¥û_K ù_iû\ûe aòùghmcû^ue
@ûag¥KZû ejò[ôaûeê ù\ge aòbò^Ü ùKûYùe @ûjêeò ajê
@ûA@ûAUò ùLûfû~òaûe @ûag¥KZû ejò[ôaû aòhd cªú gâú
K_òf iòafue \éÁò @ûKhðY KeûA[ôùf û G c¤eê IWÿògûùe
ùMûUòG @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû Keû~òaû _ûAñ \úNð\ò^eê \ûaò
ùjûA@ûiê[ôaû aòhd ùi iìPûA[ôùf û ùZùa eûR¥ùe GK
_ìðKûkú^ @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû ùjaû _~ð¥« Gùa LWÿM_êe
@ûA@ûAUòe GK gûLû bêaù^gßeVûùe _âZòÂû Keû~òaû _ûAñ
ù~Cñ _âÉûa ejòQò ZûKê ~[ûgúNâ Kû~ð¥Kûeú KeòaûKê gâú ÊûAñ
_eûcgð ù\A[ôùf û Gjò @aieùe 2008 ciòjûùe bûeZe
RùY ^ûMeòK P¦âùe @aZeY Keòaûe Kû~ð¥Kâce _âMZò
ö iµKðùe gâú ÊûAñ cªúuVûeê RûYòaûKê Pûjò[ôùf û
g
I
ùUûKòI, Zû27ö4 (G_òò)- Rû_û^ùe gêKâaûe 3RYKê
Y
¦â `ûgú \ò@û~òaûeê @û«RðûZòK lcûiõiÚû Zúaâ _âZòaû\ KeòQò ö
~ céZê¥\Kê ^òhò¡ Keòaû _ûAñ ùUûKòI ^úZòMZ ^ò¿©ò ù^aûKê
aû lcûiõiÚû _leê \ûaò Keû~ûAQò ö
M
MZ Wòùi´eùe 4RY @_eû]úuê `ûgú \ò@û~ûA[ôfû ö
k MZ ùiù_Ö´e cûiùe gòù¬û @ûùa _â]û^cªú \ûdòZß MâjY
j Keòaû _ùe Gjû \ßòZúd `ûgú\ ö @ûA^ cªûkd _leê
u `ûgú NUYûKê ÊúKûe Keû~ûAQò ö jZ¥ûKûùe ù\ûhú iûa¥É
Y ùjûA[ôaû Gjò 3RYuê @\ûfZ céZê¥ \ûù\g ù\A[ôfû ö
iò cû^aû]ôKûe Cfäx^ _eòiebêq Gjò \ûù\gKê ^òhò¡ Keòaû
_ûAñ @û«RðûZòK lcûiõiÚû ieKûeuVûùe \ûaò C_iÚû_^ KeòQò ö
e
[
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Rû_û^ùe 3RYuê `ûgú, lcûiõiÚûe _âZaò û\
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The government on Tuesday
turned down the demand for setting up an IIT in
Orissa saying that it had already granted approval
for three such institutes in Bihar, Andhra Pradesh
and Rajasthan.

Amid loud protests from MPS from Orissa, Minister
of State for HRD D Purandeshwari told the Lok
Sabha that the location of the three new IITs had
been decided on the basis of recommendations made by the Planning
Commission and Prime Minister’s Scientific Advisory Council.
BJD member Brij Kishore Tripathy, who raised the issue in a calling attention
motion, deplored that Orissa did not have a single central institution of higher
education and had been neglected for long. Besides an IIT, he also demanded
an IIM for the state and asked the government to approve a proposal by IIT
Kharagpur to set up an extension campus in Bhubaneswar.
He claimed that the government had initially cleared an IIT for the state but
changed its decision later. Minister of State for HRD, Mohammad Fatmi had
stated as much in Patna last year, Tripathy said.
However, Purandeshwari asserted that Fatmi had denied having made any
such statement. Setting up a new IIT would involve an expenditure of Rs
1,000 crore besides the cost of acquiring land, she stated.
Concern was also expressed on the issue by other BJD members like
Bhartruhari Mehtab and Prasanna Acharya besides Kharabela Swain of BJP.
Expressing dissatisfaction with the minister’s reply,the NDA members staged
a walkout from the House.
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NEW DELHI: The
government Tuesday ruled
out setting up an IIT in
Orissa, saying it has already
approved three such
institutes in Bihar, Andhra
Pradesh and Rajasthan.
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Replying to a Calling
Attention Motion moved by
MPs from Orissa demanding
an Indian Institute of
Technology, Minister of State
for Human Resource Development D Purandeshwari said the
three new IITs were decided on recommendations of the
Planning Commission and Prime Minister's Scientific Advisory
Council.
Raising the issue, Brij Kishore Tripathy (BJD) said the
government had initially approved setting up of an IIT in Orissa
but later changed the decision.
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"Minister of State for HRD Mohd Fatmi had said in August 2006
in Patna that an IIT will be set up in Orissa... then why the
decision was changed?" Tripathy asked.
However, Purandeshwari said Fatmi has denied having made
such a statement. A new IIT would cost over Rs 1,000 crore,
she said adding the government had never decided to set up
such an institute in Orissa.
Dissatisfied with her reply, BJP and BJD members staged a
walkout.
Besides an IIT, Tripathy demanded an Indian Institute of
Management and asked the government to approve a proposal
by IIT-Kharagpur to set up an extension campus in
Bhubaneswar.
B Mehtab (BJD) said the UPA government has been ignoring
Orissa and sought to know how much funds the HRD ministry
had spent for higher education in the state.
BJP member Kharbela Swain asked the government what the
criteria was for selecting locations for new IITs, while BJD's
Prasanna Acharya said with many new industrial projects
coming up, Orissa needed an IIT for skilled manpower.
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Orissa MPs stage walkout over IIT issue
KalingaTimes Correspondent
New Delhi: The MPs belonging to the Biju Janata Dal along with the Bharatiya
Janata Party MPs from Orissa staged a walkout in Parliament on Tuesday after
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they got a negative reply to their demand for the setting up of an Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT) in the State.
The MPs belonging to the partner parties of the National Democratic Front also
joined the BJD and BJP MPs from Orissa in the walkout supporting their demand.
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The MPs were sore over the reply of Minister of State for Human Resource
Development D Purandeshwari ruled the setting up of an IIT in Orissa as the
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Centre had already approved three such institutes in Bihar, Andhra Pradesh and
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Rajasthan.
The Minister was replying to a calling attention motion moved by the Orissa MPs
on their demand for an IIT in the State.
The issue was raised BJD MP from Puri B.K. Tripathy. The others who
participated in the discussion were Bhartruhari Mahatab, Prasanna Acharya,
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Prasanna Patsani, Brahmananda Panda and Baijayanta Panda of the BJD and
Kharavela Swain, Dharmendra Pradhan, Jual Oram and B.K. Deo of the BJP.

Meanwhile, in their efforts to further highlight the issue all the MPs belonging to
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the BJD and the BJP MPs from Orissa will stage a protest dharna near the statue
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Oram said that no MP belonging to the Congress, JMM, MPs and Minister were
present in the Lok Sabha when the demand for an IIT in the State was raised in
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the House.

of Mahatma Gandhi in the premises of Parliament on Wednesday.
BJD MP Baijajayanta Panda has requested all MP from the State, irrespective of
party affiliation, to be united to demand for an IIT in Orissa.
It was unfortunate that Orissa's long standing demand for Central institutes like
IIT and IIM is not being heard by the Central Government, Panda said.
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14.06 hrs.
MESSAGES FROM RAJYA SABHA
SECRETARY-GENERAL: Sir, I have to report the following messages received from
Secretary-General of Rajya Sabha:“In accordance with the provisions of sub-rule (6) of rule 186 of the
(i)
Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Rajya Sabha, I am directed to return
herewith the Appropriation (No.2) Bill, 2007, which was passed by the Lok Sabha at its
sitting
held
on
the
28th
April, 2007 and transmitted to the Rajya Sabha for its recommendations and to state
that this House has no recommendations to make to the Lok Sabha in regard to the
Bill.”
(ii)
“In accordance with the provisions of sub-rule (6) of rule 186 of the Rules of Procedure
and Conduct of Business in the Rajya Sabha, I am directed to return herewith the
Finance Bill, 2007, which was passed by the Lok Sabha at its sitting held on the 3rd
May, 2007 and transmitted to the Rajya Sabha for its recommendations and to state that
this House has no recommendations to make to the Lok Sabha in regard to the said
Bill.”
14.08 hrs.
CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTER OF URGENT
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Need to set up an Indian Institute of Technology in Orissa as proposed in the Eleventh Five
Year Plan and agreed to by the Government earlier
SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY (PURI): Sir, I call the attention of the Minister of Hum
Resource
Development to the following matter of urgent public importance and request that he may ma
statement thereon:
“Need to set up an Indian Institute of Technology in Orissa as proposed in the Eleventh
Five Year Plan and agreed to by the Government earlier.”
MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Now, hon. Minister, Shrimati D. Purandeswari.
… (Interruptions)
SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY : Sir, where is the Cabinet Minister? This is most unfortunate
… (Interruptions) This shows the seriousness of the Government. … (Interruptions) Where is the
Cabinet Minister? … (Interruptions) This is a regular business. … (Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Please listen to me.
… (Interruptions)
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MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Please listen to me.
… (Interruptions)
`ȡQQ
¡Ȫ
:
^ ȨǓȲ \ȯȲ ȯ ȡȯ ȯȲ QȢ \QǕ ǓȲ¡ Ȣ  ȯ QȢ ȡ¡ ȯ ȡ ǓQȯ Q ]_
¡Ȱ@
QȢ ȡ¡ ȯ fȡa Ǔȡ ¡Ȱ Ǔ QȢȢ ǕQȯQȢ Ȣ ^ Ǔ  Ȫ Ȣ ¡ȰȲ@
The Speaker has allowed her.
*THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELO
(SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI): Sir, I thank you. I also thank my colleagues for giving
opportunity.
*Placed in Library,See No.L.T.6387/2007
Presently, there are seven Indian Institutes of Technology in the country which are IIT Kharagpur,
IIT Bombay, IIT Madras, IIT Delhi, IIT Guwahati, IIT Roorkee and IIT Kanpur.
Based on the recommendations of the Scientific Advisory Council to the Prime Minister, the Ministry
of Human Resource Development, Department of Higher Education had sent a proposal to the
Planning Commission to set up three new Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) in the country during
the 11th
Five Year Plan. After receiving the ‘in-principle’ approval of the Planning Commission to the
proposal and based on the recommendations of the Scientific Advisory Council to the Prime
Minister, it was proposed by the Ministry to set up three new IITs in the States of Andhra Pradesh,
Bihar and Rajasthan. … (Interruptions) Let me complete.
The Ministry is in the process of deciding the exact locations of IITs in these three States i
consultation with the respective State Governments. The 11th Five Year Plan has not yet been
finalized. However, it has never been agreed to by the Government to establish an IIT in Orissa
during the 11th Five Year Plan.
SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY : Sir, this is most unfortunate. The Cabinet Minister
deliberately remaining absent from the proceedings of the House. However, hon. Speaker has
allowed. I am not saying anything on that. … (Interruptions)
QȢ Ǔ ǙQ (ȡP): ȲQǓȲ ȡ ȲǕQ ȡǓQ ¡Ȫȡ ¡Ȱ@
QȢ Ǚ ǓȪ QǓȡȢ : ¡ȡȱ, ¡Ȫ ȡ ¡Ȱ Ǔ ȲQǓȲ ȡ ȲǕQ ȡǓQ ¡Ȫ@...(Qȡ)*
He is
*Not recorded
worried and hurried. That is the difficulty. About the Hon’ble Cabinet Minister, he is more interested
in politics than the affairs of his own Ministry. This is interesting. [MSOffice2]
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MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Please address the Chair.
SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY : The reply given by the Minister is also very casual
misleading.
The people of Orissa have not forgotten and recovered yet from the shock and insult that has b
inflicted upon them by the motivated decision of the UPA Government with regard to the shifting o
the National Institute of Science, about which we have discussed in this House a number of times
from
Bhubaneswar
to
other
place.
Now, again the decision of the HRD Ministry, Department of Higher Education of the Government
of India, for the change of location of the original proposal of establishment of a new IIT in Oriss
other State has added salt to its wound.
Sir, this shocking news has created great discontentment in the State. The students, teachers,
intellectuals in particular and public in general are very much dissatisfied. This is happening under
the UPA Government. Deliberately government is ignoring the cause of Orissa. They are deciding
the location of establishment of the institute by political motivation and deliberately changing
location
time
and
again.
In the case of National Institute of Science also they had changed the original place and shifted it to
the
other
State.
Although the NDA Government had taken the decision to set up the National Institute of
Bhubaneswar, Orissa yet, they have shifted it to other State ignoring the decision of the p
Government.
Now also, in the case of IIT, as per the reply of the hon. Minister, the Government is taking the plea
of the Scientific Advisory council to the Prime Minister. I am not able to understand it.
The Scientific Advisory council to Prime Minister has advised to set up IITs but has not
suggested at which place they should be set up. The Government has decided to establish three new
green field Indian Institute of Technology during 11th Five Year Plan and the Planning Commission
has
agreed
to
it.
The Planning Commission decided earlier that it would be set up in three States and Orissa was
among them. It was not the thinking of the Planning Commission alone. The Minister of State of
HRD, my good friend, Shri Fatmi who is also sitting here. On 28th August, 2006 he had announced
in Patna that one of these locations would be Orissa. I am not able to understand it now. I have the
paper cuttings with me. He had announced on 28th August, 2006 in Patna that one of the locations
would be Orissa. The State Government had also agreed to provide 300 acres of land for the
purpose.
If nothing of the sort was decided how could the State Government had agreed to offer 300 acres
land? It was decided earlier and subsequently the institute was shifted to Andhra Pradesh.
Accidentally the hon. Minister who is now replying also belongs to Andhra Pradesh. I do not blame
her.
It is the responsibility of the Ministry and the Cabinet Minister is absent. We do not have any
objection in giving IITs to other States, be it Andhra Pradesh. Two engineering colleges with M.tech.
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and research facilities equivalant to 1.1.7 were allowed to be established in Andhra Pradesh earlier by
the HRD Ministry but Orissa does not have any such facility. This is our demand. When the
Planning Commission has decided that Orissa will be one of the locations for this IIT what is the
necessity
to
shift
it
to
other
State?
We do not mind Andhra Pradesh getting the institute but why should at all be shifted from our State?
Why should Orissa be ignored? We do not have any IIT.
We have the concentration of maximum engineering colleges, of course private colleges, in
the Eastern part of the country but an IIT is necessary to improve the faculty in M. Tech research
PhD.
We
are
ready
to
provide
land.
Our Chief Minister has written a letter to the Prime Minister requesting it to locate an IIT in Orissa.
What is the difficulty in that? Why are they so much interested in poking their nose in nasty
politics? Is this a Union Government or a State Government? I charge that the Ministry of HRD is
functioning like a panchayat and municipality.[R3] They are not functioning like a Union Ministry.
So, the Union Government should consider all the parts of the country as parts of the Union. They
should not discriminate or consider it on political basis. So, that is the difficulty which is shocking
for us. Due to this, the people of Orissa are very much aggrieved. I have already told that there is
the highest concentration of engineering colleges in the state. Hence, provision of this Ph.D., M.
Tech Degree by establishing an IIT would significantly help in improving the faculty of th
engineering colleges. But we have been ignored.
I would also like to submit that the Governing Body of IIT, Kharagpur has also approved a
full-fledged campus to be set up in Bhubaneswar. That is also one of our demands. The IIT,
Kharagpur has requested the Ministry of Human Resource Development to do this by upgradin
existing extension centre entailing an investment of Rs.800 crore to Rs.900 crore. This proposal is
also waiting the clearance from the Ministry of Human Resource Development. What has happened
to
this?
IIT, Kharagpur has requested for this and the State Government has also agreed to give land free o
cost
for
this
project.
So, I want to know from the hon. Minister what is the real position of the project now? I would like
to know whether one green field IIT will be located in Orissa? As regards the proposal of IIT,
Kharagpur for the full-fledged extension campus at Bhubaneswar, we would like to know whether
that is also under the consideration of the Ministry of Human Resource Development. Are you
giving approval for this project? I would request the Minister to reply to this.
It is also regrettable that Orissa finds itself at the bottom of per capita funding from the
Ministry of Human Resource Development. This Ministry is funding all the States but the per capita
investment of the Ministry is the lowest in Orissa. What is the difficulty? Why will Orissa be
ignored? Is Orissa not part of this country? Why is this discrimination? I would like to know
whether the Ministry of Human Resource Development is approving the proposal of IIT, Kharagpur
and
also
giving
an
IIT
to
Orissa
or
not?
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Some how or the other this help will improve the imbalance and the position of Orissa in reg
investment in higher education. It will improve the situation to some extent. At present, the
investment by the Ministry is the lowest in Orissa. So, if one green field IIT is provided to Orissa
and the proposal of IIT, Kharagpur, is approved, then to some extent we would match with othe
States. There are seven IITs in the country. We have the concentration of private engineering
colleges.
Therefore, we should be provided one IIT and it was rightly decided by the Planning Commission.
But I do not know why the Ministry of Human Resource Development is interfering and why they
are shifting it from one State to another. This is a nasty politics. If the Government of India will not
reverse its present decision of not establishing a green field IIT in Orissa during 11th Five Year Plan,
it will be unfair to Orissa and it will create alarming situation in the State. Now the State is burning.
The students are agitating. I think some day they would come to Delhi to demonstrate. So, what is
happening? The students, the intellectuals, the teachers and the public all are agitating. This Union
Government is unfair to the State of Orissa. They are doing all the illegal works… (Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing should be recorded except the speech of Shri Tripathy.
(Interruptions)*
SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY : Sir, it is also learnt that five new IIMs would be establi
Five
Year
Plan.
during
the
11th
There are already IIMs in different States but we do not have a single IIM in Orissa. There is not a
single central institution in Orissa. There is no IIM. So, when they are deciding to set up five new
IIMs during the 11th Five Year Plan, why Orissa should not be chosen for this? The maximum
number of degree engineering institutions, technical institutes and IT educational institutes are there
in Orissa, the eastern part of the country.[R4]
So, why would the Government not decide about allotting one IIM in the State of Orissa? I would
like to request the Government to consider setting up one greenfield IIT, one IIM in Orissa and
consider giving an extension of the IIT campus of Kharagpur in Bhubaneswar in the State of Orissa.
If these demands are not considered favourably by the Union Government, then the people of the
State would be very unhappy and the situation would not be any good.
We are for the unity of the country. We are working for the unity of the country. The contribution o
the people of Orissa has been the maximum towards maintaining unity of this nation. If the State
Orissa will decide otherwise, then half of the country would be languishing in darkness. The
Members of this august House should know this. We are providing coal and iron ore to all parts of
this country, but unfortunately in our State, we do not have any industry. If the Union Governme
would continue to deprive us, then naturally the State would feel isolated from the mainstream
Naxalites are very much active in the State of Orissa and they would take advantage of the situatio
The Union Government seems to be conducting themselves like a Panchayat and they are following a
discriminatory policy. If such an attitude does not change, then the miscreants will provoke the
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people and the unity of the country could be threatened. We are always for the unity of the country.
The contribution of the people of Orissa to freedom struggle has been immense. We were the last
State to become a part of the colonial rule… (Interruptions) The hon. Member does not seem to be
aware of history… (Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing, except the speech of Shri Braja Kishore Tripathy, would g
record.
(Interruptions)*
SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY : Sir, we were the last State to go under the control of th
British rule. We fought against the British rule. There were many people from Orissa who were
hanged by the British for participation in the freedom movement. There is not even proper reflection
of those sacrifices, in the history of freedom struggle. We have not been able to pay them their
respect.
*Not recorded.
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Therefore, the contribution of the people of Orissa in the freedom struggle has been maximum.
Therefore, I would like to request the hon. Minister to consider these demands and not to wo
sentiments of the people of the State. There should not be any provocation which may lead to a
serious crisis of law and order. The Government should understand the sentiments of the people of
the State and
consider favourably setting up of one IIT, one IIM and also giving extension of campus of I
Kharagpur at Bhubneswar. This is the only request I would like to make to the hon. Minister. If the
are not considered, then maybe, in the near future there could be agitations and the situation may go
out of control.
SHRI B. MAHTAB (CUTTACK): A Calling Attention has been listed in today’s Order Paper. The
hon. Minister of State for Human Resource Development, in response to this, has laid a written
statement on the Table of the House. This was also listed in the first part of the Budget Session but
due to the House getting adjourned for recess, this issue could not be discussed then.
It is an emotive issue for all the Oriya people, not only resident Oriyas but also Non-Resident Oriy
This is our experience that everyday, through the net, we are receiving a large number of mails abo
this issue – be it Shri Jual Oram or other Members from the Rajya Sabha, we, the Member
representing the State of Orissa, have been receiving a large number of mails through the net on t
issue. That is why is Orissa being denied justice? Why is this United Progressive Alliance
Government denying justice to Orissa? What reply do we have for this question? Should we say that
because a large number of non-UPA members have been elected to this House that the UP
Government
is
denying
justice
to
us?
Should we say that because we do not have a Cabinet Minister in UPA, Orissa is being denied
justice?
Should we say that Orissa is not being recognized by the leaders of the UPA and hence it is den
justice? What should we say? What is the reply? … (Interruptions) The reply is because they stood
with NDA, they stood for the cause of Orissa..… (Interruptions) What is the reason that the UPA
which is in power for the last three years is denying justice to Orissa? … (Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing should be recorded except the speech of Shri Mahtab.
(Interruptions) *
SHRI B. MAHTAB : It is not only that it is denied justice only for the last three years. Since the
1960s, the 1970s, the 1980s and the first part of 1990s, Orissa had been persistently denied justice.
I would like to ask a simple question to the Minister and I would expect a reply to that question.
How much investment has been made in Orissa for human resource development? How much
investment has the Ministry of HRD made in Orissa during the last Ten Plans? How many Central
Institutes, leave out IIT which is the issue to which we have called your attention, have been
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established in Orissa? Our leader, Shri Tripathy, has also mentioned about IIMs other than IITs. I
would like the hon. Minister to go through the records on a commitment made in this House. In the
late 1980s, our former President who was the then Minister during the tenure of Shri Rajiv Gandhi
had
made
a
commitment
in
this
House to a Congress Member who was representing the constituency which I am representing today.
At that time, she was the wife of the Chief Minister. To her, the then Minister, Shri Narayanan had
made a commitment in this House that when IIIT will be established, it will be established in Orissa.
Now
we
are
in
2007.
More than four or five Governments have ruled but what has happened to the IITs? If we raise this
issue, somebody will start obstructing. Should we not take the responsibility. What happened to that
triple IIIT establishment? Have you fulfilled the commitment made in this House? Or do you say that
other Ministries have not done it and that is why, you also have not done it? Can you shift your
*Not recorded
responsibility
like
this?
How much money have you invested in the State of Orissa during the last 60 years? I am not askin
this question to any political party or a political alliance. I am asking this question to this House, to
this nation[MSOffice5]. Why has Orissa been denied investment from the Central Budget, especia
from the Ministry of Human Resource Development? How many institutes have you created? Only
two Institutes of the Ministry of Agriculture have been established. One is Central Rice Research
Institute, established in 1948 and the other one is Fisheries Central Institute, established in eighties.
Other than these two Institutes, which are related to the Ministry of Agriculture, no other institute has
been
established.
These Institutes have nothing to do with the Ministry of Human Resource Development. Of course,
Regional Engineering College was established after Rourkela Steel Plant came up, after Hirakud
Dam came up.
A large number of students from Orissa go to cities in other States for technical education, l
Bangalore, Hyderabad and Delhi and very few of them go abroad. Is it not the responsibility of the
Central Government to provide higher technical education to the people of Orissa at an affordable
cost? Why should we have to come before you and plead? Knowing full well that Orissa is in the
bottom of income index, is it not the responsibility of the Centre to do that?
You have enshrined “socialism” in the Constitution. Is it not the responsibility of the Centre
to do that? A very fashionable word is being used in last few months, that is “inclusive growth.” Is it
not the responsibility of the Centre to see the overall growth of the country? If some people flare up
in North-East, it immediately draws the attention of the Government; if something happens in
Western front, that draws the attention of the Government. … (Interruptions)
The Scientific Advisory Council to the Prime Minister was set up and was given a mandate.
What
was
the
mandate?
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Was the mandate to find out how many IITs should be established? Or was the mandate to find
whether there is requirement to expand the number of IITs? I would like the hon. Minister to educat
me
and
the
House.
As per my information, the mandate to Scientific Advisory Council was, other than the IITs that were
established in the sixties and another one later on, is there a necessity to have more IITs in thi
country? Why was it restricted to three? Who restricted it to three? I would like to have an answer.
How
was
this
confined
to
only
three?
Was it done by Planning Commission? I would like to know that. If the recommendation was, one in
the East, one in the West, one in the South, who decided that one should go to Bihar, one should go
to Andhra Pradesh; and the third one would go to Rajasthan. Who decided that it will not go to
Karnataka, Kerala or Orissa? At what level was this decision taken? I would like to understand this.
If a decision has been taken consciously, what is the logic behind it? Let the whole nation know. I
would like to have answers to these few questions.… (Interruptions)
MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing should be recorded.
(Interruptions) *
MR. DEPUTY- SPEAKER: Members speaking without my permission will not go in the record.
(Interruptions)*
SHRI B. MAHTAB : I would like to request the hon. Minister that there is a necessity to provide
more funds for establishment of Human Resource Development Central Institutes. Let us get an
assurance from the hon. Minister.
Whatever you say, we do not have any ill-will against the Cabinet Minister of Human Resource
Development.
We do not want to offend the hon. Minister who is going to reply today, but we have to plead our
case.
If you require all of us, all Members of Parliament from Orissa including the supporters who want
Orissa to grow and prosper, all of us can go including the hon. Minister, Shri Jairam Ramesh. He can
go and plead before the Minister of Human Resource Development, Shri Arjun Singh. Now let us
hear from the hon. Minister.
*Not recorded.
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SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN (BALASORE): The UPA Government all the time talks of inclu
growth. What is the meaning of this inclusive growth? Does it mean that the growth of some with
the
exclusion
of
others?
You take the example of quality of human resource available in Orissa – in the Civil Service, in
banking sector, in the IT, in medicine, in engineering what is the percentage of Oriyas? It is one of
the highest in India.
The hon. Minister, Shri Jairam Ramesh is sitting here. He was with us in the Standing
Committee
on
Finance.
Wherever he was going with us, he was finding that Oriya officers were prospering everywhere like
in the Income-tax, in Central Excise, in banking and whenever he stands to speak here, he says, as
ever, the `Kalinga Brigade’ is available here to listen to his speech. He knows that we always sit and
we listen to him.
Sir, the UPA Government and everybody knows that now there is going to be a shortage of
manpower
in
this
country
by
2011.
We will have to import skilled manpower if this trend of not making the people skilled, continues
India. That is why, 1,000 ITIs are going to be developed as centres of excellence. The hon. Minister
of Finance told about this at the time of the Budget Speech. So I am asking what is the criterion for
setting up of IITs. How many IITs are there in the United States of America? How many IITs are
required in a country of India’s magnitude? Is it only seven? If you include three, it is going to be
ten.
Sir let me tell you, a country of India’s magnitude requires 1500 IITs. It may sound very
lofty, but it is true. So a country of one billion people requires this.
Now the UPA Government is already charging two per cent Education Cess for primary education.
From this year, you have imposed another one per cent for the higher education. Every year you say
that your revenue collection is increasing by 20 per cent and 30 per cent. So, there is no shortage of
money.
There
is
no
resource
crunch.
If there is no resource crunch, why do you not come for another technical institute of the magnitude
of
the
IIT
in
a
State
like
Orissa?
Why should the people from Orissa, why should MPs from Orissa simply beg like beggars? Why
should we beg for it? I am not accusing you. I am not accusing any individual or this Government,
but I will appeal this Government that you should see to it that Oriyas should not just come and beg
to you like this.[a6]
Let us have another institute. You have it in Bihar, Rajashan and Andhra Pradesh. We have no
objection to that. I told you that we require 1500 technical institutions. You can have it in K
everywhere.
We
also
want,
perhaps,
one
in Orissa. As has already been told by Shri Braja Kishore Tripathy, the IIT Kharagpur is willing t
open
a
campus
of
its
own
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in Bhubaneswar. In Western Orissa which is comparatively an under-developed area, there, the Burla
Engineering College is having the infrastructure and everything. You can develop it and improve it to
the status of an IIT. You can do that.
Lastly, hon. Minister, let me tell you that if your Government has not agreed earlier to set up a
institute of IIT in Orissa. If you have not agreed, please agree to it now. If you do not agree to it
today, we will keep on raising this matter in this House for all time to come till you agree.
MR.
DEPUTY-SPEAKER:
I would like to request the hon. Members to seek clarifications because I have a very long list
speakers
with
me.
So,
I
would
only
love
clarifications on this Calling Attention. I would now request Shri Prasanna Acharya to see
clarifications.
SHRI PRASANNA ACHARYA (SAMBALPUR): Sir, it is a very important subject concerning the
State of Orissa. My colleagues have very forcefully raised it.
THE MINISTER OF SHIPPING, ROAD TRANSPORT AND HIGHWAYS (SHRI T.R. BAALU):
Sir, I want to know whether the second Calling Attention will be taken up today or tomorrow. At 3 of
the Clock, there is another most important discussion.
MR.
DEPUTY-SPEAKER:
At this time, I cannot say anything. After we finish this, I will let you know.
I would request Shri Prasanna Acharya to seek only clarifications. No lengthy speech is allowed.
SHRI
PRASANNA
ACHARYA
:
Sir, this is a very important subject concerning Orissa. I would earnestly thank the Chair for giving
me permission to raise a few questions.
It is an admitted fact that whenever there is a Congress Government at the Centre or an all
Government led by the Congress at the Centre, Orissa has been consistently neglected. Statistics
alone speaks volumes about the continued injustice meted out to Orissa whenever there is
Congress-led
Government
be it Railways, be it the Plan Grants or allocation of Central University or IIT, Orissa. My pert
question to the hon. Minister of State here, who is going to reply, is few months back, the Ministe
State Shri Fatmi, who is very much present here, announced in a public function that three IITs were
going to be set up. One is in Bihar and another one is in Orissa. It was announced by the Min
Whenever a Minister makes any public announcement, it is supposed that he is announcing it on
behalf of the Government. Therefore, I do not just understand why on the plea of the
recommendation of the Scientific Advisory Council to the Prime Minister the decision was
subsequently changed. It is a million-dollar question for us, for the people of Orissa. When alre
decision was taken that one IIT out of the three would be set up in Orissa, when it was declared by
the Minister himself, why in the subsequent period the decision was again changed on th
recommendation of the Scientific Advisory Council of the Prime Minister?
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14.42 hrs.

(MR SPEAKER in the Chair)

I would like to draw your attention to another important issue. The Joshi Committee and
subsequently the Anandakrishnan Committee evaluated a few of the old, quality engineering colleges
to upgrade to the status of an IIEST. Then also, Orissa’s case was not properly considered. It was
ignored at that time also. You know, Sir, that no State can achieve robust growth in economy without
the sound base in science and technology which are directly linked to its economic development
While States like Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka have leveraged the technology base,
Orissa has suffered due to lack of such an institution. It is an admitted fact.
My
colleague
Shri
Mehtab
was
very correctly saying that among the States in the South, West, North and East, Orissa is the only one
State that does not have a single institution at the level of INIs. There are already 13 INIs in Indi
Orissa is zero. There is a total of 7 IITs in the country. Orissa is zero. There is a total of six IIMs
India. Orissa is zero.
There are 18 Central Universities in the country. We have been demanding for a Central University
to be set up in Orissa, but it has not been conceded to so far. Orissa has no national level R
establishment, except the Regional Research Laboratory
Sir, another very important point has been raised very correctly by my colleague. You will be
surprised to know that the HRD Ministry is spending only Rs. 4.70 per person on higher educati
Orissa. If you see the figures of other States, in Delhi it is Rs. 183.08, in Uttaranchal it is Rs. 115.14,
in West Bengal it is Rs. 41.20 and in Karnataka it is Rs. 33.04. These figures will show you how
HRD Ministry has been consistently neglecting Orissa as far as higher education is concerned.
I would like to know whether the Government is aware that a new era of industrialization has begun
in Orissa. Orissa is now poised to add in excess of 70 million tonnes per annum in steel, 4 millio
tonnes per annum in aluminina refining, 1 million tonne per annum in aluminium, 15 million tonne
per annum in petrochemical refining, 13,000 MW of power and 5 million tonnes per annum in
cement. POSCO, Tata, Mittal, L & T, Aditya Birla, Infosys and so many other companies are coming
to Orissa. When a new era in industrialization has begun in Orissa, is it not necessary that more an
more qualified engineers and technologists are produced in Orissa? Our Chief Minister has twic
written to the Prime Minister and he met the Prime Minister also and requested for setting up an IIT
in Orissa. Shri Swain was mentioning about Burla College of Engineering.. I demand that the B
College of Engineering should be upgraded and should be given the status of an Indian Ins
Technology.
QȢ QȯQQ Qȡ (ȯP) : \QQ ¡Ȫ, ȰȲ ]ȯ ȡQ ȯ ȡ ȡ Qȡ ^
j Ǔȡȡ ȡ¡ȡ ¡ǗȲ Ǔ `PȢ ȡ ȯȲ ^ ȡ Ȣ ȰQǓǕȯ ȢQȡ ȯȲ f QǓ ȡ P
Ȣ Qȡ ȯȲ Q ]ȡ ¡Ȱ k  ȡ Ȣ Ǘ.Ȣ.f . Ȣ. Ȣ ȢQȡ ȡ Ǔȡ Ǔ
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` ȯȲ f ȡ ȡȯ ȯ Pȯ ȯ QȡǓȡ_ Ǔȡ ¡Ȱ@ ] `PȢ ȡ Ȣ QǓǓ ¡ ¡Ȱ Ǔ ȯQQ
ȡ ȡ ȡ
ȰȲQ ǗǓQ ǓȢ Ȫ ȡ¡ ȯ ȡȯ ȯ Ǔȯ ½ȲQ  ¡Ȣ ¡Ȱ@ ^ ȯ `PȢ ȡ
ȯ ȪȪȲ ȯ QȡǓȡ k ^ȲȰ Q Ȫ ¡ȡǓ ¡Ȫ ¡Ȣ ¡Ȱ@ ȰȲ ]ȯ ȡQ ȯ Ȫ QQ `ȡ ¡ȡ
¡ǗȲ, ȡȢȡ ȲQȢ Ȣ `Q ȯȲȢ, ¡ ` ȡ `Q ȯȯ ȯȲ QȢȰȲ ¡ȰȲ ȡ ¡ȢȲ, Ǖȯ ȡ ¡ȢȲ?
Ǖȯ f QQȢ ȡ¡Ǔȯ Ǔ  28 \ Q Ȫ ȡ ȯȲ ȯ ȯȲ Ȣ ȯ ^Ȳ QȢ½ǗQ Ȫȯ
ȡȯ Ȣ Ȫȡ Ȣ _ Ǔ ȯȲ `PȢ ȡ ȡQ ȡ `Qȯ ¡ȢȲ Ǔȡ ȡ@ QȡǓȲ Ȣ ^
 ȯ Ǔȯ ǓȰȲȯQ
ȡ ¡Ȱ, ` ȯȲ `PȢ ȡ ȯ ȡ Ȣ ǓȰȲȯQ
Ȣ _ Ȣ ȡ
ȡ^ȲǓǓ fȡ^ ¡Ȣ ¡Ȫȡ ¡Ȱ ȯǓ Ȫȡ ȡȯ ȯȲ QȡǓȲ Ȣ Ȣ ǗǓȡ \¡
¡Ȣ ¡Ȱ@ Qȡ ȲQȢ ¡Ȫ ȡȯ Ȣ Ǚȡ ȯȲȢ Ǔ QȡǓȲ Ȣ ȯ Ȫ ǓȰȲȯQ Ȣ
Ȣ Ǔ Ȣ ȯ QȢȢQ ]_.]_.Ȣ. Ȫȯ ȡȯ ¡ȰȲ, ` ȯȲ ^PȢ ȡ ȡ ȡ ȡ ȡ ¡ȢȲ, \
` ȯȲ `PȢ ȡ ȡ ȡ ȡǓ ȡ Ȫ ` ȯ \ȯȡ QȪȲ Ǔȡ ȡ?
SHRI BIKRAM KESHARI DEO (KALAHANDI): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I have also given my name.
want to seek a clarification. … (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: What is this? You are evolving a new procedure. Even though it is unprecedented
you can associate your names and you send the slips to the Table.
… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: You are a senior Member. You know the rules. Please take your seat.
… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: I am not obliged to call anybody now. We go up to 5 Members and sometimes up to
6. Now, another 20 hon. Members are standing up and asking for chance to speak. How is it possible
to allow all of you? I am sorry.
… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: Let us follow some rule.
… (Interruptions)
PROF. RASA SINGH RAWAT (AJMER): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I have also given notice.
MR. SPEAKER: Notice means nothing Mr. Rawat.
… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: Hon. Members, please take your seats. This is a specific subject. Hon. Members
from the concerned State have spoken. So, there is no reason to allow any other hon. Member now.
SHRI N.N. KRISHNADAS (PALGHAT): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I want to seek a clarification.
MR. SPEAKER: No, I am sorry. This is not the procedure. The hon. Minister’s statement only will
be recorded.
(Interruptions)*
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI: Sir, this is the 150th year of the Soldiers’ Mutiny…
(Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Thomas, I will not allow this kind of violation of rules. I have told you.
… (Interruptions)
*Not recorded.
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MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Deo, I will not allow this. You are defying the Chair deliberately.
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI: Sir, this is the 150th year of the Soldiers’ Mutiny, which is
considered the corner stone, the basis for our Independence Movement and every Indian, every Sta
had rightly its role to play in the Independence Movement. Not only Orissa, but the entire country
was unified and did fight for its Independence. I would like to make that very clear here.
The Indian Institutes of Technology have been conceived as institutes of national importance and
these institutes are leaders in technology innovation and also to educate and train graduate
post-graduate level technologists and engineers at all levels to the very best in any part of the
country.
Therefore, it can be justified that every State would want to have an IIT, which is considered a global
brand in technical education, in their State.
But, before I proceed further and answer the various queries posed by my hon. Colleagues, I would
just
like
to
briefly
outline
the
way
in which the states where these three IITs need to be established was decided upon. Prof. C.N.R.
Rao, Chairman of Scientific Advisory Council to the Prime Minister, had recommended the setting
up of three IITs and in his letter to the hon. HRD Minister has clearly indicated that one IIT needs to
be established in South, one in East, possibly in… (Interruptions) Bihar and one in West, probably in
Rajasthan… (Interruptions) It was very clearly mentioned… (Interruptions) I apologise for the slip of
the tongue… (Interruptions)
SHRI BIKRAM KESHARI DEO : Sir, I am on a point of order.
MR. SPEAKER: There cannot be a point of order on the slip of tongue.
… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: I am sure the hon. Minister will be very happy, as all of us, to provide an IIT t
Orissa, but she is saying why it has not been possible and why some decision has been taken.
Nobody is unsympathetic. We all want an IIT in every State. Why not? But there are certain ways of
doing things.
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI: It was on his recommendation that three States were identified
as possible locations for the new IITs that were to be set up.
With regard to IISER, that Shri Braja Kishore Tripathy was mentioning, the idea was mooted by th
then Chairman of UGC and UGC was not considered a competent body to actually open institutes. It
is only a body which would extends grants to the universities and colleges. Therefore, in the Law
Ministry, it was not considered legal by the UGC to announce the opening up of an IISER. That was
the reason why the idea of opening up of IISCR to be established in Orissa was dropped.
As far as the remark which Shri Fatmi had made is concerned, he is very much present here and
clearly declines having made such a remark… (Interruptions)
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SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY : The hon. Minister should not say that. Otherwise, I will
bring a privilege motion… (Interruptions)
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI: He is present here and has denied that… (Interruptions)
MR.
SPEAKER:
What
is
being
done
here?
Neither your statement is recorded nor her statement can be heard.
… (Interruptions)
SHRI BIKRAM KESHARI DEO : Sir, she is misleading the House… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Deo, you are a very alert Member. If she is misleading the House, you have
ample remedy.
SHRI BIKRAM KESHARI DEO : Sir, she is beating around the bush… (Interruptions) I am on a
point of order.
MR. SPEAKER: She is beating around the bush.
… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: There is no point of order for that. I have never heard of having a point of order on
beating around the bush.
… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: All right then, I will stop this discussion here.
… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: Do not record any observation. Any hon. Member speaking without the permission
of the Chair is not to be recorded. You know that rule.
(Interruptions)*
MR. SPEAKER: Nobody can compel any particular Minister to reply.
The hon. Minister may continue.
… (Interruptions)
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI: As far as the proposal to set up an IIT in Kharagpur is
concerned,
to
have
large
extension,
greenfield campuses of IITs in other States opened by IITs somewhere else would actually call for
500 to 600 acres of land from the State Governments. As he said, the State Government was ready…
(Interruptions)
*Not recorded.
MR. SPEAKER: What is this?
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI: At the same time, the cost of land development itself would
around Rs. 120 crore to Rs. 150 crore besides the cost of setting up the entire infrastructure whic
would be somewhere to the tune of Rs. 1000 crore … (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: What is this? Nothing is being recorded.
(Interruptions) *
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI: Besides this, the burden of the non-recurring expenditure wo
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again
fall
on
the
Government
of
India.
It is not to shirk away from the responsibility; but it is to consolidate. We, already, have
shortcomings in the other IITs as such. We have faculty problems; we have infrastructural problems.
Unless we consolidate all these, we would not be in a position to open Greenfield campuses
elsewhere in other States. That was the reason. However, Bhubaneswar does have an extension
centre opened by IIT Kharagpur which actually extends post graduate, continuing educatio
programmes there. It has been there for quite some time.
SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY : You accept the proposal of Kharagpur also.
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI: We have not accepted the proposal of Kharagpur.
Planning Commission has only given an in-principle approval for setting up of these three new
IITs.… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: I would be very happy to have an IIT in Puri.
… (Interruptions)
*Not recorded.
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SHRIMATI
D.
PURANDESWARI:
But where the IITs need to be set up has not been mentioned by the Planning Commission. This
clearly mentioned in the C.N.R. Rao Report itself.
Mahtabji has questioned the mandate of the Scientific Advisory Committee. The Scientific
Advisory Council to the PM has a mandate to recommend the development of science and
technology in the country. IISERs have been set up based on these recommendations. Besides this,
IITs also are being also set up based on these recommendations again. As I said, it is not very easy;
the cost of setting up of an IIT is to the tune of Rs. 1000 crore besides the land and the lan
development cost.
Coming to allegation that Orissa has been sidelined or has been marginalized, I would like to brief
read out the names of the Centrally-funded Institutes which are already existing. There is Regional
Research Laboratory at Bhubaneswar, Biju Patnaik National Steel Institute at Puri, Extension Centre
of IIT Kharagpur, Indian Institute of Mass Communication at Dhenkanal, Regional Medical Research
Centre.… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: Do not record anything.
(Interruptions)*
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI: There is Central Rice Research Institute, Cuttack, Central
Institute of Freshwater Aquaculture at Kausalyaganga, National Institute of Rehabilitation, Training
and Research at Cuttack, Water Technology Centre for Eastern Region at Bhubaneswar…
(Interruptions) National Research Centre for Women in Agriculture at Bhubaneswar,
MR. SPEAKER: She is doing a brilliant job. Kindly support it.
… (Interruptions)
*Not recorded.
MR. SPEAKER: Do not be angry, young man.
… (Interruptions)
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI : Government engineering institutes are five in number. B
Institute of Hotel Management and Catering Technology, we have an Architecture Institute which
again a Government Institute which is running MBA institutions are six in number, MCA institution
are again six in number and pharmacy institution is one in number. These are all Governme
institutions approved by AICTE. Besides this, the Universities in Orissa are Behrampur University
Biju Patnaik University of Technology at Rourkela, Fakir Mohan University at Balasore, Kalin
Institute of International Technology at Bhuvaneshwar........(Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER : You should allow the Minister to reply. This is not right. You cannot have
according to your desire.
........(Interruptions)
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MR. SPEAKER : Very well; I think the hon. Members who have spoken on this Calling Attent
Motion have done an admirable job to put up the case of their State. I think, in the circumstances,
hon. Minister has done a great job in tackling these attacks.
SHRIMATI D. PURANDESWARI : Thank you, Sir.
15.00 hrs
MR. SPEAKER: Now, we take up item no. 9. Shri Jairam Ramesh.
… (Interruptions)
15.00¼ hrs.
(At this stage, Shri Brahmananda Panda and some other hon. Members came
and stood on the floor near the Table.)
… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: You are all senior Members and responsible Members. This is not the way. Please
go back to your seats.
Let us not bring down this institution. Everyday it is happening. I appeal to all of you to go
back to your seats.
… (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: Please do not record anything.
(Interruptions)*
15.01 hrs.
(At this stage, Shri Brahmananda Panda and some other hon. Members
went back to their seats.)
SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY (PURI): Sir, we are not satisfied with the reply of the h
Minister. … (Interruptions)
QȪ. Ǔ Ǖȡ Q¡ȪQȡ (QǓ ǓQȢ) : `PȢ ȡ ȯ ȡ ¡Ǖ Qȡȡ ȯ^Ȳ ȡȢ ¡Ȫ ¡Ȣ
¡Ȱ@...(Qȡ)
15.01½ hrs.
(Prof. Vijay Kumar Malhotra and some other
hon. Members then left the House.)
MR. SPEAKER: Nothing will go on record.
(Interruptions) *
MR. SPEAKER: Enough is enough. Now, item no. 9. Shri Jairam Ramesh.
*Not recorded.
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Centre rules out IIT in Orissa
Press Trust of India
NEW DELHI, May 8: The government today ruled out
setting up an Indian Institute of Technology in Orissa,
saying it has already approved three such institutes in Bihar,
Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan.
Replying to a Calling Attention Motion moved by MPs from
Orissa demanding an Indian Institute of Technology,
minister of state for human resource development Ms D
Purandeshwari said the three new IITs were decided on
recommendations of the Planning Commission and Prime
Minister’s Scientific Advisory Council.
Raising the issue, Mr Brij Kishore Tripathy (Biju Janata
Dal) said the government had initially approved setting up of
an IIT in Orissa but later changed the decision.
“Minister of state for HRD Mr Mohd Fatmi had said in
August 2006 in Patna that an Indian Institute of Technology
would be set up in Orissa. Then, why was the decision
changed,” Mr Tripathy asked.
However, Ms Purandeshwari said Mr Fatmi has denied
having made such a statement. A new Indian Institute of
Technology would cost over Rs 1,000 crore, she said adding
the government had never decided to set up such an institute
in Orissa.
Dissatisfied with her reply, BJP and BJD members staged a
walkout.
Besides an Indian Institute of Technology, Mr Tripathy
demanded an Indian Institute of Management and asked the
government to approve a proposal by IIT-Kharagpur to set
up an extension campus in Bhubaneswar.
Mr B Mehtab of the BJD said the UPA government had
been ignoring Orissa and sought to know how much funds
the human resource development ministry had spent for
higher education in the state.
BJP member Mr Kharbela Swain asked the government
what was the criterion for selecting locations for new IITs,
while BJD’s Mr Prasanna Acharya said with many new
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industrial projects coming up, Orissa needed an Indian
Institute of Technology for skilled manpower.
Call for dharna
Meanwhile, the BJD Rajya Sabha leader, Mr Baijayant
Panda, has requested all MPs from Orissa, irrespective of
party affiliation, to be join a sit-in dharna near the statue of
Mahatma Gandhi on the premises of Parliament tomorrow
for an IIT in the state, SNS adds from Bhubaneswar.
All BJD-BJP MPs from Orissa have decided to stage a
dharna and others from the state are invited to join, he said.
Orissa is being continuously neglected by the Centre,
especially by the ministry of HRD, said Mr Panda. In spite
of the declaration by the HRD minister of state to have two
IITs in Orissa last year, the Centre has decided to have three
new IITs in Bihar, Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh.
It is unfortunate that Orissa’s longstanding demand for
Central institutes like Indian Institute of Technology and
Indian Institute of Management continues to be ignored by
the Central government, he observed.
Discussion on this Orissa Plus item
Disclaimer: These are Internet generated discussion threads for
which the The Statesman has no responsibility.
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IIT Orissa hits Central wall
New Delhi:8/May/2007
Though today they have lost a battle
but are hopeful of winning a war.
Members of the Lok Sabha from
Orissa fought a united battle over the
most emotive issue-setting up an
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in
the state.
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Both BJD and BJP members joined
hands to put pressure on the United
Progressive Alliance (UPA)
government to revise its decision
over IIT in Orissa.
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IIT KGP,Bhubaneswar Centre

Raising the issue over a calling attention motion in Lok Sabha on May 8 here, Braja Kishore Tripathy
(BJD) said the central government had initially approved setting up of an IIT in Orissa but later changed
the decision on political considerations.
He said that the Minister of State for Human Resource Development (HRD) M M Fatmi, who announced
at Patna in August 2006 that an IIT will be set up in Orissa.
The BJD MP asked then why the decision was changed at a later stage.
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Besides an IIT, Mr. Tripathy demanded an Indian Institute of Management (IIM) and asked the UPA
government to approve a proposal by IIT-Kharagpur to set up an extension campus in Bhubaneswar.
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AGRICULTURE
MEDIA
FINANCE

BJD member Bhartruhari Mahtab alleged that the UPA government has been ignoring Orissa over
economic and social development.
He wanted to know the amount of investment of central funds for the development of education in the
backward state by the HRD Ministry.
BJD's Prasana Acharya said with the huge investment percolating to Orissa to set up mega industrial
projects, the justification for an IIT and IIM is a foregone conclusion.
Mr.Achrya demanded a special treatment for the educationally backward state like Orissa from the HRD
Ministry.
BJP member Mahameghabahan Aira Kharbela Swain also demanding the IIT, he asked the government
what the criteria for selecting locations for new IITs are.
Jual Oram from BJP also expressed concern about the callousness of the Centre in neglecting the
educationally backward state like Orissa.
The government Tuesday ruled out setting up an IIT in Orissa, saying it has already approved three such
institutes in Bihar, Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan.
Replying to the issues raised by the MPs, Minister of State for Human Resource Development D
Purandeshwari ruled out setting up an IIT in Orissa.
She said the three new IITs were decided on recommendations of the Planning Commission and Prime
Minister's Scientific Advisory Council.
However, Mrs. Purandeshwari said Mr. Fatmi has never made such a statement.
She said that a new IIT would cost over Rs 1,000 crore, adding the government had never decided to set
up such an institution in Orissa.
Dissatisfied with her reply, BJP and BJD along with the other NDA members staged a walkout.
Later speaking to media BJP MP Mr.Oram said that as the UPA government setting up the educational
institutions on political considerations, we will continue to hammer the government over the issue of
IIT-Orissa till the demand is fulfilled.
He said “we are hopeful of winning the war, though we have lost a battle today as the people of Orissa
are behind us”.
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New Delhi: The decision to setup an Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT) in Orissa was ruled out
by the Central Government on Tuesday. The
Centre said that it has already approved the three
IITs which will come up in Bihar, Andhra Pradesh
and Rajasthan.
Orissa State Minister for Human Resource
Development D Purandeshwari said that the
setting up of three new IITs was decided on the
recommendations of the Planning Commission and
Prime Minister's Scientific Advisory Council. The
government had initially approved setting up of an
IIT in Orissa but later changed its decision.
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Brij Kishore Tripathy of BJD said, "Minister of State
for HRD Mohd Fatmi had said in August 2006 in
Patna that an IIT will be set up in Orissa. Then why
has the decision been changed?" Tripathy asked.
Tripathy also asked the government to approve a
proposal by IIT-Kharagpur to set up an extension
centre in Bhubaneswar.
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The Ministry, she said, was in the process of deciding the exact
locations of IITs in these three States in consultation with the
respective Governments. The 11th Plan was not yet finalised, she
said.

Expressing dissatisfaction with the Government's response,
www.vmware.com/governmmembers of the Biju Janata Dal and the Bharatiya Janata Party
staged a walkout.
Seeking clarifications, Mr. Tripathy said that in August 2006,
Minister of State M.A.A. Fatmi announced in Patna that an IIT
would be set up in Orissa. He also demanded that the
Government set up an Indian Institute of Management, saying
that the Government was ignoring the claims of the State.
Bhartruhari Mahtab (BJD) said the issue was emotive for the
people of Orissa, irrespective of where they resided and that the
State. MPs were receiving e-mails from people wanting to know
why Orissa was being "denied justice". He sought to know how
may Central institutes were funded by the HRD Ministry for
Orissa. Dharmendra Pradhan (BJP) also spoke strongly for setting
up an IIT in the State while Kharabela Swain (BJP) sought to
know the criteria for selecting a State where such institutions
were to be set up.
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Ms. Purandhareswari said her colleague Mr. Fatmi had denied
having made a statement regarding an IIT for Orissa.
She said besides the cost of land and its development, setting up
a new IIT would cost Rs.1,000 crore.
Earlier, the BJP members objected to the absence of Union
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Minister Arjun Singh and said it reflected poorly on the
seriousness of the Government. However, Deputy Speaker
Charanjit Singh Atwal said the Speaker had acceded to a request
from the Union Minster and permitted Ms. Purandhareswari to
respond.
When the BJD MPs trooped into the well expressing
dissatisfaction, the Speaker urged the members to restore order
stating, "Let us not bring down the House."
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NEW DELHI, MAY 8: Standing up for Orissa’s demand for an Indian Institute of
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Technology, the BJP-led NDA members staged a walkout on the issue in the Lok Sabha
as the Government said there were no plans for setting up the technical institute in the
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IIT be located in the state? Why is there politicking? This is nasty politics,” Tripathy
said, adding that an IIM should also be set up in the state.
Replying to the calling attention, Minister of State for Human Resources D
Purandareswari said while every state would want an IIT, which was a global brand,
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those proposals, the IIT in the eastern region would be set up in Bihar.
Regarding the proposal from IIT Kharagpur, she said the expansion would entail huge
monetary commitment and it had been decided by the government that it should
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instead “consolidate” the other IITs. “We haven’t accepted the proposal of IIT
Kharagpur,” the Minister said.
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As she proceeded to read out a list of educational institutions in the state that were
receiving Central assistance—it was in answer to criticism that the state was being
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discriminated against—the NDA members began protesting, claiming the assistance was
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paltry. At this BJP leader Vijay Kumar Malhotra rose to say, “There has been injustice
against Orissa,” and led the NDA camp in a walkout.
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House discusses Right to Education Bill
NEW DELHI: The Right to Education Bill, if passed in Parliament, will ensure free
education to all Government school students in the age group of six to 14 years. The
same would apply for schools that are fully funded by the Government, Minister of State
for Human Resource Development, M A A Fatmi, told the Lok Sabha on Tuesday. Fatmi
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was informing the House about the draft provisions of the Bill, which are still being
finalised.
Schools that are aided by the Government, but not fully funded, will have to provide
free education to students directly proportion to the aid received. For example, if a
school receives 50 per cent of its total annual expenditure as aid from the Government,
it will have to provide free education for 50 per cent of the students in the 6-14 age
group.
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Editorial
No plan to set up IIT in Orissa: Centre
Taking strong exception to the announcement by the Centre that
there is no proposal to set up Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in
Orissa in near future, the ruling BJP and BJD MPs of Orissa on
Tuesday staged a walkout in the Parliament.
The irate state MPs also decided to stage a sit-in dharna inside the
Parliament premises on Wednesday as a mark of protest.
The issue cropped up during a calling attention motion moved by the
Orissa MPs demanding an IIT in the state.
Replying to the motion, Union minister of state for human resource
development Ms D Purandeshwari said that the Centre has no
proposal to set up an IIT in Orissa since it has already approved
three such institutes in Bihar, Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan.
The three new IITs were decided on recommendations of the
Planning Commission and prime minister’s Scientific Advisory
Council, she added.
Raising the issue, BJD MP Braja Kishore Tripathy asked the reason
for shelving the proposed institute even though the Union minister of
state for HRD Mohd Fatmi had announced in August last year at
Patna that an IIT would be set up in Orissa
However, Purandeshwari said that there was no such statement
given by Fatmi in this regard.
Stating that setting up of an IIT is a costly proposition of over Rs
1000 crore, she reiterated that the Centre had never decided to set
up such an institute in Orissa.
Dissatisfied with her reply, BJP and BJD members staged a walkout.
Besides an Indian Institute of Technology, Mr Tripathy demanded an
Indian Institute of Management and asked the government to
approve a proposal by IIT-Kharagpur to set up an extension campus
in Bhubaneswar.
Supporting his party colleague Bhartruhari Mahatab said that the UPA
government had been ignoring Orissa and sought to know how much
funds the HRD ministry had spent for higher education in the state.
Expressing resentment Orissa BJP MP Kharbela Swain asked the
government what was the criterion for selecting locations for new
IITs, while his BJD counterpart Prasanna Acharya said that with
many new industrial projects coming up, Orissa needed an IIT for
skilled manpower.
In the meanwhile, BJD Rajya Sabha member Baijayant Panda
requested all the Orissa MPs to join a sit-in dharna near the statue of
Mahatma Gandhi on the premises of Parliament on Wednesday.
All BJD-BJP MPs from Orissa have decided to stage a dharna and
others from the state are invited to join, he said.
He said that Orissa is being continuously neglected by the Centre,
especially by the ministry of HRD.
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In spite of the declaration by the HRD minister of state to have two
IITs in Orissa last year, the Centre has decided to have three new
IITs in Bihar, Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh.
Describing the decision of the Centre in this regard as grossly
unfortunate, Panda further observed that the long-standing demand
of the state for Central institutes like IIT and Indian Institute of
Management continues to be ignored by the Centre.
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eûR¥ùe GK @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû
_ûAñ ùjC[ôaû \ûaò ù~ _~ð¥«
_ìeY ^ ùjûAQò ùi _~ð¥«
Méj c¤ùe I aûjûùe @ûùc
Gjò \ûaò C_iÚû_^ Keò Pûfò[aô ê
ùaûfò gâ ú ÊûAñ ùNûhYû
Keò[ôùf û @ûùfûP^ûùe @õg
Mâ j Y Keò KUK iûõi\
b©ðéjeò cjZûa 80 \gKùe
Z}ûkú^ ùK¦â aòmû^ I _â~êqò
aò\¥û cªú ùK.@ûe ^ûeûdY^¨,
iûõi\ Rd«ú _ ^ûdKue
GK _â g Ü e C©eùe
baòh¥Zùe ù\gùe @]ôK
@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû _ûAñ ^ò¿©ò
^ò@ûMùf G c¤ùe IWÿògûKê
@«bêðq Keû~òaûe _âZògîZò
ù\A[ô ù f ùaûfò Cùfä L
Keò[ôùf û _ìaðZ^ eûÁâ_Zòue
Gjò _âZgò Zî ò Kê@ûùWÿ Mfû ùaûfò
gâú cjZûa _âgÜ Keò[ôùf û
Pyðûùe bûMù^A i´f_êe
iûõi\ _âi^Ü @ûPû~ð¥ IWÿògûùe
ù_ûùÄû, cò©f bkò aéj\ûKûd

ùfûKibûùe eûR¥e
iûõi\u ùPZûa^ú

Kµû^úMêWÿòK 70^òdêZ U^
C_ô û \^lc AÆûZ 4^ò d ê Z
U^¨ùe @ûfêcò^û I 30 jRûe
ùcMûIßûU aò\ê¥Z¨gqò KûeLû^
^òcðûY Keê[ôaû \éÁòeê GVûùe
^ìZ^ gòÌ aò_äa iéÁò ùjaûKê
~ûC[ô a û iì P ûA[ô ù f û Gjò
_eòù_âlúùe eûR¥ùe ùa÷hdòK
aòùghmue Pûjò\û ~ù[Á
aXÿò~ûA[ôaûeê GVûùe Zêe«
GK @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû KeòaûKê
gâú @ûPû~ð¥ \ûaò RYûA[ôùf
\òfäú, cjûeûÁâ, _½òcaõM bkò
eûR¥ Zêk^ûùe ùK¦â cû^a
i´k aòKûg cªûkd IWÿgò ûùe
Cygòlûe aòKûg _ûAñ Lyð
GKaûùe Zêz ùaûfò \gðûA
aê f ð û AõRò ^ ò d eò õ KùfRKê
@ûA@ûAUòe cû^¥Zû ù\aûKê
ùi _âÉûa ù\A[ôùf ûùK¦âe
dê _ ò G ieKûe IWÿ ò g ûùe
_âÉûaòZ @ûAUòKê @^¥ eûR¥Kê
iÚû^û«e Keòaû `kùe eûR¥e
Êûbòcû^e ~ù[Á jû^ò NUò[ôa
iì P ûA GjûKê IWÿ ò g ûaûiú
ae\ûÉ Keòùa ^ûjó ùaûfò
aòùR_ò iûõi\ ]ùcð¦â _â]û^
CùfäL Keò[ôùf û
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MPs’ protest over IIT issue
Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, May 9: BJD and BJP MPs of Orissa
staged a protest at the main gate of Parliament House today
demanding establishment of an IIT in the state and
denouncing the apathetic attitude of the HRD ministry.
Orissa does not have any institute of national repute ~ that is
~ IIT, IIM IIIT or ISI (Indian Statistical Institute), they said.
Yesterday, the demand of these MPs had been rejected by
the minister in Parliament and they had staged a walkout
after raising the issue through call attention notices.
Orissa is on the path of rapid industrialisation and an IIT
would go a long way to help in its economic development by
producing highly qualified technical and managerial
personnel and also provide the much-needed research and
development support, said the protesting MPs.
Mr Pyarimohan Mohapatra, Mr Baijayant Panda, Dr
Prasanna Patsani, Prasanna Acharya, Bhatruhari Mahatab,
Arjun Sethi, Mohan Jena, Brahma Nanda Panda, Sugrib
Singh, Braja Kishore Tripathy, Pramila Bohidar ( all BJD),
R N Pani, P Majhi, Juel Oram, D Pradhan, S Lath and
Bhagirathi Majhi (all BJP) staged the protest.
Mr Sukhdev Singn Dhindsa of Siromani Akali Dal joined in
support.
Mr Baijayant Panda, leader of the BJD in Rajya Sabha,
maintained that such step-motherly attitude of the Centre
had upset the people of Orissa and they will continue to
voice their demand.
Significantly, none of the Congress MPs joined the protest,
although the BJD-BJP combine had reportedly called upon
all MP’s from Orissa, irrespective of party affiliations, to
stage a joint protest.
Meanwhile, chief minister Naveen Patnaik described the
Centre’s rejection of Orissa’s demand for an IIT as
“unfortunate,” while BJP leader Mr Biswabhusan
Harichandan said his party would take to the streets on this
issue. Interestingly, some of the Congress leaders at the state
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BHUBANESWAR: Even as the
BJD-BJP MPs staged a dharna in
the Lok Sabha on Wednesday
protesting Centre�s rejection of
Orissa�s demand for establishment
of a new Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT), lack of hard
lobbying by the State seems to
have been its undoing.
If sources in the HRD Ministry are
to be believed the State
Government failed to press hard
enough for the prestigious institute
which ultimately went to Andhra
Pradesh.
Apart from writing a few letters to
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
and HRD Minister Arjun Singh on
the issue, Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik did little else.
Neither Patnaik nor his Cabinet
colleagues ursued the matter as
aggressively as other States, the
sources said.
Not a single letter of the Chief
Minister or the Industries
Department requesting for
establishment of an IIT in the State
has ever been referred to the
department of the Ministry
concerned.
No State Government
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representative had ever inquired on
the developments on the front. The
case is exactly opposite with other
States.
Not only officers but also Ministers
of other states were frequently
visiting the Ministry to lobby for
their region. Their approach was
business-like. This is the second
instance in which the UPA
Government has ignored the
State�s interest.
The first one being the Indian
Institute of Science which was
relocated to West Bengal.
Although the Board of Directors of
IIT, Kharagpur has approved for its
extension centre here, the proposal
is hanging fire in the HRD Ministry
because of the proposed capacity
expansion of IITs and IIMs to
accommodate OBC students.
This despite the fact that the State
Government has already
announced 300 acres of free land
for the institution.
Accusing the UPA Government of
double standards, the Chief
Minister told mediapersons that the
Centre has done great injustice to
the State by ignoring its rightful
demand.
He will continue to pressurise the
Centre for establishment of an IIT
and IIM in the State, he added.
Print
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_ûfðûùc @ûMùe IWÿògû Gcþ_òu ]ûeYû

^ì @ û\ò f ä ú , Zû9ö5 (^ò . _â . )IWÿògûùe GK @ûA@ûAUò iÚû_^û \ûaò
Keò eûRýe aòRê R^Zû\k I bûeZúd
R^Zû _ûUòðe iûõi\cûù^ iõi\ ba^e
Zò^ò ^´e cêLý _âùag \ßûe ^òKUùe
]ûeYû _â\gð^ Keò[ôaû RYû~ûAQò ö Gjò
]ûeYû @ûRò iûùX \gUû icdùe @ûe¸
ùjûA GMûeUû ùaùk Méje Kû~ðýKâc
@ûe¸ ùjaû _~ðý« Pûfò[ôaû flý
Keû~ûA[ôfû ö ]cðNUKûeú iûõi\cûù^
ùK¦âieKûe IWÿògû _âZòù_ûhY Keê[ôaû
ùa÷cûZéK cù^ûbûaKê Zúaâ ^ò¦û Keòaû
iùw iùw eûRýaûiú Gbkò @aòPûeKê
ae\ûÉ Keòùa ^ûjó ùaûfò Kjò[ôùf ö
eûRýùe @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû ùjaû _~ðý«
iõi\ c¤ùe I aûjûùe ù~ ùKøYiò

cùe Gjò _âZòaû\ Rûeò ejòa ùaûfò
ùicûù^ ùNûhYû Keò [ ô ù f ö
bêaù^gßeVûùe LWM_êe @ûA@ûAUòe
GK gûLû Zêe« ùLûfòaûKê c¤ ùicûù^
\ûaò Keò [ ô ù f ö ]ûeYû icdùe
iûõi\cûù^ ùK¦âe KâcûMZ @aùjkû

cêLý _âùag\ßûe ù\A ~ûZûdûZ aýûjZ
I ùK¦â cû^a i´k aòKûgcªú @Rêð^
iò õ ju aò ù eû]ùe ùiä û Mû^cû^
ù\A[ôùf ö "CA Wòcû @ûA@ûAUò ùiUþ
@_þ A^þ Ieògû' I "IWÿògû _âZò ùa÷cûZéK
cù^ûbûa Pkòa ^ûjó' @û\ò ùiäûMû^
ùfLû~ûA[ôaû _äûKûWð cû^ iûõi\cûù^
jûZùe ]eò[ôùf ö cêLý\ßûeKê @ûùaûeò

Keò aiò[ôaû iûõi\cû^u ù~ûMêñ iûõi\,
cªú I iû´û\òKcûù^ fMûZe bûùa
iõi\ ba^e @^ýû^ý _âùag \ßûe
ù\A bòZeKê ~ûC[ôaûùaùk,
]ûeYûKûeú cû^ue @Rêð^ iòõj jûG
jûG I IWÿògû _âZò @aùjkû Pkòa ^ûjó
]ß ^ ò MM^ _a^Kê _â K µò Z Keê [ ô a û
ù\Lû~ûA[ôfû ö
]ûeYûùe @õgMâjY Keò[ôaû eûRýe
iûõi\cû^u c¤ùe aâRKòùgûe Zòâ_ûVú,
ùa÷Rd« _û, @Rêð^ PeY ùiVú,
_ýûeúùcûj^ cjû_ûZâ, _âi^Ü @ûPû~ðý,
_âi^Ü Kêcûe _û gûYú, _âcòkû ajò\ûe,
RêGf Ieûc, ]ùcð¦â _â]û^, eê\â _ûYò,
béðjeò cjZûa I iêMâúa iòõj _âcêL
@«ðbêq [ôaû RYû~ûAQò ö
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Orissa not to have a premier IIT institute: state
government calls it unfortunate
Deepak Kumar Mohanty

Bhubaneswar, Fri, 11 May 2007

May 11: The people of Orissa have expressed the central government?s
decision for not setting up an Indian Institute of Technology IIT in the state as
unfortunate. In the parliamentary session, on Tuesday, the Union Minister of
State for Human Resource Development, D.Purandeshwari, confirmed that the
centre had plan to set up an IIT in Orissa.
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From a long time the people of Orissa have demanded a premier
institute but the present UPA government has undermined the state
government?s demand and also the will of the people, which can be
realized as against democratic set up.

Though the UPA government has approved to set up three new IIT institutes at Andhra Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Bihar but it has sideline the same for Orissa state. The fact that despite the state
attracting huge amount of foreign investments for its mineral resources has not been helped with
proper infrastructure is really unfortunate. Orissa is going to have India?s highest FDI with Korean
steel maker POSCO and apart from it Mital Steel has also signed an agreement with the state
government. Under these developments, the demand for IIT is unavoidable.
Earlier the state government informed the centre to provide 300 acres land and forwarded a proposal
to set up an IIT in the state. Even IIT-Kharagpur has made a proposal for setting up an extensive
campus in Bhubaneswar. The centre did earlier approve the proposal but the present government
has ruled it out. The BJD-BJP coalition government in the state and the people of Orissa see it as
ignorance on the part of central government.
More from this section
The BJD and BJP MPs have already shown their dissatisfaction inside and outside parliament. Chief
Minister, Naveen Patnaik, has also written a letter to the Prime Minister in this regard.
The Biju Janata Dal in the state is trying to provide for the positive results in future as far as vote
bank is concerned. The Congress Party?s position is really worse in the state; and such ignorance
can further weaken its position in the state.
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No IIT, no fund
From Sanjaya Jena, Bhubaneswar

“The recent reply of Union Minister of State for Human Resource
Development on the floor of the Parliament regarding
establishment of IITs in the country has come as a shock to us.”
The backout of the union government from its promise to set up an Indian Institute of Technology
in Orissa has resulted in widespread protests in the state. Social organisations and political
parties—especially the ruling BJP and BJD—are contemplating to organise statewide protest
rallies in the state after the ongoing Parliament session is over.
“The union government, which had earlier backed out from many of its promises, has once again
betrayed the people of Orissa by changing its mind on setting up an IIT in the state. We will
certainly protest this kind of injustice meted out to the state,” BJP national secretary Dharmendra
Pradhan said.
The BJD and BJP Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha members staged a dharna in front of the
Parliament to register their protest.
It is worthwhile mentioning here that while replying to a calling attention motion moved by MPs
from Orissa demanding an Indian Institute of Technology, Minister of State for Human Resource
Development D. Purandeshwari said that the union government had approved three IITs for
Bihar, Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan. The new IITs were decided on recommendations of the
Planning Commission and Prime Minister’s Scientific Advisory Council, the minister said.
“The union minister of state for Human Resource Development Mohammed Fatmi had said in
August, 2006 in Patna that an Indian Institute of Technology would be set up in Orissa. Then,
why was the decision changed?” Shri Tripathy asked.

Organiser
However, minister Smt Purandeshwari denied that Shri Fatmi had made such a statement.
About us
“Setting up a new IIT would cost over Rs 1,000 crore,” she said in Parliament, adding, the
Advertisement
government had never decided to set up such an institute in Orissa.
Circulation
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Dissatisfied with Smt Purandeshwari’s reply, the BJP and BJD members staged a walkout.

Subscribe

Taking up the demand for the setting-up of an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in Orissa, Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik has written a letter to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh. Meanwhile, BJP
has taken to streets with a dharna staged before Raj Bhawan alleging central apathy.
In a letter dispatched to the Prime Minister, Shri Patnaik urged the Centre to ensure setting-up of
an IIT in the state during the 11th Five-Year Plan.
“The recent reply of Union Minister of State for Human Resource Development on the floor of the
Parliament regarding establishment of IITs in the country has come as a shock to us,” Shri
Patnaik said in the letter.

June 03, 2007
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He further said that there was a proposal to open a branch of IIT, Kharagpur, in Bhubaneswar for
Column

which the state government had promised a land of nearly 300 acres. It appears that even this
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proposal has been turned down, he added.
The recent decision of government of India to locate IITs in states which already had got the
benefit of many central institutes indicates that objective criteria has not been followed in
deciding the locations of the three IITs, Shri Patnaik argued.
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21 – Efforts on to make a case
for upgrading UCE, Burla to an
IIT clone (IIEST)
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Highlights:
Issue raised during the golden jubilee celebration.
Editorial page article in Samaja (in Oriya).
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Will Budhia’s call make wonders?
Statesman News Service
SAMBALPUR, April 29: After students, teachers, alumni
and people of Orissa at large, it was the turn of the wonder
boy, Budhia Singh, the marathon runner, to stake demand
before the Central government for according IIT status to the
University College of Engineering (UCE) at Burla that is
celebrating year-long golden jubilee celebration.
The Sambalpur MP, Mr Prasanna Acharya and Rajya Sabha
member Mr Surendra Lath were present at a rally
participated by students, teachers and alumnus of UCE Burla
here yesterday.
The rally ended with handing over a memorandum to the
President, Prime Minister and HRD minister and Governor
and chief minister of Orissa through the revenue divisional
commissioner (RDC) of Sambalpur.
The president of the UCE alumni association, Mr SN Sanyal
and its vice-president Mr Dinesh Patnaik gave a comparative
picture to the RDC (Northern Division) of Sambalpur, Dr
Ashok Dalwai, and narrated as to how the state had lacked
in education compared to other states, although it had got a
vast potentiality.
“There are seven IITs, six IIMs and 18 Central universities
all over the country. But Orissa is yet to have any one of
these till date,” the memorandum says.
Mr Sanayal and Mr Patnaik mentioned in the memorandum
that the present HRD minister had declared the
establishment of two IITs in Orissa and one in Bihar.
“While preparations are on in full swing to establish Indian
Institute of Technologies in Bihar, Rajasthan and Andhra
Pradesh, nothing is being done in respect of Orissa,” they
lamented.
For the overall development of the state, alumni association
says, according IIT status to UCE Burla by the Centre was
necessary at a time the institution is celebrating its golden
jubilee this year.
The association also presented the glorious history of this
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age-old engineering college of the state and its contribution
for making the modern India.
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aêfðû A¬ò^òdeòõ KùfRKê @ûA@ûAUò cû^¥Zû

eûR¥e iað _êeûZ^ I _âcêL aêfðû

@ld cògâ

ajê ijRiû¤ û ùijòbkò 1:8 `ûKf¨Uò I
QûZâ @ûag¥KZûeê aêfðûe iµâZò 1300
~ûªòK cjûaò\¥ûkd 1956 ciòjûùe
iÚû_òZ ùjûA ùjûA[ôfû û 2006 ciòjû Gaõ _ea©ðú icdùe aûhòðK 100 aùRU¨e 2122 ùKûUò Uuûe (2007- QûZâQûZâúu _ûAñ 165 RY `ûKf¨Uò iÚû^ùe
@ù_âf 8 ZûeòLùe Gjûe iêað Rd«ú ùKûUò Uuû ù~ûMûAùa û G[ôijòZ Gjò 08 aùRU¨ùe) a¥d aeû\eê 988 63 RY @Q«ò ~ûjûKê c¤ C^ÜúZ Keû~ûA
Ca cêL¥cªú ^aú^ _ ^ûdKu \ßûeû KcòUò ~û\a_êe aògßaò\¥ûkde A¬ò^òdeòõ ùKûUò @ûA@ûAUò C^ÜZò bòZùe ^ìZ^ _ûeòa û @[ðù^÷ZKò \òM_âZò \éÁùò \ùf aòjûe
I @û§âe c¤iÚkùe @aiÚòZ aêfðûVûùe ÊÌ
aêfðûVûùe @ûe¸ ùjûA 2006 ciòjû KùfRe C^ÜZò ^òcù« GKKûkú^ 50 @ûA@ûAUò c¤ iÚû_òZ ùjûA_ûe«û û
RêfûAùe aâjà_êe Gaõ ùiù_Ö´eùe ùKûUò Uuû ùfLûGñ ù\a I G[ô ijòZ
_â]û^cªú WKÖe c^ùcûj^ iòõ Êû]ú^Zû Lyðùe @ûA@ûAUò _âZÂò û ùjûA_ûeòa Gjûe
@^Mêk I _ùe _ùe bêaù^gßVûùe @ûfòMWÿ cêifòc dê^òbeiòUò iûcòf [ôfû û \òai _ûk^ @aieùe ù\gùe 8Uò bò©òbìcò aòKûg _ûAñ 100 eê 150 ùKûUò
MZahð @ùKÖûae 14 ZûeòLùe _ûkòZ KûeY 5Uò KùfRKê @ûA@ûAUò cû^¥Zû @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû Keû~òa ùaûfò ùNûhYû Uuûeê Kc¨ Lyð ùja ùaûfò c¤ ^òKUùe
ùjûA ~ûAQò û eûCeùKfûVûùe c¤ ù\aû _ùe 7Uòeê aû\¨ _Wÿò[ôaû C_ùeûq Keò[ôùf û ùi[ô c¤eê @û§â_âù\g, aòjûe IWÿògû @ûùiûiòGi^ @`¨ A¬ò^òdið _leê
Gjû _ûkòZ ùjûAQò û bêaù^gßeVûùe 2Uò aògßaò\¥ûkdKê Gjò @^ê\û^ ù\A I eûRiÚû^ùe ùMûUòG Keò @ûA@ûAUò Kêjû~ûA ieKûe ùK¦â _ûLùe Zêe« ^ìZ^
_ûkòZ Caùe @Zò[bô ûùa ù~ûMù\A[ôaû ùK¦â ZêÁ eLôa û bêaù^gßeVûùe _ûkòZ _âZÂò Zò ùja ùaûfò ùK¦â cû^ai´k aòKûg _âÉûa ù\aûfûMò @^êùeû] Keû~ûA[ôfû
C_eûÁâ_Zòu Kû~ð¥Kâc @aieùe C_iÚZò iêað Rd«ú Caùe cêL¥cªú Kjò[ôùf cªYûkd ùNûhYûQ«ò û @agòÁ 5Uò ùKCñ ùijòbkò Qûdû aògßaò\¥ûkde cû^¥Zû _ûAñ
icÉ ~ªú I R^iû]ûeY Cq @ûA@ûAUò ^ùjùf aò ùK¦â _ûLùe eûR¥ùe _âZòÂû ùja Zûjû ù^A ùK¦â ieKûe ù~Cñ cû_KûVò ^ò¡ðûeY KeòQ«ò
cjûaò\¥ûkdKê @ûA@ûAUò cû^¥Zû còkòaûe @ûA@ûAAGiUò ^òcù« \ûaò Keòùa I ùNûhYû Keò^[ôaûùaùk KðûUK, ùKek Zû'Vûeê @]ôK ù~ûM¥Zû aêfðû ~ûªòK
Ê_Ü ù\A[ôùf û cêL¥cªú ^aú^ _ ^ûdK IWÿògûe ùijò Caùe C_iÚòZ aêfðû I Zûcòf^ûWÿê eûR¥e cêL¥cªú _â]û^cªúu cjûaò\¥ûkde ejòQò û GVûùe iµâZò 44
2004 ciò j ûùe Gjò KùfRKê ~ûªòK cjûaò\¥ûkde _êeûZ^ QûZâ Gjû ^ò K Uùe G[ô ù ^A \ûaò C_iÚ û _^ RY _âù`ie @Q«ò û Qûdû aògßaò\¥ûkd
_ûAñ \êAUò aòbûM GKâWò iòÿ ^
@ûA@ûAUò cû^¥Zû còkòaû
@ûag¥K
_ûAñ ùK¦â ieKûeuê
_â]û^cªú WKÖe c^ùcûj^ iòõ Êû]ú^Zû \òai _ûk^ @aieùe ù\gùe 8Uò _ûAaû
iê_ûeòg Keò[ôùf, cûZâ Gjû @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû Keû~òa ùaûfò ùNûhYû Keò[ôùf û ùi[ô c¤eê @û§â_âù\g, aòjûe [ôaûùaùk Gjûe 5Uò
@Mâûj¥ ùjûA~ûA[ôfû û
I eûRiÚû^ùe ùMûUòG Keò @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂòZ ùja ùaûfò ùK¦â cû^ai´k aòKûg aòbûM GKâòùWÿi^ _ûAQò
iìP^ûù~ûM¥ ù~ ùK¦â cªYûkd ùNûhYûQ«ò û @agòÁ 5Uò ùKCñ eûR¥ùe _âZòÂû ùja Zûjû ù^A ùK¦â bò©òbìcòKê ù\Lôùf 2gj
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û^cªúu
ùKûVûaûWÿ ò [ô a ûùaùk
eûÁâ c ªú Wò . _ê e ù¦gß e ú
IWÿògûùe @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû ^òKUùe G[ôù^A \ûaò C_iÚû_^ KeòiûeòùfYò û ùMûUòG @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû _ûAñ 2 eê @ûjêeò 300 GKe Rcò
ùjûA_ûeò a ^ûjó ùaûfò 4 jRûe ùKûUò Uuû _~ð¥« _ê¬ò aò^òù~ûM Keû~òa û @^¥ eûR¥cûù^ ùK¦â ^òKUùe Lûfò _WÿQò ò û 9Uò aòbûMùe
aò ù eû]ûbûh ù\A[ô ù f û \ûaò Keò Gjò _ê¬ò jûùZAaû fûMò _âùPÁû Rûeò eLô[ôaûùaùk IWÿògû ùgûAejò[ôaû CyZe MùahYû Kû~ð¥
ùKak
2005 @MÁ 28 K[û aòù\gú IWÿò@û A¬ò^òdecûù^ Kjò ieKûeuê ùPZûa^ú ù\A[ôaû RYû~ûG û Pûfò Q ò û
gòÌcªYûkdùe
Zûeò L ùe Z}ûkúk ùK¦â
cû^a i´k aòKûg eûÁâcªú G.G. `ûZ¨cû gêYò Lêiò Kò \êüL _âKûg Keò[ôùa Zû' KeòiûeòùfYò û ùMûUòG @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû "ùiûiûAUò ùeRòùÁâi^' \eKûe, Kò«ê Gùa
5c _*aûhò ð K ù~ûR^ûùe ù\gùe icÉuê RYû û
_ûAñ ùK¦â ieKûe 2 eê 4 jRûe ùKûUò Gjò KùfR aò_òdêUò @]ú^ùe [ôaûeê GjûKê
_âZòÂòZ ùjaûKê [ôaû 3Uò @ûA@ûAUò c¤eê
G bò Z ùe Pò Z â a\kò Q ò û ^ò K U Uuû _~ð¥« _ê¬ò aò^òù~ûM Keòùa û @^¥ GK_âKûe cû^¥Zû ^còkòaû _ûAñ aò_òdêUò
ùMûUòG IWÿògûùe ùja ùaûfò ùNûhYû @ZúZùe jòcûPk _âù\gùe @ûA@ûAUò eûR¥cûù^ ùK¦â ^òKUùe \ûaò Keò Gjò \ûdú ùaûfò @bò ù ~ûM ùjCQò û ùi
Keò [ ô ù f Gaõ IWÿ ò g û ùfûùK Ê_Ü I ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd iÚû_^ Keû~òa _ê ¬ ò jûùZAaû fûMò _â ù PÁû Rûeò ~ûjûùjC, G iaêe D¡ßKð ê ~ûA @^¥ eûR¥e
ù\Lô [ ô ù f @ûA@ûAUò ùja ùaûfò û ùaûfò ùK¦â ieKûe ùNûhYû KeòQ«ò û eLô[ôaûùaùk IWÿògû ùgûAejò[ôaû K[û ùK¦â _ûLùe @ûùa\^Kê @ûLôùe eLô 8Uò
_ea©ðú icdùe Gùa IWÿògû a\kùe Gjû a¥ZúZ eûR¥ùe 100 Kò . cò . aò ù \gú IWÿ ò @ û A¬ò ^ ò d ecûù^ Kjò _âÉûaòZ @ûA@ûAUò c¤eê IWÿògûe aêfðûùe
Gjû @û§â K ê iÚ û ^û«e ùjaû ^ò ¿ ©ò ùek_[ ^òcðûY Keû~òa ùaûfò c¤ ùK¦â ieKûeuê ùPZûa^ú ù\A[ôaû RYû~ûG û Gjû ùjaû _ûAñ IWÿògûaûiú, A¬ò^òdecûù^
IWÿògûaûiúuê cû^iòK @ûNûZ ù\AQò û @[ðcªú _ò. Pò\û´ec¨ iòckûVûùe iìP^û ùi[ô_ûAñ _âù`ie Pò© aeûk, _òâde¬^ ieKûeuVûùe \ûaò RYû«ê û ieKûe
iàeYù~ûM¥ @ZúZùe bûeZùe ùRûgú ù\AQ«ò û @ûMûcú 2008 aò]û^ibû cjû_ûZâ, Wü _âòd \gð^ _ûZâ, Kû^ûWÿûe G[ôfûMò GK ÊZª aò]û^ibû ùa÷VK WûKò
KcòUò \ßûeû 7Uò KùfRe ^ûc iõlò¯ ^òaðûP^ @^êÂòZ ùjC[ôaû _eòù_âlúùe _âù`ie ùMû_ûk cjû«ò cêL¥cªúuê A- G _âiwùe ^ò¿©òù^A ùK¦â ieKûeu
ZûfòKûbêq ùjûA _ùe @û^¦Kòâ¾ KcòUò ieKûeu Gjò ùNûhYû GK eûRù^÷ZòK ùcf¨ Reò@ûùe RûMâZ KeûAaû @ûbòcêL¥ ^òKUùe ^òRe \ûaò RMû«ê û "KòUi¨' bkò
\ß û eû 5Uò KùfR ^ûñ aQû~ûA[ô f û Pûf¨ ùaûfò aòùeû]ú \k _leê @bòù~ûM GK ÊûMZù~ûM¥ _\ùl_ û
a¥qò M Z cûfò K û^û KùfRKê Wò c ¨ W ÿ
@ûA@ûAUò _ûAñ û ùiMêWÿòK bòZeê ùMûUòG ùjûAQò û eûR¥e aòKûg _ûAñ 2005
aêfðû ~ûªòK cjûaò\¥ûkdKê @ûA@ûAUò dê^òbeiòUò Keû~òaû eûR¥ _ûAñ ùMøeae
C©e_âù\g, ùMûUòG ùKek, ùMûUòG ciòjûùe ùK¦âe 4000 ùKûUò Uuû a^ûc Qûdû aògaß \ò ¥ûkdùe eì_ûdòZ Keòaû K[û û ùijòbkò aêfðû ~ûªòK cjûaò\¥ûkdKê
_½òcaw I @^¥ 2Uò @û§âùe ùjaû @^ê\û^ jûif _ûAñ eûR¥ùe G _âKûe _ûAñ iµâ Z ò Gjò KùfRe QûZâ c ûù^ @ûA@ûAUò cû^¥Zû/ Qûdû aògßaò\¥ûkdùe
ù~ûR^û ejòfû û iìP^û [ôfû 7Uòeê 5Uò ]ß^òKê ]^¥aû\ c¤ ùiVûe cêL¥cªú @ûù¦ûk^ @ûe¸ KeòQ«ò û IWÿgò û ieKûeu _eò Y Z Keò a ûe \ûaò ù^A ~ûªò K
KùfRKê @ûA@ûAUò cû^¥Zû ù\aû_ùe aúùe¦â iòõ ù\AQ«ò û ùZùa GVûùe _âgÜ @aùjkû I Kê¸Kð ^ò\âûeê RMûAaû ^òcù« cjûaò\¥ûkd QûZâcûù^ ù^A[ôaû _\ùl_
_ûfûðùc<ùe GK aòf¨ Reò@ûùe GK ^ìZ^ CùV IWÿògû _âZò ùK¦âe @aòPûe ù^A û Gjû GK akòÂ _\ùl_ û @ûA@ûAUò C_ùe icÉ Gc¨Gf¨G I Gc¨_òcûù^ eûR¥
ùgâYúe @ûA@ûAUòVûeê @]ôK cû^¥Zû @ûA@ûAGc¨ Gaõ @ûA@ûAUòùe @ûi^ aé¡ò cû^¥Zû _ûAñ (GK Mâú^¨ `òfW¨ ÿ _âZÂò û) 500 I ùK¦â C_ùe Pû_ _Kû«ê I Gc¨_òcûù^
_âû¯ Aò@û^ A^¨ÁòPê¥U¨ @`¨ A¬ò^òdeòõ, Keû~òaû @ûag¥K ùaûfò eûÁâúd gòÌ eê 600 GKe Rcò I Gjûe aòKûg _ûAñ @ûag¥K _Wÿùò f eûÁâ_Zò, _â]û^cªú û ùK¦â
iûA^è @û ùUK¨ ù ^ûùfûRò iwV^ "@ûùiûPûc¨' \ûaò KeòQò û Gjò 100eê 150 ùKûUò Uuû @ûag¥K û aêfûð cû^ai´k aòbûM cªúu Ne @ûMùe
(@ûA.@ûA.A.Gi¨.Uò) ùLûfû~òa û ùK¦â _eòù_âlúùe @ûi^ aé¡ò a\kùe aeõ ~ûªòK cjûaò\¥ûkde ^òRÊ 200 GKe ]ûeYû ù\aû_ûAñ IWÿògû @ûùiûiòGi^ @`
cû^a i´k aò b ûM C_ùeûq 5Uò ^ìZ^ @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû ù\ge aòbò^Ü RûMû [ôaûùaùk I Gjû Pûeò_ùU @ûC A¬ò^òdið icÉu ijù~ûM Kûc^û Kùe
KùfRKê @ûA@ûAUò cû^¥Zû ù\A @ûMûcú iÚû^ùe KeûMùf Gjû @û*kòK C^ÜZò 300 Kûjó K ò ajê ieKûeú Rcò
_âZòÂûZû IWÿògû @ûùiûiòGi^ @`
5 ahðùe 450 ùKûUò ùfLûGñ Uuû ùlZâùe ijûdK ùjûA_ûe«û Gaõ PkòZ _Wÿòejò[ôaûùaùk 300 GKe RûMû còkòaû
A¬ò^òdið, iòWÿòG, KUK

22 – More protests in Orissa
(9th May 2007 – 18th May 2007)
Highlights:
Dharana in front of Raj Bhawan
Kids in Rtapalli school join in the protest
Black spot: Rasta roko and Rail roko in Talcher
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@ûA@ûAUò: ùc< @ûKâcYcêLú,
@ûZàelûe aûU ùLûRêQò KõùMâi

bêaù^gße, Zû9û5
(bê . _â ) - Vò K ¨ icdùe
ùK¦âe C_û ieKûe
aò ù eû]ùe Kjò a û _ûAñ
eûR¥e ùc< ieKûeuê GK
aWÿ ùcøKû còkòMfû û
IWÿògûùe @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû
ùja ^ûjó ùaûfò ùK¦â
ieKûe Kjò a û _ùe Gjò
Aiê¥ ù^A eûRù^÷ZòK eì_
ù\aûKê @ûe¸ KeòQò û Cbd
aòùRWÿò I aòùR_ò GjûKê ù^A
@ûKâcYûZàK \éÁòbwú MâjY
Keò[ôaûùaùk KõùMâi
@ûZàelûe aûU ùLûRêQò û
ùK¦âe ^ò¿©òùe cêL¥cªú
^aú^ _ ^ûdK ùNûe Pò«û
_âKU KeòQ«ò û ùi KjòQ«ò
ù~ GùZ Pò V ò ùfLô f ò ,
_â ] û^cªúuê iaê aò h d
@aMZ KeûA[ôfò, @ûgû[ôfû
IWÿògûùe @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû
_ûAñ _â ] û^cªú ù\A[ô a û
_â Z ò g î Z ò elûKeû~ò a ; Kò « ê
Gùa ùK¦â ^ò ¿ ©ò ù e cê ñ
a¥[ôZ I @û½~ð¥û^ßòZ û
ùZùY gûiK ùc<e
@^¥Zc @õgú\ûe \k aòùR_ò
KõùMâ i ù^Zé Z ß û ]ú^ ùK¦â
ieKûe C_ùe iò ] ûikL
@ûKâ c Y Keò a û _ûAñ @<û
bòWÿòQò û aòùR_ò eûR¥ ibû_Zò
iêùeg _ìRûeú "@ûùc
ùfûKu _ûLKê ~òaê' ùaûfò
KjòQ«ò û ùK¦âe C_û
ieKûe aûe´ûe IWÿ ò g ûKê
_â Z ûeò Z Keê Q ò ùaûfò ùi
@bò ù ~ûM Keò Q «ò û Gjûe
_â Z ò a û\ùe aò ù R_ò @ûi«û
Kûfò eûRba^ @ûMùe
]ûeYû ù\a ùaûfò ùi
ùNûhYû KeòQ«ò û aòùRWÿò c¤
@^ê e ì _ @ûù¦ûk^ _ûAñ
iRaûR ùjC[ô a û iì P ^û
còkòQò û \ke ~êa I QûZâ
iwV^ _leê "IWÿògû _âZò
ùK¦âe @aòPûe aòùeû]ùe'
eûR¥a¥û_ú
aòùlûb
icûùage @ûùdûR^
Keû~òa ùaûfò \ke RùY
aeòÂ ù^Zû _âKûg KeòQ«ò û
ùZùa cê L ¥cªú ^aú^
_ ^ûdK @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂûKê
ù^A Gùa c¤ @ûgû jeûA
^ûjû«ò û ùi Kjò Q «ò cê ñ
aûe´ûe ùK¦â C_ùe Pû_
_KûAaò û
ùK¦âe Gjò ^ò¿©ò eûR¥
KõùMâiKê bûeò @Wÿê@û _eòiÚòZò
c¤Kê ùVfò ù\AQò û
@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû _âiwùe
gûiK ùc<Kê Kòbkò cêKûaòfû
Keû~òa Zûjûe C©e
KõùMâi ù^Zûcû^u _ûLùe
^ûjó û KõùMâ i ibû_Zò
Rdù\a ùR^û _ìað G^¨WÿòG
ieKûeu ù\ûh ùLûRò a û
_ûAñ C\¥c Keò Q «ò û ùi
KjòQ«ò "G^¨WÿòG ieKûeu
@ckùe
K'Y
aû
ùjûA[ôfû ? c^ùcûj^ iòõj
ieKûe IWÿ ò g ûùe RûZúd
aòmû^ I MùahYû _âZòÂû^
_âZòÂû KeòQ«ò;' Kò«ê @ûA

@ûAUò _âZòÂû _âiwKê GWûA
~ò a ûKê Pûjó [ ô a û gâ ú ùR^û
"@ûùc _â ] û^cªúu ij
@ûùfûP^û Keò a ê ' ùaûfò
Kjò Q «ò û
@^¥Zc aò ù eû]ú IRò _ ò
ibû_Zò aòRd cjû_ûZâ ùK¦â
ieKûeu @ûbòcêL¥Kê
icûùfûP^û KeòaûKê _QûA

^ûjû«ò û ùi KjòQ«ò
@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû IWÿògûe jK¨
\ûaò ùjûA[ôaûùaùk GjûKê
GWûA ù\A C_û ieKûe
bêf¨ KeòQò û ùZùa
@ûA@ûAUò ù~ GK
iù´\^gúk Aiê ¥ ùjaûKê
~ûCQò Gjû @ûC KûjûKê @Q_û
^ûjó û
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:: Major land mine blast by Maoist in Mayurbhanj :: CM writes letter to PM demanding IIT :: 4 injured in land mine blast :: Top Police Change Proposal in Limbo :: 1
GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION
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INDUSTRY

Signature Campaign for IIT
Bhubaneswar:10/May/2007
“We will take the issue to our beloved
President APJ Abdul Kalam and he will take
up our cause for an IIT in Orissa.”

NEWS IN PICTURES

ENVIRONMENT
TOURISM
CULTURE
SPORTS
RELIGION
EDUCATION
HEALTH
LAW & ORDER

A much determined kid in the Ritupalli
Vidyapitha told to media on May 10, that
Chacha Kalam will impress upon his
government to set up an IIT at our place.
Though he has little knowledge about what
an Indian Institute of Technology, but like other hundreds of boys and girls he has
signed a memorandum demanding an IIT.

BANKING
INFRASTRUCTURE
AGRICULTURE

Only a drop !
Taking the lead for the signature campaign a KIITian Debi Prasad Dash has mobilized
more than 300 students, teachers and parents to sign the campaign board “We want IIT
in Orissa’.
Later Debi told media that the campaign will be covering at least 100 educational
institutions of the state.
The campaign was taken up by Debi along with a leading educational Website of the
state, www.eduorissa.com.
All the signed documents will be sent to the President, Prime Minister and other Central
Ministers, said Debi.
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IWÿZûkùPe,Zû11û5(^ò
gò ûùe @ûA@ûAUò
_â
Z
Â
ò
û
\ûaò
ù
e
eûÉû
I
ùeûkùeûK
._â.)- eûÁâ_Zòu Cùgýùe GK ùaûfò Gaõ ZûkùPeeê
IWÿògûùe @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû
\ûaòùe jòwêkû ùi^û _leê
@ûRò iÚû^úd ZûkùaWû ùefùIß
Kâ i ò õ Vûùe eûÉûùeûK I
G^þUò_òiò ùek_[Kê @aùeû]
Keû~ûA[ôfûö `kùe 23
^´e RûZúd eûR_[e Cbd
_ûgßðùe gj gj ~û^aûjû^
\úNð icd @UKò ejòaû ij
G^þUò_òiòKê ùKûAfû _eòaj^
aû]û_âû¯ ùjûA[ôfûö bûeZe

\ûaò _ Zâ ZûkùPe _ê f ò i
iò@ûAu Reò@ûùe iõMV^
_leê _â \ û^ Keû~ûAQò ö
ùK¦âe dê_òG ieKûe IWÿògûKê
iaê ù lZâ ù e @aùjkû
Keê[ôaûeê Gjûe _âZòaû\ùe
jòwêkûùi^û _leê eûÉû I
ùekùeûK Keû~ûAQò ö
IWÿògûùe Zêe« @ûA@ûAUò
_âZòÂû ^ùjùf @ûMûcú \ò^ùe
aW ]eYe @ûù¦ûk^ Keû~òa

aûjûeKê ùKûAfû ù~ûMûY
iõ_ìð a¦ Keò\ò@û~òa ùaûfò
~ê a ù^Zû _gê ð e ûc aûeò K
ùPZûa^ú ù\AQ«òö ùi^ûe
KcðKûð aòù^û\ fûf, iù«ûh
bìZò@û, UêUê _û, eûRúa
eûCZ I _ìð ùaùjeû _âcêL
Gjûe ù^Zé Z ß ù^A[ô ù fö
_êfòi @]ôKûeúu @ûùfûP^û
_ùe eûÉû I ùekùeûK
_âZýûjéZ ùjûA[ôfûö

ZûkùPe,Zû11û5(^ò._â.)ZûkùPe ùKûfò@ûeú @k I
KYòjûñeê ùPûeò ùjûA[ôaû 7Uò
aûAKþKê _êfòi C¡ûe KeòQò
Gaõ G iõKâû«ùe Zò^ò RYuê
Mòe` Keò[aô û RYû_WòQöò @^Mêk
Giþ_ò _âZúK cjû«ò @ûRò i§ýûùe
ùKûfò@ûeú [û^ûùe @ûùdûRòZ
iû´û\òK i¹òk^úùe KjòQ«ò ù~

MZ ^ùb´e cûieê PkòZ cA
cûi \êA ZûeòL iê¡û KâcûMZ
bûùa ùKûfò@ûeú [û^û @keê
5Uò, KYòjûñ [û^û @keê ùMûUòG
Gaõ a@ñe_ûkeê ùMûUòG aûAK
ùPûeò ùjûA[ô f ûö Giþ _ ò gâ ú
cjû«òu ^òùðgKâùc ZûkùPe
GiþWò_òI, iò@ûA, ùKûfò@ûeú [û^û
A^þ P û~ð ý aò b ò ^ Ü iÚ û ^ PXC

Keò[ôùfö ùicûù^ a@ñe_ûk
[û^ûe ^ì@ûjZû Mâûce cû^iKêcûe
iûjê, akeûc_âiû\e KeêYûKe
cjûkòK I Mòeûw Mâûce aúùe^þ
iûjêuVûeê Gjò icÉ ùPûeò
aûAK C¡ûe Keò [ ô ù fö
ùicû^uVûeê aûAKþ RaZ
Keû~òaû ij Zò^òRYuê Mòe`
Keû~ûAQòö

7Uò ùPûeò aûAKþ C¡ûe, 3 Mòe`

@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû ù^A ùK¦âe Cù_lûKê @ûùiûiòGi^ @`þ A¬ò^òdiðe ^ò¦û

KUK,Zû12û5(i._â.)eûRýe iað_êeûZ^ I _âcêL
aêfûð ~ûªòK cjûaò\ýûkde
iê a ð Rd«ú @aieùe
bêaù^gßeùe _ûkòZ Caùe
@Zò[ô bûùa ù~ûMù\A[ôaû
C_eûÁâ _ Zò u Kû~ð ý Kâ c
@aieùe C_iÚòZ icÉ ~ªú
I R^iû]ûeY Cq
cjûaò \ ýûkdKê @ûA@ûAUò
cû^ýZû ù\aûe iß_Ü ù\Lô[ùô fö
ùi \éÁòeê ~\ò eûRýe icÉ
A¬ò^òde GKcêL ùjûA iße
Cùûk^ ^Ke«ò ùZùa @ûi«û
50 ahð bòZùe c]ý eûRýùe
@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû ùja^ûjó
ùaûfò @ûùiûiò G i^þ @`þ
A¬ò^òdið, IWÿògûe _âZòÂûZû
A¬ò^òde @ld cògâ ùPZûa^ú
ù\AQ«ò ö @ûRò i§ýûùe
@ûùiûiò G i^e GK Reê e ú
ùa÷VK iòWòGVûùe Aõ.cògâu
@]ýlZûùe @^êÂZò ùjûA ùK¦â

cû^a i´k aòbûMe eûÁâcªú
Wò . _ê e ù¦gß e úu IWÿ ò g ûùe
@ûA@ûAUò
_â Z ò Â û
ùjûA_ûeò a ^ûjó
bkò
aòùeû]ûbûiKê KWû icûùfûP^û
Keû~ûAQò ö @[ð e @bûa
ù\LûA GjûKê a¦ ^êùjñ @]ôK«ê
eûùR÷^ZòK \éÁòùKûYeê GjûKê
Cù_lû Keû~ûCQò ùaûfò
RYû~ûAQòö 2005 @MÁ 28
ZûeòLùe Z}ûkú^ ùK¦â cû^a
i´k aò K ûg eûÁâ c ªú
G.G.`ûZþcû 5c _aûhòðK
ù~ûR^ûùe ù\gùe _âZòÂòZ
ùjaûKê [ôaû 3Uò @ûA@ûAUò
c]ýeê ùMûUòG IWÿògûùe ùja
ùaûfò ùNûhYû Keò[ôaû ùaùk
Gjû Gùa IWÿògû a\kùe
@û§âKê iÚû^û«e ùjaû ^òhÝò
\êbûðMýR^K ùaûfò ùa÷VKùe
\gûð~ûA[ôfûö @ûA@ûAUòe GK
Mâú^þ`òfØ _âZòÂû _ûAñ 500eê
600 GKe Rcò I Gjûe

aòKûg _ûAñ 100eê 150
ùKûUò Uuû @ûagýK Gaõ aêfûð
~ûªòK cjûaò\ýûkde ^òRiß
200 GKe RûMû [ôaû ùaùk
@ûC 300 GKe RûMû
ùiVûùe C_f² I ieKûe
Zûjû ù~ûMûAaû c]ý i¸aö
ùijòbkò 1:8 `ýûKfUò I QûZâ
@ûagýKZûeê aêfûðùe iõ_âZò
1300 QûZâu _ûAñ 165
RY `ýûKfUò iÚû^ùe 63 RY
@Q«ò; ~ûjûKê c]ý C^ÜúZ
Keû~ûA_ûeòaö
ùZYê @[ðù^÷ZòK \òM _âZò
ùK¦â ieKûe \éÁò_ûZ Kùf
aòjûe I @û§âe c]ýiÚkùe
@aiÚòZ aêfûðVûùe ißÌ Lyðùe
@ûA@ûAUò ùjûA_ûeòa ùaûfò
ùa÷VKùe \ûaò Keû~ûA[ôfûö
aêfûð ~ûªòK cjûaò\ýûkdKê
@ûA@ûAUòùe _eòað^ Kùf
bòòbìcò aòKûg _ûAñ 100eê
150 ùKûUò Uuûeê Kcþ Lyð

ùja ùaûfò c]ý @ûùfûP^ûùe
@õgMâ j Y Keò Aõ.aâ ù R¦â
Kû^ê ^ þ ù Mû, iò . bò . gûÈú,
aûkcêKê¦ \ûg, iêe cjû_ûZâ,
eaò _ûYò M â û jú _â c ê L cZ
ù\A[ôùfö
LWÿM_êee @ûA@ûAUòe
GK gûLû GVûùe ùLûfòa
@ù_lû aêfûðKê GK ißdõiõ_ìð
@ûA@ûAUò Keòaû C_ùe MêeZê ß
\ò@û~ûA[ôfûö ùK¦â ieKûe
Zêe« G \òMùe aò P ûe Ke«ê
ùaûfò ùa÷ V Kùe cZ_â K ûg
_ûA[ôfûö _âùZýK A¬ò^òde
GjûKê ic[ð ^ RYûA @«Zü
7 \ò ^ _~ð ý « KkûaýûR
_eò ] û^ Keò eûÁâ _ Zò I
_â ] û^cªúu
^ò K UKê
eûRý_ûku Reò@ûùe \ûaò/
ià û eK_Zâ aýqò M Z bûùa
ù_ûÁKûWðùe _â\û^ KeòaûKê
Gjò @aieùe \ûaò
Keû~ûAQò ö

KUK,Zû12û5(i._â.)eûRýe aò b ò ^ Ü Rò f ûùe
~êaKõùMâi iõMV^Kê cRbêZ
Keòaû Cùgýùe @ûRò eûRý
~êa KõùMâi _leê iõMV^e
aòbò^Ü _\û]ôKûeúuê \ûdòZß
_â \ û^ Keû~ûAQò ö IWÿ ò g û
_âù\g ~êa KõùMâi ibû_Zò
Aõ.ùeûjò Z
_ì R ûeúu
@^êùcû\^Kâùc Gjò ZûfòKûùe
RMZiò õ j_ê e I ~ûR_ê e
Ròfû_ûAñ iõMV^e C_ibû_Zò
aògßRòZþ _ ^ûdK I iõ_û\K
cù^ûecû \ûiuê \ûdòZß _â\û^
Keû~ûAQòö ùijòbkò cdìeb¬
I KUK (iòU)ò _ûAñ C_ibû_Zò
iõMâûc ùR^û I iõ_û\K ZûeòYú
\ûi, Kkûjûò I ùaø Ròfû
_ûAñ C_ibû_Zò aògße¬^
cjû«ò I iõ_û\K @^Ü_ìûð
_ùUf, _ê e ú (i\e) I
bê a ù^gß e ije _ûAñ

C_ibû_Zò iZýaâZ ùfuû I
cêL_ûZâ ùK.@^úf Kêcûe,
ùiû^_êe I SûeiêMêWû _ûAñ
C_ibû_Zò ùRýûZò Uù_Üû I
cêL_ûZâ \òfú_ cfòK, K§cûk
I b\âK _ûAñ iû]ûeY iõ_û\K
^ûeûdY ùR^û I iõ_û\K
iê^úZû iûcf, i´f_êe I
ù\aMW _ûAñ iû]ûeY iõ_û\K
i¬d \ûi I iõ_û\K ^kò^ú
cjû^¦, ùXuû^ûk I @^Mêk
_ûAñ iû]ûeY iõ_û\K e¬òZû
ùjcâ c þ I _â K ûg Zâ ò _ ûVú,
ùK¦ê S e I ^ì @ û_Wû _ûAñ
iû]ûeY iõ_û\K gâ ú ]e
ùaùjeû I iõ_û\K iêaâZ
cògâ, ^dûMW I eûdMWû _ûAñ
iû]ûeY iõ_û\K iì~ýð ^ûeûdY
_û I iõ_û\K ùeRò @ û
ùaMcþ, MR_Zò I cûfKû^ûMòeò
_ûAñ iû]ûeY iõ_û\K eûùKg
iòõj I iõ_û\K ùgûbûiò^ú

cù^ûRcûkû
\ú^a§ê ,
eûCeùKfû I ùK¦âû_Wû _ûAñ
iû]ûeY iõ_û\K \êù~ðýû]^
ùKZKò I còWò@û iõù~ûRK
_â\ú¯ Kêcûe \ûi, iê¦eMW
I aeMW _ûAñ iû]ûeY
iõ_û\K cj¹\ ^ûgúe Lû^þ
I iõ_û\K e¬ò Z eûCZ,
ùKûeû_êU I ^aew_êe _ûAñ
iû]ûeY iõ_û\K jeúg
ùaùjeû I iõ_û\K @ûk
aUê, KUK i\e I ùLû¡ûð
_ûAñ iû]ûeY iõ_û\K
iyò\û^¦ ^ûdK I iõ_û\K
]eòZâú ùR^û, aûùfgße I
afûwúe _ûAñ iû]ûeY
iõ_û\K RûacYò Uê W ê I
iõ_û\K eaú¦â cjû_ûZâ, _êeú
ije I M¬ûc _ûAñ còWò@û
iõù~ûRK ZòùKcû^þ \ú_ I
cêL_ûZâ CcûKû« _ûuê \ûdòZß
_â\û^ Keû~ûAQòö Gjò icÉ

Kû~ðýKê c^òUeòõ Keòaû fûMò
C_ibû_Zò fòweûR iûjê,
ùKûhû]ýl Mêeê_âiû\ ^¦,
iû]ûeY iõ_û\K iûaò@û @ûfûc
I iõ_û\K @]úe Kê c ûe
ùR^ûuê \ûdò Z ß _â \ û^
Keû~ûA[ôaû ùaùk còWò@ûe
Kû~ðý^òaûðjú bûùa cû^ie¬^
cweûRuê \ûdò Z ß _â \ û^
Keû~ûAQòö Ròfû \ûdòZùß e [ôa
_â Z ò ^ ò ] ô c ûù^ Cq Rò f ûùe
Kû~ðýKûeú ùjC[ôaû aòbò^Ü
ùK¦âúd ù~ûR^ûe Kû~ðý]ûe
iõ_Kðùe icúlû Keòaû ij
cêLý Kû~ðýûkdKê ùi iõKâû«ùe
@aMZ KeûAaûKê \ûdòZß _â\û^
Keû~ûAQòö ùijòbkò iõMV^Kê
Cq Rò f ûMê W ò K ùe cRbê Z
Keòaû fûMò ùicûù^ Kû~ðý
Keòùa ùaûfò iõMV^ _leê
Rûeò GK aòaZé ùò e cêLý cêL_ûZâ
cû^ie¬^ cweûR RYûAQ«òö

~êa KõùMâi KcðKûðuê aòbò^Ü Ròfû \ûdòZß _â\û^
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Youths of BJD picks up fight
OUR CORRESPONDENT

Bhubaneswar, May 14: A day after the Opposition resolved to
protest against the state’s BJD-BJP government, the youth wing of
the BJD today announced to launch a state-wide stir to protest
against the UPA’s apathy towards Orissa’s issues.
Talking to reporters here today, BJD general secretary and the
state’s energy and IT minister Surya Narayan Patro alleged that the
UPA government has been harsh towards Orissa.
He lamented that the Union HRD minister’s decision to establish
three IITs in Orissa, Bihar and Rajasthan, was subsequently
changed, “denying” Orissa its rightful claim.
He further pointed out to the decision taken by the Centre to not to
pursue the plan of an off-campus of Kharagpur, IIT, denying a better
future to Orissa yet again.
Several mass organisations have already launched agitation against
the Congress-led UPA government and staged demonstrations
before the Parliament over the IIT issue.
Apparently in a bid to seize the opportunity to launch a tirade
against the Congress, the ruling regional outfit has decided to raise
the bogey of central neglect, political observers believe.

Choose Region

FEEDS
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Citing other instances of “central neglect” and “step-motherly
treatment”, Patro said the Centre had provided a meagre Rs 60
crore to Orissa under the Rajiv Gandhi Gramin Vidyutkaran Yojana,
as against the Rs 300 crore to Uttar Pradesh.
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Their decision to exclude sparsely-populated regions from the
scheme would affect the tribal and backward regions of the states,
he rued.
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@ûA@ûAUò iÚû^û«e _âZòaû\ùe
KUKùe
]ûeYû
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ò
a
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KUK,Zû13û5(K._â ) -

IWògû _âZò ùK¦â ieKûe fMûZûe
@aò P ûe Keò a ûij _â É ûaò Z
@ûA@ûAUò iÚû^û«e _âZòaû\ùe
iò_òGc _leê @ûjò _ìaðjÙùe GK
]ûeYû I _âZòaû\ ibû @^êÂòZ
ùjûA~ûAQò û jûAùKûUð i¹êL
aò.@ûe. @ûù´\Keu _âZòcìðò
^òKUùe @^êÂòZ Gjò MY
]ûeYûùe iò_òGc ù^Zû iêaûi
iò õ j ibû_Zò Z ß Keò [ ô ù f û
@^ýcû^u c]ýùe C}k
i¹òk^úe KUK Ròfû ibû_Zò
Wûqe Mêeê_âiû\ cjû«ò,iò_òGc
ù^Zû
ùiKþ @a\ê f û,
Kcð P ûeúù^Zû eaú¦â ]k,
Uò.aò._ ^ûdK, @ûWùbûùKUþ
MM^P¦â ùcùje,MYZûªòK
cjòkû icòZeò ù^Zâú gâúcZú K^K
ùaùjeû, gòlKù^Zû jeò_âiû\
^ûdK, KòùgûeP¦â _ecMêe,ê ~êa
ù`ùWùei^ ù^Zû _â Z û_
cjû_ûZâ,@bd ißûAñ,ùc÷ZâúbìhY
Lêò@û,^òcûAñ iûcf, _âcêL bûhY
ù\A Kjòùf ùK¦âieKûe IWògû
_âZò Cù_lû Keòaû Gaõ eûRýùe
ùKøYiò ùa÷hdòK gòlû^êÂû^ _ûAñ
ù~ûR^û _âÉêZ ^ Keòaû ùNûe
_eòZû_e aòhd û Cy gòlû
ùlZâùe ùK¦âieKûe IWògûKê
^ì ^ Plê ù e ù\Lê Q «ò ù aûfò
aqûcûù^ ùlûb _âKûg Keò

ð

Kjò[ôùf û
ùK¦â ieKûeu
@^ê\û^ Cy gòlûùe \òfäúKê
183Uuû 8_Aiû,_½òcawKê
41Uuû 20_Aiû,_¬ûaKê
33Uuû 4_Aiû ù\C[ôfûùaùk
IWÿògûKê cûZâ 4Uuû 7_Aiû
ù\CQò ùaûfò aqûcûù^ Kjò[ùô f û
ùKûAfûeê C_ô û \ò Z ùjC[ô a û
aò\êýZe 70bûM ùK¦â ieKûe
ù^C[ô f ûùaùk, LYò R iµ\
aûa\Kê jRûe jRûe ùKûUò Uuû
edûfUò aûa\Kê ù^A KûjóKò
eûRýaûiúuê bê@ûñaêfûA eLû
~ûAQò ùaûfò iò_òGc ù^Zûcûù^
_âgÜ Keò[ôùf û
ùK¦âùe G^WòG ieKûee
6ahð gûi^ icdùe eûRýeê
\êARY ùK¦â cªú I iaðû]ôK
aòùRWò,aòùR_òe cªú [ûA c]ý

IWògû _âZò @aòPûe aòùeû]ùe
_\UòG ^ Kjòaû
I ùijò
icdùe @ûA@ûAUò, RûZúd
aò m û^ _â Z ò Â û^,@Lò k bûeZ
@ûdê ð a ò m û^ iõiÚ û ^,ùZ÷ k
aòùgû]^ûMûe _âZòÂû Keòaû _ûAñ
ùKøYiò aýd aeû\ ^Keò Lûfò
^ûcKê cûZâ ùNûhYû Keò ù~Cñbkò
_âZûeYû KeûMfû Gaõ _ûfðýûùc
c]ýùe Gjò \ûaò C_ùe ùKøYiò
_âZòaû\e iße ^ CVòaû ù~ûMêñ
@ûRò Gjò @aòPûe Peciúcûùe
_jòQùò aûfò aqûcûù^ cZ _âKûg
Keò[ôùf û iìP^û ù~ûMý ù~
ù\ge 3Uò @ûA@ûAUò c]ýeê
ùMûUòG IWÿògûùe _âZòÂû _ûAñ
ùNûhYû Keû~ûA[ôfûùaùk ùgh
cê j ê  ð ù e ZûKê @^ý eûRýKê
iÚû^û«e Keû~ûAQò û

ò
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Naveen’s power fund plea in Delhi
Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, May 14: Chief minister Mr Naveen
Patnaik today urged upon Union power minister Mr Sushil
Kumar Shinde to expedite sanction of funds and projects for
the state under the Rajiv Gandhi Gramin Vidyutikaran
Yojana while drawing attention of the low and slow disposal
by the Centre.
Mr Patnaik, who met with Mr Shinde in New Delhi, pointed
out that detailed project reports for all 30 districts of the
state had been sent to the Centre. Only eight districts were
accorded in principle approvals, while funds were released
for only two districts, he noted.
Sanction and release have to be expedited to enable the state
to get maximum benefit from the RGGVY programme
which can establish connectivity to households and
strengthen the distribution network in rural areas , he said.
The chief minister also wanted Mr Shinde to review and
relax the revised guidelines issued recently by the Centre
stipulating that villages with a population of over 300 would
come under the RGGVY programme.
Orissa has several backward and tribal areas where
habitation is even less than 300, observed the CM while
pleading for relaxation of the norm.
Mr Shinde is said to have informed the CM that the first
objective was to cover all villages with a population of 300
plus and subsequently, other areas could be taken up.
The CM also raised the issue of allotment of coal blocks for
shell companies floated by state public sector undertakings.
There are seven such coal blocks available and three shell
companies have been set up by the Orissa Hydro Power
Corporation, he said while urging for a favourable response
in terms of allotments.
Meanwhile, in the state capital here, energy minister Mr SN
Patra upped the anti-Centre ante and said UPA was
deliberately neglecting Orissa in all fields. Talking to
reporters, Mr Patra claimed that BJD held demonstrations
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today at district headquarters to protest against rejection of
Orissa’s demand for an IIT.
Mr Patra said the RGGVY was nothing but a renaming of
the rural electrification programme undertaken by the NDA
government. The UPA said it would provide Rs 15,000 crore
for the programme, but it has given only Rs 5000 crore, he
charged.
The minister alleged that the state’s demand for 12 per cent
free power from generating stations set up using coal of the
state had been rejected by the Centre. “We were entitled to
one-third of the NTPC Kaniha generation for the first 1000
MW and we got it but the same was not extended when
another 2000 MW was added in the Kaniha plant,” he
charged. People of Orissa will not tolerate such apathy and
neglect and the BJD will launch a campaign against the
Centre, he declared.
Discussion on this Orissa Plus item
Disclaimer: These are Internet generated discussion threads for
which the The Statesman has no responsibility.
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IWÿògû _âZò ùK¦â aòcêL
@ûA@ûAUò _ùe 12% cûMYû aò\êýZþ gqòeê aòZ
bêaù^gße, 14û5 (^ò._â)- IWÿògû _âZò
ùK¦âe dê_òG ieKûee @aùjkû Gùa Pec
iúcûùe _j*òQò ö ùKak @ûA@ûAUò ^êùjñ
IWÿògûKê 12 _âZògZ cûMYû aò\ê¥Z ù\aû_ûAñ
_â]û^cªú I ùK¦â ù~ûR^û Kcòg^Kê ù~Cñ
@^êùeû] Keû~ûA[ôfû ZûjûKê c]¥ ùK¦â
ieKûe _âZ¥ûL¥û^ Keòù\AQ«ò ùaûfò gqòcªú
iì~ð¥^ûeûdY _ûZâ KjòQ«ò ö
@ûRò GVûùe @ûùdûRòZ GK iû´û\òK
i¹òk^úùe gâú _ûZâ Kjòùf ù~ Rk aò\ê¥Z
_âKÌ [ôaû C©eû*k I jòcûPk _âù\g bkò
eûR¥Kê ùK¦â ieKûe 12 _âZògZ cûMYû
aò\ê¥Z ù\CQ«ò ö ùijò @^ê~ûdú IWÿògû,
QZògMWÿ I SûWÿL bkò ùKûAfûbò©òK eûR¥Kê
Zû_R aò\ê¥Z ùK¦âeê 12 _âZògZ aò\ê¥Z
cûMYûùe ù~ûMûAaû _ûAñ _â]û^cªú I ùK¦â
ù~ûR^û Kcòg^uê @^êùeû] Keû~ûA[ôfû ö

Gùa Gjò @^êùeû]Kê ùK¦â ieKûe _âZ¥ûL¥û^
Keòù\A IWÿgò ûe ^¥û~¥ \ûaòeê a*òZ KeòQ«ò ö
KYòjûñiÚòZ G^Uò_òiòeê C_ôû\òZ ùjC[ôaû 3
jRûe ùcMûIßûU aò\ê¥Z gqòeê eûR¥ ieKûe
GK jRûe ùcMûIßûU aò\¥ê Z gqò _ûAaû K[û ö
Kò«ê ùK¦â ieKûe _â[c 1jRûe ùcMûIßûU
aò\ê¥Z gqòeê 333 ùcMûIßûU aò\ê¥Z gqò
ù~ûMûCQ«ò ö @agòÁ 2jRûe ùcMûIßûU aò\¥ê Z
gqòeê ù~Cñ 666 ùcMûIßûU aò\ê¥Z gqò
ù~ûMûAaû K[û; Zûjû ù\aûKê c^û
Keòù\AQ«ò ö ùK¦â ieKûe Zûu C©eùe
KjòQ«ò ù~ G^Uò_òiò iÚû_^ ùaùk ZZ¨Kûkú^
KõùMâi ieKûe Gbkò KòQò Pêqò Keò^[ôùf ö
_â]û^cªú IWÿògû MÉKûkùe G^Uò_òiòeê 200
ùcMûIßûU aò\ê¥Z¨ gqò ù~ûMûAù\aûKê _âZògîZò
ù\A[ôùf ö 8 cûi _ùe Gùa Gjò aò\ê¥Z
● _éÂû 2 ù\L«ê
gqò ù~ûMûAaû _ûAñ

IWÿògû _âZò ùK¦â...

G^Uò_òiò eûR¥ ieKûeu ij
Pêqaò ¡ ùjûAQò ö ùi _êYò Kjòùf
ù~ IWÿògûùe @ûA@ûAUò iÚû_^
ù^A ùK¦â ieKûeu IWÿògû _âZò
_âa*^ûVûeê \êbðûM¥e aòhd KòQò
^ûjó ö IWÿ ò g ûùe LWÿ M _ê e
@ûA@ûAUòe GK iûùUfûAU gûLû
_âZòÂû _ûAñ ùK¦â cû^a i´k
aòKûg cªú _âZògîZò ù\A[ôùf ö
_ea©ðú Kûkùe ù\gùe 3Uò
@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû _ûAñ ^ò¿©ò
ùjûA[ôfû eûRiÚû^, aòjûe I
IWÿògûùe Gjò @ûA@ûAUò MêWÿòK
_âZÂò û KeòaûKê ùK¦â ieKûe iÚeò
Keò [ ô ù f ö _ea©ð ú Kûkùe
eûRiÚû^ I aòjûeùe @ûA@ûAUò
_âZòÂû ùjûA[ôaûùaùk IWÿògûùe
_âZòÂû ùjaûKê [ôaû @ûA@ûAUòKê
@û§â_ùâ \gKê iÚû^û«e Keû~ûAQò ö
ùiVûùe KõùMâi gûi^ùe [ôaûeê
ùiVûKûe ù^Zûcû^uê Lê i ò
Keòaû_ûAñ ùK¦â ieKûe Gjû
KeòQ«ò ö ùZYê _ûfðûùc<Vûeê
eûR¥e _â Z ò ùKûYùe ùK¦â
ieKûeu Gjò @aùjkû
aòùeû]ùe _âZaò û\e Êe CVòQò ö
eûRúaMû§ú MâûcúY aò\ê¥ZKeY
ù~ûR^ûùe IWÿògûe cûZâ 2Uò
RòfûKê @ûRò_~ð¥« iõgæòÁ Keû~ûA
60 ùKûUò Uuû cõRêe ùjûAQò ö
Kò«ê eûR¥ ieKûe icÉ RòfûKê
Gjò ù~ûR^ûùe iõgæòÁ Keòaû_ûAñ
ùK¦â ^òKUùe _âKÌ eòù_ûUð
C_iÚû_^ KeòQ«ò ö ùK¦âe Gjò
ùa÷cûZéK cù^ûbûa ù~ûMêñ iûeû
eûR¥ùe @ûù¦ûk^e Êe CVòQò
ùaûfò gâú _ûZâ Kjò[ôùf ö @ûRò
aâ j à _ ê e I KUKVûùe Gjò
@aùjkûKê aò ù eû]Keò aò R ê
R^Zû\k _leê @ûù¦ûk^
Keû~ûAQò ùaûfò ùi iì P ^û
ù\A[ôùf ö

iê^úf I iyò^uê...

eòjûZò ù\A[ôaû Gjò eòù_ûUðùe
CùfäL Keû~ûAQò û aòmû_^ I
@^¥û^¥ aûa\ùe 8.89ùKûUò
Uuûe ùa÷ù\gòK cê\âû iyò^ @ûd
KeòQ«ò û ùLk aûjûùe Gjû @ûd
Keû~ûA[ôùf c]¥ ùi KâúWûaòZ¨
bûùa @ûdKe eòjûZò _ûAQ«ò û
@ûdKe aò b ûM _leê RùY
KkûKûe bûùa Zûuê eò j ûZò
\ò@û~ûA[ôaû \gðû~ûAQò û cùWf
bûùa ùi Gjò @[ð _ûA^ûjû«ò û
Gjò Kâ c ùe ùi ùcûU
8.89ùKûUò Uuû C_ùe eòjûZò
_ûAQ«ò ùaûfò iòGRò \gðûAQò û
ùZùa ùZ¦ê f Ke ùcûU
3.62ùKûUò Uuûe @ûdKe
eòjûZò _ûAQ«ò û ùijò_eò MûbûÄe
bûh¥Kûe bûùa ùcûU
80.34fl Uuûe ùa÷ù\gòK
cê\âû iõMâj KeòQ«ò û MûbûÄeuê
ùcûU 23.38 fl Uuûe eòjûZò
_â \ û^ Keû~ûA[ô a û iò G Rò
eòù_ûUðùe _âKûg KeòQò û
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23 – CM writes to the PM for
the second time
(9th May 2007 – 15th May 2007)
Highlights:
CM is disappointed and feels let down.
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:: Three more MOUs to be signed for Steel Plants in Orissa :: General Elections likely to be preponed feel NDA :: Controversy raised over pronunciation of 'Boita' by announcer in New D
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Rejection enrage Naveen
Bhubaneswar:9/May/2007
It seems Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has not taken kindly the decision of
the Central government in ruling out to set up an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in Orissa.
Minister of State for Human Resource Development (HRD) Mrs. D Purandeshwari’s statement on the
floor of the Lok Sabha on May 8, reportedly has enraged Naveen, said sources.
That is why CM has decided to once again raise the issue of IIT with the Union HRD Minister Arjun
Singh.
A source in CMO told tathya.in that Naveen has sought an appointment with Mr.Singh in the next week.

Honoured!

CM is visiting New Delhi on May 13. During the meeting he will raise the issue of IIT and a Central
University in KBK, said sources.

GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION
POLTICS

Out right rejection of the Orissa’s proposal for an IIT has not only enraged CM but also the people of
Orissa have reacted sharply.

INDUSTRY
ENVIRONMENT
TOURISM
CULTURE
SPORTS
RELIGION

Large section of Non Resident Oriya (NRO) has raised their voice against the discrimination of Orissa by
the Central Government.
Charting out details of investment by HRD Ministry in the country,leading NRO Chitta Baral of Arizona
State University has brought home a point that Orissa remains in the lowest spot so far funding is
concerned.

EDUCATION
HEALTH
LAW & ORDER
BANKING
INFRASTRUCTURE
AGRICULTURE
MEDIA
FINANCE

The statistics shows that the HRD Ministry was scheduled to spend Rs 4.07 on fully funded HRD
institutions (like IITs, IIMs, etc.) per person in Orissa, while it will spend Rs 183.08 in Delhi, Rs 41.20 in
West Bengal, Rs 33.4 in Karnataka, Rs 27 in Tamil Nadu, Rs 28.38 in Maharastra, Rs 17.73 in UP, Rs
16.05 in Andhra, Rs 33.27 in Punjab, Rs 8.13 in Haryana, Rs 7.90 in Kerala, Rs 9.02 in MP, Rs 4.87 in
Gujurat, Rs 2.59 in Rajasthan, and Rs 1.87 in Bihar.
In other words Bihar, Rajasthan and Orissa were at the bottom of per-capita spending by the HRD
Ministry in its fully funded higher education institutions, he said.
Professor Baral said that an IIT will go a long way to provide high quality technical expertise to the rapidly
industrialized Orissa for which CM must take up the issue at Central government level.
Dhirendra Kar, Vice President of Orissa Society of Americas (OSA), who is equally vociferous over the
issue of IIT has lauded the efforts of our Members of Parliament (MP)s and requested them to carry out
sustained campaign for the demand.
Mr.Kar has also criticized Union HRD Minister Mr.Singh’s double standard. While on one hand he is
following the policy of appeasement on political grounds on the other he sermons the maxim of
equitability in investment by HRD Ministry across India.
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BHUBANESWAR: Strongly reacting
to the Centre�s rejection to set up
a Greenfield IIT in Orissa, Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik has
demanded that such an institute be
set up in the State during the 11th
Five-Year Plan.
In a letter to Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh, the Chief
Minister has raised strong objection
to the Centre�s decision saying
that the recent reply of the Minister
of State for Human Resource
Development in the Lok Sabha has
come as a shock to the people of
the State.
Alleging that the claim of Orissa for
establishment of an IIT has been
ignored despite repeated requests,
Naveen maintained that the move
for setting up the institute had
been initiated during the NDA
government.
Besides, Minister of State for HRD
M M Fatmi had also announced at
Patna last year that Orissa had
been included in the proposal for
three Greenfield IITs during the
11th Plan. �It is indeed painful
that the decision has now been
reversed,� he said.
Criticising the Centre�s
step-motherly attitude towards the
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State, Naveen said though there
was a proposal to open a branch of
IIT, Kharagpur at Bhubaneswar for
which the State Government had
promised 300 acres of land, it
appeared even this proposal has
now been turned down.
The decision to locate IITs in States
which already have the benefit of
many Central institutes indicates
that objective criteria have not
been followed in deciding the
locations of the three IITs, he said,
adding that the people of the State
feel let down by this.
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The State unit of the BJP also
organised a dharna in front of the
Raj Bhavan here protesting the
Centre�s decision.
State unit president of Samajwadi
Party Baisnab Charan Parida
threatened that his party would
launch an agitation to protest the
decision.
Print
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From correspondents in Orissa, India, 01:31 PM IST
Orissa Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has written to Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh demanding that a greenfield Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) be set up in Orissa during the 11th Five Year Plan.
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Resource Development M.M. Fatmi had announced in Patna last year
that Orissa had been included in the proposed three greenfield IITs in the
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11th plan.
But on Wednesday, Minister of State for Human Resources D.
Purandeshwari told parliament that the government had no IIT plans for
Orissa.
'It is indeed painful that the decision has now been reversed,' Patnaik
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said in his letter to the prime minister late Thursday.
It appears the proposal to open a branch of IIT, Kharagpur, at
Bhubaneswar, for which the state government had promised 300 acres of
land, has also been turned down, the chief minister added.
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Over 300 activists of the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) staged
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demonstrations in front of the governor's residence here Thursday over
Orissa not getting an IIT. Hundreds of students and political activists also
joined in the protests.
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Students of Rupalli Vidyapitha, a residential school in the city, launched a
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signature campaign to press for the establishment of the premier
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educational institute.
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(IIM). The government did not keep its promise of setting up an IIT here, said BJP leader Samir
Mohanty.
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KalingaTimes Correspondent
Bhubaneswar: Taking up the demand for the setting up of an Indian Institute of
Technology in Orissa, Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has written a letter to Prime

Google Search

Minister Manmohan Singh.
In a letter dispatched to the Prime Minister on Thursday, Patnaik urged the
Centre to ensure setting up of an IIT in the State during the 11th Five Year Plan.
"The recent reply of Union minister of state for human resource development on
the floor of the Parliament regarding establishment of IITs in the country has
come as a shock to us," Patnaik said in the letter.
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Patnaik pointed out that Union Minister of State for Human Resource
Development M M Fatmi had announced in Patna on August 28 last year that
Orissa was included in the proposal for three green field IITs in the 11th Five
Year Plan.
"It is indeed painful that this has been reversed by the Union Ministry of Human
Resource Development for reasons not known to others," Patnaik said.

Job Search

He further mentioned that there was a proposal to open a branch of IIT,
Kharagpur, in Bhubaneswar for which the State government had promised a land
of nearly 300 acres. It appears that even this proposal has been turned down, he
added.

Search

The recent decision of Government of India to locate the IITs in states which
already had got the benefit of many Central institutes indicated that objective
criteria had not been followed in deciding the locations of the three IITs, Patnaik
argued.
The IIT issue came to the fore earlier this week when Union Minister of State for
Human Resource Development D Purandeshwari said in Parliament that the
Centre had no plan to set up an IIT in Orissa.
The MPs belonging to the Biju Janata Dal and Bharatiya Janata Party MPs from
the State had staged a walkout in protest against the Minister's reply to a calling
attention motion.
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The MPs had also staged a dharna near the statue of Mahatma Gandhi inside the
Parliament premises to highlight the demand for an IIT in the State.
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Bhubaneswar: Orissa Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has
written to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh demanding
that a greenfield Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) be
set up in Orissa during the 11th Five Year Plan.
The move for setting up the premier institute was initiated
during the National Democratic Alliance government.
Minister of State for Human Resource Development M.M.
Fatmi had announced in Patna last year that Orissa had
been included in the proposed three greenfield IITs in the
11th plan.
But on Wednesday, Minister of State for Human
Resources D. Purandeshwari told parliament that the
government had no IIT plans for Orissa.
"It is indeed painful that the decision has now been
reversed," Patnaik said in his letter to the prime minister
late Thursday.
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government had promised 300 acres of land, has also
been turned down, the chief minister added.
Over 300 activists of the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) staged demonstrations in front of the governor's
residence here Thursday over Orissa not getting an IIT.
Hundreds of students and political activists also joined in
the protests.
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Students of Rupalli Vidyapitha, a residential school in the city, launched a signature
campaign to press for the establishment of the premier educational institute.
Orissa does not have any institute of national repute like the IIT or the Indian
Institute of Management (IIM). The government did not keep its promise of setting
up an IIT here, said BJP leader Samir Mohanty.
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Members of the Biju Janata Dal (BJD) and BJP had staged a demonstration
outside the parliament after the Centre made clear that there was no proposal for
an IIT in Orissa.
"We will continue our fight against the step-motherly attitude of the central
government towards Orissa," BJP MP Jual Oram told IANS.
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India currently has seven IITs located at Kharagpur, Mumbai, Chennai, Kanpur,
Delhi, Guwahati, and Roorkee. (IANS)
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Naveen calls for IIT cause
OUR CORRESPONDENT

Bhubaneswar, May 15: Chief minister Naveen Patnaik today
reiterated his demand of an IIT in the state, even as Biju Yuva
Janata Dal members staged a dharna before the Raj Bhavan here.
The party was protesting the Centre’s decision to not set up an IIT
here but in Andhra Pradesh. Naveen, who met Union HRD minister
Arjun Singh at New Delhi today, reiterated his demand.
“Orissa does not have a single institution of national excellence and
the demand for IIT is a long-standing one,” he said while justifying
the demand. Today, activists of BJD’s youth wing staged a dharna
before the Raj Bhavan over the IIT issue. President of the youth
wing, Ratha Das said successive governments at the Centre have
treated the state unfairly. “An IIT would do a world of good to
Orissa,” he fumes.
Meanwhile, at New Delhi the chief minister urged the HRD minister
to bring up Orissa’s demand during the 11th Five Year Plan period.
Relying to the CM’s request, Singh assured that the demands put
forth, particularly in regard to a new IIT, would be considered while
finalising the proposals for the 11th plan.
During discussion, the chief minister also put forth demands for
establishment of a central university in the backward KBK region
and an Indian Institute of Management at Orissa.
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Last week, Naveen had also written to the Prime Minister,
Manmohan Singh, protesting the Centre’s decision to set up three
new IITs in other states, while ignoring Orissa’s claim.
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During the day, the chief minister also met with the Union coal
minister, Dasari Narayan Rao, and urged for expeditious allocation
of coal blocks on a priority basis to five public sector undertakings.
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24 – CM meets HRD minister
Arjun Singh and discusses IIT
in Orissa issue
(16th May 2007 – 17th May 2007)
Highlights:
HRDM Arjun Singh says that 11th plan is not finalized and center will
consider Orissa for an IIT.
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PRESS RELEASE DT.15.05.2007(CM ORISSA
MEETS UNION MINISTERS OF HRD AND RTH
AND SHIPING AND MOS COAL)
GOVERNMENT OF ORISSA
PRESS RELEASE

New Delhi
May 15, 2007

Shri Naveen Patnaik, Chief Minister,
Orissa met Dr Dasari Narayan Rao, Union
Minister of State for Coal today and discussed
regarding allocation of Coal Blocks to State
PSUs. During the discussion, Shri Patnaik
mentioned that 5 State PSUs are preparing to
set up pit-head power plants in the State. He
requested for allocation of coal blocks in their
favour on priority. Dr Rao stated that due
weightage would be given for allocation of coal
blocks in favour of the State PSUs that have
applied for the same. A decision in this regard
would be taken shortly.
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The Chief Minister also met the Union
Minister for Human Resource Development, Shri
Arjun Singh to put forth the demands of the
State for setting up an Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT), a Central University for the
KBK Region and an Indian Institute of
Management (IIM) in the State. Shri Patnaik
reiterated the genuine claim of the State for
setting up an IIT in Orissa. He mentioned that
Orissa does not have a single institution of
national excellence and that the people of the
State have a long standing demand for the
establishment of a new IIT. He urged upon the
HRD Minister to consider the case of Orissa
during the 11th Plan period. Shri Singh stated
that the demands put forth by the State,
particularly with regard to the setting up of a
new IIT, would be considered while finalizing
the proposals of his Ministry for the 11th Plan.
Later in the day, the Chief Minister met
the Union Minister for Road Transport &
Highways and Shipping, Shri T.R. Baalu. The
meeting mainly focused on the poor conditions
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of the National Highways in Orissa and the
ways & means of improving their standards. In
particular, the Chief Minister mentioned about
NH-215,
which
connects
Panikoili
to
Rajamunda. This road is the lifeline of the
mineral-based industries in Orissa and needs
funds for immediate repair and restoration. The
Union Minister, Shri Baalu assured that all steps
would be taken for maintaining the National
Highways in Orissa. Extra funds would be made
available for NH-215 for the urgent repair that
are required. Shri Baalu also assured that steps
would also be taken for providing more funds
for the flood damaged roads in the State.
Discussions were also held on the proposed
Vijaywada-Ranchi road, which passes through
Orissa. The road, which will serve as a security
corridor and also provide a boost to the
economic
development
in
the
leftwing
extremist-affected regions of the State, has
been taken up for survey by the Ministry of
Road Transport & Highways. The Chief Minister
requested the Union Minister to expedite the
survey work. The Union Minister assured his full
cooperation to complete the same quickly. He
also informed that the Union Secretary for Road
Transport & Highways would be visiting Orissa
next week to have detailed discussions with the
State Government on this and other related
issues.
***
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KalingaTimes Correspondent
New Delhi: Union Human Resource Development Minister Arjun Singh on
Tuesday assured Orissa Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik that the State's demand

Google Search

for the setting up of an Indian Institute of Technology will be considered while
finalising the proposals of his Ministry for the 11th Plan.
The Union Minister's assurance came when the Chief Minister met him here on
Tuesday.
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Patnaik urged Singh to set up a new IIT in Orissa stating that the State did not
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have a single educational institution of national excellence so far.
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The demand for an IIT in the State had gained strength after the United
Progressive Alliance Government recently clarified in Parliament that there was
no plan to set up an IIT in the State during the 11th Plan Period.
Earlier, Patnaik had also written a letter to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh

Job Search

seeking his intervention in the matter.
Orissa was in need of higher educational institutions to meet its requirement of
well-trained professionals in view of the industrial growth taking place in the
State in the recent years, Patnaik said.
The demand for an IIT continues to be in focus in Orissa with different political

Search

parties and other organisations organising dharnas and demonstrations to

Property in
Orissa

highlight the issue during the past few days.
According to an official release, during his meeting with Singh on Tuesday
Patnaik also raised the demand for setting up of an Indian Institute of
Management in the State and a Central University in the backward
Kalahandi-Bolangir-Koraput region. Singh, however, did not give any assurance
with regard to these demands.
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BHUBANESWAR: Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik on Tuesday lodged a strong
protest against the Centre�s neglect
towards the State in the education sector
and flayed its decision not to set up an IIT
in Orissa.
Naveen, who met HRD Minister Arjun
Singh in this connection in New Delhi,
demanded that the Centre should sanction
an IIT for the State as it does not have a
single institution of national importance.
Other demands included a Central
university for the KBK region and an
Indian Institute of Management (IIM) in
the State. Singh promised that the
demand for setting up an IIT would be
considered while finalising the proposals
for his Ministry for the 11th Five-Year
Plan.
The Bhubaneswar unit of BJD staged a
dharna in front of the Raj Bhawan on
Tuesday and submitted a memorandum to
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
demanding establishment of an IIT in
Orissa.
Criticising the decision of the Centre,
president of Bhubaneswar unit of the
party Prakash Chandra Bastia alleged that
the IIT project was shifted to Andhra
Pradesh despite the State Government
giving its consent to allot 400 to 500 acres
of land.
The proposal of the State Government to
have a campus of IIT, Kharagpur, has also
been abandoned despite availability of 300
acres of land.
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Arjun non-committal on Naveen's IIT demand
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In the wake of a Statewide protest over Centre's decision not to set up an Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT) in Orissa, Chief Minister Naveen Patanaik on Tuesday
met Union Minister of Human Resource Development Arjun Singh in New Delhi.
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However, Singh was noncommittal about lending his weight behind the State's
demand. Sources said that Singh also refused to meet journalists who sought to
know his stand on the Orissa Government's fresh demand for an IIT.
During their meeting, Patnaik reasoned that Orissa does not have a single institution
of national excellence and that the people of the State have a long standing demand
for establishment of an IIT. However, Singh assured that the demands put forth by
the State would be considered while finalising the proposals of his Ministry for the
11th plan.
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Patnaik also put forth a demand for setting up a Central University in the KBK region
and an Indian Institute of Management (IIM) in the State. It may be noted that
Patnaik has also sent a letter to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh protesting against
the Centre's decision not to set up the institute in Orissa.
Patnaik also met Union Minister for Road Transport,Highways and Shipping TR
Baalu and impressed upon him the poor conditions of the National Highways in
Orissa. Baalu assured the Chief Minister that extra funds would be allocated to take
up urgent repair work on National Highways that connects Keonjhar district.
Discussions were also held on the proposed Vijayawada-Ranchi road, which would
traverse through 11 Maoists infested districts.
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In yet another major development, Patnaik met Union Minister for Chemicals and
Fertilizers Ram Vilas Paswan and urged him to take steps to revive the Fertiliser
Corporation of India Limited plant at Talcher in the first phase. Paswan assured
Patnaik that the plant would be revived and necessary advertisements in this regard
would be issued shortly.
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Editorial
Centre to take up Orissa’s IIT demend
The Centre would look into the demand of the Orissa government for
setting up of an Indian Institute of Technology in the state.
This was intimated by the Union minister of HRD Arjun Singh during
his discussion with chief minister Navin Patnaik in New Delhi on
Tuesday.
During the discussion, the Union minister also said that the matter
would be taken up while finalizing proposals of his ministry for the
11th Five Year Plan.
During their meeting, Patnaik argued that Orissa does not have a
single institution of national excellence and that the people of the
state have a long standing demand for establishment of an IIT.
Patnaik also put forth a demand for setting up of a Central University
in the KBK region and an Indian Institute of Management (IIM) in the
state.
It may be mentioned here that the Orissa chief minister has also sent
a letter to prime minister Manmohan Singh protesting against the
Centre's decision not to set up the institute in Orissa.
Later in the day, the chief minister met Union minister for road
transport, highways and shipping TR Baalu and apprised him of the
poor conditions of the National Highways in Orissa.
The Union minister, in his reply, assured Patnaik that the Centre
would allocate extra funds to take up urgent repair work on National
Highways that connects Keonjhar district.
Discussions were also held on the proposed Vijayawada-Ranchi road,
which would traverse through 11 Maoists infested districts.
The chief minister also met Union minister for chemicals and
fertilizers Ram Vilas Paswan and urged him to take steps to revive
the Fertiliser Corporation of India Limited plant at Talcher in the first
phase.
Paswan assured Patnaik that the plant would be revived and
necessary advertisements in this regard would be issued shortly.
The chief minister also discussed the proposed petroleum chemicals
and petrochemicals investment region in Paradip and assured the
Union minister that the state government would take all necessary
steps to expedite the ground work for the said project.
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CM takes up IIT plea with Arjun
Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, May 15: Taking up the issue of
establishment of an IIT in Orissa with Union HRD minister
Mr Arjun Singh in New Delhi today, chief minister Mr
Naveen Patnaik justified the demand pointing out that the
state did not have a single institution of national excellence.
Mr Singh is said to have informed the CM that the matter
would be considered while finalising proposals of his
ministry for the 11th Plan.
Mr Patnaik also put forth demands for a Central varsity for
KBK region and an IIM. At his meeting with Union minister
for chemicals and fertilisers Mr Ram Vilas Paswan today,
the CM urged for early revival of the FCI plant at Talcher.
Congratulating Mr Paswan for his decision to revive the
closed fertiliser units under the Central government,
including the one located at Talcher, Mr Patnaik wanted the
Talcher to be taken up in the first phase.
Mr Paswan said the Centre was fully committed to reviving
the Talcher plant and necessary advertisement in this regard
will be issued shortly.
The chief minister also discussed the proposed petroleum
chemicals and petrochemicals investment region (PCPIR) in
Paradip and assured the Union minister that the state
government would take all necessary steps to expedite the
ground work relating to the PCPIR at Paradeep.
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Unleash pressure or perish
New Delhi:16/May/2007
Politicians make promises to coolly back out later.
Similarly, when Orissa Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik
met the Union Human Resources Development (HRD)
Minister Arjun Singh on May 15 here, he also gave a
word to include an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) to
the state.
And Naveen came back on a happy mode to issue a
statement, which has been widely covered in the media.
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It is said that people’s memory is short.
But in case of an IIT it seems our memory is too short.
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On May 8, when BJD and BJP MPs demanded a reply from the HRD Minister of State D.Purandeswari
on the floor of the Lok Sabha, she out right rejected the demand for an IIT.
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And the HRD Minister Mr.Singh after a week promises us the moon which we believe it.
Before we accept his words as true, it is high time to have a look at the attitude of HRD Ministry under
the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) government towards Orissa during its stay at the Centre.
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Since UPA government came to power in the Centre, the Ministry of HRD has already announced for
funding 23 institutions of higher learning like Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Indian Institute of
Management (IIM), Indian Institute of Information Technology (IIIT),School of Planning and Achitecture (
SPA), Indian Institute of Science Education and Research(IISER), Indian Institutes of Engineering
Science and Technology(IIEST) also referred to as IIT clones and Central Universities.
The Congress ruled Andhra Pradesh is leading the pack.
The MHRD has provided an IIT, SPA, upgraded Andhra University of Engineering College and Osmania
University of Engineering College to IIT clone (IIEST) and CIEFL Hyderabad made to a Central
university.
To set up an IIT the MHRD spends around Rs1000-Rs4000 crores.
Bihar and Rajasthan also got an IIT each.
West Bengal received an IISER with an investment of Rs.500 crore and MHRD has upgraded Bengal
Engineering and Science University to an IIT clone, IIEST.
Kerala got an IISER and has been able to upgrade the Cochin University of Science and Technology to
IIEST.
Maharastra, Punjab and Madhya Pradesh also received IISER one each.
Meghalaya also received IIM from MHRD kitty, which will cost more than an Rs.1000 crore.
The MHRD has sanctioned two SPAs in Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh.
Tamilnadu also got an IIIT at Kanchipuram from the MHRD.
While Orissa is crying for a Central University, Sikkim got a new one and Andhra Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh, Kerala, Manipur, Arunachal Pradesh also Tripura have been able to receive MHRD fund to
upgrade their universities to a Central University status.
Then where is Orissa?
It seems the state does not exist for MHRD so far funding of the higher educational institutions are
concerned.
Over these years MHRD under Arjun Singh has been unkind to Orissa and political pundits feel that his
political bias against the state is abundantly loud and clear.
They feel that unless a strong pressure builds up for the cause of higher education development, the
state will remain at the lowest ebb of the priority list of the MHRD.
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NEW DELHI: Orissa Chief
Minister Navin Patnaik on
Wednesday asked the
Centre to set up an Indian
Institute of Technology
(IIT) in the state as it did
not have a single
institution of national
excellence.
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"I met Union HRD Minister
Arjun Singh and
demanded setting up of an IIT in Orissa as it was a long
standing demand of the people of the state," Patnaik
said.
He said he had asked Singh to consider setting up an IIT
in the coastal state during the 11th Plan period.
The HRD Minister has assured that the demand of the
state would be considered while finalising the proposals
of his ministry for the current Five Year Plan, he said.
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25 – MHRD bias against Orissa
is documented and reported
(17th May 2007)
Highlights:
Samaja lists the various higher education institutions announced by
MHRD during this UPA government and notes that none are in Orissa.
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bêaù^gße, Zû 16û5 (Z[¥)ùK¦âùe còkòZ _âMZògúk iû¹êL¥
(dê _ ò G ) ieKûe lcZûKê
@ûiòaû_ùe ùK¦â cû^a i´k
aòKûg cªûkd\ßûeû ù\ge icé¡
Gaõ lê\â eûR¥cû^uê Cygòlûe
aòKûg _ûAñ ùcûU 23 ùMûUò
gò l û^ê Â û^ _â Z ò Â û ^ò c ù« _ê ¬ ò
aò ^ ò ù ~ûMe
ùNûhYû
Keû~ûA[òaûùaùk @ûc eûR¥
bûMùe ùMûUòG c¤ _Wÿò^ûjó û
eûR¥ùe a©ð c û^ Aò @ û^
A^Áò P ê ¥ U¨ @`¨ ùUùKÜ û ùfûRò
(@ûA@ûAUò) _âZòÂû _ûAñ ùRûe\ûe
@bò~û^ Pkû~ûC[òaû _eòù_âlúùe
@^¥û^¥ eûR¥cûù^ ùK¦â cû^a
i´k aòKûg cªûkd\ßûeû ùKùZ
_eò c ûYùe C_Ké Z ùjûAQ«ò ,
Zûjûe icúlû Keû~òaû GKû«
@_eòjû~ð¥ ùjûA_WÿòQò û ùMûUòG
@ûA@ûAUò _â Z ò Â û _ûAñ ùK¦â
ieKûe 1000eê 4000 ùKûUò
Uuû _~ðý« _ê¬ò aò^ùò ~ûM Keò[û«ò û
dê_òG ieKûeu \ßûeû @û§â_âù\g,
eûRiÚû^ I aòjûe ùMûUòG ùfLûGñ
@ûA@ûAUò _ûAQ«ò û
ùK¦â cû^a i´k aò K ûg
cªûkd GjûQWÿû Aò@û^ A^ÁòP¥ê U
`e iûA^è GRêùKg^ @û eòiyð
(@ûA@ûAGiA@ûe) _âZòÂû ^òcù«
_âûd 500 ùKûUò Uuûe _ê¬ò
aò^òù~ûM Keò[û«ò û Gjò icd
c¤ùe _½òcaw, cjûeûÁâ, _¬ûa,
c¤_âù\g I ùKekùe ùMûUòG
ùfLûGñ @ûA@ûAGiA@ûe _ûAñ
c¬ê e ú \ò @ û~ûAQò û GjûQWÿ û
ùcNûkdùe ùMûUò G Aò @ û^
A^Áò P ê ¥ U¨ @`¨ c¥ûù^Rùc<
(@ûA@ûAGc) _âZòÂû _ûAñ ùK¦âúd
cªûkd c¬êeú ù\AQ«ò û
Gjò cªûkd _leê ^Me
ù~ûR^û I iÚ_Zò _ûV¥Kâcùe
CyZe gòlû ^òcù« @û§â_âù\g I
c¤_âù\gùe ùMûUòGKeò Äêf @`¨
_äû^òõ @û @ûKòðùUKÖe (Gi_òG)
_âZòÂû iKûùg c¬êeú \ò@û~ûAQò û
ZûjûQWÿû _½òcawùe [òaû ùawf
A¬ò^òdeòõ @û iûA^è dê^òbeiòUò,

@û§â_ùâ \gùe [òaû @û§â dê^bò eiòUò
A¬ò ^ ò d eò õ KùfR, Ii¨ c û^ò @ û
dê^òbeiòUò A¬ò^òdeòõ KùfR,
C©e_âù\gùe [òaû a^ûei jò¦ê
dê ^ ò b eiò U ò e A^Áò P ê ¥ U¨ @`þ
ùUùKÜ û ùfûRò Gaõ ùKûPò ^
dê ^ ò b eiò U @`¨ iûA^è @û
ùUùKÜûùfûRò bkò gòlû^êÂû^Kê
@ûA@ûAUòÉeúd Aò@û^ A^ÁòPê¥U
@`¨ iûA^è @û ùUùKÜûùfûRò
(@ûA@ûAAGiUò)e c~ð¥û\û _â\û^
Keû~ûAQò û
GjûQWÿû Zûcòf^ûWêùe Aò@û^
A^Áò P ê ¥ U¨ @`¨ A^`eùci^
ùUùKÜ û ùfûRò (@ûA@ûA@ûAUò )

^ò c ù« c¬ê e ú ijò Z @ûjä û aû\
aògaß \ò ¥ûkd, cYò_eê aògaß \ò ¥ûkd,
@eêYûPk _âù\g aògßaò\¥ûkd,
Zòâ_êeû aògßaò\¥ûkdKê ùK¦âúd
aògßaò\¥ûkde c~ð¥û\û \ò@û~ûA
iò K ò c ùe GK ^ì Z ^ ùK¦â ú d
aògaß \ò ¥ûkd _âZÂò û _ûAñ c¤ _ê¬ò
aò^ùò ~ûMe ùNûhYû Keû~ûAQò û Gjû
ijòZ jûA\eûaû\Vûùe [òaû ùK¦âúd
AõeûRú ùa÷ù\gòK bûhû iõiÚû^Kê
c¤ ùK¦âúd aògaß \ò ¥ûkde c~ð¥û\û
còkQò ò û iaêVûeê ùagò @û§â_ùâ \g
C_KéZ ùjûA[òaûùaùk _½òcaw,
c¤_âù\g, C©e_âù\g I Zûcòf^ûWê
c¤ fûbû^ßZò ùjûAQ«ò û

26 – More protests in Orissa
(18th May 2007 – 24th May 2007)
Highlights:
Other political outfits (NSUI, Bharatiya Janshakti, JMM) make a stir.
CM takes the IIT issue to the people.
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New Delhi: Slamming the Centre's repeated negligence
towards Orissa’s poverty-stricken areas, Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik said on Sunday that poverty is Orissa's "enemy
number one".
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Expressing his displeasure on the Centre's allocation of a
"paltry" Rs 16 crore for rural electrification in Orissa, Patnaik
said the state government was contemplating to have its own
programme for rural electrification.
"A new scheme would be announced soon for the purpose," he
said. The state government had earlier announced two such
schemes, one for the tribal people of the KBK
(Kalahandi-Balangir-Koraput) region and another for the poor
living in the coastal region.
"It is poverty which is the stumbling block before the state's
growth," he was quoted by PTI. Patnaik has directed the
panchayat functionaries in the state to work for the people with
whatever funds are available at the moment. He also asked
grass-root level leaders to create awareness in rural areas
about the developmental activities undertaken by the state
government.
"Tell the villagers how the Congress-led UPA government has
been adopting step-motherly attitude towards Orissa," he said
adding the people should be aware as to how Congress
leaders at the Centre have been "ignoring" Orissa's interest.

'POVERTY IS AN ENEMY': Naveen Patnaik said poverty
is Orissa's "enemy number one".
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Bringing out a list before the rural leaders, Patnaik said the
state government's repeated plea for setting up an IIT or an IIM
had been ignored by the UPA government. "The rural people
should know how the Centre behaves towards Orissa," he said.
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To buttress his argument, the BJD supremo said the state's repeated demand for revision of royalty of
minerals, including coal, had been ignored by the Central government.
With inputs from PTI
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27eê aòùRWÿòe ùK¦â aòùeû]ú @bò~û^

bêaù^gße, Zû 20û5 (bê._â)ùK¦âe ùa÷cûZéK cù^ûbûa aòùeû]ùe
ùfûKu _ûLKê ~òa aòRê R^Zû\k ö @ûRò
\kúd Kû~ð¥ûkdVûùe \ke ^a ^òaðûPòZ
_*ûdZ icòZò @]¥l I C_û]¥lcû^u
i¹òk^úùe Gjò aòhd ùNûhYû KeòQ«ò
aòùRWÿò ibû_Zò Z[û cêL¥cªú ^aú^
_ ^ûdK ö ùK¦â aòùeû]ùe @bò~û^
@ûe¸ ùja ùc cûi 27 ZûeòLeê ö
@bò~û^e ù^ZéZß ù^ùa ùLû\¨ cêL¥cªú
^aú^ _ ^ûdK ö gâ ú _ ^ûdK
ùijò\ò^Vûeê aòbò^Ü Ròfû MÉ @ûe¸
Keòùa ö M¬ûc Ròfûeê Gjû _â[ùc @ûe¸
ùjaö ùK¦â IWÿògû _âZò Keê[ôaû _l_ûZ
@ûPeYKê ùfûKu @ûMùe Gjò icdùe
C_iÚû_^ Keû~òa ö
cê L ¥cªú gâ ú _ ^ûdK IWÿ ò g ûe
~êqò~êq \ûaò iµKðùe @ûRò CùfäL
Keò[ôùf ö ùi Kjò[ôùf @ûùc aûe´ûe
ùK¦âKê RYûCQê ö ùK¦âcªúcû^uê iûlûZ
Keò IWÿògûKê @]ôK @[ð ù\aûKê @^êùeû]
KeêQê ö Kò«ê AõùeRú Xÿû*ûùe gûi^

Keê[ôaû Gjò ùK¦âcªúcûù^ IWÿògûe
ùKøYiò \ûaò K ê Mâ j Y Keê ^ ûjû«ò ö
iaêùaùk ùja ùaûfò KjêQ«ò, Kò«ê KòQò
ùjC^ûjó ö Kò«ê @ûC ^êùjñ, IWÿògû [ûk
]eò @^ê\û^ _ûAaû fûMò ùK¦â _ûLKê
@ûC ù\øWÿòa ^ûjó ö @ûùc ~ûjû Keòaê
^òR @[ðùe Keòaê ùaûfò ùK¦âKê iìùPA
ù\A[ôùf gâú _ ^ûdK ö IWÿògû _âZò

IWÿògû bòlû[ûk ]eò ùK¦â
_ûLKê ~òa^ûjó: ^aú^
ùK¦âe [ôaû iòùKâU GùRû iµKðùe
CùfäL Keò[ôùf gâú _ ^ûdK ö ùi
Kjò[ôùf eûRúa Mû§ú aò\ê¥Z KeY
ù~ûR^ûùe ù\gùe 5000 ùKûUò Uuû
Lyð ùja ö cûZâ IWÿògûKê ùi[ôeê còkòQò
16 ùKûUò Uuû ö ùi _êYò 2Uò RòfûKê ö
ùijò_eò IWÿògû cûUòe ùKûAfû ö Kò«ê
ùKûf aäK còkêQò @^¥eûR¥Kê ö IWÿògû
_ûAñ ùKûf aäK còkòaûKê ^ûjó ö ùKûAfû

edûfòUòeê @ûiê[ôaû 1000 ùKûUò Uuû
ùK¦âKê ~ûCQò ö ùK¦â ùi[ôeê IWÿògûKê
KòQò ù\C^ûjó ö eûR¥e gòlûe _âiûe
_ûAñ ùK¦â ù~ZòKò @[ð ù\CQò, ZûVûeê
@]ôK 5 MêYû @[ð còkêQò @û§âe KõùMâi
ù^ZéZßû]ú^ ieKûeKê ö @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû
ùjCQò @^¥ eûR¥ùe ö IWÿgò û _ûAñ _âZgò Zî ò
\ò@û~ûA _ûk^ Keû~ûC^ûjó ö GjûKê
ùK¦âe iòùKâU GùRû ùaûfò að^û Keò
gâú _ ^ûdK Kjòùf ù~ ^òaûð P^Kê @ûLôùe
eLô eûR^úZò KûeYeê ùK¦âe KõùMâi
ù^ZéZßû]ú^ ieKûe G_eò KeêQò ö ùZùa
eûR¥ ieKûeu @[ðùe _âZò MûñKê aòRêkò
_ûAñ _\ùl_ MâjY Keû~òa I _âùZ¥K
Ròfûùe Lêa¨gúNâ Kû~ð¥ @ûe¸ ùja ùaûfò
Gjò @aieùe cê L ¥cªú ùNûhYû
Keò[ôùf û cêL¥cªú \ke _*ûdZ icòZò
@]¥l, C_û]¥l I ù^Zûcû^u Kû~ð¥]ûeû
iµKðùe @aMZ KeûA ù\A[ôùf ö ùi
Kjò[ôùf iaêùaùk Meòa ùfûKu
iû[úùe ej ö ùicû^u \êüL iêLe iû[ú
● _éÂû 2 ù\L«ê
jê@ ö \ê^ðúZòVûeê
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BHUBANESWAR: The National
Students Union of India (NSUI) on
Tuesday announced to launch a
statewide agitation, demanding
establishment of an IIT in the
State.
Addressing the media, all India
General Secretary of the NSUI
Ashok Basaya said the organisation
would take up the issue with the
central leadership of Congress.
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Janashakti to launch stir against
Centre�s apathy
Thursday May 24 2007 13:06 IST
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BHUBANESWAR: The Bharatiya
Janashakti Party�s State unit has
decided to launch a Statewide
agitation against the UPA
Government at the Centre for
ignoring the State Government
demand for an IIT.
Addressing media persons here on
Wednesday, State unit president
Aurobinda Dhali said the change of
stand of the UPA Government at
the eleventh hour by denying
Orissa an IIT is deplorable. The
State which is poised for rapid
industrialisation deserves an IIT.
Besides, the State has hardly any
institute of national importance
while other States have many, he
added.
Dhali also flayed the Centre for not
providing funds for the Netaji
Subas Bose All India Institute of
Medical Sciences for which the
State Government had already
allotted land. He blamed the
previous NDA Government for not
making any budgetary provision for
the six AIIMS after making the
announcement.
The party has decided to organise a
rally in the city to protest the
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Centre�s apathy to the State and
send a memorandum to the
President through the Governor
soon. District-level rallies will also
be organised, he said.
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IIT issue to hit Congress
Bhubaneswar:31/May/2007
Orissa Congress leaders have no face to save.
Failure on the part of the State Congress leaders to impress upon the United Progressive Alliance (UPA)
Government at the Centre to set up an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) will have a humiliating effect on them, feel
political analysts.
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As the Budget Session of the Orissa Legislative Assembly (OLA) begins on June 1, the leading opposition party will
face a determined Treasury Bench on various issues in general and IIT in particular,they say.
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While the Gen X of the state is eagerly waiting for an IIT, the State Congress Party and its leaders have miserably
failed to raise the issue of IIT and now some of its leaders are busy in patch works.
To the utter amazement of youth top leaders are busy in whoodwinking the people.
After returning from New Delhi Pradesh Congress Committee (PCC) President Jaydev Jena said “Prime Minister
(PM) Dr Man Mohan Singh has agreed to visit Orissa soon.
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Jena requested PM to visit Orissa shortly and review several ongoing Centrally-sponsored welfare program in the
state to which the latter agreed."
There was a similar report about Union Minister of State (MOS) for Rural Development Chandrasekhar Sahu meeting
the PM and Dr. Singh agreeing to come to Orissa.
And that he may announce some new institutes such as Indian Institute of Handloom Technology.
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Lets compare an IIT with the Indian Institute of Handloom Technology (IIHT) in terms of investment, said an analyst.

FINANCE

As per the budget of the Department of Textiles the total money for human resource development is Rs 3 crores.
It seems like this Rs. 3 crore includes the budget for 4 existing handloom institutes and probably as well as the new
one proposed in Bargarh.
In contrast there is Rs. 80 crores towards the groundwork for 3 new IITs and Rs. 1553 crores for the exisiting 7 IITs .
So annual budget of an existing IIT is Rs. 222 crores while for an IIHT (Indian Institute of Handloom Technology) it is
at best Rs. 1 crore.
Similarly it takes Rs. 1000-4000 crores to make an IIT and for an handloom institute would be costing Rs. 5-10 crores
at best.
IITs offer B.tech. M.Tech and Ph.Ds and IIHT offers only diplomas.
There is a genuine and urgent need for a top-notch IIT type technological institute.
Just in and around Bhubaneswar we have 30 plus engineering colleges, but it has been alleged that their faculty is
sub-standard.
An IIT type institute will allow these engineering colleges to send their faculty for a higher degree thus having a huge
impact on these colleges and their students.
So Orissa desperately and immediately need an IIT or an equivalent institute.
Sitting at a distance of thousands of miles in USA and other countries the Non Resident Oriyas (NRO)s impressed
upon the Member of Parliament (MP)of BJD and BJP to raise the issue of IIT in the Parliament.
MPs of both the parties and NDA partners boycotted Lok Sabha recently in support of an IIT in Orissa.
But Congress MPs both in Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha kept mum.
The other day when the Opposition Leader J B Patnaik was asked about IIT he said the State Government is not
serious about the issue as they have not sent any formal proposal to open an IIT to the Centre.
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But what prohibits you to raise the issue and impress the PM for an IIT, he engaged himself in the blame game.
The point is abundantly clear that the myopic and timid leaders of the Congress are not in a position to put their
weight on the central leadership for an emotional and justified demand like an IIT.
This weakness of Congress has not only made a serious dent of their declining image among the educated youth of
the state but also gives an added advantage to the ruling coalition to ride roughshod on them during the month long
session the House, feel political pundits.
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State Congress leaders are on a face saving mode. Failure on their part to impress
the UPA Government at the Centre to set up an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)
will have a humiliating effect on them, feel political analysts.
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As the Budget Session of the State Assembly began on Friday, the leading
Opposition party will face a determined Treasury Bench on various issues in general
and that of IIT in particular, they say.
While the Gen X of the State is eagerly waiting for an IIT, the State Congress and its
leaders have miserably failed to raise the issue and now some of its leaders are
busy in patchworks.
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After returning from New Delhi, PCC president Jayadev Jena said, "Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh has agreed to visit Orissa soon as he has requested him to visit
the State shortly and review several ongoing Centrally-sponsored welfare
programmes."
There was a similar report about Union Minister of State for Rural Development
Chandrasekhar Sahu meeting the Prime Minister and making him agree to come to
the State to announce some new institutes such as Indian Institute of Handloom
Technology.
A comparison of an IIT with the Indian Institute of Handloom Technology (IIHT) in
terms of investment is now being made. An analyst pointed out that as per the
budget of the Department of Textiles, the total money for human resource
development is Rs 3 crore. It seems that this Rs 3 crore includes the Budget for four
existing handloom institutes in the country and probably the new one proposed at
Bargarh in Orissa. In contrast, there is Rs 80 crore towards the groundwork for three
new IITs and Rs 1,553 crore for the existing seven IITs. So, the annual Budget of an
existing IIT is Rs 222 crore, while for an IIHT is at best Rs 1 crore.
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Similarly, it takes Rs 1,000 crore to Rs 4,000 crore to make an IIT, while a handloom
institute would be costing Rs 5 crore to Rs10 crore at best. IITs offer B.Tech, M.Tech
and Ph.Ds and IIHT offers only diplomas. There is a genuine and urgent need for a
topnotch IIT-type technological institute in the State.
Just in and around Bhubaneswar, there are 30-plus engineering colleges, but it has
been alleged that the faculties of most of them are sub-standard. An IIT-type institute
will allow these engineering colleges to send their faculties for a higher degree, thus
having a huge impact on these colleges and their students. So, the State
desperately and immediately needs an IIT or an equivalent institute, argue
knowledgeable circles.
Sitting at a distance of thousands of miles in the USA and other countries, the
non-resident Oriyas (NROs) impressed upon the BJD and BJP MPs to raise the
issue of IIT in Parliament. The MPs of both parties and their NDA partners boycotted
Lok Sabha recently in support of an IIT in the State. But Congress MPs both in Lok
Sabha and Rajya Sabha kept mum.
The other day when Leader of Opposition in the State Assembly JB Patnaik was
asked about IIT, he said that the State Government is not serious about the issue as
it has not sent any formal proposal to open an IIT in the Centre. But what prohibits
him to raise the issue and impress the Prime Minister for an IIT, his critics ask.
This weakness of the Congress has not only made a serious dent in its image
among the educated youth of the State but given an added advantage to the ruling
coalition to ride a roughshod on the Opposition party during the month-long
Assembly session, feel political observers.
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Opposition fumes at CM remarks
OUR CORRESPONDENT

Bhubaneswar, May 31: Opposition
Congress plans to haul up the Naveen
Patnaik government for its strident
anti-Centre attitude during the Budget session of the Orissa
Assembly.
Ready to explain? Naveen
Patnaik

The Assembly sessions start from tomorrow.
On the other hand the BJD-BJP legislature party made it clear that
they would continue to deplore the “step-motherly” attitude of the
Centre towards Orissa.
Legislators of the ruling BJD-BJP and Opposition Congress today
met separately at the Assembly to chalk out strategies a day before
the commencement of the state Assembly Budget session.
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Parliamentary affairs minister Raghunath Mohanty said the
BJD-BJP alliance would bring two motions to be discussed in the
second-half of the session.

SEARCH

“We will raise the issue of a special package for Orissa in view of
the ill treatment and step-motherly attitude to Orissa in all matters.
Take a look at the issue of setting up an IIT in Orissa or meagre
Central funds for rural electrification,” he said.
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“The second issue would be the price hike during the UPA rule,” he
stressed at the end of the joint legislature party meeting of Biju
Janata Dal and Bharatiya Janata Party.
The joint-legislature party meeting was held at room no 54 of the
state Assembly.
Chief whip of the Opposition Congress Satya Bhushan Sahu said
his party will demand a discussion on the “emotive issue” of
BJD-BJP’s consistent anti-Centre and anti-Congress attitude.
“We are taking it very seriously. After all, it was the Congress party,
which was instrumental in making India independent. Naveen
Patnaik’s recent statements criticising the Congress only smacks of
immaturity. Has he forgotten that his father Biju Patnaik was a
member of Congress several years ago?” Sahu asked.
He further added that the Congress would demand a white paper
from the chief minister on the amount of Central grant given to
Orissa during the NDA rule and in the past three years of UPA rule.
The Congress legislature party meeting also decided to raise the
issue of deteriorating law and order situation in the state.
A spate of bank robberies and a recent abduction of a Keonjhar
businessman is likely to feature in the discussion.
Besides, the rising ultra activities will also hold centrestage during
the Budget session, Congress sources said.
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The Congress legislators will also haul up the ruling alliance for not
taking the Opposition into confidence while raising important issues.
On their part the parliamentary affairs minister said the government
was prepared to discuss any issues that the opposition might raise
during the long session scheduled to end on July 13.
Finance minister Prafulla Ghadei will lay the 2007-08 annual state
Budget on June 1, following which the Assembly will discuss it till
June 8. Between June 9 and 24, the respective standing
committees of the Assembly will discuss the Budgets for the
individual departments. The discussion on the Demand Budget
would start from June 26. The Appropriation Bill will be taken up for
discussion on July 12.
The minister added that several Bills are expected to be taken up
during the session.
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Plz; no politics over IIT
Bhubaneswar:7/June/2007
Playing politics over setting up of an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) will harm the state, warned the Non Resident Oriyas(NRO)s.
While the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) is playing truant over the issue, it is high time both Congress, BJD and BJP join hands to pressurize the Centre to agree for
an IIT in Orissa.
NROs have sent hundreds of e-mail to the leaders of various political parties appealing for a joint action.
An IIT was announced for Orissa by the HRM Minister of State (MOS) M A Fatmi last year on Aug 28 in Patna.
Orissa will now be at the bottom of per-capita spending by MHRD on fully funded MHRD institutions.
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With the very high level of industrialization and the 40+engineering colleges in Orissa (with about 30 of them in and around Bhubaneswar) there is a definite need for an IIT in Orissa which
will allow faculty in these institutes to pursue M.Tech and/or Ph.D thus drastically improving those institutes as well as their graduates.
Many MPs of Orissa have raised the issue of IIT in Orissa in the parliament, the CM has met the HRD minister on this issues and it is reported that PCC President Jayadev Jena and Union
Minister of State (MOS) Chandraskehar Sahu has met the PM on this issue.
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Various groups all over Orissa have protested on the IIT issue and the newspapers have covered this issue so much so that a kid in a bettele shop in a small town Oris sa knows about this.
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However nothing concrete has come out of it and now while BJD and BJP are attacking the center for general neglect of Orissa, Congress has launched its own counter-attacks.
Both have forgotten that by this time other states with a united approach have received 23 new MHRD institutions with Kerala getting both a science institute IISER and a technology
institute IIST (Indian Institute of Space Science and Technology), Andhra receiving an IIT, a SPA and, possibly two additional IIT clones, and so on.
Under these circumstances the people of Orissa would like to remind all parties and especially, Congress and the BJD and BJP that the IIT Orissa is neither a Congress nor a BJP& BJD
party matter; it is something that Orissa needs desperately.
It is a mega investment for Orissa; which has the potential changing the higher education atmosphere of Orissa; it is an attractor of high paying, high spending, low land guzzling, and low
polluting jobs; the kind of jobs Orissa needs.
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We urge and warn Congress and BJP & BJD to work together on it and not just make it an issue of political tug of war.
We want the CM and the Union minister Mr. Sahu to jointly and immediately meet the PM, HRD minister and the planning commission on this issue.
We want an all party resolution in the assembly and a All Party Legislators delegation to immediately visit Delhi and camp in Delhi to make the case.
We want whatever possible to be done so that Orissa is allocated an IIT in the 11th plan, said NROs.
We are sure that if joint teams pursue this earnestly then the Central Government will have not other way but to grant Orissa an IIT in the 11th plan.
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BHUBANESWAR: Naveen Patnaik, the Orissa chief minister and the party supremo of Send flowers & Gifts
ruling Biju Janata Dal has set the agenda for the state assembly elections well ahead of
two years.
Buy One

“The Centre’s Congress-led UPA government is the enemy of Orissa’’, thundered
Patnaik, in his usual style of throwing surprises, at a meeting recently at Berhampur in
Southern Orissa . Announcing that his party will launch a massive campaign against the
Centre’s neglect to the state, he urged his party men to take the message to the grass
root level.
Patnaik’s list of Centre’s
neglect to the state includes
shifting of IIT to Andhra
Pradesh , delay in coal royalty
revision, paltry flood
assistance, slow progress in
setting up the All India Medical
Science campus at
Bhubaneswar, and poor fund
allocation for the rural
electrification. To run down the
UPA government, the chief
minister promptly announced
Biju Gram Jyoti Yojna to
electrify the villages and
hamlets with population below
300 as the Centre’s Rajiv
Gramin Vidyut Yojna does not cover these villages. Not only that the state government
provided Rs.50 crore in the budget 2007-08.

And get 2 tickets Free
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Patnaik turning to be a rebel was unthinkable. For, he was basking under the praise
showered by the UPA’s Congress ministers like Shivraj Patil, Mani Sankar Iyer during
the last three years. Such was the situation that many in Orissa were believing that
Patnaik, a Doon school mate of Rajiv Gandhi, has a 10 Janpath connections.
His recent rhetoric, however, has put the Congress leaders in the state in a piquant
situation. They are not a in position to attack Patnaik for the party’s Central ministers
have given certificates to Naveen government in the recent past.
The opposition Congress in the state was virtually pushed to defensive. Its leaders tried
to defend the UPA government’s role vis-a-vis the state government. The Orissa
Pradesh Congress Committee (OPCC) president, Jaydev Jena,” The state has
immensely benefited from the UPA government at the Centre”, says Jaydev Jena , the
president of Orissa Pradesh Congress Committee (OPCC). “ Naveen’s new stand
against Centre is only to divert his government failure”, he adds. Jena listed out the
largesse the Centre has given to the state to drive home his point . According to him, the
UPA government has included the Long Term Action Plan for KBK region in the 11th
Plan period, extended the National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme extended to
another five districts, and it has decided to set up institute of national importance like the
National Institute for Science and Education Research (NISER) at Bhubaneswar and the
National Institute of Handloom Technology (NIHT) at Bargarh. His list also includes the
Centre’s initiative to start the work of the Paradip Petro-chemical complex.
JB Patnaik, who ruled the state nearly 15 years, also came out with statistics to defend
the Congress government at the Centre. Pointing out that the state has got a higher
annual plan outlay under the UPA government, he says that the plan outlay has been
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increased to Rs 5105 crore as against the state’s proposal for Rs 4850 crore in 2007-08.
In 2006-07, the same has been increased to Rs 3500 crore from Rs 3400 crore. The
previous year, the outlay was increased to Rs 3000 crore from the proposed Rs 2800
crore by the Planning commission. Drawing a comparison with the NDA government,
the former chief minister says that the state has received lesser plan outlay between
2001-02 and 2004-05. The plan outlay was cut to Rs 2500 crore from Rs.3300 crore in
2004-05 and to Rs 3200 crore from Rs.3300 in 2003-04.
In fact, the tone for the state Congress was set by the All India Congress Committee
(AICC) general secretary in charge of Orissa, V.Narayan Swami. He urged the
Congressmen to attack the chief minister Naveen Patnaik. He gave a call for a massive
campaign to highlight misrule and non-performance of the Naveen Patnaik government.
The state elections is due in May 2009. But, it is clear from now that the next elections
will be fought on the issue of Centre’s attitude towards the state.
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28 – Arjun Singh hijacks the
idea of a central tribal
university (proposed by Orissa
as KBK central university) to
his home state – CM writes to
PM on this
(16th June 2007 – 10th August 2007)
Highlights:
24th October 2005: Orissa CM proposes a central university in KBK
region and talks about tribals; Arjun Singh appreciates the rationale
16th June 2007: A tribal central university with HQ in Madhya Pradesh,
the home state of the HRDM, is proposed. Its goals are very similar to
the one Orissa CM had proposed earlier, and the HRDM had
appreciated.
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Shri Naveen Patnaik, Chief Minister, Orissa
today met the Union Minister of Human Resource
Development, Shri Arjun Singh and requested him
to expedite the establishment of the Regional
Centre of Studies in Integrated Sciences at
Bhubaneswar under the National Institute of
Science framework. He informed that the State
Government had already identified 75 acres of
land at Gothapatana under Bhubaneswar Tehsil

Press Release Dt.30.01.2008
(Submission of Memorandum
by the House Committee of
OLA to the Hon'ble Minister of
Railways)
Press Release HRD
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Photo Gallery

for setting up the campus and was awaiting
release of funds by Government of India. The
Chief Minister stated that it was learnt that

Contact Us

Government of India has recently cleared setting

Members of
Parliament

up a similar institution at Kolkata and wanted that
the Bhubaneswar Centre, which has been

Press Release Dt 28.09.07(ALL
THE 30 DISTRICTS WILL BE
COVERED UNDER THE
VILLAGE ELECTRIFICATION
PROGRAMME WITHIN THE
NEXT 2 TO 3 MONTHS)

approved more than two years back, should be
taken up first. In addition to this, Shri Patnaik also
requested for establishment of a Central

Press Release Dt
28.09.07(WORK WILL BEGIN
AT AIIMS BHUBANESWAR
FROM JANUARY 2008)

University for the KBK Region, which is one of the
most backward regions in the country. He pointed
out that there was a heavy concentration of the
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scheduled tribe and scheduled caste population in
this region, which has a literacy rate below 50%.
Shri Patnaik stated that setting up a Central
University in the KBK region would go a long way
in encouraging higher education among tribal
population. He added that the university could
also set up specialized centres for tribal
development
related
studies,
as
tribal
development was one of the biggest challenges
facing the country today. Shri. Arjun Singh
appreciated the rationale of having a Central
University in the KBK region and sought a formal

Press Release 19.10.2007
Press Release Dt.18.10.2007

Press Release Dt
08.08.2007(CM Orissa Shri
Naveen Patnaik today met the
Union Minister for Chemicals
Fertilizers and Steel)
Press Release Dt
07.08.2007(CM Orissa Shri
Naveen Patnaik met the Union
Minister(Shri P.R. Kyndiah) for
Tribal Affairs
Press Release Dt
06.08.2007(CMs of Orissa
Jharkhand Chattisgarh
Karnataka and Rajasthan met
Union Home Minister Shivraj
Patil)
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proposal

in

this

regard

from

the

State

Government. He assured that this would receive
high priority whenever the Central Government
considers setting up of new central universities.
On the other issue, viz., the establishment of the
Regional Centre of Studies in Integrated Sciences
at Bhubaneswar, Shri Arjun Singh assured that his
Ministry would review the matter.
*****
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PRESS RELEASE
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Arjun hijacks plans for KBK varsity
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Union Minister for Human Resources and Development Arjun Singh has once again
humiliated Orissa by hijacking its original plan to set up a Central Tribal University in
the KBK region comprising the State's undivided districts of Koaraput, Balangir and
Kalahandi.
Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik, while meeting the Minister last October, had mooted
the idea of setting up a KBK central university. It was based on the theory of
empowerment of tribals with higher education.
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Patnaik had pleaded with the Central authorities that the concentration of tribals is
the highest in KBK and their uplift hinged on education. He had pointed out that the
literacy rate among the people of this region was much below 50 per cent.
He had argued that setting up a Central University in the region would go a long way
in encouraging higher education among the tribal population. The university could
also set up specialised centres for tribal development-related studies, as tribal
development is one of the biggest challenges facing the country today.
While Arjun Singh had promised Patnaik in clear terms that his HRD Ministry would
positively consider the proposal, the result is now otherwise. The Union Cabinet on
Friday gave its approval for establishment of the Indira Gandhi National Tribal
University at Amarkantak in Madhya Pradesh with Central Government funding.
It also approved introduction of the Indira Gandhi National Tribal University Bill, 2007
in Parliament. This will ensure establishment of a teaching and affiliating university
for facilitating and promoting avenues of higher education and research facilities for
the tribal population of the country.
Apart from affiliating the colleges, the university has the power to establish such
number of its own regional centres in tribal areas as it may deem fit.
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There will be at least one school in every regional centre to serve as a model school
for the schools of the region, wherefrom the tribal students would be expected to join
the local colleges, the off-campuses or the university. The objectives of the university
include promoting studies and research in tribal art, culture, tradition, language,
custom, medicinal systems, forest based economic activities, including special
studies in the flora and fauna, and advancements in technologies relating to natural
resources of the tribal areas.
Now, it is abundantly clear that Singh not only hijacked Patnaik's idea but also saw
to it that Orissa would never get a Central University in the KBK region on the lines
of huge tribal concentration. Since the UPA is at the helm of affairs at the Centre,
Singh is playing havoc with Orissa and the State is losing one after another national
institutions to other States. While Minister of State of HRD MA Fatmi had announced
a proposal to set up an IIT in Orissa, it was later shifted to Andhra Pradesh by Singh,
on political considerations, said sources.
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CM demands varsity in KBK region
Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, June 18: Reacting to reports that the
United Progressive Alliance government had decided to set
up a central university for tribals in Madhya Pradesh, chief
minister Mr Naveen Patnaik said Orissa’s demanded one
such varsity in the KBK region had been ignored by the
centre. Giving his reactions to the visual media here, Mr
Patnaik said it was yet another instance of central neglect.
He said he would take up the matter with the UPA
government.
Discussion on this Orissa Plus item
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which the The Statesman has no responsibility.
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Orissa feels rejected once again
Wednesday June 20 2007 00:00 IST

BHUBANESWAR: Denial of a central
university to the State by the Union Human
Resources Development (HRD) Ministry has
come as yet another instance of
step-motherly attitude of the Centre towards
Orissa.
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The university will now be established at
Amarkantak in Madhya Pradesh, the home
state of union HRD Minister Arjun Singh. The
demand is pending since 1991 when the then
Chief Minister Biju Patnaik had moved the
Centre for upgradation of the Utkal University
to a central university.
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Naveen Patnaik raised the issue again after
taking over as the Chief Minister in 2000.
However, neither the previous NDA
government nor the present UPA government
considered the demand favourably.
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The latest announcement by the Centre has
come as a shock for the people of Orissa. The
shifting of the central university to Madhya
Pradesh has come after the State was
deprived by the Centre from having the
National Institute of Science (NIS) and Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT).
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Describing this as another glaring instance of
central neglect towards the State, Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik told newspersons
that his government would fight for
establishment of the university in Orissa.
Besides, the BJD would also organise state
wide demonstration on the issue.
Underscoring the need for setting up the
central university in KBK region, the Chief
Minister said in a letter to Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh that this would immensely
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Naveen shoots off letter to PM over central
varsity in KBK
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Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik on Tuesday once again stood up against the Centre's
continuous apathetic attitude towards the State and shot off a letter to Prime Minister
Monmohan Singh on Tuesday over the Centre's decision not to set up a central
university for tribals of KBK region.
It may be noted that the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) Government has decided
to set up a central university for tribals in Madhya Pradesh
Members' Email Login

In his letter, Patnaik stated that recent newspaper reports indicated that the Centre
had already approved establishment of a Tribal University in Amarkantak, Madya
Pradesh but it seemed, Orissa, which deserves establishment of such a central
University, had been overlooked. "Orissa's claim for establishment of a central
University in the tribal-dominated KBK area of the State may please be given a
favorable consideration," Patnaik stated in his letter. He further said that 38 per cent
of the total population belonged to Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, out of
which the Scheduled Tribes population alone was about 22 per cent. Considering
the concern for improving the quality of lives of SC and ST tribes, Patnaik said he
had already taken up the issue of setting up a Central varsity in KBK with the
Ministry of Human Resource Development so that poor meritorious students
belonging to Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes would have access to
research facilities and training courses available in Central universities. And this is
the logic based on which the Government has opened Central universities in the
north-eastern States.
He further said it was needless to reiterate that Orissa had not only got high
concentration of SC and ST population but about 48 per cent of the people were
estimated to be living below the poverty line. As a result of this, meritorious students
of Orissa were finding it difficult to study in advanced universities due to their poor
financial condition.
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Naveen’s missive on varsity in KBK region
Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, June 19: Chief minister Mr Naveen
Patnaik today sent a letter to the Prime Minister, Dr
Manmohan Singh, demanding the establishment of a Central
university in the KBK (Koraput-Bolangir-Kalahandi) region.
The letter comes in the wake of the proposed Bill of the
Central government to set up Central varsities across the
country and reports that HRD minister Mr Arjun Singh had
proposed to institute one such varsity for tribals in Madhya
Pradesh.
Mr Patnaik, who had described MP getting precedence over
Orissa as yet another instance of Central neglect towards the
state, today said that 38 per cent population of the state
belonged to Schedule Cast (SC) and Schedule Tribe (ST),
including 22 per cent ST.
Moreover, about 48 per cent of people in Orissa live below
poverty line. So a Central University in KBK region will
help the SC/STs and other poor/meritorious students of the
region to have higher education and research. This will bring
qualitative development in their standard of living, he
contended.
The CM referred to his discussions with the HRD minister
last month and regretted that a genuine demand of Orissa
had been ignored.
He hoped that the Prime Minister will take necessary steps
to meet the genuine demands of people of Orissa.
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29 – More editorials on the IIT
in Orissa issue
(19th June 2007 – 3rd Match 2008)
Highlights:
Editorials, op-eds, and letters to the editor continue to appear on the
issue.
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GKû\g ù~ûR^ûe ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd I IWÿògûe bûM

GKû\g _*aûhòðK ù~ûR^ûùe Cy
gòlûe aòÉûe _ûAñ bûeZ ieKûe GK
^ì@û @ûbòcêL¥ MâjY KeòQ«ò, Zûjû ùjCQò
@ûK¨ùii¨, AKßòUò I KßûfòUò û @ûùKèi¨ @[ð
ijRùe _òfû KùfR I dê^òbiòðUòùe
_gò_ûeòùa, ùZYê ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd
_ûLùe ùja I _òfûG gÉûùe _Xÿòùa û
AKßòUò @[ð Cygòlû \éÁòeê @aùjkòZ
eûR¥cûù^ ùK¦â ieKûeu Lyð ù e
aògßaò\¥ûkd _ûAùa û KßûfòUò @[ð G
_âKûee @^êÂû^ùe gòlûe cû^ aògßÉeúd
ùja û ù\gùe 30Uò ùK¦â ú d
aògßaò\¥ûkd iÚû_^ Keû~òa, Zjóeê 16Uò
ùKak ù~Cñ eûR¥MêWÿòKùe ùK¦âúd
aò g ß a ò \ ¥ûkd ^ûjó ùiVûùe ùK¦â
ieKûeu _ì  ð ijûdZûùe iÚ û _^
Keû~òa û iûeû ù\gùe 30Uò eûR¥
bò Z eê 14Uò ù e 23Uò ùK¦â ú d
aògßaò\¥ûkd ejòQò û @û§â_âù\gùe 2,
@eêYûPk _âù\gùe1, @ûiûcùe 2,
\òfäúùe 4, cjûeûÁâùe 1, cYò_êeùe
2, ùcNûkdùe 1, còùRûeûcùe 1,
^ûMûfûùe1, _òùPeúùe 1, iKòcòùe
1, Zòâ_êeûùe 1, C©e _âù\gùe 4
Gaõ _½òcawùe 1 û ùK¦âúd aògaß \ò ¥ûkd
^ [ôaû 16Uò eûR¥ ùjfû C©eûL,
IWÿgò û, KðûUK, ùKek, MêReûU, ùMû@û,
QZò g MWÿ , Rû¹ê - Kûgà ú e, SûWÿ L ,
Zûcòf^ûWÿê, _¬ûa, aòjûe, c¤_âù\g,
eûRiÚû^, jeòdûYû I jòcûPk_âù\g û ù~
_~ð¥« ùKjò @ûA^ Zû aûUùe ~òa Kjòfû
bkò MûAWÿ¨fûA^ a\kûA ^ûjó, IWÿògû
bûMùe ùMûUòG ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd
còkòa û aûKò 14Uò ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd
ùKCñ V ò aiò a , eûR¥Mê W ÿ ò K c¤ùe
_âZòù~ûMòZû bò©òùe iÚòe ùja û Z^à¤eê
IWÿògû ùMûUòG _ûAa ^ûjó ? \òfäú I
C©e_âù\g 4 ùfLûGñ @û§â, @ûiûc,
cYò_êe 2 ùfLûGñ ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd
_ûAQ«ò û ùiù_Ö´e 14ùe _â]û^cªú
ù~ûR^û Kcòg^e _ìûð w ùa÷VKùe Zûue
@MÁ 15 bûhYKê ù\ûjeûA Kjòùf ù~
iÚû^ ^òeì_Y 2 cûi c¤ùe Keû~ûC û
AZòc¤ùe GK cûi aòZòMfûYò û @ûùc
@ûce eûRù^÷ZKò ^ò¿bâ Zû ù~ûMêñ @ûA@ûAUò
jeûAQê, ùK¦âe cû^ai´k cªYûkde
eûÁâcªú ùNûhYû Keòaû iù©ß @ûA@ûAUòUò
còkòfû ^ûjó û @ûMeê Z dêRòiò Zû'e
KûMR_Zâùe ùfLô[ôaû iù©ß I eûÁâ_Zòu
bûhYùe CùfäL [ôaû iù©ß @ûùc RûZúd
gòlû I MùahYû _âZòÂû^UòG _ûAfê ^ûjó û
Gùa ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd K[û: @ûc
cêL¥cªú Z _â]û^cªúuê @ûMeê ùfLô
iûeòQ«ò, Gùa _â]û^cªúu 2 cûi icd
^òN<ð iòe@ûiê[aô ûùaùk @ûC [ùe ùMûUòG
^êùjñ, \êAUò ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd _ûAñ
cêL¥cªú ùfLôaû I iaê ù^ZûG Pû_
_KûAaû \eKûe û
\êAUò ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd KûjóKò
\eKûe ? IWÿògûe \lòY I _½òc
@*kùe, aòùghZü ùKaòùK @*ke 8Uò
Ròfû I MR_Zò `êfaûYú bkò Ròfûùe
ùKøYiò Cy gòlû^êÂû^ ^ûjó, KûeY ùiVûe
@û\òaûiú I Meòa _òfûcûù^ NùeûA
KùfRMêWÿòKe c^Pûjò \ecû ù\A_ûeòùa
^ûjó Gaõ C_Kìk KùfRMêWÿòKê _VûA
_ûeòaû iûc[ð¥ ùicû^u _eòaûee ^ûjó û
NùeûA gòlû^êÂû^cûù^ ùKak ]^ú Nee
_ò f ûcû^uê Mâ j Y Keê Q «ò û NùeûA
KùfRcûù^ iò U ¨ aò K ò a ûKê cì k fl¥
Keò[ôaûeê gòlû GK aòKâd iûcMâú ùjûAQò,

ijù\a iûjê
aRûee _eòaûaòKûkú IR^ùe VKòùf I
Leû_ _eòaû aòKòùf @«Zü ùKùZKu
@ûLôùe _Wÿòa, Kò«ê WòMâúaòKûkú KùfR
K©éð_l _Xÿû_Xÿòùe VKòùf, _eúlûMûee
Kûc ~[ûZ[û KeûAùf, ùicû^uê KòG
ù\LêQò ? gòlûe cû^ ejê^ûjó Gaõ _XÿûAaû
_ûAñ C©c gòlK eLû~ûC ^ûjó û dê^òbiòðUò
Mâû<i¨ Kcòg^, @f¨ Aò@û KûC^iòf @`¨
ùUKÜ ò K ûf GRê ù Ki^, ùbùUeò ^ ûeú
KûC^iòf @`¨ Aò@û bkò ^òdªYKûeú
iõiÚûcûù^ ù~Cñcû^uê _Vû«ò ùicûù^
C_jûeùe GZ Lêiú ùjûA~û@û«ò ù~ Rcò
_eòcûY I PK¨PK¨ ùKûVû ù\Lô jñ cûeò
ù\CQ«ò û _ûV_Xÿû aû WòMâúKê ÊúKéZò ù\aû
_ûAñ ^ò~êq ^ûi¨^ûf @ûùii¨ùc< @û
@ûùKâWùòÿ Ui^ KcòUò c¤ C_~êq ù~ûM¥Zûe
I @bòmZûe gòlK @Q«ò Kò ^ûjó Zû _âZò
@ûLô aêRò \ò@«ò û gòlK iõL¥û, KâúWÿûbìcò,
fûAùaâ e ú I fûaùeùUûeú @û\ò
ù~ûMûAaûùe KòQò @bûa [ôùf Zûjû
iê]ûeòaû _ûAñ ùKùZK NùeûA @^êÂû^
~ù[Á jûZMê¬û ù\aûKê _Qû«ò ^ûjó û KûeY
[ùe @^êÂû^Uò ÊúKéZò_âû¯ ùjûAMùf
Cygòlû _ûAñ AzêK _âû[ðúcûù^ ùicû^u
gòKûe ùjûA~òùa û ieKûe ^òùR aû ùKûUð
^òùðgùe aòbò^Ü _ûV¥Kâc _ûAñ ~ûjû \ecû
(`ò) ]û~ð¥ Keò[û«ò, Zû' _âZò @ûLôcòUòKû
cûeò aò ^ û ùfLû_Xÿ û ùe NùeûA
gòlû^êÂû^cûù^ _òfûuVûeê iòU¨ _òQû fl
fl Uuû @û\ûd Keê Q «ò û _â a ûiú
bûeZúdu _òfûùjùf ùicû^uVûeê Wfûe
@û\ûd ùjC[ôaûeê ùagò fûb û @û_Y ~\ò
_ûe«ò @û_Yu @Zò KÁùe C©úð ùjûA[ôaû
_òfûKê _âaûiú _òfû jòiûaùe @ûWÿcòg^
KeûA_ûeòùa, ùceòU¨e _âgÜ ^ûjó, _Aiû
jó ùceòU¨ û Gbkò ]ê]ò@ûkú _òfûuê KùfR
K©é_ð l ùKùa ù`f¨ KeòaûKê Pûjóùa ^ûjó û
Gjûe \êAUû KûeY û _òfû ù`f ùjCQ«ò
RûYòùf KùfR Kc¨ _òfû _ûAa, gòlû^êÂû^
bf ^êùjñ ùaûfò _âPûe ùja û \ßZò úd KûeY
ùjfû _òfûUòG ù`f¨ ùjùf ùMûUòG iòU¨
a¦ ùjûA eùj, ^ì@û iòU¨ `ûuû ejòa û
`kùe NùeûA @^êÂû^Uò fl fl Uuû
_ûAaûe iêù~ûM jeûAa û GYê @^êÂû^e
K©éð_lcûù^ ù~^ùZ^ _âKûùeY _òfûuê
1c ahðeê _ûi¨ KeûA ù^aûe aù¦ûaÉ
Keû«ò, K_ò KeòaûZ ùMûUòG iû]ûeY @È û
_Aiû ù\A_ûeòùf _òfû Zû cûKð aû ^´e
KòYò _ûeòa û G_eò Pûfê ejòùf @ûMûcú
_òXÿòe Wûqe, A¬ò^òde, _âgûiK @û\òu
bòZùe @[ðûbòcêLú ùiaûaòcêL _òfû b©òð
ùjûA~òùa û ùceòU¨ Z[û _âûKÖòKûf mû^
_ûA^[ôaû _òfûG Wûqe, A¬ò^òde ùjùf
icûRe @aiÚû ~ûjû ùja Zûjû @^êba
Keò _â]û^cªú ieKûeú aògßaò\¥ûkd
_âZòÂûe ciê]û KeòQ«ò û
ùKaòùK @*kùe _â[c I @^¥Zâ
\ßòZúd ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd ùjaû
\eKûe: @ûAUò (A^¨ ` ùcð i ^
ùUùKÜûùfûRò) aòùÇûeYùe Kò_eò @ûag¥K
gòlû_âû¯ ~êaK~êaZúcûù^ Cy \ecûùe
\ìe \ìeû«ùe Kûc KeêQ«ò Gaõ ùicû^u
ùeûRMûee CQêkû @õg ùicû^u _eòaûee
ÊzkZû aXÿûCQò Z[û ùicû^u Mâûce
aòKûg _âZò \e\ @ûYêQò Zûjû @ûùc ù\LêQñê û
IWÿògûe ù~Cñ GKZéZúdûõg bìcò ùKaòùK
Geò@û (_êeêYû Kkûjûò, afûwúe I
ùKûeû_êU Ròfû) Zûjû \eò\â, @^ê^ÜZ I

ejòQò Zûjû i¸a ùja ^ûjó û
ùeùb^¨ i ûKê \ß ò Z úd ùK¦â ú d
aò g ß a ò \ ¥ûkdùe eì _ û«e Keû~ûC:
ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd ^ [ôaû eûR¥ùe
aògßaò\¥ûkdUòG ^ò½òZ ù\aûe KûeY
aògßaò\¥ûkd gòlûKê ùfûKu jûZ_û@û«ûKê
@ûYòaû (Gjû jó @ûùKèi¨e cûù^) û 3ùKûUò
65 fl ùfûKu _ûAñ ùMûUòG ùK¦âúd
aògaß \ò ¥ûkd K'Y Cy gòlûKê GùZ @ûùMA
ù^A _ûeòa ? aûKò 14Uò aògßaò\¥ûkd
_âZòù~ûMòZû cìkK ùjC[ôaûeê ù~Cñ eûR¥
ù~ùZ ùagò @^êeì_ a¥d I bò©òbìcò aj^
Keòa ùi ùiùZ ù~ûM¥ aòùaPòZ ùja
ùZYê @ûce ~êqò ùja ù~ @^¥ eûR¥
Zêk^ûùe @ûùc KûjóKò 2d aògßaò\¥ûkd
_ûAñ jK¨\ûe ? ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkdaòjú^
eûR¥ jòiûaùe 16Uòeê ùMûUòG _ûAa
_ùe ùbøùMûkòK @ûdZ^ \éÁòeê IWÿòg
ù\ge 9c Gaõ R^iõL¥û \éÁòeê 11g
ùjûA[ôaûeê aûKò 14Uòeê ùMûUòG ùK¦âúd
aògßaò\¥ûkd IWÿògû bûMùe _Wÿòaû K[û
11g ù~ûR^ûùe Cygòlû ùlZâùe ù~Cñ
3Uò fl¥ eLû~ûAQò Zûjûùjfû- _ûLùe
Cy gòlû còkòa, eûR¥ eûR¥ bòZùe
@icû^Zû Kcòa I gòlûe cû^ el
Keû~òa û IWÿògû bkò gòlû^êMâie eûR¥Kê
\êAUò ùfLûG ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd ^
ù\ùf ùi fl¥ _ìeY ùja ^ûjó û _âûd
4ùKûUò R^iõL¥ûùe 20 eê 24 ahð
adie _òfûuê Cygòlû ù~ûM¥ cû^òùf
IWÿògûùe _âZò 1000ùe cûZâ 61
(G^¨G^¨Gi¨ eòù_ûUð: 2004-05), @^¥
iaê eûR¥Vûeê Kc¨ û G_eò Kò aòjûeùe
Cygòlû _ûAñ b©ðò ùjûA[ôaû _òfû iõL¥
GjûVûeê ùagò, 86 û IWÿgò ûùe 15 gZûõg
ùjaû fûMò @ûjêeò 89 _òfû KùfR cûWÿòa
\eKûe, aòjûe _ûL ùjfû fûMò @ûRòVêñ
jRûeùK @]ôKû 28Uò _òfû _ûAñ KùfRùe
iòU¨ còkòaû \eKûe, ùKak ùiZòKò ^êùjñ,
gÉûùe còkòaû fûMò ieKûeú KùfR a
aò g ß a ò \ ¥ûkd ùjaû \eKûe û eûR¥
GùaVûeê 2Uò ùK¦âúdâ aògaß \ò ¥ûkd _ûAùf
Cygòlûùe Meòa QûZâQûZâúu iõL¥û \îZ
MZòùe aXÿ_ò ûeòa û ù~Cñ Meòaú I gòlûbûa
KûeYeê C©e_ìaðû*ke ùKùZK eûR¥Kê
2Uò ùfLûGñ \ò@û~ûAQò, ùijò KûeYeê
IWÿògû, QZògMWÿ, SûWÿL, c¤_âù\g I
aòjûe @û\ò eûR¥ GKû]ôK aògßaò\¥ûkd
_ûAaû K[û û
@ûag¥K bò©òbìcò I @^¥û^¥ iêaò]
ù~ûMûAaû _ûAñ C_iÚòZ ÊdõgûiòZ KùfR
aû ieKûeú dê ^ ò b iò ð U ò K ê @_ð Y
Keû~ûA_ûùe û ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd
GKK (dê^òUûeú) iõiÚû, Zûjûe gûL
ejò_ûùe, Kò«ê ija§òZ (@û`òfòGU¨)
KùfR ^[ûG û ùi \é Á ò e ê ùeùb^è
aògßaò\¥ûkdKê GK ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd
Keû~òaû _âÉûa \ò@ûMùf Zûjû MâjYúd
ùjûA_ûùe û ùRG^¨dê I aòGP¨dê bkò
ùeùb^èû ùMûUòG GKK aògßaò\¥ûkd
"ùeùb^è û 'e AZò j ûi, HZò j ¥ I
gòlûùlZâùe CùfäL^úd @a\û^ ù~ûMêñ
ZûKê ùN^ò GK ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd
Keòaûùe ùKøYiò @iêaò]û ejòaû K[
^êùjñ û G \òMùe ieKûe _âÉûa \ò@«ê
Gaõ aòùeû]ú \ke ù^Zûcûù^ Pû_
_Kû«ê û

@aùjkòZ, Gaõ @û\òaûiúajêk û \ûeò\â¥
ù~ûMêñ gòlûe @bûa, gòlûe @bûaeê
@ûZà _ â Z ¥d aû A^ò i ò G Uò b ¨ e @bûa,
ùi[ôù~ûMêñ \ûeò\â¥- Gbkò GK PKâùe
ùKaòùKe ùfûùK _WÿòQ«ò û \ûeò\â¥e G
PKâKê `òwò ù\aû _ûAñ cûMYû aû ÊÌ
cìf¥ùe Cy gòlû iaðûù\ø @ûag¥K û Gjû
ùKak ieKûe Keò_ûeòùa û ÊûiÚ¥ ùKak
a¥qòaòùghKê iêiÚ eùL, bò©òbìcò aòKûg
ùKak AfûKûKê iêiÚ Kùe, icûRKê iêiÚ
eLôaûKê ùjùf gòlû \eKûe û MeòaKê
]^ú ùjaûe aû ]^ú-Meòa a¥a]û^ \ìe
Keòaûe iû]^ ùjCQò gòlû û ùKaòùK
@*kùe Cy gòlûe CùfäLù~ûM¥ @^êÂû^
^ûjó û ùKaòùK @*ke aòKûg _ûAñ ùK¦â
ieKûe aWÿ Pò«òZ ù\Lû~û«ò, ùKaòùK
@*kùe aòcû^a¦e aû aWÿ ùekùÁi^
_ûL aòÉéZ iÚû^ùe ùMûUòG ùK¦âúd
aògßaò\¥ûkd _âZòÂû ùjC I ùKaòùK
@«bêðq Ròfûe i\e cjKêcûùe Zûjûe
gûLû iÚû_^ Keû~ûC û Gjû Keò_ûeòùf
ùKaòùK AfûKûe ùfûKu _âZò ùK¦â
ieKûeu \e\e GK _âKéÁ ^ò\gð^
còk«û û
ùK¦â ieKûe aògßÉeúd aògßaò\¥ûkd
aiûAùa, Zûjû eûR¥ ieKûe Keò_ûeòùa
^ûjó û eûR¥ ieKûeu GùZ i´k ^ûjó,
Cbd cû^a i´k I @[ð i´k û RûZúd
@^êÂû^ùe KcðPûeúcûù^ iaðbûeZúd
ùjûA[ôaûeê ù~ ùKøYiò iÚû^ùe @aiÚû_òZ
ùjùf ùiùZ ùagò @û_©ò Ke«ò ^ûjó,
~[û ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkdcû^ Ròfûe
c`if @*kùe [ûA c¤ C_~êq gòlK
_ûA_ûeêQò I gòlûe cû^ eLô_ûeêQò û
IWÿògûe 30Uò ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkdeê
ùceòU¨e _òfûcûù^ \ûeò\â¥ ù~ûMêñ Cy
gòlûeê a*òZ ùjCQ«ò û @ûC ùMûUòG K[û
ù~ _âù`i^ûf KùfRMêWKòÿ ùe _Xÿò ùfûùK
bûeZúd cû^aòKZû, _ûeòaûeòK cìf¥ùaû],
bûeZúd iõÄéZò bêfò _û½ûZ¥ PûKPK¥e
j^êKeY KeêQ«ò û PûKòeò @bûa I Kc¨
\ecû ù~ûMêñ ùfûùK gê¡ Kkû I gê¡
aòmû^ _Xÿòaû QûWÿò ù\ùfYò û \ò^eûZò
LUòaûKê _Wÿê_ùQ ùceòU¨ [ôaû _òfûcûù^
ùagò \ecû còkê[ôaû Kûcùe _gêQ«ò û
MùahYû _âZò ùKjò @ûKéÁ ùjC^ûjû«ò û
bf ùa÷mû^òK I bf \ûgð^òK aû @^¥
_â K ûe ié R ^-Cnûa^-KÌ^û _â a Y
ùjaûe cìk\ê@û ù~Cñ ùc]û ZûKê QûZâcûù^
PûKeò iaðÊ _ûVùe fMûCQ«ò, Meòa
_eò a ûee _ò f ûG Cy gò l ûeê a*ò Z
ùjCQ«ò û \ò^@ûiòa MùahK, ùa÷mû^òK,
\ûgð^òK @û\òu @bûa NUòa û G @ûbòcêL¥
a¦ KeòaûKê _Wÿòa û Cygòlû iûaðR^ú^
^ ùjùf Gaõ gê¡ aòmû^ I gê¡ Kkû
_ûV¥Kâc _âZò ùc]ûaú QûZâcû^uê @ûKéÁ
Keò^_ûeòùf ù\ge baòh¥Z @§Kûe û
G Kûcùe ZZ¨lYûZ¨ fûb ^ [ôaûeê NùeûA
C\¥c ùja ^ûjó, G K[û C_f²ò Keò[ôaû
ieKûe 11g ù~ûR^ûùe Cygòlûe
@ûbòcLê ¥ a\kûAQ«ò û ùK¦âúd aògaß \ò ¥ûkd
_âZòÂû GK ajê_âZ¥ûgòZ CPòZ _\ùl_ û
IWÿgò ûe ùfûKiõL¥û \éÁeò ê (bûeZùe 11g
iÚû^) I ùbøùMûkòK _âgÉò (bûeZùe 9c
iÚû^) ù~ûMêñ 2Uò ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd
(G ùfLûùe @ûeòùRû^û aògßaò\¥ûkde
\eKûe û Zû ^ ùjùf Cy gòlûùe _âùag Kµê¥Ue aòmû^ _âù`ie Pò© aeûku ijûdZ
_eòcûY Gae 10 gZûõgeê 15 gZûõgKê ^ò@û~ûAQò û)
aXÿûAaûe 11g ù~ûR^ûe ù~Cñ fl¥
Wò-3, aòùRaò ^Me, bêaù^gße-14

ùK¦âe ùa÷cûZéK \éÁòùKûY I @ûc \lZû
bûeZ Zûe Êû]ú^Zû jûif Kfû _ùe
_ùe ù\gùe iõNúd gûi^ a¥aiÚû _âPkòZ
ùjûA @ûiê @ Qò û ùK¦â ieKûe icMâ
bûeZahðùe @[ðù^÷ZKò ic^ßd elû Keòaûe
\ûdòZß aj^ KeòQ«ò Gaõ ùijò Cùg¥ùe
ùKùZMêWGòÿ MêeZê _ß ì ð Ke ^ò¡ûð eY Ke«ò Gaõ
iõMâj Keòaûe \ûdòZß c¤ aj^ KeòQ«ò û
GK iõNúd a¥aiÚûùe ~\ò eûR¥MêWÿòK C^ÜZ
Gaõ gqògûkú ^ jê@«ò ùZùa ùK¦â c¤
gqògûkú ùjûA_ûeòa ^ûjó û eûR¥cû^ue
C^Üd^ Gaõ R^jòZKe Kû~ð¥Kâc _ûAñ c¤
~ù[Á i´k iõMâje @ûag¥KZû ejòQò, Kò«ê
eûR¥MêWÿòK iõMâj Keê[ôaû i´k ùiMêWÿòKe
aòKûg Gaõ C^Üd^ _ûAñ _~ð¥û¯ jêG ^ûjó û
ùZYê ùK¦â ieKûe iõMâj Keê[ôaû ùKùZK
^òòðÁ KeKê aòbò^Ü eûR¥cû^u c¤ùe a<^
Keòaûe aòùghZß ejòQò Gaõ bûeZúd
i´ò]û^e ]ûeû 280(3)(K) @^ê~ûdú
eûÁâ_Zò aò© @ûùdûM MV^ Ke«ò û Gjû
ùK¦âe UòKi @ûd a<^ Keòaû ijòZ
eûR¥cû^uê EY, @^ê\û^ Gaõ ijûdZû c¤
_â\û^ Keò[û«ò û Gjò @û[ôðK a<^ _âKòâdû
^¥ûdiwZ bûaùe ùjC^ûjó ùaûfò aòbò^Ü
eûR¥ Êe Cù©ûk^ Keò @ûiêQ«ò û G_eòKò
eûR¥cû^uê @]ôK @[ðù^÷ZòK Êû]ú^Zû ù\aû
_ûAñ _âak \ûaò C_iÚû_^ Keû~ûCQò û
@ûc eûR¥ IWÿògûùe c¤ ùK¦â ieKûe
IWÿògû _âZò @aùjkû _â\gð^ KeêQ«ò ùaûfò
GK ]ûeYû iéÁò ùjûAQò û Gjò ]ûeYû ù~
iµì  ð bâ c ûZà K Zûjû ^ê ù jñ û @ûce
R^_âZò^ò]ôMY c¤ IWÿògûe ^¥û~¥ \ûaò _ûAñ
ùK¦â ieKûeu _ûLùe Êe Cù©ûk^
KeòQ«ò û aòbò^Ü aéjZ¨ ùK¦âúd _âKÌ Gaõ
_âZòÂû^ _âZòÂû Keòaûùe IWÿògûKê Cù_lû
Keû~ûCQò ùaûfò ùfûKcûù^ jé\dwc
KeêQ«ò û aòùghKeò ù~Cñ eûR¥MêWÿòKe ùK¦â
ieKûeue ic[ôZð \ke ieKûe lcZûiú^
^ûjû«ò ùicûù^ ùK¦âieKûeu aòùeû]ùe
Zûu _âZò @aùjkû _â\gð^ Keû~ûCQò ùaûfò
_âak _ûUòZê KeêQ«ò û IWÿògû bkò GK
@^Mâie Kò«ê _âZòbûiµ^Ü eûR¥ùe @ûA@ûAUò
Gaõ @ûA@ûAGc¨ _âZòÂû ^ùjaû ùK¦â
C\ûiú^Zûe GK Rßk« C\ûjeY bûùa
]eò^@ò û~ûA_ûùe û IWÿgò ûe ajêZ ùc]ûaú QûZâ
bûeZe aòb^ò Ü _âû«ùe [ôaû _âZÂò Zò A¬ò^dò eòõ
KùfRùe a©ðcû^ @¤d^eZ û @ûjêeò @ù^K
c¤ ùiVûùe gòlû icû¯ Keò aòbò^Ü ùlZâùe
_âZòÂòZ û ùZùa @ûA@ûAUò Gaõ @ûA@ûAGc¨
_âZòÂû _ûAñ IWÿògûe \ûaò ~[û[ð ^êùjñ Kò ?
ùijòbkò eûR¥ ieKûeue ùKaòùK
@*kùe GK @û\òaûiú aògßaò\¥ûkd _âZòÂûe
@^êùeû]Kê c¤ ùK¦â ieKûe C_~êq ¤û^
ù\A^ûjû«ò ùaûfò cZ_â K ûg _ûCQò û
c¤_âù\gùe Cq aògßaò\¥ûkd _âZòÂû Keòaû
_ûAñ @û_ûZZü ^ò¿©ò ^ò@û~ûAQò û _âÉûaòZ
@û\òaûiú aògßaò\¥ûkdùe _ûV_Xÿû ijòZ
@û\òaûiú Kkû, iõÄéZò, HZòj¥, bûhû Gaõ
Jh]úd aòhdùe c¤ MùahYû Keû~òaûe
ù~ûR^û ejòQò û ùKaòùK bkò @û\òaûiú_âaY

\ûùcû\e _â]û^ú

@*kùe Cq aògaß \ò ¥ûkd _âZÂò û ^ùjaû \ßûeû
IWÿgò û ù~ Cù_lòZ ùjûAQò Gjû Kjòaû aûjêf¥
cûZâ û ùKûAfû Gaõ fê j û_[e C_ùe
icùdû_ù~ûMú Z[û aRûebò©Kò \e]û~ð¥ Gaõ
edûfòUò aé¡ò ^ùjaû IWÿògû _âZò ùK¦â
@aùjkûe GK ^òLêY ^cì^û û @ag¥ ^òKUùe
ùK¦â ieKûe ùKûAfû edûfòUò KòQòcûZâûùe
aé¡ò KeòQ«ò, Kò«ê Zûjû _~ð¥û¯ ^êùjñ û
@ûW¨ùbùfûec¨ a¥aiÚû @^ê~ûdú edûfòUò iÚòe
ùjaû eûR¥ieKûe Pûjû«ò û ùKûAfû Gaõ
fêjû_[ee aRûe\ee 20 _âZògZ edûfòUò
ùjaû IWÿgò û _ûAñ ~êq~ò qê û iaðglò û @bò~û^ùe
eûR¥e @û[ôðK \ûdòZß jâûi, Mâûc¥ aò\ê¥Z¨KeY
ù~ûR^ûùe Zò^ògjeê Kc¨ ùfûKiõL¥û [ôaû
MâûcKê iûcòf Keòaû, _~ð¥û¯ _eòcûYe gÉû
PûCk Gaõ Kòùeûiò^ò IWÿògû _ûAñ ù~ûMûA
ù\aû @û\ò IWÿògûe \ûaòKê ~[û~[ ¤û^
\ò@û~ûC^ûjó û IWÿògûùe Gc¨i _âZòÂû Kû~ð¥
@ûe¸ Keò ]û~ð¥ fl¥ c¤ùe iµìð Keòaûùe
c¤ ùK¦â ieKûeu @û«eòKZûe @bûa
_eòflòZ ùjCQò û
Kò«ê @ûRò icd a\kò~ûAQò, @ù^K
eûR¥ieKûe ùNûe @û[ôðK iõKUe i¹êLú^
ùjûA[ôùf c¤ ùKjò ùK¦â aòùeû]ùe Êe
Cù©ûk^ KeòaûKê CPòZ cù^ Keê^ûjû«ò û
ùK¦â aò_lùe eYjêuûe _âûd ù\C^ûjû«ò û
Zû' _eòaù©ð ùK¦âe ijù~ûMùe eûR¥e
iaðûwú^ C^ÜZò _ûAñ ùicûù^ iõKÌa¡ û
c¤_âù\gùe aòùR_ò ieKûe [ôaû iù©ß
ùiVûùe ù\ge _â[c @û\òaûiú aògßaò\¥ûkd
ùLûfòaû _ûAñ ^ò¿©ò ^ò@û~ûAQò û C©e_âù\ge
cêL¥cªú cûdûaZú Gaõ aòjûee cêL¥cªú ^úZòg
Kêcûe _âbéZò @YKõùMâi cêL¥cªúcûù^ c¤
aòbò^Ü ùK¦âcªúuê ^òR eûR¥Kê ^òcªY Keò
ùK¦â ijù~ûMùe _âMZò_[ùe @ûùMA~òaû
_ûAñ ùPÁòZ, ùZYê icde @ûag¥KZû ùjCQò
ùK¦â aòùeû]ùe @bòù~ûM Keòaû _eòaù©ð
ùK¦â ieKûeu ijù~ûM jûif Keò eûR¥Kê
\îZ _âMZò_[ùe @ûùMAù^aû Gaõ Gjû ^òbðe
Kùe ù^ZéZße _eûKûÂû C_ùe û VòKYû
icdùe C_~êq _âÉûa ù\A aòb^ò Ü eûRù^÷ZKò
I _âgûi^òK Éeùe _âÉûae ~[û[ðZû _âZ_ò û\^
Keò ùK¦â aê¥ùeûKâûiò ijòZ iêiµKð c¤ùe
eûR¥ùe aéjZ¨ gòÌû^êÂû^ aû ùK¦âúd _âZòÂû^
_âZÂò Zò KeûA_ûeòaû ù~ @i¸a a¥û_ûe ^êùjñ
GK[û icùÉ jé\dwc Keòaû CPòZ û
ùek cû^PòZâùe IWÿògûe PòZâKê @^ê¤û^
Kùf ^ò½òZ bûaùe RYû_Wÿòa ù~ IWÿògû
@¡ðgZû±ú ]eò ùek aòbûM \ßûeû @aùjkòZ
ùjûA @ûiòQò û ^ì@û ùekeûÉû _âZòÂû \òMùe
ùjC @[aû ùek_[e ù\ûjeúKeY ùjC
Kò´û ^ìZ^ ùekMûWò _âPk^ a¥aiÚû ùjC G
icùÉ ùlZâ ù e IWÿ ò g û ^ò R e _ùWûgú
eûR¥cû^u Zêk^ûùe ajêZ _Qùe _Wò~ûAQò û
_âûd 40 ahð ]eò ZûkùPe aòckûMW ùek_[
_ûAñ IWÿògû Ze`eê \ûaò ùjC[ôùf c¤ Gjò
Kû~ð ¥ Kê Zß e û^ß ò Z Keû~ûA^ûjó û Gjò

ùekiõù~ûM iµìð ùjùf eûCeùKfû I
bê a ù^gß e e \ì e Zû 180 Kò ù fûcò U e
Kcò~òa û G[ôùe c¤ ùK¦âe @aùjkû
_eòflòZ ùjCQò û
@ZúZùe c¤ _ûeû\ßú_ùe ùjaûKê [ôaû
@Gf eò`ûA^ûeúKê Zûcòf^ûWêKê CVûAù^aûe
_âùPÁû ùjûA[ôfû û ùiùZùaùk IWÿògûe
ù^Zéaé¦ \kcZ ^òaòðùghùe i¹òkòZ bûaùe
Gjûe _âZòaû\ Keò[ôùf Gaõ i`k c¤
ùjûA[ôùf û ùK¦â ieKûeu ijòZ iêiµKðKê
@û]ûe Keò @ù^KMêWÿòG aéjZ¨ _âKÌ @ûc
eûR¥ùe _âZòÂòZ ùjûA_ûeòQò û ZûkùPe
i´f_êe ùekfûA^, ZûkùPe iê_e[cðûf,
iAñZkûùe ùMûkûaûeê\ KûeLû^û, Æ¬fêjû
KûeLû^û, Uûdûe KûeLû^û, ù`ùeû @ûfGR¨
KûeLû^û, ^úkûPk AÆûZ ^òMc AZ¥û\ò ùK¦â
ieKûeu ijù~ûMùe _âZòÂòZ ùjûA[ôfû û
ùK¦â eûR¥ cêKûaòfû i\ûùaùk eûR¥ _ûAñ
@jòZKe û ùK¦â ieKûeu ijòZ aeûae
ù~ûMiìZâ elû Keò ù^ZéaMðu @û_âûY C\¥c
`kùe C_ùeûq iõiÚ û iaê IWÿ ò g ûùe
aò\¥cû^ û ùK¦â ieKûeuê aêSûAù\aû
\eKûe, IWÿògû ùjCQò bûeZe GK lê\â I
_Qê@û eûR¥ ~òGKò @ûùfûKe i§û^ùe ùK¦â
ieKûe eì_ú iì~ð¥Kê Pûjó ejòQò û
ùK¦â ieKûe ù~ i\ûiað\û IWÿògûKê
ùa÷cûZéK \éÁùò KûYùe ù\LêQ«ò, Zûjû c¤ iZ¥
^êùjñ û ^òKUùe ùK¦â ieKûe IWÿgò ûùe RûZúd
aòmû^ I MùahYû _âZÂò û^e _âZÂò û KeòQ«ò
Gaõ @iÚûdú bûaùe Gjû Kû~ð¥Kûeú ùjûAQò û
Kâcgü Gjû ^òRÊ _âZÂò û^ùe Kû~ð¥ Keòa û
MZ _û*ahð c¤ùe ùK¦âúd UòKiùe IWÿgò ûe
bûM _âûd \êAMêY ùjûAQò û ùK¦âúd @^ê\û^
c¤ iù«ûhR^K bûaùe aé¡ò _ûAQò û ùK¦âúd
ù~ûR^û I ùK¦â _âa©ðZò ù~ûR^û c¤ @ûgûZúZ
bûaùe aé¡ò _ûAQò û MZ _û*ahðùe ùK¦â
ieKûeu icê\ûd @[ð iûjû~¥ ahðKê _û*jRûe
ùKûUòeê GMûe jRûe ùKûUò UuûKê aé¡ò _ûAQò û
aòb^ò Ü Äòcù¨ e _âPeê @^ê\û^ IWÿgò ûKê @ûiêQò Gaõ
Gjû ]úùe ]úùe aXÿaò ûKê fûMòQò û
bûeZ bkò GK aòKûggúk eûÁâKê aòKgòZ
eûÁâùe _eòYZ Keòaû _ûAñ ùK¦â ieKûeu
_âùPÁû _âgõi^úd û ù~ ùKøYiò eûRù^÷ZòK
\k lcZûùe [ûC _QùK aòbò^Ü ù~ûR^û
_âa©ð^ Keò ù\gKê C^ÜZZe Keòaûùe ùK¦âe
_âdûi iað\û ÊûMZù~ûM¥ û _â]û^cªú Mâûc
iWÿKù~ûR^û, RûZúd MâûcúY ^ò½Zò Kcðù~ûMûY
ù~ûR^û, iaðgòlû @bò~û^, bûeZ ^òcðûY
ù~ûR^û, Mâûc¥ aò\ê¥Z¨KeY ù~ûR^û, MâûcúY
ÊûiÚ¥ ù~ûR^û AZ¥û\òùe @_~ð¥û¯ Uuû
eûR¥Kê @ûiê@Qò û eûR¥ùe bò©òbìcòe aòKûg
_ûAñ ùK¦âe ijù~ûMKê @ûùWA ù\A ùja
^ûjó û eûR¥ ieKûeu @^êùeû]Kâùc ùK¦â
ieKûe eû*ô aòRdIßûWû eûR_[Kê c¬êeú _â\û^
KeòQ«ò ~ûjûe @]ôKûõg bûM IWÿògû c¤ùe jó
MZò Keòa û RûZúd `k _eòaû còi^, RûZúd
_û^úd Rk còi^¨ Reò@ûùe c¤ ùK¦â ieKûe

eûR¥Kê ~ù[Á ù_âûûj^ ù~ûMûA ù\AQ«ò
bûeZKê C^ÜZZe Keòaû _ûAñ ù~ûR^û _âYd^
Gaõ ùi[ô_ûAñ @[ð a¥aiÚû a©ðcû^ _ûAñ ici¥
^êùjñ û ùZYê ùK¦âe eûR¥cû^u _âZò aòùghKeò
IWÿògû _âZò ù~ ùa÷cûZéK \éÁòùKûY ejòQò Zûj
ùKùZ\ìe ~êqòiõMZ @ûùfûP^û iûù_l û Kò«ê
GK[û c]¥ iZ¥ ù~ eûR¥e aòKûg fûMò
C_ùeûq ù~ûR^ûMê W ÿ ò K e i`k Gaõ
icùdû_ù~ûMú Kû~ð¥KûeòZû _ûAñ IWÿgò ûaûiúue
\lZûe @ûag¥KZû ejòQò û
^òKUùe 10Uò eûR¥ùe ùK¦âúd ù~ûR^
Kû~ð¥Kâc @MâMZòe icúlû ùK¦âieKûeu \ßûe
Keû~ûCQò û Mâûcû*k ^ò~êqò M¥ûùe<ò ù~ûR^û,
Geò@û C^Üd^ Kû~ð¥Kâc, iµìð MâûcúY
ùeûRMûe ù~ûR^û, Êð R d«ú Mâ û c¥
ÊùeûRMûe ù~ûR^û, A¦òeû @ûaûi ù~ûR^
_âbZé ò C_ùe icúlû Keû~ûAQò û Cq icúlûeê
RYû_WòQò ù~ _â]û^cªú Mâûc¥ iWÿKù~ûR^
Kû~ð¥KûeòZûùe IWÿògû ùagú _Qê@û ejòQò
Gjò ù~ûR^ûùe G_~ð¥« 2351.48 ùKûUò
Uuû c¬êe ùjûA[ôaû iÚùk, eûR¥ ieKûe
cûZâ 1748.5 ùKûUò Uuû Lyð Keòaûùe
ic[ð ùjûAQ«ò û `kùe Gjò ù~ûR^ûKê IWÿòg
jûZeê KûXÿòù^A ùK¦âúd iõiÚûKê Kûcùe
fMûAaû _ûAñ _ùeûlùe ùK¦â ieKûe ]cK
ù\AQ«ò û ùijò_eò A¦òeû @ûaûi ù~ûR^
Kû~ð¥KûeòZûùe c¤ IWÿògû ieKûeu c^ÚeZ
_âKûg _ûAQò û eûR¥ ieKûe A¦òeû @ûaûi
ù~ûR^û @[ðKê icdbò©Kò Lyð Keò_ûeê^ûjû«ò
eûR¥ùe ùKùZK aäKùe A¦òeû @ûaûi ^òcðûY
ùjûA^_ûeòaûeê aäK K©ðé_l Cq @[ðKê
ù`eûA ù\AQ«ò û RûZúd Mâûcû*k ^ò~êqò
M¥ûùe<ò ù~ûR^û ~ûjûKò GK Pûjò\û I
@ûag¥KZû bò©òK ù~ûR^û Zûjûe eì_ûd^
c¤ iù«ûhR^K ^êùjñ û eûR¥ Êð Rd«ú
ÊùeûRMûe ù~ûR^û ~ûjûKò Mâ û cû*ke
ùfûKuê @ûZà^ò~êqò Reò@ûùe ùeûRMûelc
Keòaû ~ûjûe fl¥ Zûjû c¤ iìPûeêeì_ùe
Kû~ð¥Kûeú ùjC^ûjó û bûeZ ^òcðûY ù~ûR^
GK icdbò©òK ù~ûR^û û Gjûe Kû~ð¥KûeòZ
c¤ aòbò^Ü \òMeê icûùfûPòZ ùjCQò û
ùK¦âúd ù~ûR^û eì_ûd^ùe c^ÚeZ
@ûce \lZû C_ùe _âgÜaûPú iéÁò KeòQò
eûR¥Kê C^ÜZ Keòaû aû lê]û, aÈ I aûiMéj,
ÊûiÚ¥ùiaû @û\ò ùcøkòK ici¥ûeê cêqòfûb
Keòaû \òMùe ù~ @ûce @_ûeMZû ejòQò,
ZûjûKê @ÊúKûe Keòùja ^ûjó û icûRe iaê
aMð Z[û iaê adie ùfûKcû^ue cwk
_ûAñ ù~ûR^ûcû^ _âYd^ ùjûAQò Gaõ Gùa
c¤ ùjCQò û Kò«ê ici¥û C_êRòQò Gjûe
Kû~ð¥KûeòZû C_ùe û ùK¦âúd ù~ûR^ûMêWÿòKê
Kû~ð¥Kûeú Keòaû \ûdòZß eûR¥aûiúue û @ûùc
~\ò ùi[ôùe @û«eòKZû _â\gð^ ^Keò C\ûiú^
ùjaû ùZùa @ûùc \ûdú Keòaû KûjûKê ?
@ûc _ûLùe Kcð_âaYZûe GùZ @bûa
KûjóKò ? ùK¦â ù~ @ûc _âZò @aùjkû _â\gð^
KeêQò Gjû a©ðcû^ _ûAñ @_âûiwòK ùjfûbkò
_âZúdcû^ jêG û
aòcû^aWêiûjò, _êeú

_âZòÂûZûu ùfL^úeê...

c^êh¥Kê c^êh¥ KeòaûKê ùjùf ùKak geúeKê Pûjòñùf Pkòa ^ûjó û
@ag¥ geúe aeûae QûWÿòù\aûe Rò^òh ^êùjñ, cûZâ geúe iùw
("iZ¥aû\ú', 2dL,1916)
c^e aòKûg aû^úd û

@ûA@ûAUò I eûR^úZò

@ûA@ûAUò ùjC @[aû @ûA@ûAGc, ùK¦âúd
aògßaò\¥ûkd @aû Gc¨i, Gbkò RûZúdÉee
@^êÂû^ iÚû_^ _Qùe iað\û ieKûeú ^òÂûVûeê
eûR^úZò @]ôK _eòflòZ ùjûA@ûiêQò û _eòa©ðòZ
_eòiÚòZòùe R^iõL¥û aé¡ò I @û*kòK @bòkûhKê
\éÁòùe eLô ù~ùZùaùk @]ôK RûZúd Éee
_âZòÂû^ ùLûfòaûe @ûag¥KZû C_f² ùjCQò
ùiùZùaùk GjûKê ù^A eûR^úZò ùjaû
ÊûbûaòK û Gùa ùKùZK ^ì@û @ûA@ûAUò iÚû_^Kê
ùK¦âKeò RûZúd Éeùe ùag @ûùfûWÿ^ iéÁò
ùjûAQò û IWÿògûùe GK @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû _ûAñ
cêL¥cªú ^aú^ _ ^ûdK \ûaò CVûA aûe´ûe
ùK¦â ieKûeu \éÁò @ûKhðY Keòaûeê Gjû GK
eûRù^÷ZòK eì_ ù^AQò û
ùK¦â ieKûe, aòùghKeò cû^ai´k aòKûg
cªYûkd IWÿògûe \ûaò _âZò CûjR^K cù^ûbûa
_â\gð^ ^ Keòaûeê icMâ NUYûUò aòaû\úd ùcûWÿ
ù^AQò û @_e_ùl @û§â_âù\g bkò ùKùZK
KõùMâigûiòZ eûR¥ùe ^ì@û @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû
^ò¿©ò IWÿògû bkò eûR¥e KUû Nû'ùe Pì^ ù\aû
i\ég û
IWÿògû ù\ge \eò\âZc _âù\g ùjûA[ôùf
ùjñ gòlû, ùa÷hdòK mû^ùKøgk I _â~êqò aò\¥ûKê
@û]ûe Keò Gjûe ùfûKgqò Kâcgü aòKûg]ûeûùe
iûcòf ùjCQ«ò û Gjûe iò]ûikL _âbûa eûR¥e
iûcûRòK, @û[ôðK, ùa÷hdòK I @^¥û^¥ ùlZâKê
_âbûaòZ KeêQò û LYòR iµ\ùe icé¡ IWÿògûùe
Gùa ajê gòÌû^êÂû^ cêùUKêQò C\ûeúKeY I
aògßûd^ _âKâòdû IWÿògûKê aògße @^¥Zc Jù\¥ûMòK
@ûKhðYiÚkùe _eòYZ KeòQò û @ûMûcú _Pûgahð
bûeZúd gòÌ AZòjûiùe IWÿògûe _âbêZß Rûjòe
ùjaû _âûd ^ò½òZ û Gbkò _eòiÚòZòùe Jù\¥ûMòK

ð

ùfûKgqò I _â~êqòaò\¥ûe aòKûg _ûAñ RûZúd
Z[û @û«RðûZòK cû^e @^êÂû^ IWÿògûùe _âZòÂû
ùjaû @ûag¥K û Gbkò _âZòÂû^ ieKûeúbûùa
_âZòÂû ùjùf _âPêe ùK¦âúd ijûdZû ij
@ûag¥K MùahYû I C^Üd^ _ûAñ GK iek,
ÊûbûaòK _âKâòdû iéÁò ùjûA_ûeòa û bûeZúd
iõNúd a¥aiÚûùe GK @ù_lûKéZ @^Mâie
eûR¥e Gbkò \ûaòKê Cù_lû Keû~ûA ^_ûùe û
@ûc ù\gùe ù~Cñ iaê @ûA@ûAUò Gùa
ejòQò ùi[ôc¤eê @]ôKûõg C©e I C©e-_ìað
bûeZùe û ^ì@û\òfäú, Kû^_êe Gaõ aòGPdê ÊZª
@ûA@ûAUò _ùe eêW¨Kú I Mê@ûjûUòùe @ûC \êAUò
@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû ùjûAQò û Gjû ijòZ gòfõùe
_êYò GK @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂûKê ùK¦âieKûe c¬êeò
ù\AQ«ò û Gjû`kùe C©e I C©e _ìaûð *kùe
cûZâû]ôK Gbkò @^êÂû^ ùLûfò[ôaûùaùk ù\ge
_ìað, ùK¦â _½òc I \lòYû*kùe Gjû R^iõL¥û
I ùa÷hdòK @ûag¥KZû @^ê_ûZùe ^MY¥ û G[ôeê
cù^ ùjCQò ù~ @û*kò K aû _â û ù\gò K
@ûag¥KZûVûeê eûRù^÷ZòK aòPûeKê @Mâû]ôKûe
\ò@û~ûA @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû Keû~ûCQò û
G^Wÿ ò G lcZûùe [ô a ûùaùk Z}ûkú^
cû^ai´k aòKûg cªú cêefúcù^ûje ùRûhú
Zûu eûR¥ C©e_âù\gùe @ûC GK @ûA@ûAUò
ùLûfò[ôaûùaùk ùc<e @^¥Zc @õgú\ûe
aòùRWÿòe \ûaòKê _ûùgûeòù\ùf û ùiùZùaùk
^aú^ _ ^ûdK UòKòG ùRûe ù\A[ôùf @ag¥
\ûaò _ìeY ùjûA_ûeò[û«û û ùK¦âeê ^òR ieKûe
Pûfò~òaû_ùe _êYò ùiA _êeêYû \ûaò CVûA dê_òG
ieKûeKê ù\ûhù\aû @[ð ^òR ZîUòKê ùNûWÿûAaû û
Z[û_ò IWÿògûe \ûaò ù~ ~[û[ð I @ag¥ _ìeYúd,
Gjû ùK¦âieKûe cû^òù^aû CPòZ û

I

PòVò ùfLûùe jó @ûA@ûAUò ejòMfû

Wÿògûùe @ûA@ûAUò bkò GK
RûZúd ùa÷hdòK @^êÂû^ _âZòÂû ù^A
iÚû^ ^òeì_Y ùaùk eûR^úZò ^ùjaû
_ûAñ
cê L ¥cªú
^ò ù a\^
RYûAQ«ò (icûR2/2) û IWÿògûùe \îZ
gòÌûd^ _eòù_âlúùe GKû\g _*aûhðòK
ù~ûR^û Kûkùe eûR¥ùe Gjò gòlû^êÂû^
_âZÂò ûe ~êqò \gðûA cêL¥cªú _â]û^cªúuê
_ê^aðûe _Zâ ùfLô ùK¦â cû^ai´k
aòKûgcªú W. @Rðê^ iòõj @^êKìk
cù^ûbûa _âKûg Keò[ôaû iµKðùe Cq
PòVòùe c¤ \gðû~ûA[ôaû RYû~ûG û
iìP^û ù~ûM¥ 2004 ciòjûùe aêfðû
A¬ò^òdeòõ KùfRKê @ûA@ûAUò cû^¥Zû
còkòaû _ûAñ cêL¥cªú ùK¦âKê iê_ûeòg
Keò[ôùf, cûZâ Zûjû ùK¦â cû^ai´k
aòKûg aòbûMe Z}ûkú^ eûÁâcªú Wò.
_ê e ù¦gß e u \ß û eû @Mâ û j¥
ùjûA~ûA[ôfû û _ùe 2005 ciòjû
@MÁ 28 ZûeòLùe Z}ûkú^ cû^ai´k
aòKûg cªú G.G.`ûZ¨cû 5c _*aûhðòK
ù~ûR^ûùe ù\gùe _âZÂò Zò ùjaûKê [ôaû
3Uò @ûA@ûAUòeê ùMûUòG IWÿògûùe
ùjaûKê ùNûhYû Keò[ôùf û _ea©ðú
icdùe Gjû @û§âKê iÚû^û«e ùjaû
iò¡û« IWÿògûaûiúuê @ûNûZ ù\A[ôfû û
ùZùa 5c _*aûhðKò ù~ûR^ûe eì_ùeL
cêZûaK eûR¥ùe GK @ûA@ûAUò iÚû_^
G~ûaZ¨ iûKûe ^ùjaû @ûc eûR¥
ù^ZéZeß _ûeòaû_Yò@û _âZò @ûjßû^ Kjòùf
@Zê¥qò ùja^ûjó û eûR¥ùe @ûA@ûAUò,
@ûA@ûAGc¨ I @ûA@ûA@ûAUò _âZÂò û _ûAñ
cêL¥cªú _êYò [ùe 2007 ciòjû
@ùKÖûae cûiùe _â]û^cªúu jÉùl_
ùfûWÿò _Zâ ùfLô[ôùf û cêL¥cªúu \ûaò
Gaõ ~êqò [ôfû ùiA _êeêYû K[ûe _ê^ü
ù\ûjeû K[û, ajê\ò^e ^¥ûùdûPòZ \ûaò
Gaõ eûR¥e \îZ gòÌûd^ @bòa¡é ,ò ù~Cñ
_âiwù^A Cycû^ iµ^Ü ùa÷hdòK I
_eò P ûk^ûMZ _â Z ò Â û^ iÚ û _^e
@ûag¥KZû ejòQò ZûKêù^A MêeêZßûùeû_
I ùRûeù\aû û AÆûZ, @ûfêcò^òdc I
aò\ê¥Z @û\ò ùlZâùe eûR¥ùe aò_êk
_ê ¬ ò aò ^ ò ù ~ûM ùjC[ô f ûùaùk
@ùUûùcûaûAf, ù_ùUâû ùKcòKûfè I
iìP^û _â~êqò aò\¥û ùlZâùe eûR¥ùe
aòKûge aò_êk i¸ûa^û iéÁò ùjûA[ôaû
C_fùl IWÿgò ûKê GK ^´e gòÌ aòKgòZ
eûR¥ùe _eòYZ Keòaûe @ûjßû^ I
g_[ùe _òZû aòRêaûaêu bkò ^aú^ue

@ld cògâ

^ò¿©ò [ôfû iê\ìe_âiûeú û ù\gùe
ù~ùZùaùk ^ì@ûùjûA 8Uò @ûA@ûAUò,
7Uò @ûA@ûAGc, 5Uò @ûA@ûAGiA @ûC
20Uò @ûA@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû _ûAñ ùK¦â
ieKûe ^ò¿©ò ù^ùf, ùijò _eòù_âlúùe
IWÿògûùe ùMûUòG @ûA@ûAUò, ùMûUòG
@ûA@ûAGc Gaõ ùMûUòG @ûA@ûA@ûAUò
_eò i¹û^ R^K ùK¦âúd _âZòÂû^
ùLûfò a ûù^A _â ] û^cªúu ^ò K UKê
cêL¥cªú _Zâ ù\A[ôaû GK iáZòPûeY
[ôfû ^û ùPAñ ùgûA[ôaû ùK¦â _âgûi^Kê
Gjû[ôfûGK \êaðk iàûeK _Zâ?
iìP^ûù~ûM¥ 2007 ciòjû Êû]ú^Zû
\òai _ûk^ @aieùe _â]û^cªú WKÖe
c^ùcûj^ iòõj ù\gùe 8Uò ^ìZ^
@ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû Keû~òaûe ù~Cñ
ùNûhYû Keò[ùô f ùi[ô c¤eê @û§â, aòjûe
I eûRiÚû^ùe ùMûUòG Keò @ûA@ûAUò
_âZòÂòZ ùjaùaûfò ùK¦âcû^a i´k
aòKûgcªú ùNûhYû Keòaû_ùe @agòÁ
5Uò ùKCñ eûR¥ùe _âZÂò û ùja Zû'ù^A
ùK¦â ^ò e a [ô f û û ùijò 2 007
@ùKÖ û aeùe Kð û UK, ùKek I
Zûcòf^ûWÿê eûR¥e cêL¥cªúcûù^ ^òR
eûR¥ùe @ûA@ûAUò iÚû_^e @ûag¥KZû
C_ùe \ûaò RYûA _â]û^cªúu ^òKUKê
ùicûù^ _â É ûa C_iÚ û _^û
Keòiûeò[ôaûùaùk, @ûC 2Uò ù^A
ùiùZùaùk ùKøYiò eûR¥ \ûaò
RYûA^[ôùf û ùZùa 2004eê ùKak
ùK¦â ieKûeuê eûR¥e \ûaò RYûA
cêL¥cªú PòVò ùfLô @ûiê[aô û K[û IWÿgò ûe
R^iû]ûeY RûYò @ûiêQ«ò û @ag¥ VòKYû
icdùe G \òMùe IWÿògû cêL¥cªú
ùK¦âVûùe Zêe« \ûaò RYû«ê ùaûfò
aòù\gùe ejê[ôaû KòQò Êûbòcû^ú IWÿò@û
A¬ò^òde `ûKè Keò^[ôùf G \ûaò
eûR¥aûiú Z bêfò iûeò[ôùf û
2006 ciòjû @ù_âfùe aêfûð ~ûªòK
cjûaò \ ¥ûkde iê a ð Rd«ú Ca
@aieùe aêfðûKê @ûA@ûAUò cû^¥Zû
còkaò ûù^A cêL¥cªú ùK¦âKê iê_ûeòg Keò
PòVò ùfLôaû K[û aêfðûVûùe Kjò[ôùf û
2007 @ùKÖûae 7 _ùe eûR¥Kê
@ûA@ûAUò a\kùe _ûfðûùc<ùe GK
aòf¨ Reò@ûùe @ûA@ûAUò Vûeê GK @]ôK
cû^¥Zû ~êq ^ìZ^ ]eYe ùa÷hdòK
_âZòÂû^ "Aò@û^ A^¨ÁòPê¥U¨ @` iûA^¨i

ò

ò

ò

@û¨ ùUùKÜûùfûRò còkòa ùaûfò ùK¦â
iìP^û ù\A[ôùf ùjñ Zûjû c¤ [ôfû GK
^ì@û Êû\e Ê_Ü ùbUò- Kjòaû aûjêf¥ û
_ùe _ùe ùijò 2007 @ùKÖûaeùe
jòcûPk _âù\gùe GK @ûA@ûAUò iÚû_^
Keû~òaûKê ùK¦â @[ðcªú _ò.Pò\´ecu
ùNûhYûe @Ì \ò ^ _ùe ù\gùe
@ûA@ûAUò ùLûfû~òaû iµKðùe ùKøYiò
^úZòMZ ^ò¿©ò Gùa ^ò@û~ûC^ûjñò ùaûfò
_â]û^cªú 2007^ùb´eùe ùNûhYû
Keòaû_ùe G iµKðúd KÌ^û RÌ^ûe
@uKhûùe _eòicû¯ò NUò^[ôùf aò
Gù^A Pûfò[aô û ùK¦â-eûR¥ eûR^úZòùe
iÚ ò e Zû _Wÿ ò @ûiò [ ô f û û Gùa IWÿ ò g û
cêL¥cªú _êYò[ùe @ûA@ûAUò ù^A
_â ] û^cªúuê Pò V ò ù fLô a û I ùK¦â
cû^ai´k aòKûg cªú Wü @Rêð^ iòõue
GjûC_ùe @^êKkì cù^ûbûa ejòQò ùaûfò
_â ] û^cªúuê Kjò a ûe @[ð IWÿ ò g ûe
iekùfûùK aêSòaû aûÉaòK ajê KVò^
I eji¥ûaé © ùjûA_Wÿ ò Q ò û ^ò K U
@ZúZùe ùK¦âcû^ai´k aòKûg iPòa
IWÿògûùe ^ûAie _âZòÂû _ùe GK Mâú^
`òf¨Wÿ _âZòÂûe @ûag¥KZû iµKðùe
_âgCÜ VûA ùLû\¨ cªúu aòùeû] KeòQ«ò û
ùZùa G _âKûe \ûdòZjß ú^ c«a¥ C_ùe
cû^ai´k aòKûg iPòau AÉ`û\ûaò
Keòaû ù\ge _â[c Kû~ð¥ ùjaû CPòZ û
KûeY ùi Kûjû @^êcZòùe ^òR aòbûMe
\ûdòZß ^aêSò @~[û c«a¥ ù\CQ«ò û
@ûA@ûAUò cû^¥Zû _ûAñ (GK Mâú^ `òfWÿ
_âZòÂû) 500eê 600 GKe Rcò I
Gjûe aòKûg _ûAñ 100eê 150ùKûUò
Uuûe @ûag¥KZû eûR¥ieKûe ^ò½d
aj^ Keò_ûeòùa Lêa¨ ilcZûe ijòZGK[û iPòa cjûgd RûYòeLôaû CPòZ û
IWÿògûùe @ûA@ûAUò ^[ôaûeê eûR¥e
@ûag¥KZû \éÁòeê LWÿM_êe @ûA@ûAUòe
GK iõ_âiûeòZ gûLû bêaù^gßeùe
eûR¥ieKûe PkûC[ôaûe _ûeMZû K'Y
Gjû ÆÁ Keò ù\C^ò ù~ IWÿògû _ûAñ
@ûA@ûAUò ùKùZ Reêeú û eûR¥ieKûe
Gc¨i ùLûfòaû fûMò iaê_âKûe Rcò Z[û
@û^êhwòK ijù~ûM ù~ûMûA @ûiê[ôaû
ùaùk Gaõ ^òKUùe KUK aòWÿû^ûiú
ùiKÖe-13ùe 28GKe RûMûùe GK
@ûA^ aò g ß a ò \ ¥ûkd _ûAñ ù~ûR^û
eLô[ôaûùaùk, ùK¦â Zêe« IWÿògûKê GK

÷ ò

@ûA@ûAUò iÚû_^e iêa]ò û ù~ûMûC- Gjû
cê L ¥cªúu iùcZ eûR¥aûiúu
^û~¥\ûaò û ù~Cñ ùKùZK aòùeû]ûbûh
G \òMùe eûR^úZò iéÁò KeêQò ùiiaê
ùjfû ùK¦â I eûR¥e ic]cðú gûi^e
@bûa Gaõ \ßòZúdZü ^ìZ^ @ûA@ûAUò
I @ûA@ûAGc ^ùLûfò ù~CñVò G_âKûe
@^êÂû^ ejòQò Zû'e iÚû^ aé¡ò NUûAaû
_ûAñ eûÁâúd gòÌ iõMV^ "@ûùiûPûc¨'e
\ûaò û ùZùa @ûùiûPûc¨ e \ûaò
aòùeû]ùe GZòKò Kêjû~ûA_ûùe ù~
@û*kòK C^ÜZò jó ù\ge C^ÜZò I _âMZò û
ùi \éÁòeê 8Uò ^ìZ^ @ûA@ûAUò I 7Uò
@ûA@ûAGc ùLûfò a ûe ùK¦â ú d
aò P ûe]ûeû Gaõ ^ò ¿ ©ò iað [ û
ÊûMZù~ûM¥ û Gù^A @ûC aòùb\ ejòaû
CPòZ ^êùjñ û KûeY aòbò^Ü eûR¥e \ûaò
I ùK¦âe ùNûhYûKê jòiûaKê ù^ùf
ù~Cñiaê eûR¥ùe 8Uò @ûA@ûAUò
ùjaûe i¸ûa^û/\ûaò/ ùNûhYû ùjûAQò
ùiMêWÿòK ùjùf eûRiÚû^, KðûUK,
ùKek, @û§â, aòjûe, Zûcòf^ûWÿ,ê jòcûPk
_âù\g Gaõ IWÿògû û ùZùa Gjû aû\¨
ùKøYiò eûR¥e \ûaò ^[ô a ûùaùk
@û*kòKZû bò©òùe ùK¦â Giaê eûR¥ùe
Gbkò _âZòÂû^ iÚû_^Keòaû iùaðûPòZ
@ùU û @ûc cêL¥cªú 2004, 2005,
2006, 2007 I 2008 ciòjûùe
Gù^A ùKak ùK¦âKê _Zâ ùfLôùf
ùja^ûjó û \kcZ ^òaðòùghùe eûR¥e
icÉ iûõi\ ùKak _âPûe_Zâ cû¤cùe
^êùjñ, ùK¦â _ûLùe iõNhð Keòaû
@ûag¥K û aûN _ûUòeê @ûjûe QWÿûA
@ûYòaûe ùKøgk @ZúZùe aòRêaûaê
ù\LûA[ôaû ùaùk, ùijò ùg÷kúùe ^aú^
aûaê ùK¦âKê PòVòùfLôaû ijòZ ùKCñ
_^Úû @af´^ Kùf ùK¦â Zêe« IWÿògû
K[û cû^òù^a Zûjû @ûaòÃûe Keòaûe
ùak @ûiò Q ò û ùijò b kò ù~Cñ b kò
IWÿògûùe 10fl aò_òGf¨ jòZû]ôKûeúuê
aû\¨ \ò @ û~ò a û _eò ù _â l úùe eûR¥
gûiK\k eûReûÉûKê IjäûA @ûiò_ûeòQò û
ùZYê ^òRe ^û~¥ fl¥ jûif_ûAñ
_âZòaû\e Êe ù~ùZ akòÂ I Zúaâ
ùjùf c¤ Zûjû ^ò¡ðûeòZ iÚû^ùe _j*ô
KûcKeòaû _ìaðeê ~\ò \êaðk ùjûA~ûG
ùZùa IWÿ ò @ ûue iaê Ê_Ü @]ê e û
ejò~òa û

_âZòÂûZû, @ûùiûiòGi^ @`¨ A¬ò^òdið- IWÿògû
ùiKÖe-11, iòWÿòG- KUK-14
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IWÿgû ùek~ûZâú C^Üd^ _eh\

(cZûcZ _ûAñ iµû\K \ûdú ^êjñ«ò)

IWÿògûùe @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû GKû« Reêeú

IWÿògû 1936 ciòjûùe GK
ÊZª _âù\g ùjfû û gòlû ùlZâùe
Gjû @^Mâie [ôfû û Kâùc gòlûe
_â i ûe ùjfû Gaõ 1943
ciò j ûùe C}k aò g ß a ò \ ¥ûkd
_â Z ò Â û fûb Keò [ ô f û û Cq
aògßaò\¥ûkdUò bûeZe 17Zc
aògßaò\¥ûkd û Cygòlû ùlZâùe
@Mâ i e ùjaû ijò Z IWÿ ò g ûùe
aûeUò aògßaò\¥ûkd [ôùf c¤
bûeZ ieKûe aû ùKøYiò
ieKûeú iõiÚû ijûdZûùe @^¥
eûR¥ bkò CyZe gò l û aû
MùahYû ùK¦â ^ûjó û ùK¦âúd
aò g ß a ò \ ¥ûkd, @ûA@ûAUò ,
@ûA@ûAGc¨ , RûZúd aò m û^
_â Z ò Â û^ AZ¥û\ò bkò CyZe
gòlû^êÂû^ I MùahYû ùK¦âMêWÿòK
iÚ û _ò Z ùjûA^ûjó û Gjû ùK¦â
ieKûeue IWÿògû _âZò ùa÷cûZéK
bûa ijò Z @û¸cû^ue \ûaò
ùRûe\ûe bûùa C_iÚ û _ò Z
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30 – Jairam Ramesh, while
visiting Orissa, agrees that the
the IIT in Orissa issue is legit.
(20th June 2007)
Highlights:
But makes fool of himself when downplaying the possible impact of an
IIT.
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Time factor in fulfilling IIT dream
Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, June 20: “Much as I am fond of CM
Naveen Patnaik, much as I like him, I have to say that in all
the time I spent talking about projects related to Orissa’s
export potential the only question that he asked was “ how is
Kamal,” remarked Union minister of state for commerce Mr
Jayaram Ramesh.
The Central minister’s barb at the CM came when he was
responding to questions on the alleged neglect of Orissa by
the UPA government.
Listing out the various issues/projects he had raised during
his meeting with the CM yesterday, Mr Jayaram Ramesh
quipped ~ “all that the CM asked me was how is Kamal
(Union minister Mr Kamal Nath). He (the CM) is a very
busy man running a big state and he was frequently looking
at his watch, added Mr Ramesh.
“I have met chief ministers who send e-mails placing their
demand, who sit on my head and hammer their demands
during discussions with me,” he added rubbing home the
implicit point that nothing of this sort took place at his
meeting with Mr Naveen Patnaik.
Dismissing all talk of UPA government neglecting Orissa,
Mr Ramesh said such charges are irresponsible and absurd.
Nobody ever conspires to starve a state of funds, he retorted.
“I do not want to score political points but what if I ask what
were these people doing in all the six years that the NDA
was in power. The IIT could have come up in six years time
, what were you ( the BJD) doing when all that you needed
was to take up the file to Mr Vajpayee and he would have
signed it,” shot back Mr Ramesh.
Repeatedly emphasising that he was one with the demand of
the state for institutes of higher education, Mr Ramesh said
at the same time, one should realise that an IIT will solve the
problem of unemployment. Has Kanpur IIT contributed in
any way to Kanpur? In fact, IITs have contributed more to
the US economy than Indian economy, he remarked.
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Reeling out figures of how Orissa had got the maximum
assistance from the UPA government, Mr Ramesh said it is
the only state in the country which is fully covered under the
NREGA and Backward Region Grant put together. Be it the
National rural health mission or any other Central
programme, Orissa and other backward states have been
accorded priority, he stated.
Discussion on this Orissa Plus item
Disclaimer: These are Internet generated discussion threads for
which the The Statesman has no responsibility.
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31 – PM promises ex-CM
Janaki Bhallav Patnaik that an
IIT will be established in
Orissa.
(26th June 2007)
Highlights:
JB meets the PM and the PM gives him this assurance.
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PM promises IIT for Orissa
Bhubaneswar:26/June/2007
The Prime Minister Man Mohan Singh has once again
came to support Orissa with an Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT).
Dr.Singh said that “there will be an IIT in Orissa”.
The Prime Minister’s commitment came during a
meeting with J B Patnaik, the Leader of Opposition
(LOP) of Orissa. JB met Dr.Singh on June 23 at New
Delhi.
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Speaking to tathya.in JB disclosed the information.
According to Mr.Patnaik , the PM was categorical about Orissa and said “I am aware of the demands for
an IIT in the state and it will be set there”. PM’s assurance came in the face of the resistance of Arjun
Singh, the Minister Human Resources Development (HRD) to support Orissa with institutions of higher
learning.
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Dr.Singh said as per his promise, funding for National Institute Science Education and Research
(NISER) is finalized. He said that Rs.800 crore is being funded to NISER, which is being approved by the
Union Cabinet.
The PM said that Orissa is included in all the Flag Ship Programs of the UPA Government at the Centre.

EDUCATION
HEALTH
LAW & ORDER
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On the demand to include Cuttack in the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM),
Dr.Singh not only assured but has asked the Ministry of Urban Development (MUD) to prepare plan
accordingly.
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Connecting the broad gauge railway line from Gunupur to Theruvali, Dr.Singh asked the railway
authorities to include it in the expansion plan of the Ministry of Railways (MoR).
The Naupada-Gunupur railline is being converted to broad gauge but the MoR dubbing
Gunupur-Theruvali, a poor economic returns line has shelved the expansion project.
Mr.Patnaik said that Dr.Singh has given assurance in this regard to take up the expansion work up to
Theruvali.
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Comments :
I verymuch doubt this promise.It is too good to be true.Had it been so,
why can't Hon'ble PM declare it in press directly? why thru somebody
else? May be to deny it later! 27/6/2007,Sambalpur

M.S.Padhi
1/27/2008

Dear Padhi babu, If this news report were true, the PM would obviously
wait until his forthcoming Orissa visit before announcing it - that way he
would gain maximum possible mileage from this announcement. Who
wouldn't?
Given the political overtones that the IIT controversy has acquired lately,
the Congress-led UPA government stands fully discredited in Orissa
otherwise. It's only redemption is to make up for half a century of
CRIMINAL neglect of Orissa!
As it stands today, Orissa can only be compared with Baluchistan in
Pakistan, Tibet in China, regions that are rife with secessionist
movements!

Sanjoy Das
1/27/2008

If this is true, Manmohan Singh stands out as one of the few politicians in
the nation with integrity. However, I strongly doubt the authenticity of this
report. We all did read in the newspapers only six months back that M A
Fatimi had decided to put up not one, but TWO IITs in Orissa. This time
we are not even hearing it directly from Manmohan Singh. What if he
denies ever saying that in the next session of parliament?

Sanjoy Das
1/27/2008

got2822outside state rank in ENGG. Orissa JEE exam 2007. So please
give me the list of colleges where I can take admission and what will be
the counseling date of mine.

sampa paul
1/27/2008
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32 – PM announces five more
new IITs taking the total to 8
new IITs.
(15th August 2007)
Highlights:
This means the PM, bless his heart, has heard the cry for help of Orissa.
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Prime Minister's Office
TEXT OF PRIME MINISTER’S INDEPENDENCE DAY ADDRESS

9:23 IST
Following is the free rendering of the Prime Minister, Dr. Manmohan Singh’s address
to the Nation from the ramparts of the Red Fort in Hindi on the occasion of the 61st
Independence Day here today:“My dear countrymen, brothers, sisters and dear children
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Today we celebrate the 60 anniversary of our Independence. My greetings to
you all on this day of national celebration.
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Today we take special pride in saluting our beloved tricolor. Let us recall with
pride the great sacrifice of our freedom fighters, whose undying love for India secured
us our freedom.
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On this happy occasion join me in saluting the hard work of all our citizens who
have, over these 60 years, helped build a new India. Let us bow our head in memory
of all those brave jawans and all our brave citizens who have sacrificed their lives for
the cause of our unity, integrity and progress.
Sixty years ago the people of India began a new journey as a free nation, inspired by
the message and vision of Mahatma Gandhi. But Gandhiji’s dream of a free India
would only be fully realized when we banish poverty from our midst.
As I stand here and look at our tricolor fly high and fly majestically, my
thoughts go to what I have said at these ramparts in the last three years. I have, over
these three years, outlined a new vision of a caring India:
An India that is united despite its many diversities.
An India that is not divided by caste, creed or gender.
An India in which the creativity and enterprise of every citizen can find its full and free
expression.
An India in which the weak and downtrodden are empowered, the disabled find
support, the destitute find succour and every individual is touched by the hand of
progress and development.
An India in which no person or region is left out of the journey of development and
progress.
An India in which every citizen can live a life of dignity, self- respect, decency and
hope; where every citizen feels proud to say - I am Indian!
An India that lives in peace with all neighbours and all nations.
An India that has regained its due place in the comity of nations.
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This vision of India is our proud inheritance from our national movement. We
are committed to fully realizing it. We have worked hard to translate this vision into
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reality, through legislative action, new programmes and new policies. Towards this
end we have vastly increased fiscal support to social and human development.
Today, when I look back, I can say with some satisfaction that we are
undoubtedly moving forward in the right direction. We have been slow in taking some
steps; we have dithered at times, and stumbled some times. We have had success
on some fronts, and setbacks on some others. But, there is no doubt that we have
been steadfast in our resolve, firm in our convictions and resolute in our commitment
to the welfare of the common man (aam aadmi).

Press
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Shastri Bhawan,
Dr. Rajendra
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New Delhi - 110
001

We do feel a sense of satisfaction that on many fronts we have done well. Yet, we
are aware that there is much more to be done. We have moved forward in the many
battles against poverty, ignorance and disease. But can we say we have won the
war? We have been able to step up the rate of growth. But can we say we are
satisfied with the pace? Even after years of development and rising growth rates, why
have we not been able to banish mass poverty and provide employment to all? Why
do some regions of the country continue to lag behind?
I ask these questions not to belittle our achievements, but to inspire us to greater
effort. I ask not to make you feel dispirited, but to enthuse you to march forward.
Since Independence, our development process has empowered our workers and
farmers; it has made our citizens skilled and energetic; and, has made our business
class dynamic. They are driving higher economic growth through their creativity and
enterprise. Our economy is now growing at historically unprecedented rates. This
enables us to generate the resources required for eradication of poverty, for
education and health care for all. Poverty eradication is now a feasible goal.
How do we translate this goal into reality? We must understand that it is only
through sustained economic growth and development that we can banish poverty
from our midst. There is no magic wand. As creativity and enterprise blossom, new
jobs are created and new incomes for new generations of working people.
As incomes rise, so do government revenues that help finance the large
increase in public expenditure that we need for poverty eradication, for
universalisation of education and health care, for agriculture and irrigation, and for
basic infrastructure. It is such investments that help eradicate poverty.
Over the last three years, we have significantly increased public expenditure
in the social sectors. This is in line with our commitment to the welfare of the aam
aadmi. Central Government spending on education has been tripled. In health care,
agriculture, irrigation and rural development it has more than doubled.
This unprecedented expansion in social sector expenditure has enhanced
the welfare of our people. Through the historic National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act, we have made basic employment for 100 days a legal right. As a
result the poorest of our poor are now assured of minimum household income. Today
half the country is covered by the programme. We are committed to implementing it
across the entire country. We are confident that this social safety net will fulfill
Mahatma Gandhi’s dream of antyodaya - our humble attempt to wipe the tears of the
poor.
We have kept our focus on giving a new deal to rural India. We have doubled
the supply of credit for farmers, reduced its cost and, where farmers have been in
distress, we have written off interest and rescheduled loans. We have helped
increase farmers’ income by raising substantially the support price for wheat and rice.
Through Bharat Nirman, we are investing in rural connectivity – road, electricity and
telephone connectivity. Bharat Nirman is our effort at bridging the urban rural divide.
This, I believe, is only a part of our total effort. There is more to be done and
more will be done. In the coming years our main emphasis will be on agricultural
development. We will soon launch a special programme to invest Rs 25,000 crore in
agriculture, to enhance the livelihood of our farmers and increase food production.
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We will also focus on the needs of our farmers in dry and drought prone regions. I am
touring a few states to personally review the agricultural situation across the country.
Our growing economy and population need more foodgrains. I am confident
that as we roll out our ambitious agricultural development programme, we will see a
boost in food grain production in all parts of the country, particularly in regions
untouched by the first Green Revolution. Farmers are the backbone of our nation.
Unless they prosper, the nation cannot prosper. I reassure our farmers that their
welfare lie at the core of all our concerns.
The transformation of rural India that we seek, and the progress we seek, are
not possible unless we increase the productivity of our farms and the income of our
farmers. But, given the large population dependent on farming and the small size of
our farms, there are limits to how much income agriculture alone can generate.
India cannot become a nation with islands of high growth and vast areas
untouched by development. Where the benefits of growth accrue only to a few. This
is good neither for our society nor for our polity.
Therefore, it is essential that we create new employment opportunities
outside of agriculture. Remember, there is no developed country today anywhere in
the world, that is not an industrial economy. Industrialization is critical for progress.
If employment generation is the best weapon against poverty, then
industrialization is the most effective means to create new job opportunities. In the
past 60 years, many parts of our country have benefited from industrial development.
In the next decade I want to see every region of the country to similarly benefit from
the growth of modern industry. We will pursue policies that will help in our country’s
rapid industrialization.
It is true that the transition from an agrarian society to an industrial economy
has always been a difficult one. But industrialization offers new opportunities and
hope, especially for people in rural areas displaced by agrarian change. I agree that it
is the responsibility of government to ensure that displacement does not lead to
impoverishment; that those who lose land do not lose livelihoods; and, that those who
have lost employment get better opportunities. We are, therefore, giving final shape
to a National Policy for Rehabilitation and Resettlement for all those displaced by
major projects. It is our societal obligation to ensure that the processes of
development ensure that everyone is better off, and no one is worse off.
Industrialization would also mean urbanization. As more and more people live
in urban areas, we need to have a more creative process of urbanization. This
requires greater foresight in urban planning and development. Adequate
compensation must be paid to those displaced and urban space must be used in an
economical manner. We need to have adequate drainage facilities so that life in our
cities does not come to a standstill during heavy rains. The day is not far off when
half a billion people will be living in our cities and we need to prepare for that day.
Industrialization and urbanization will generate demand for first rate
infrastructure. The expansion and modernisation of our highways, roads, railways
and airports is visible proof of our efforts to meet this demand. Much more is needed
and will be done.
We need to do much more to generate and distribute more power, more
efficiently. Everyone should get good quality power at affordable prices. I appeal to
state governments to take this matter seriously as a weak power situation can
become a handicap in industrialization and job-creation.
For every one of our people to benefit from new employment opportunities
being created across the economy, we must ensure that every Indian is educated
and skilled. No nation can progress unless its people are educated. We have shown
our Government’s commitment in this regard by tripling public spending on education
in the last three years. I request states also to give priority to education, as education
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alone is the foundation on which a progressive, prosperous society can be built.
Growing revenue earnings have improved the fiscal capacity of the States. They
must now give priority to education.
Towards this end, our Government has decided to invest in setting up good
quality schools across the country. We will support 6,000 new high quality schools one in every block of the country. Each such school will set standards of excellence
for other schools in the area.
As our primary education programmes achieve a degree of success, there is
growing demand for secondary schools and colleges. We are committed to
universalizing secondary education. An extensive programme for this is being
finalized.
We will also ensure that adequate numbers of colleges are set up across the
country, especially in districts where enrolment levels are low. We will help States set
up colleges in 370 such districts.
The University system, which has been relatively neglected in recent years,
is now the focus of our reform and development agenda. We will set up thirty new
Central Universities. Every state that does not have a central university will now have
one.
In order to promote science and professional education, we are setting up
five new Indian Institutes of Science Education and Research, eight new Indian
Institutes of Technology, seven new Indian Institutes of Management, and twenty
new Indian Institutes of Information Technology. These will generate new educational
opportunities for our youth. I am sure that, working together, we can ensure that at
least a fifth of our children go to college as compared to one-tenth now.
The vast majority of our youth seek skilled employment after schooling. Last
year I spoke the need for a Vocational Education Mission. Such a Mission is ready to
be launched. We will soon launch a Mission through which we will open 1600 new
industrial training institutes (ITIs) and polytechnics, 10,000 new vocational schools
and 50,000 new Skill Development Centres. We will ensure that annually, over 100
lakh students get vocational training – which is a four-fold increase from today’s level.
We will seek the active help of the private sector in this initiative so that they not only
assist in the training but also lend a hand in providing employment opportunities.
We should seek not just functional literacy, but good quality education –
education that is affordable, accessible, equitable – and available to every boy and
girl who seeks to study. For the needy we will provide more scholarships.
I wish to see a major revolution in the field of modern education in the next
few years. It is my fervent desire that India becomes a fully educated, modern,
progressive nation. From this historic Red Fort, I would like this message to go to
every corner of India – we will make India a nation of educated people, of skilled
people, of creative people.
Democracy and development mean nothing for those who are not touched by the
hand of progress. That is why, the architects of our Constitution placed special
emphasis on the empowerment of the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and
other weaker sections of society. In 60 years, we have seen many people climb the
ladder of progress and social mobility. Yet, we must admit that there are millions who
still need our support and assistance.
We are committed to the economic, social, political and educational
empowerment of SCs, STs, OBCs and minorities. Apart from effective
implementation of all existing reservations for them, we have announced major
scholarship and development programmes for their benefit. I am happy to say that
we have been able to persuade the private sector to some extent to take affirmative
action to ensure that these sections of society get a fair share of employment in
industry and trade.
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We have ensured that our tribal brethren get rights over land that they have
cultivated for generations in forest areas. This should provide them a sense of
security. The Prime Minister’s 15-Point Programme is designed to ensure that
Minorities are not left out of development programmes and that they have the
necessary resources to transform their lives.
I also affirm our commitment to the welfare and well being of people with
disabilities of various kinds, as well as our senior citizens for whom all of us have a
special place in our heart and mind. We have set up the National Commission for
Protection of Child Rights to ensure that children are safe and well cared for.
The problem of malnutrition is a matter of national shame. We have tried to
address it by making the mid-day meal universal and massively expanding the
anganwadi system. However, success requires sustained effort at the grassroots.
Infants need to be breast-fed, have access to safe drinking water and health care.
We need the active involvement of the community and panchayats to see that what
we spend reaches our children. I appeal to the nation to resolve and work hard to
eradicate malnutrition within five years.
While we have moved ahead in the last three years on many fronts, there is one area
where considerable work remains to be done. Millions of our fellow citizens are not
engaged in any formal employment in the organized sector. They work in small
establishments, run their own little shops or offer their services on a daily basis. They
have neither a social safety net nor a sense of economic security. They become
destitute or indebted when they fall ill or suffer accidents. We are committed to their
welfare and are taking steps to provide this sense of security.
We will provide an old age pension to all citizens above the age of 65 and
living below the poverty line. We will also provide life and disability cover to the heads
of all poor families or to one earning member in each family so that they and their
families can get over the consequences of injury or death. We are also working on a
health insurance model so that our poor do not have to bear the high cost of medical
care. These programmes will be launched shortly.
There are many less developed regions in the country that must also benefit
from development and economic growth. It is necessary to increase investment in
backward areas to improve the regional balance in development. Towards this end,
we have created the Backward Regions Grant Fund covering 250 districts. Over a
period of time, these funds and our other initiatives will see that these regions catch
up with other parts of the country. Every State, every district, every village, every
person must be touched by the hand of progress.
In the rush of modernization and the race to develop we must not forget the
value of conserving our resources. Water is one such scarce resource. I want each
and every citizen to pay special attention to water conservation and to how we store
and use water.
I urge states to look upon water as a national asset and work to resolve
inter-state disputes over water sharing with an attitude of give and take. It is only
through a cooperative approach that lasting solutions can be found to recurring
problems, like floods and drought. We should work together to prevent the
destruction caused by the ravages of nature, like floods.
In protecting our environment let us recall Mahatma Gandhi’s wise words that
nature has given us enough for everyone’s need, but not for everyone’s greed. The
Himalayas are part of our inheritance. Many of our rivers flow from them. We must
protect our glaciers; we must keep our rivers clean and must increase our forest
cover. Every citizen must ensure that our wildlife, especially endangered species like
tigers, lions and elephants are preserved for the benefit of future generations.
Keeping India green and clean should be a national and an individual obsession.
Each one of us must be aware of how what we do impacts on nature and our
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climate. People across the world are increasingly concerned about global warming.
And so must we be. We must be economical in our consumption of fuels and energy.
This we owe humanity and to posterity.
The land from which the message first went out that the whole world is one
family (Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam) must set an example for the rest of the world in
finding collective solutions to global problems.
I also want our young people to actively associate themselves with a
“National Campaign for Cleanliness” in our neighbourhoods, in public places and
markets, in villages and slums. Let us all take that one extra step to ensure that we
live in clean and healthy surroundings. Each one of us can make a difference by
practicing what we preach. As Gandhiji used to say, we must be the change we want
to see.
In implementing our strategy of inclusive growth, State Governments,
Panchayati Raj Institutions and Urban Local Bodies have a crucial role to play. They
must play an active role in mobilizing both resources and people for development. As
Shri Rajiv Gandhi used to say, Panchayats must be actively associated with social
development at the grassroots. They must ensure public participation in development
programmes and proper functioning of our schools and hospitals.
To make the government, at all levels, more accountable and more
transparent, and to fight the cancer of corruption, we had introduced the Right to
Information Act. I want every citizen to make full use of this act to ensure that
government functions properly and honestly.
In our quest for a caring, sharing and an inclusive society, we must develop
the spirit of good neighbourliness with all people, irrespective of caste, creed or
language. Our strength lies in our unity in diversity. Those who profess hatred and
extremism, those who spread the virus of communalism and those who believe in
violence and terrorism have no place in our society. We must all fight these
anti-democratic, anti-social and anti-national forces, each in our own way, in our daily
lives. Let there be no doubt in anyone’s mind that the Government is firm in its
resolve to fight all forms of extremism and terrorism.
We want to bring greater prosperity to the less developed regions of our
country, especially the North-Eastern region and Jammu and Kashmir. This is our
solemn commitment. Our State governments must be more active in creating an
environment conducive to investment.
We are investing in better infrastructure and connectivity in the North-eastern
States. In Jammu & Kashmir, our long-term development plan is bringing new
investment to all the three regions of the State. Grassroots democracy has taken
deep roots in the State and the Roundtable discussions have opened new avenues
for reconciliation and development.
Our greatest achievement over the past 60 years has been the fact that we
have built the firm foundations of an open society and an open economy. As a
multi-cultural, secular democracy and home to all the great religions of the world, we
feel proud to be Indian. And the world has come to view this with regard.
The success of a secular democracy in a nation of a billion people with such
diversity is viewed with admiration the world over. This great idea of India as a
symbol of unity in diversity is increasingly viewed with respect and regard. Our
tolerance, our capacity to assimilate and our ability to reconcile the irreconcilable are
objects of wonder. The world wants us to do well. Our challenges lie at home.
India wants to have good relations with all the countries of the world. Big and
small. Countries of the East and the West, the North and the South. Today, we enjoy
good relations with all major powers and all developing countries. We have emerged
as a bridge between the many extremes of the world. Our composite culture is living
proof of the possibility of a confluence of civilizations. India will always be a nation
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bridging the many global divides.
India wants to live in a neighbourhood of peace and prosperity. I assure all
our neighbours that we in India want peace and the best of relations with all of them. I
sincerely believe that in the prosperity and well-being of our neighbours lies the key
to our own security and progress.
We are a young nation. More importantly, we are a nation of young people.
Once unleashed, the energy of our youth will drive India onto a new growth path. I
assure you that for each one of you, and for our country, the best is yet to come.
However, we must not be over-confident. We have a very long march
ahead. We need at least a decade of hard work and of sustained growth to realize
our dreams. We have to bridge the many divides in our society and work with a unity
of purpose. We need to think of the future and be steadfast in our resolve to march
forward. We must capitalize the dynamism that pervades our people, our youth, our
farmers, our businesses,
We must have faith in our strength and confidence in our capabilities. Each
of us have our individual identities. However, every citizen must recognize that we
are Indians first and last. We fritter away our time on petty issues and pointless
personal differences. I urge all political parties, all political and social leaders to resist
the temptation to divide people along narrow, sectarian lines. Our strength is in our
unity, despite our diversity. It is that unity which gave us our Independence. It is that
unity that gives us our strength as a nation.
This was the dream of our founding fathers. This was the vision of our
Constitution. We should not move away from this vision, and must face the future
with courage. However, as Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said from these ramparts nearly
sixty years ago, “laws and constitutions do not by themselves make a country great.
It is the enthusiasm, energy and constant effort of a people that make it a great
nation.”
Let us all come together and work resolutely for the welfare of our people and for the
development of our nation.
Jai Hind!”
****
NSK/SH/LV/CS/SKS
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NROs appeal Naveen to harp for IIT
Bhubaneswar:29/September/2007
Leading Non Resident Oriyas (NROs) have requested Naveen Patnaik to claim for a Green field Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT) in Orissa.
Mandarins in the Chief Minister’s Office (CMO) are busy in sorting out a number of e-mails that flooded
from various parts of the Globe.
All most all the e-mail senders have raised serious concern over the indecision over demanding an IIT
for the state, when the Prime Minister announced that there will be 8 IITs in the country.
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While addressing the nation on 15 August Dr.Man Mohan Singh announced that five more IITs will be
established in addition to the newly proposed three IITs in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan.
While other states have already staked their claims for IIT including Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu,
Orissa is yet to ask for the same.
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“Unless we do the same, we will lose out”, lamented a visibly worried Chitta Baral, who teaches in
Arizona State University.
“The Chief Minister must immediately send a letter to the Prime Minister followed up by a vision
document”, said Professor Baral.
Joining the issue Priya Ranjan Mahapatra, President of the Orissa Society of Americas (OSA), New York
chapter said in the past Orissa has made several different proposals to the Centre.
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The proposals including upgrading University College of Engineering (UCE) Burla to an IIT with a budget
of about Rs. 300 crores, an IIT Khragpur campus in Bhubaneswar of a budget about Rs.800 crores and
a new Greenfield IIT having a budget of Rs. 2000-4000 crores were demanded earlier.
But now we must demand for a Greenfield IIT, said Mr.Mahapatra.
Priyadarshan Patra, Secretary OSA has echoed in the same line and asked Mr.Patnaik to stake the
claim immediately in an e-mail.
Dr.Patra has written to the Chief Minister reminding to push the Greenfield IIT in Orissa as that involves
the largest amount of investment.
Professor Gopal Mohanty from Canada has also sent an e-mail to the CM and has advised him to act
decisively over the issue.
The list is unending, said a senior official in the CMO.
Expressing concern over the issue, leading NRO Dhirendra Kar has ringed up Members of Parliament,
the top mandarins of the CMO and state secretariat to act immediately over the issue.
Mr.Kar said that we just have to make sure that the Greenfield location is not exactly in Bhubaneswar but
about 100 km away from it in South Orissa.
So that later we can ask for an IIT Kharagpur extension centre at Bhubaneswar, said Mr.Kar.
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The gesture of the NROs including Prof Baral And Mr Mohanty is
commendable. Being highly established in life and being thousands of
miles away still they stmpathize on the cause of our development here.
Personally ,I knew how keenly Prof Chitta Baral has been noting each
small developments here and exhorting fellow Oriyas to come up for the
cause of Orissa which has always received Centre's unjust treatment.

MANASH RANJAN DEBATA
10/1/2007

Orissa is always neglected by centre in any circumstance whether there
is govt either Congress or BJP or others. To increase the education
system in science/technology we need atleast two three national
institutes which were present other states. IN IT sector definitely orissa is
developing but in technology we need at leasr one IIT. In science also we
missed NISc but later may be for it is compensated by NISER at BBSR.
So to increase education system in Orissa please put claim for at least an
IIT for ORissa. I am requesting for development of VEDANTA University.
It may put a milstone in university level for orissa. Govt is doing good and
peoples are with BJD-BJP and orissa will be number 1 within next 5yr.
For betterment pls locate the development of villages and all schemes
allotaed for that. Good Luck for nest election.

Satyananda Barik
9/30/2007
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Orissa to miss IIT bus again
Bhubaneswar:3/October/2007
Now it seems abundantly clear that Orissa is going to miss an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) for the
second time.
While one after another state receiving green signal from the centre for an IIT, Orissa continues to lag
behind.
The Centre on 2 October announced that it would open a central university and an IIT, in Himachal
Pradesh.
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"Prime Minister Manmohan Singh told me to announce a central university, an IIT (Indian Institute of
Technology), said Union Finance Minister P Chidambaram at shimla on 2 October.
The announcements come ahead of the assembly elections in the state due in February next year.
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Himachal Pradesh Chief Minister Virbhadra Singh said opening up of a central university and an IIT in
the state would lift the educational standards in the hill state.
Earlier in the last week of August Mr.Singh had presented a memorandum to set up a central university
and an IIT in Himachal Pradesh to the Minister Human Resource Development (HRD) and the Prime
Minister.
Prime Minister announced on 15 August that there will be new 8 IITs in the country.
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After Dr.Man Mohan Singh’s announcement at least Keralal, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Himachal Pradesh
and Haryana has approached him to set up IITs in their respective states.
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But Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has not requested the Centre for an IIT.
The CM is yet to finalize, whether to ask for up gradation of an existing engineering college to an IIT or to
go for a Green field IIT, said an insider.

FINANCE

At least 26 leading Non Resident Oriyas (NRO) have sent e-mails to the Chief Minister to demand for a
Green field IIT, which will entail Rs.2000- Rs.4000 crore investments.
But Mr.Patnaik is maintaining eerie silence over the issue.
This will result in missing the IIT bus once again, said an IITian.
And this will seal the fate of the state so far receiving a new IIT in future, said he.
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The Orissa Society of the Americas

October 6, 2007
OSA Office
Bearers

Dear Esteemed Prime Minister and the esteemed Planning Commission:

On behalf of the Orissa Society of the Americas (OSA), the main organization of Oriyas in
North America, we would like to bring to your attention the following urgent issues related
President
to Orissa's growth and progress and the 11th Plan.

Pratap Das

Ashutosh Dutta
Vice President
Priyadarsan Patra
Secretary
Sandip K. Dasverma
Treasurer

But first we would like to convey our heartfelt thanks for your recent higher education
initiatives which you outlined in the last Independence Day speech; in particular, the
announcement regarding 8 new IITs, 7 new IIMs, and 30 new central Universities with 16
of them going to states that do not have any central university. We sincerely hope that in
picking the locations for these institutions you will keep in mind that although 60 years
have passed since independence, none of the current 7 IITs, 6 IIMs or 23 central
universities were established in Orissa, the 11th largest state of India in terms of
population, the 9th largest in terms of area, and one of the most impoverished states of
India. Yet, Orissa is trying hard and is among the current leading states in trying to
industrialize and it needs your well-deserved support.

info@orissasociety.org

We request your attention on four related issues with respect to the 11th Plan and Orissa's
attempt to modernize and bring long-overdue prosperity to its people, nay to the nation, as
a whole.
1. Greenfield IIT in Orissa: As a rapidly industrializing state, we request that one of the
proposed 8 new IITs be established in Orissa. As per a recent Indian Express op-ed
(http://www.indianexpress.com/story/218431.html), Orissa is the top state in India in terms
of projects under implementation in June 2007 (as present in the CMIE Capex database)
with a value of Rs. 242918 crores. When calculated in per-capita terms Orissa is second
behind Haryana. Quoting that article, “Orissa is also a major gainer, particularly over the
last five years. It went from rank 8 to rank 2 over the last five years. While the Indian
average for projects under implementation on a per capita basis grew by 93 per cent,
Orissa gained by 381 per cent over the last five years to reach Rs 61,811 of investment per
capita.” These projects under implementation in Orissa, ranging from ports, steel plants,
and power plants are all related to technology.
The proposed 8 new IITs will take the total number of IITs to 15, and it would be grossly
unfair to Orissa, if after all the pre-work, representations, and arguments made by our Chief
Minister and our Members of Parliament from Orissa (Please see
http://www.orissalinks.com/?p=152 , http://www.orissalinks.com/?p=184), and all the
appeals, requests and protests already made by the people of Orissa (please see
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http://iitorissa.org for chronicles of the people's effort and the associated media coverage
on this), Orissa, the 11th largest state of India in terms of population and the 9th largest in
terms of area, is still excluded from establishment of an IIT on its soil.
2. Central University in KBK: In regards to your address on August 15th where you said
that 16 of the 30 new central universities will be in states that do not have any, Orissa has
been asking for a Central University in KBK (Kalahandi-Bolangir-Koraput) region. Thus
we presume that one of these 16 central universities will be in the KBK region of Orissa.
However, since KBK is a vast area, and is the most backward district cluster of India, we
request that this central university in KBK have certain specific features. In particular:
(a) The central university in KBK should be multi-campus, multi-focus (each campus
having a separate but complementary focus on one area, e.g. Engineering, Medical
sciences, or Agriculture etc. ), with campuses in all the District Head Quarter towns in
KBK+ districts, i.e., the eight KBK districts and the adjacent Gajapati and Kandhamal
districts.
(b) This university, to be established in the most backward district clusters of India, should
be treated at par with the central universities in the North East in all respects (such as: it
must have special quotas for tribal citizens and KBK+ residents; it must have the
components that will be in the central universities in the north east.)
3. Second Central University in Orissa: Your address to the planning commission on
September 14th also mentioned that the remaining 30-16= 14 central universities will be
decided on the basis of competition, with respect to location and other incentives from the
State Governments. Since India already has 23 central universities (unfortunately none of
these are located in Orissa) and the new 30 ones will take the total to 53, and Orissa is the
11th largest state of India in terms of population and 9th largest in terms of area, and
among the most backward states of India, we request that Orissa be granted a second
central university. We propose that the second central university in Orissa be an
upgradation of the 150 year old Ravenshaw College, now a University. Some of the
arguments in favor of Ravenshaw University are as follows:
a. Ravenshaw is a unitary university; like most world class universities such as those in
the United States, and like most of the existing central universities in India (such as JNU,
BHU etc.), Ravenshaw does not have any affiliated colleges.
b. Ravenshaw is one of the oldest higher education institutions of India with a glorious
past. Its alumni are almost the who's who of Orissa.
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c. Ravenshaw's location at the heart the millennium city of Cuttack and also in the middle
of the Bhubaneswar-Cuttack metropolitan area makes it easy to access, and the presence of
top-notch educational and research institutions near it gives Ravenshaw yet stronger
potential of becoming a world-class knowledge hub, i.e. a world class central university. (
In your address to the planning commission you had mentioned this criteria about the "eco
system".)
d. Ravenshaw is already working on plans for its expansion in directions consistent with
the goals of a world class university outlined by the PM.

4. Rail Connectivity to KBK and other backward areas of Orissa: As you are very well
aware these areas are the most backward and poor areas of India; they have a very high
tribal population; and are also infested with extremists. One of the important steps in
uplifting these areas is making them well connected to the rest of India. That is where Rail
connectivity comes to picture. As one of the earlier planning commissions has noted in
http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/stateplan/sdr_orissa/sdr_orich2.doc :
“Railways have always played an important role in economic development and rapid
social transformation in all parts of the globe. It is one of the key economic
infrastructures. However, it is most unfortunate that in a poor and backward state like
Orissa, development of rail networks has received much less attention of the Central
Government in the post-independence period. There are as many as seven districts like
Boudh, Kandhamal, Deogarh, Nayagarh, Kendrapara, Malkangiri and Nabarangpur out
of the 30 districts of the state, which do not have any railway line passing through them.
In the year 1998-99, the density of railway route length per 1000 sq. km of area in Orissa
was only 15.03 km as against 42.66 km in West Bengal and 19.11 km. at all-India level.”
The Railway ministry has grand plans for the 11th Plan period that includes two freight
corridors, high speed rail, and metro rail in several areas and it has a budget of Rs 251,000
crores. While none of these high flying plans (2 freight corridors, high speed rail segments
and metro rails) are in Orissa, we are not in a position to rue over that; rather we request
that while the rest of India marches forward with 2 freight corridors, high speed rail
segments and metro rails during the 11th Plan, KBK and other adivasi areas of Orissa
and India be not left behind. The particular lines we are referring to are:
(a) Khurda – Balangir, (b) Gunupur--Theruvali, (c) Lanjigarh Rd – Bhawanipatna –
Junagarh – Nabarangpur- Jeypore – Malkangiri – Bhadrachalam Rd (Andhra Pradesh)
(d) Talcher – Bimlagarh … etc.
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We understand that Railways is already considering lines related to connectivity to ports
and mineral transportation such as Talcher-Sukinda Rd and Bhadrakh-Dhamara; we are
also mindful that better access to KBK area may potentially be used for undue exploitation
of the KBK region, but we will all remain vigilant. Nevertheless, following the previous
planning commission's observations, to uplift KBK and the other backward areas of
Orissa and India out of the morass they are in, we fervently appeal and request you that
rail connectivity to these areas are completed during the 11th Plan.
To you, Mr. Prime Minister, an economist and planner of development at the highest
level, we do not have to point out that Rail connectivity is a core issue of development for
backward areas like KBK. Without Rail connectivity, KBK will remain, well, as is. Yes,
KBK will remain its backward self for decades to come, unless rail connectivity is
promptly ensured, to spur economic activity through better freight and faster passenger
transport.
Finally, we request that the Railway ministry establish a production unit in the KBK area
of Orissa near by the various proposed steel and aluminium plants. (Currently the major
production units are in Kapurthala - Punjab, Perambur - Tamil Nadu, Varanasi - Uttar
Pradesh, Chittaranjan - West Bengal, Patiala - Punjab and Bangalore - Karnataka; and new
ones have been announced in RaeBareli - UP, Saran district of Bihar, Chhapra - Bihar and
Alappuzha district of Kerala.)
We appreciate your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Pratap Das
Asutosh Dutta
Priyadarsan Patra
Sandip K. Dasverma
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Oriya diaspora writes Patnaik on IIT
and other issues (II)
Sun, 07 Oct 2007 17:32:00 They have demanded that the state government should move the central government

again for setting up an Indian Institute of technology in the state. The letter has also made some other major
demands.
By A Correspondent
No photo

New York, October 7 (odisha.in) 38 years old Orissa Society of the Americas (OSA) the main organization
of Odiyas in North America has written a letter to the chief minister Naveen Patnaik seeking his intervention into major
issues the state is facing.
They have demanded that the state government should move the central government again for setting up an Indian
Institute of technology in the state. The letter has also made some other major demands.
The letter sent by OSA to chief minister Naveen Patnaik

Dear Esteemed Chief Minister of Orissa:
Greetings!
On behalf of the Orissa Society of the Americas (OSA), the main organization of Odiyas in North America, we would like to
bring to your notice the following urgent issues related to Orissa's growth and progress and the 11th Plan. These issues
need earliest attention as the 11th Plan is getting finalized within a couple of months. If we miss the chance now, we will
face a much harder struggle to get this accomplished.
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1. Sir: The PM of India announced on August 15th 2007 that the Indian Government plans to establish 8 new IITs in India.
Although your government has earlier (prior to the PMs announcement on Aug 15 2007) sent letters to the PM and
discussed with the Human Resource Development Minister about an IIT in Orissa, in light of the new announcement of the
PM, we suggest that your government take some additional steps, such as submitting a vision for an IIT in Orissa,
including how an IIT will help Orissa and how Orissa will help an IIT located in the state. Such a step will make Orissa's
claim stronger and is perhaps necessary as other states like Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and Karnataka have taken similar,
competitive initiatives recently.
2. Sir: The PM in his August 15th speech also mentioned that there will be 30 new central universities, with 16 of them in
states that do not have any. That means Orissa will get one and since Orissa has been asking for a central university in
KBK (Kalahandi-Bolangir-Koraput) region, it should go to KBK. However, since KBk is a vast area, and is the most
backward district cluster of India, we request that you make certain specific requests regarding this university. In
particular:
(a) The central university in KBK should be a multi-campus one with campuses in all the District Head Quarter towns in
KBK+ districts, i.e., the eight KBK districts and the adjacent Gajapati and Kandhamal districts.
(b) This university, to be established in the most backward district clusters of India, should be treated at par with the
central universities in the north east in all respects (such as: it must have special quotas for tribals and KBK+ residents; it
must have the components that will be in the central universities in the north east.)
3. As per the PM's address to the planning commission on September 14th, the remaining 30-16= 14 central universities
will be decided on the basis of competition. Since India already has 23 central universities (none of these is in Orissa) and
the new 30 ones will take the total to 53, and Orissa is the 11th largest state of India in terms of population and 9th
largest in terms of area, and among the most backward states of India, Orissa should request for not one but two central
universities. (Please note that Bihar, which has already been granted a new IIT, is asking for a greenfield central
university
and
upgradation
of
the
Patna
University
to
a
central
University.
See
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/Cities/Patna/PU_be_made_central_varsity_Teachers/articleshow/2392105.cms )
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We propose that the second central university in Orissa be an upgradation of Ravenshaw University. Some of the
arguments in favor of Ravenshaw University, if a greenfield central university is infeasible, are as follows:
a. Ravenshaw is a unitary university; like most world class universities such as those in the United States, and like
most of the existing central universities in India (such as JNU, BHU etc.), Ravenshaw does not have any affiliated colleges.
b. Ravenshaw is one of the oldest higher education institutions of India with a glorious past. Its alumni are almost the
who's who of Orissa.
c. Ravenshaw's location at the heart the millennium city of Cuttack and also in the middle of the Bhubaneswar-Cuttack
metropolitan areamakes it easy to access and the presence of top-notch educational and research institutions near it
makes Ravenshaw a good candidate for becoming a world-class knowledge hub; i.e., a world class central university. (The
PM in his address to the planning commission mentioned this criteria explicitly.)
d. Ravenshaw has made plans for its expansion in directions that are consistent with the goal of a world class university
that the PM talked about.
4. Sir: Most importantly to uplift KBK and the other backward parts of Orissa out of morass they are in, we request that
you take up the issue of rail connectivity to these areas, urgently. We understand that you are already making cases for
connectivity related to ports and mineral transportation such Talcher-Sukinda Rd and Bhadrakh-Dhamara. We are also
mindful that better access to KBK area may potentially be used for undue exploitation of the KBK region, but we will all
remain vigilant.

Advertisement

Thus, we request that you make a case for completing the important rail projects in KBK and the other norther tribal areas
of Orissa during the 11th Plan. These rail projects include the lines
(a) Khurda - Balangir
(b) Gunupur-Theruvali

Hosted Ecommerce Solution
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(c) Lanjigarh Rd – Bhawanipatna – Junagarh – Nabarangpur- Jeypore – Malkangiri – Bhadrachalam Rd (Andhra Pradesh)
(d) Talcher – Bimlagarh
... etc.
In regards to all of these, we are willing to extend our help. For example, we have created documents and drafts that
argue these cases. These documents are located at:
[I] On KBK Rail Connectivity: http://www.orissalinks.com/orissagrowth/?p=489
[II] The case for IIT in Orissa: http://www.orissalinks.com/?p=128
[III] On KBK Central University: http://kbkcentral.googlepages.com/
In addition, there are several Orissa origin professors band scientists in the North America who we are mobilizing to help
in the higher education related efforts. A partial list of the academics is at http://www.orissalinks.com/?p=504
We appreciate your time.

Sincerely,
Pratap Das, President
Asutosh Dutta, Vice-President
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Priyadarsan Patra, General Secretary
Sandip K. Dasverma, Treasurer
(The Orissa Society of the Americas, www.orissasociety.org)
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Technology (IIT) in the State.
The organisation has also requested the two leaders to initiate measures for the setting up a
Central University in the backward Kalahandi-Bolangir-Koraput (KBK) region of Orissa.
In two separate letters to the Chief Minister and Prime Minister, the organisation further
demanded that emphasis be given for increasing rail connectivity in the KBK region and other
backward areas of the State.
They also demanded for the setting up of a second Central University in the State by upgradation
of the Ravenshaw University at Cuttack.
"These issues need earliest attention as the 11th Plan is getting finalised within a couple of
months. If we miss the chance now, we will face a much harder struggle to get this
accomplished," the organisation said in its letter addressed to Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik.
The Central University in KBK should be a multi-campus one with campuses in the district
headquarters towns in the eight KBK districts and adjacent districts of Gajapati and Kandhamal,
OSA suggested.
As regards the IIT, the OSA urged the Orissa government to take some additional steps such as
submitting a vision paper for an IIT stating how an IIT will help the State.

Property in
Orissa

"Such a step will make Orissa's claim stronger and is perhaps necessary as other states like
Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and Karnataka have taken similar, competitive initiatives recently," the
organisation observed.
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Orissa's attempt to modernize and bring long-overdue prosperity to its people, nay to the nation, as a whole.
By A Correspondent
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New York, October 7 (odisha.in) The following letter the OSA led by its president Pratap Das has been sent to the Prime
Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh and Planning Commission
Dear Esteemed Prime Minister and the esteemed Planning Commission:
On behalf of the Orissa Society of the Americas (OSA), the main organization of Oriyas in North America, we would like to
bring to your attention the following urgent issues related to Orissa's growth and progress and the 11th Plan.
But first we would like to convey our heartfelt thanks for your recent higher education initiatives which you outlined in the
last Independence Day speech; in particular, the announcement regarding 8 new IITs, 7 new IIMs, and 30 new central
Universities with 16 of them going to states that do not have any central university.
We sincerely hope that in picking the locations for these institutions you will keep in mind that although 60 years have
passed since independence, none of the current 7 IITs, 6 IIMs or 23 central universities were established in Orissa, the
11th largest state of India in terms of population, the 9th largest in terms of area, and one of the most impoverished
states of India.
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Yet, Orissa is trying hard and is among the current leading states in trying to industrialize and it needs your well-deserved
support.

गया

We request your attention on four related issues with respect to the 11th Plan and Orissa's attempt to modernize and
bring long-overdue prosperity to its people, nay to the nation, as a whole.

January 24th अपने ही घर में रीफ़युजी बन

1. Greenfield IIT in Orissa: As a rapidly industrializing state, we request that one of the proposed 8 new IITs be
established in Orissa. As per a recent Indian Express op-ed (http://www.indianexpress.com/story/218431.html), Orissa is
the top state in India in terms of projects under implementation in June 2007 (as present in the CMIE Capex database)
with a value of Rs. 242918 crores.
When calculated in per-capita terms Orissa is second behind Haryana. Quoting that article, “Orissa is also a major gainer,
particularly over the last five years. It went from rank 8 to rank 2 over the last five years.
While the Indian average for projects under implementation on a per capita basis grew by 93 per cent, Orissa gained by
381 per cent over the last five years to reach Rs 61,811 of investment per capita.” These projects under implementation in
Orissa, ranging from ports, steel plants, and power plants are all related to technology.
The proposed 8 new IITs will take the total number of IITs to 15, and it would be grossly unfair to Orissa, if after all the
pre-work, representations, and arguments made by our Chief Minister and our Members of Parliament from Orissa (Please
see http://www.orissalinks.com/?p=152 , http://www.orissalinks.com/?p=184), and all the appeals, requests and protests
already made by the people of Orissa (please see http://iitorissa.org for chronicles of the people's effort and the
associated media coverage on this), Orissa, the 11th largest state of India in terms of population and the 9th largest in
terms of area, is still excluded from establishment of an IIT on its soil.
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2. Central University in KBK: In regards to your address on August 15th where you said that 16 of the 30 new central
universities will be in states that do not have any,
Orissa has been asking for a Central University in KBK
(Kalahandi-Bolangir-Koraput) region.
Thus we presume that one of these 16 central universities will be in the KBK region of Orissa. However, since KBK is a
vast area, and is the most backward district cluster of India, we request that this central university in KBK have certain
specific features. In particular:
(a) The central university in KBK should be multi-campus,
multi-focus (each campus having a separate but
complementary focus on one area, e.g. Engineering, Medical sciences, or Agriculture etc. ), with campuses in all the
District Head Quarter towns in KBK+ districts, i.e., the eight KBK districts and the adjacent Gajapati and Kandhamal
districts.
(b) This university, to be established in the most backward district clusters of India, should be treated at par with the
central universities in the North East in all respects (such as: it must have special quotas for tribal citizens and KBK+
residents; it must have the components that will be in the central universities in the north east.)
3. Second Central University in Orissa: Your address to the planning commission on September 14th also mentioned that
the remaining 30-16= 14 central universities will be decided on the basis of competition, with respect to location and
other incentives from the State Governments.
Since India already has 23 central universities (unfortunately none of these are located in Orissa) and the new 30 ones
will take the total to 53, and Orissa is the 11th largest state of India in terms of population and 9th largest in terms of
area, and among the most backward states of India, we request that Orissa be granted a second central university.
We propose that the second central university in Orissa be an upgradation of the 150 year old Ravenshaw College, now a
University. Some of the arguments in favor of Ravenshaw University are as follows:

Advertisement

a. Ravenshaw is a unitary university; like most world class universities such as those in the United States, and like most
of the existing central universities in India (such as JNU, BHU etc.), Ravenshaw does not have any affiliated colleges.
b. Ravenshaw is one of the oldest higher education institutions of India with a glorious past. Its alumni are almost the
who's who of Orissa.
c. Ravenshaw's location at the heart the millennium city of Cuttack and also in the middle of the Bhubaneswar-Cuttack
metropolitan area makes it easy to access, and the presence of top-notch educational and research institutions near it
gives Ravenshaw yet stronger potential of becoming a world-class knowledge hub, i.e. a world class central university.

Hosted Ecommerce Solution
advertisement

( In your address to the planning commission you had mentioned this criteria about the "eco system".)
d. Ravenshaw is already working on plans for its expansion in directions consistent with the goals of a world class
university outlined by the PM.

4. Rail Connectivity to KBK and other backward areas of Orissa: As you are very well aware these areas are the most
backward and poor areas of India; they have a very high tribal population; and are also infested with extremists. One of
the important steps in uplifting these areas is making them well connected to the rest of India.
That is where Rail connectivity comes to picture. As one of the earlier planning commissions has noted in
http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/stateplan/sdr_orissa/sdr_orich2.doc :
“Railways have always played an important role in economic development and rapid social transformation in all parts of
the globe. It is one of the key economic infrastructures.
However, it is most unfortunate that in a poor and backward state like Orissa, development of rail networks has received
much less attention of the Central Government in the post-independence period.
There are as many as seven districts like Boudh, Kandhamal, Deogarh, Nayagarh, Kendrapara, Malkangiri and
Nabarangpur out of the 30 districts of the state, which do not have any railway line passing through them. In the year
1998-99, the density of railway route length per 1000 sq. km of area in Orissa was only 15.03 km as against 42.66 km in
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West Bengal and 19.11 km. at all-India level.”
The Railway ministry has grand plans for the 11th Plan period that includes two freight corridors, high speed rail, and
metro rail in several areas and it has a budget of Rs 251,000 crores.
While none of these high flying plans (2 freight corridors, high speed rail segments and metro rails) are in Orissa, we are
not in a position to rue over that; rather we request that while the rest of India marches forward with 2 freight corridors,
high speed rail segments and metro rails during the 11th Plan, KBK and other adivasi areas of Orissa and India be not left
behind. The particular lines we are referring to are:
(a) Khurda – Balangir, (b) Gunupur--Theruvali, (c) Lanjigarh Rd – Bhawanipatna – Junagarh – Nabarangpur- Jeypore –
Malkangiri – Bhadrachalam Rd (Andhra Pradesh) (d) Talcher – Bimlagarh … etc.
We understand that Railways is already considering lines related to connectivity to ports and mineral transportation such
as Talcher-Sukinda Rd and Bhadrakh-Dhamara; we are also mindful that better access to KBK area may potentially be
used for undue exploitation of the KBK region, but we will all remain vigilant.
Nevertheless, following the previous planning commission's observations, to uplift KBK and the other backward areas of
Orissa and India out of the morass they are in, we fervently appeal and request you that rail connectivity to these areas
are completed during the 11th Plan.
To you, Mr. Prime Minister, an economist and planner of development at the highest level, we do not have to point out
that Rail connectivity is a core issue of development for backward areas like KBK. Without Rail connectivity, KBK will
remain, well, as is.
Yes, KBK will remain its backward self for decades to come, unless rail connectivity is promptly ensured, to spur economic
activity through better freight and faster passenger transport.
Finally, we request that the Railway ministry establish a production unit in the KBK area of Orissa near by the various
proposed steel and aluminium plants. (Currently the major production units are in Kapurthala - Punjab, Perambur - Tamil
Nadu, Varanasi - Uttar Pradesh, Chittaranjan - West Bengal, Patiala - Punjab and Bangalore - Karnataka; and new ones
have been announced in RaeBareli - UP, Saran district of Bihar, Chhapra - Bihar and Alappuzha district of Kerala.)
We appreciate your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
Pratap Das, President
Asutosh Dutta, Vice-President
Priyadarsan Patra, General Secretary
Sandip K. Dasverma, Treasurer
(The Orissa Society of the Americas, www.orissasociety.org)

References:
[I] On KBK Rail Connectivity: http://www.orissalinks.com/orissagrowth/?p=489
[II] The case for IIT in Orissa: http://www.orissalinks.com/?p=128, http://iitorissa.org
[III] On KBK Central University: http://kbkcentral.googlepages.com
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OSA call for IIT & Central Univ
Bhubaneswar:7/October/2007
Orissa Society of the Americas (OSA) has given a clarion call to Naveen Patnaik to push forward the
demand for an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) and 2 Central Universities(CU) for the state.
OSA, the main organization of Odiyas in North America, in a memorandum to the Chief Minister of
Orissa has urged to attend the urgent issues like IIT and CU for the growth and progress of the backward
state.
All the top notch of OSA including Pratap Das, President, Asutosh Dutta, Vice-President, Priyadarsan
Patra, General Secretary and Sandip K. Dasverma, Treasurer has impressed upon the CM not to miss
the chance as the Eleventh Plan formulation is getting finalized within a couple of months.
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If we miss the chance now, we will face a much harder struggle to get this accomplished, lamented the
leading Non Resident Odiyas (NRO).
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Reminding Naveen about the Prime Minister’s announcement on Independence Day for establishment of
8 IIT in the country, NROs have requested the CM to submit a Vision Paper for an IIT and to stake our
claim strongly.
States like Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka has taken similar initiative in this regards, said Dr.Patra,
General Secretary OSA.
Similarly Dr.Man Mohan Singh in his 15 August speech has also mentioned that there will be 30 new
Central Universities, with 16 of them in the states that do not have any.
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That means Orissa will get one and since the state has been asking for a Central University in KBK
(Kalahandi-Bolangir-Koraput) region, it should go to KBK.
However, since KBK is a vast area, and is the most backward district cluster of India, we request that you
make certain specific requests regarding this university.
Particularly the CU in KBK should be a multi-campus one with campuses in all the District Head Quarter
towns in KBK+ districts, i.e., the eight KBK districts and the adjacent Gajapati and Kandhamal districts.
In addition to it we must ask for not one but two Central Universities for the state keeping in view the
education promotion agenda of the Central government in mind.
We should take a cue from Bihar, which has already been granted a new IIT, is asking for a Greenfield
Central University and up gradation of the Patna University to a CU, said Mr.Das Verma.
A detailed memorandum on behalf of OSA has been sent to the Prime Minister of India to consider the
above demands.
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It is a great opportunity for our Chief Minister to write his usual letter to
Prime Minister and claim that Orissa is a victim of central negligence!
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The Orissa Society of the Americas (OSA) has given a clarion call to Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik to push forward the demand for an Indian Institute of Technology
(IIT) and two Central Universities (CUs) for the State.
The OSA, the main organisation of the Oriyas in North America, has urged the Chief
Minster in a memorandum to address urgent issues like IIT and CUs for the growth
and progress of the State. OSA president Pratap Das, vice-president Asutosh Dutta,
general secretary Priyadarsan Patra, and treasurer Sandip K Dasverma have
impressed upon the CM to not miss the chance as the Eleventh Plan formulation will
be finalised within a couple of months.
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"If we miss the chance now, we will face a much harder struggle to get this
accomplished," the leading Non-Resident Oriyas (NROs) have warned. Reminding
the CM about the Prime Minister's announcement on the Independence Day for
establishment of eight IITs in the country, the NROs have urged the CM to submit a
Vision Paper for an IIT and stake the claim strongly. States like Kerala, Tamil Nadu
and Karnataka have taken similar initiatives in this regards, Priyadarsan Patra said.
Similarly, the Prime Minister in his August 15 speech also mentioned that there
would be 30 new Central Universities, with 16 of them in the States that do not have
any.
That means Orissa would get one, and since the State has been asking for a Central
University in the KBK (Kalahandi-Balangir-Koraput) region, it should go to KBK.
"Since KBK is a vast area and the most backward district cluster of India, we request
that you make certain specific requests regarding this university." Particularly, the
CU in KBK should be a multi-campus one with campuses in all the district
headquarters towns in the KBK districts, i.e., the eight KBK districts and the adjacent
Gajapati and Kandhamal districts, the NROs have pleaded.
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"In addition to it, we must ask for not one but two Central Universities for the State
keeping in view the education promotion agenda of the Central Government. We
should take a cue from Bihar, which has already been granted a new IIT and is
asking for a greenfield Central University and up-gradation of the Patna University to
a CU, Das Verma said.
A detailed memorandum in this regard on behalf of the OSA has also been sent to
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh.
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34 – CM writes to the PM for
the third time on the IIT issue
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Highlights:
This is the third letter from the CM to the PM.
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Orissa demands well known institutes
Bhubaneswar (PTI): Orissa on Tuesday demanded that some institutes like IITs,
IIMs, Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISERs) and
International Institute of Information Technology (IIITs) be set up in the state.
Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik wrote a letter to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
asking him to ensure establishment of technical institutions in the state saying
Orissa had been neglected for long.
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"Orissa desperately needs educational institute of high standard in view of rapid
industrialisation in the state," Patnaik told Singh in the letter, official sources said
here.
The state government's claim came in the wake of the Centre's decision to set up
at least eight IITs, seven IIMs, five IISERs, 20 IIITs and 30 central universities,
the sources said.
Lamenting "neglect" of Orissa, Patnaik said the state neither have an IIT nor an
IIM. He said investment proposals in steel, aluminium, power, IT and other sectors
had created a different environment in the state which needed more technically
qualified people to handle the future demands.
Besides, the state had vast potential to grow in petrochemicals, automobile
industries and other allied sectors as it had been receiving many investment
proposals from within the country and abroad.
Regional
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KalingaTimes Correspondent
Bhubaneswar, Oct 17: Orissa Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has taken up the State's demand
before the Centre for establishment of institutions of higher learning.
In a letter written to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh on Tuesday, Patnaik has demanded setting
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up of institutions such Indian Institute of Technology, Indian Institute of Management and
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International Institute of Information Technology (IIIT) in the State.
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learning in view of the rapid industrialisation taking place in the state at present.
According to official sources, Patnaik had reiterated the demand for better Central government
educational institutes in the State in the wake of the Centre's decision to set up at least eight
IITs, seven IIMs, five IISERs, 20 IIITs and 30 central universities in different regions of the
country.
Patnaik pointed out that the State was need for more technically qualified people to meet the
manpower requirement of the various mineral-based industries in the coming years.
Meanwhile, Patnaik is leaving for New Delhi on Wednesday. He will be the national Capital till
Saturday.
During his stay in New Delhi, Patnaik was likely to meet the Prime Minister to discuss various
issues, including the setting up of the higher institutions of learning in the State, official sources
said on Wednesday.
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Give me an 'Ivy League': CM to Centre
Wednesday October 17 2007 00:51 IST
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BHUBANESWAR: Continuing with
his anti-Centre stand, Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik demanded
that an Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT), Indian Institute
of Management (IIM) and Indian
Institute of Information Technology
(IIIT) should be established in
Orissa.
Seeking the intervention of Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh in this
connection, Naveen said that
establishment of these premier
educational institutions is a long
standing demand of the people of
Orissa. He said that such types of
educational institutions have
become necessary in view of the
rapid industrialisation of the State.
The tug of war between the State
Government and the Centre over
the establishment of the
educational institutions is
continuing since long.
While the State Government has
alleged that the UPA Government
at the Centre has ignored the
demands of Orissa by shifting the
proposed institutions to
neighbouring Andhra Pradesh and
West Bengal, Centre has cited the
example of setting up the National
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Institute of Science and Educational
Research (NISER) in Orissa.
Naveen's demand has assumed
significance in view of the Centre's
decision to set up eight IITs, seven
IIMs, five NISER, 20 IIITs and 30
central universities. Orissa does not
have an IIT, IIM or central
university.
Sources said that the Centre does
not even have proposal to set up
these institutions in Orissa in the
near future.
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Possibilities of large-scale
investment in steel, aluminium and
power sectors have opened up
opportunities for rapid industrial
growth in Orissa, Naveen said and
added that the automobile,
petrochemical and information
technology sectors are also poised
for big growth.
Naveen observed that the State
needs huge technical manpower in
the background of these
developments. He said that the
State Government has formulated a
plan to improve the standards of
technical training institutions with
the help of industrial houses.
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Pioneer: Center yet to decide on IIT in Orissa
December 5th, 2007 Edit This Posting
Following is an excerpt from a report in Pioneer.
Union Human Resource Development Minister Arjun Singh is yet to decide the fate of the
proposed Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in Orissa. Repeated reminders by the State
Government and demands continuously raised by the intelligentsia seem to have no effect on
the Centre.
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, in his address to the nation on the Independence Day this
year, had, inter-alia, announced the setting up of eight new Indian Institutes of Technology
(IITs) in the country during the Eleventh Five Year Plan.
On December 3, after five months of the Prime Minister’s announcement, Union Minister of
State for Human Resource Development D Purandeswari told Rajya Sabha that no decision
has been taken on Orissa and Uttar Pradesh in this matter. She said the Central Government
has received requests from various State Governments, including Governments of Uttar
Pradesh and Orissa, to set up new IITs in their States.
Based on the recommendation of the Scientific Advisory Council (SAC) to the Prime Minister,
the Union Government has already decided to establish three new IITs, one each in Bihar in
the East, Rajasthan in the West and Andhra Pradesh in the South, during the 11th Plan period,
she said.
The SAC to the PM was set up under the chairmanship of Prof CNR Rao. The decision on the
locations of the remaining institutes has not yet been taken, Purandeswari said.
Recently, Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik had also written a letter along with a Vision Document
asking for an IIT, IIM and IIIT for the State.
Entry Filed under: IIT, oDishA (http://iitorissa.org), IIT Kharagpur branch campus in Bhubaneswar
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35 – BJP/BJD plan to raise the
IIT issue in Vidhan Sabha
(19th November 2007)
Highlights:
But with all disturbances it does not get raised.

36 – IIT in Orissa issue kept
alive in the December
parliament session
(3rd December 2007)
Highlights:
In a Q & A, the reply says that indeed the HRDM has received request
for an IIT from Orissa.
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Prime Minister, Dr. Manmohan Singh in his address delivered to the Nation on the
occasion of the 60th Independence Day had, inter-alia, announced the setting up of
eight new Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) in the country during the Eleventh
Five Year Plan. The Central Government have received requests from various State
Governments including Governments of Uttar Pradesh & Orissa to set up new IITs in
their States. Based on the recommendation of the Scientific Advisory Council to the
Prime Minister, under the Chairmanship of Prof. C.N.R. Rao, the Government have
already decided to establish three new IITs, one each in Bihar in the East, Rajasthan
in the West and Andhra Pradesh in the South, during the 11th Plan period. Decision
on the location of the remaining Institutes has not yet been taken.
This information was given by the Minister of State for Human Resource
Development, Smt. D. Purandeswari in written replies in Rajya Sabha today.
HB/SB/iituporisabihar.3.12
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37 – Central minister from
Orissa Mr. Chandrasekhar Sahu
meets the PM on the IIT in
Orissa issue
(10th December 2007)
Highlights:
Dharitri reports on this in Oriya.

38 – CM takes the IIT issue to
other forums
(19th-27th December 2007)
Highlights:
Talks about IIT in the 54th meeting of National Development Council.
From this point on he seems to be mentioning IIT in Orissa at every
possible opportunity.
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Naveen for higher growth
New Delhi:19/December/2007
Naveen Patnaik has set the target of growth at
9 per cent during next five years.
Addressing the 54th meeting of the National
Development Council (NDC) here on 19
December, Chief Minister of Orissa announced
that the 11th five year plan for Orissa has an
outlay of Rs.32,225 crore and targeted 9 per
cent growth for the plan period.
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This was set against the achievement of 7.26
per cent growth during the first four years
vis-à-vis the target of 6.2 per cent of the 10th five year plan.
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Mr. Patnaik stated that tackling the challenging task of reduction of regional, social and gender
disparities and achieving faster, broad-based and inclusive growth needed a three-pronged strategy.
That included increasing flow of untied Central Assistance to less developed states, providing greater
fiscal space to the states for mobilizing higher resources, and helping states to reduce their debt burden
by swapping high cost debt, including Small Savings debt, with low cost loans.
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He impressed that a growth strategy that promotes employment has been rightly given prominence in the
11th Plan.
Orissa has already put employment generation on a mission mode for achieving convergence of
resources and activities under different programs to generate more employment opportunities for
unemployed people.
Development of small scale industries in clusters and ancillarization are also going to be given more
attention during the 11th Plan.

MEDIA
FINANCE

He also stressed that increasing irrigation potential and drought proofing were critical pre-requisites to
enhance agricultural productivity.
With a view to increasing assured irrigation in Orissa, he urged Government of India to substantiality
increase the Accelerated Irrigation Benefit Program (AIBP) funding for the state.
He pleaded for expansion of the scope of AIBP to include Lift Irrigation projects.
Mr.Patnaik further requested Government of India to significantly enhance allocations under Jawaharlal
Nehru National Urban Revival Mission (JNNURM) and Urban Infrastructure Development Schemes for
Small and Medium Towns (UIDSSMT) for providing basic infrastructure facilities in urban and semi-urban
areas in Orissa.
Outlining several interventions that were urgently needed for expeditious and inclusive growth of
backward states like Orissa, he said that higher Central Assistance for infrastructure development in the
areas of roads, ports and railways.
Enhancement of funding for the World Bank sponsored Orissa State Road Project from US $ 250 million
to US $ 360 million and increased Central support for the proposed Ranchi-Vijayawada Highway, was
demanded.
Establishment of prestigious Central institutions like IIT, IIM and IIIT in Orissa to meet growing needs of
skilled manpower for upcoming industries, was highlighted in his speech.
Mr.Patnaik pleaded for exemption from income tax and central excise for 10 years for the KBK region on
the lines of Special Category States in order to promote industrialization.
The Chief Minister demanded for timely revision of royalty on coal and other minerals, on ad valorem
basis and equitable share of export duty levied by Government of India on major minerals to the mineral
rich states.
He further urged the Central Government to declare Orissa as a Special Category State.
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Orissa govt to continue demand for special
category status
27 Dec 2007, 0054 hrs IST , PTI

Car-cum-lab used for on-spot tests
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BHUBANESWAR: Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik
on Wednesday said his
government would
continue to demand a
special category status for
Orissa from the Centre.
"We are asking for our
legitimate right from the
Centre. Orissa is not
begging before the
Centre," Patnaik said while addressing a massive rally
held here on the occasion of the ruling Biju Janata Dal's
(BJD) 10th anniversary.
Patnaik said his party would leave no stone unturned for
development of the state.
Patnaik alleged that the state had been neglected by the
Centre on several fronts like establishment of an IIT, IIM
and expansion of railway network.
The chief minister said the state government had already
launched some schemes like Biju KBK Yojana, Biju Jyoti
Yojana and others after the Centre denied its cooperation
for developmental work in the state.
In a bid to woo the farmers Patnaik reiterated that water
meant for agriculture will not be given to industries or for
any other purpose.
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To show his government's commitment for the farmers
Patnaik said he had recently announced a Rs 2,000 crore
package for the irrigation development in the state. "I
assure the farmers that the irrigation water will reach till
the tail end of the canal," he said.
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39 – NKC Chairman Sam
Pitroda supports an IIT in
Orissa
(12th January 2008)
Highlights:
It seems any significant and relevant visitor from Delhi is asked about
their stand on the IIT in Orissa issue.
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Pitroda nod to IIT hope
OUR CORRESPONDENT

Bhubaneswar, Jan. 11: Chairman of National Knowledge
Commission Sam Pitroda today lent his support to Orissa’s hope for
an Indian Institute of Technology, saying the state “deserved” one.
Orissa-born Pitroda, who ushered the telecom revolution in India in
the eighties, today joined chief minister Naveen Patnaik’s
long-standing demand, and said: “It’s high time. But, I am not the
right person to comment on this matter. The HRD ministry should
take a decision.”
Pitroda had come to Orissa to discuss the recommendations of the
NKC, an advisory body to the Prime Minister on matters of higher
education, with chief secretary T.K. Tripathy. Pitroda’s support went
down well with Naveen, who has time and again reiterated his
demand , but has been “refused” by the HRD ministry.
The Centre had proposed three new IITs, 20 Indian Institutes of
Information Technology, five Indian Institutes of Management, three
IISERs and four Schools of Planning in the 11th Five-Year-Plan.
Last year the Union HRD ministry decided to set up IITs in Bihar
and Rajasthan and IISERs in Pune and Calcutta. The decision
angered Orissa, which doesn’t have a single centre of excellence.

Choose Region

Non-resident Oriyas have been petitioning and writing to the
ministry to set up an IIT in Orissa. While organisations have
launched agitation against the Congress-led UPA and staged
demonstrations before the Parliament over the issue.
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Naveen has written several letters to Singh protesting the Centre’s
decision of ignoring Orissa’s claim. The BJD-BJP MPs from Orissa
had also staged a dharna before Parliament last week to protest
against the Centre’s “step-motherly attitude”.
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40 – CM meets HRDM Arjun
Singh again, the second time,
on the IIT in Orissa issue
(21st January – 25th January 2008)
Highlights:
It seems in every visit to Delhi CM Naveen Patnaik makes a point to
meet someone relevant about the IIT in Orissa issue.
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Naveen to raise IIT issue again during Delhi
visit
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Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik on Monday left on a two-day visit to Delhi. During his
visit, he would meet the Union Minister for Human Resources and Development
Arjun Singh and reiterate Orissa's demand for an IIT and IIM. "We will again take up
this issue with Singh," he said.
Patnaik will also meet Union Home Minister Shivraj Patil and demand that Orissa
should be provided with relief material which was committed to the State during the
flood that struck the State in October, 2007. The Centre had promised to provide 1
lakh 48,000 metric tonne of rice. Orissa will also urge the Centre to extend the
deployment of CRPF in Kandhamal till March 15.
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State made to wait yet again for an IIT
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BHUBANESWAR: Despite strong
lobbying for an IIT in Orissa, the
Centre has again let down the State
by not giving a categorical
assurance.
Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik met
Human Resource Development
Minister Arjun Singh in this
connection in New Delhi today and
requested for a greenfield IIT
during the 11th Plan.
Singh, however, did not give any
assurance. According to a release
here, Singh said there was a strong
possibility of setting up an IIT/IIM
in Orissa because of the
unprecedented industrial growth in
the State.
He maintained that a decision in
this regard will be taken by the
Centre soon. He indicated that
Orissa has a good case for getting a
Central university in the KBK region
of the State.
Centre had earlier announced
establishment of greenfield IITs in
Bihar, Rajasthan and Andhra
Pradesh by ignoring Orissa’s case.
Arguing Orissa’s case, Naveen said
since the State is on the verge of
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rapid growth not only in the
industrial sector but also in techn
ical education.
It will provide enormous potential
for research and development
activities. Establishment of an IIT
will greatly facilitate intensifying
this process, which is of critical
importance to make industries
globally competitive, he said.
Naveen demanded an IIM in Orissa
saying that it will bring in
professional culture and
management. The IIM will be the
incubation centre for quality
managerial professionals required
for various sectors, he said.
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Nationalist congress party led
by Bijoy Mohapatra

Wed, 23 Jan 2008 22:59:00 Establishment of an IIT in Orissa will greatly facilitate in intensifying this process,
which is of critical importance to make the industry globally competitive, he said.
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By A Correspondent

New Delhi, Jan 24 (Odisha.in) Orissa chief minister Naveen Patnaik Wednesday met the Union Minister,
Human Resource Development Arjun Singh and requested for setting up of a Greenfield IIT in Orissa
during the 11th Five Year Plan period in the state.
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Orissa is on the verge of rapid industrial upsurge not only in the industrial sector but also in technical education sector and
the state provides enormous potential for research and development activities, Patnaik said.
Establishment of an IIT in Orissa will greatly facilitate in intensifying this process, which is of critical importance to make
the industry globally competitive, he said.

Further, the Chief Minister urged the Union Minister, Human Resource Development for establishment of a Greenfield
Indian Institute of Management in Orissa.
Given the current industrial boom in Orissa, it is necessary to bring in professional culture and management. The IIT
shall be the incubation centre for quality managerial professionals required for the various sectors of the economy.
The Chief Minister also demanded for setting up of a Central University in the KBK region which could educate the youth in
traditional and modern disciplines.
Since the quality of human resource holds the key to the development of any region, there is an urgent need to set up a
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top class multi-disciplinary Central University in the KBK Region covering disciplines such as basic sciences, humanities,
law, medicine, agriculture, horticulture etc. Besides, the Central University in KBK would also indirectly help in combating
left wing extremism in the region.
The Union Minister, HRD indicated that Orissa has a very good case for setting up of a Central University in the KBK
region.
He added that there is a strong possibility of setting up of an IIT / IIM at Orissa because of the unprecedented industrial
growth witnessed by the State. He indicated that decision in this regard will be taken by the Union Government soon.
Shri Naveen Patnaik, Chief Minister, Orissa also met the Union Minister, Urban Development Shri S Jaipal Reddy and
requested him for enhancement of allocation of fund to Orissa to at least Rs.2500 crore under the Jawaharlal Nehru
National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) and Rs.1000 crore under the Urban Infrastructure Development Scheme for the
Small and Medium Towns (UIDSSMT).
Government of Orissa is committed to undertake various mandatory and basic reforms in order to strengthen the resource
base and delivery system of the Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) in the State. The Chief Minister informed the Union Urban
Development Minister that the Government of India have sanctioned so far only Rs.504 crore under Urban Infrastructure
Governance (UIG) component of JNNURM and Rs.144 crore under UIDSSMT.
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Further, the Union Urban Development Minister was informed that the State Government have been awarded only
Rs.231.09 crore, which is quite inadequate to meet the minimum investment demand of Rs.2500 crore required under
JNNURM. The Urban Minister assured to extend maximum possible financial assistance to make the capital city of
Bhubaneswar and pilgrim city of Puri as world class.
He further promised to extend support to improve urban infrastructure and environment in the small and medium towns of
Orissa. He also offered to help the state in getting affordable housing for economically weaker sections of the society.
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Naveen demands IIT, IIM for Orissa
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Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik on Wednesday called on Union Minister for Human
Resource Development Arjun Singh in New Delhi and reiterated the demand for
setting up an IIT and IIM in the State.
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During the discussion, Patnaik demanded for the setting up of an IIT, an IIM and a
multi-disciplinary Central university in the KBK region in view of the current industrial
boom in the State. "An IIT should be established in the State during the 11th Five
Year Plan period," Patnaik said.
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Singh assured Patnaik that the Centre would soon take a decision on the Orissa
Government's demand for the setting up higher institutions of learning in the State.
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Orissa had a very good case for setting up of a Central University in the KBK region,
Singh said.
Singh also said that there was a strong possibility of setting up of an IIT or IIM in
Orissa in view of the industrial growth being witnessed in the State, according to an
official release.
Patnaik also met Union Urban Development Minister S Jaipal Reddy and urged him
for enhancement of allocation of fund for Orissa to at least Rs 2500 crore under the
Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission.
He also sought allocation of Rs 1000 crore under the Urban Infrastructure
Development Scheme for the Small and Medium Towns.
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Patnaik further said the Government of Orissa was committed to undertake various
mandatory and basic reforms in order to strengthen the resource base and delivery
system of the Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) in the State. The Urban Minister assured
to extend maximum possible financial assistance to make the capital city of
Bhubaneswar and pilgrim city of Puri as world class.
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Decision on IIT & IIM soon, Arjun tells CM
Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, Jan. 23: A decision on setting up of
an IIT/IIM in Orissa would be taken soon by the Union
government, said the Union minister for HRD, Mr
Arjun Singh, when the chief minister, Mr
Naveen Patnaik, called on him in New Delhi today.
Mr Patnaik had iterated the demand for the elite
technical institute and the B-school and pointed out
that since Orissa is on the verge of a rapid industrial
movement, it would provide a big potential for research
and development activities.
It may be noted that a sustained campaign by the state
government and the ruling party MPs on this issue had
failed to evoke a positive response till date. To
assuage the feelings of the state government, Prime
Minister, Dr Manmohan Singh, has promptly laid the
foundation stone for an elite science institute in
Bhubaneswar under the atomic energy department.
The establishment of an IIT, during the 11th five-year
plan, will greatly facilitate in intensifying the process,
Mr Patnaik observed, while repeating his plea to the
HRD minister today. The IIT would become the hub for
quality managerial professionals required for various
sectors of the economy.
Given the current industrial boom in the state, it is
necessary to bring in a professional culture and
management, Mr Patnaik said and demanded the
establishment of a Greenfield Indian Institute of
Management (IIM) in Orissa. Mr Patnaik also
demanded the setting up of a Central university in the
KBK region, which would educate youths in both
traditional as well as modern disciplines.
Since the quality of human resource holds the key to
the development of any region, there is an urgent need
to set up a top-class multi-disciplinary Central
university in the KBK region, covering disciplines like
basic sciences, humanities, law, medicine, agriculture
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and horticulture.
The chief minister observed and hoped that the Central
university
in
KBK
will
indirectly
help
in
combating left-wing extremism in the region.
Later, Mr Patnaik called on the urban development
minister, Mr S Jaipal Reddy to voice certain demands
of the state relating to his ministry. Mr Reddy is said to
have assured Mr Patnaik to extend maximum
assistance to improve urban infrastructure and
environment in the small towns of the state.
He also stated that the centre will help the state in
building housing complexes at a affordable rate for the
economically weaker sections of the society.
Bhubaneswar and Puri will be developed as
world-class cities, Mr Reddy said.
The chief minister requested Mr Reddy to increase the
allocation of funds to the state to at least Rs 2,500
crore under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban
Renewal Mission (JNNURM) and Rs 1,000 crore under
the Urban Infrastructure Development Scheme for the
Small and Medium Towns (UIDSSMT).
So
far,
only
Rs
504
crore
under
the
Urban Infrastructure Governance (UIG) component of
JNNURM and Rs 144 crore under UIDSSMT have
been sanctioned, the chief minister informed.
The chief minister reiterated the state government's
commitment to undertake various mandatory and basic
reforms in order to strengthen the resource base and
delivery system of the Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) of
the state.
Discussion on this Orissa Plus item
Disclaimer: These are Internet generated discussion threads for
which the The Statesman has no responsibility.
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Shri Naveen Patnaik, Chief Minister, Orissa met the Union
Minister, Human Resource Development Shri Arjun Singh
today and requested for setting up of a Greenfield IIT in
Orissa during the 11th Five Year Plan period. Since
Orissa is on the verge of rapid industrial upsurge not only
in the industrial sector but also in technical education
sector, the state provides enormous potential for
research and development activities. Establishment of an
IIT in Orissa will greatly facilitate in intensifying this
process, which is of critical importance to make the
industry globally competitive.
Further, the Chief
Minister urged the Union Minister, Human Resource
Development for establishment of a Greenfield Indian
Institute of Management in Orissa. Given the current
industrial boom in Orissa, it is necessary to bring in
professional culture and management. The IIT shall be
the incubation centre for quality managerial professionals
required for the various sectors of the economy.
The Chief Minister also demanded for setting up of
a Central University in the KBK region which could
educate the youth in traditional and modern disciplines.
Since the quality of human resource holds the key to the
development of any region, there is an urgent need to
set up a top class multi-disciplinary Central University in
the KBK Region covering disciplines such as basic
sciences, humanities, law, medicine, agriculture,
horticulture etc. Besides, the Central University in KBK
would also indirectly help in combating left wing
extremism in the region.
The Union Minister, HRD indicated that Orissa has
a very good case for setting up of a Central University in
the KBK region. He added that there is a strong
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possibility of setting up of an IIT / IIM at Orissa because
of the unprecedented industrial growth witnessed by the
State. He indicated that decision in this regard will be
taken by the Union Government soon.
Shri Naveen Patnaik, Chief Minister, Orissa also
met the Union Minister, Urban Development Shri S Jaipal
Reddy and requested him for enhancement of allocation
of fund to Orissa to at least Rs.2500 crore under the
Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission
(JNNURM) and Rs.1000 crore under the Urban
Infrastructure Development Scheme for the Small and
Medium Towns (UIDSSMT). Government of Orissa is
committed to undertake various mandatory and basic
reforms in order to strengthen the resource base and
delivery system of the Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) in the
State. The Chief Minister informed the Union Urban
Development Minister that the Government of India have
sanctioned so far only Rs.504 crore under Urban
Infrastructure Governance (UIG) component of JNNURM
and Rs.144 crore under UIDSSMT. Further, the Union
Urban Development Minister was informed that the State
Government have been awarded only Rs.231.09 crore,
which is quite inadequate to meet the minimum
investment demand of Rs.2500 crore required under
JNNURM. The Urban Minister assured to extend
maximum possible financial assistance to make the
capital city of Bhubaneswar and pilgrim city of Puri as
world class. He further promised to extend support to
improve urban infrastructure and environment in the
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PRESS RELEASE OF
08/08/2006(Board of Approval
approves 5 SEZs in Orissa)
PRESS RELEASE OF
24/07/2006(A. P. Padhi Joins
as Resident Commissioner.)
PRESS RELEASE OF
14/07/2006(CM meets Union
Mini. of Rural Dev.)
PRESS RELEASE OF
13/07/2006(CM meets Prime
Minister....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
12/07/2006(CM meets Union
Min. for Forest and Env. .....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
01/07/2006(Official delegation
from Orissa visited Duke
University)
PRESS RELEASE OF
29/06/2006(OSEDL-II
negotiations with the World
Bank.....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
17/06/2006(A four member
official delegation.... )
PRESS RELEASE OF
26/04/2006(Orissa Govt.
Participates in Hannover
Messe 2006..)
PRESS RELEASE OF
13/04/2006(CM attended 2nd
meeting of Standing
Committee...)
PRESS RELEASE OF
31/03/2006(Orissa Festival
Concluded at Dilli Haat...)
PRESS RELEASE OF
30/03/2006(4th day of Orissa
Festival at Dilli Haat....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
29/03/2006(3rd day of Orissa
Festival.... )
PRESS RELEASE OF
28/03/2006(2nd of Orissa
Festival ....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
27/03/2006(Orissa Festival
begins at Dilli Haat...)
PRESS RELEASE OF
24/03/2006(Press Release on
Orissa Festival at Dilli Haat ...)
PRESS RELEASE OF
13/03/2006(CM chaired 2nd
meeting ofworking group of
NDC sub committee...)
PRESS RELEASE OF
11/03/2006 (CM attends
conference of Chief
Ministers....)
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PRESS RELEASE OF
27/02/2006(CM meets Union
Finance Minister.....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
30/01/2006(Orissa Tableau
awarded third Prize)
PRESS RELEASE OF
20/01/2006(CM chairs NDC
subcommittee group)
PRESS RELEASE OF
19/01/2006(Planning
Commission approves Plan
Size for year 2006-07)
PRESS RELEASE OF
14/12/2005(CM Participated in
the Chemical Petrochem....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
18/11/2005(CM meets Union
Home Minister...)
PRESS RELEASE OF
17/11/2005(CM meets Union
Finance Minister....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
25/10/2005(CM met Shri
Sharad Pawar........)
PRESS RELEASE OF
24/10/2005(CM met Union
Minister for HRD..... )
PRESS RELEASE OF
05/10/2005(CM meets Sri
Gulam Nabi Azad....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
20/09/2005(CM meets Union
Mos for Non Conventional
Energy Sources...)
PRESS RELEASE OF
19/09/2005(CM attends
Standing Committee
meeting...)
PRESS RELEASE OF
06/09/2005(Presentation of
Kalinga Award...)
PRESS RELEASE OF
31/08/2005(CM attended NIC
meeting.....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
30/08/2005(CM met Union
Health Minister)
PRESS RELEASE OF
24/08/2005(Revenue Minister
meets....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
26/07/2005(Kalinga Cup met
delegation....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
16/07/2005(Tourism Minister
attends....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
23/02/2007(Orissa's Plan Size
for 2007 to 2008 Fixed At
Rs.5105 Crore)
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PRESS RELEASE OF
04/07/2005(Chairperson,
House Committee W&CD
meets....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
28/06/2005(CM attended Inter
State Council meeting....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
27/06/2005(CM attended NDC
meeting.....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
19/05/2005(CM meets Union
Finance Minister......)
PRESS RELEASE OF 16/ 05/
2005(Information Minister
meets....)
PRESS RELEASE OF
02/04/2007(ORISSA DAY)
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Local News

Orissa demands IIT, IIM, Central University

Bhubaneswar: The Orissa government on Wednesday intensified its demand for a greenfield IIT
and an IIM in the state, besides establishment of a Central University in the backward KBK
(Kalahandi-Balangir-Koraput) region of the state during 11th Five-Year Plan.
The demand was made by chief minister Navin Patnaik when he met Union human resources
development minister Arjun Singh in New Delhi.
Singh assured me of good news in a few days, Patnaik said, adding, establishment of an IIT, an
IIM and a Central University was essential because of the state's rapid industrial upsurge.

Markets

Sensex
Rs / $

17541.88
39.24
Rs
Gold(10gms)
11250.00
Rs
Silver(1kg)
20000.00

He said that the state had been making the demands since a long time that remained unfulfilled.
Given the current industrial boom in Orissa, it is necessary to bring in professional culture and
management, he said, adding, an IIM could help boost the managerial skill among the local
people.
Patnaik also demanded setting up of a Central University in the KBK region that could educate the
youth in traditional and modern disciplines.
There was an urgent need to set up a top class multi-disciplinary Central university in KBK region
with all facilities which would be helpful for the tribal people, he pointed out.

Today's Poll
No external meddling would
restore communal harmony in
Kandhamal district: Do you
agree?

Yes

No Can't Say

Vote
Interview>>

The chief minister later met Union minister for urban development S Jaipal Reddy and demanded
enhancement of funds to Orissa to at least Rs 2500 crore under Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban
Renewal Mission (JNNURM) and Rs 1000 crore for Urban Infrastructure Development scheme for
the small and medium towns.
Quote of the Day
Creativity comes from trust.
Trust your instincts.
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ùKaòùKùe ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd

IWÿògû _âÉûaùe ùK¦â eûRò ● @ûA@ûAUò I @ûA@ûAGc C_ùe ^ò¿©ò
LêagúNâ ● bêaù^gße I _êeúKê aògßùgâYúe ije Keû~òa
bêaù^gße, Zû23/1 (^ò._â)- ùKaòùK
@*kùe ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd _âZòÂû _ûAñ
cêL¥cªú ^aú^ _ ^ûdKu _âÉûaKê ùK¦â cû^a
i´k aòbûM MâjY Keòaû ij G[ô_ûAñ eûRò
ùjûA[ôaû cêL¥cªúu Kû~ð¥ûkd iìZâeê _âKûgö
ùijò_eò c¦òecûkò^ú ije bêaù^gße I _êY¥
_úV _êeúKê aògùß gâYúe ijeùe _eòYZ KeòaûKê
ùK¦â ijeû*k C^Üd^ cªYûkd ~[ûi¸a
ijûdZû ù~ûMûAù\a ùaûfò ùijò aòbûMe cªú
Gi. Rd_ûf ùeWØ ò _â Z ò g î Z ò ù\AQ«ò ö

Raûjefûf ù^ùjeê ^¥ûi^ûf @aðû^ eò^êIßûf
còg^ Reò@ûùe eûR¥Kê 2500 ùKûUò Uuû I
c]¥c I ùQûU ijee bò©bò cì ò aòKûg ù~ûR^ûùe
eûR¥Kê 1000 ùKûUò Uuû ù~ûMûA ù\aûKê
cêL¥cªú gâú ùeWØòu ^òKUùe \ûaò KeòQ«ò
@[ðù^÷ZKò \êakð ùgâYúe ùfûKuê aûiMéj ù~ûMûA
ù\aû _ûAñ eûR¥ ieKûeuê ùK¦â ijûdZ
ù~ûMûAù\aûKê gâú ùeWØò _âZògîZò ù\A[ôùfö
^ì@û\òfäú MÉùe ~ûA[ôaû cêL¥cªú ^aú^
_ ^ûdK @ûRò ùK¦â cû^a ● _éÂû 2 ù\L«ê

ùKaòùKùe ùK¦âúd...

i´k aòKûg cªú @Rê^ð iòõjuê ùbUò eûR¥e @ûA@ûAUò I @ûA@ûAGc
\ûaòKê ù\ûjeûA[ôùfö IWÿògûe ùKaòùK Ròfûùe GK ùK¦âúd
aògaß \ò ¥ûkd _âZÂò û KeòaûKê cêL¥cªú \ûaò C_iÚû_^ Keò[ùô fö ùK¦âúd
aògßaò\¥ûkd _âZòÂû ùjûA_ûeòùf ùKaòùK @*ke ~êaK~êaZú
_ûeµeòK I @û]ê^òK ]ûeûùe gòlûMâjY Keò_ûeòùa ùaûfò cêL¥cªú
\gðûA[ôùfö ù~ ùKøYiò @*ke aòKûg _ûAñ cû^a i´ke aòKûg
^òZû« Reêeúö ùZYê aòbò^Ü _ûV¥Kâc [ôaû G_eò GK aògßaò\¥ûkd
_âZòÂû C_ùe cêL¥cªú MêeêZß _â\û^ Keò[ôùfö Gjò aògßaò\¥ûkd
@]ú^ùe ùaiòK¨ iûA^è, cû^a aòmû^, @ûA^, ùcWòiò^¨, Kéhò I
C\¥û^ Kéhò @û\ò aòhdùe @ûZ¥û]ê^òK _ûV¥KâcùLûfû~òaûKê cêL¥cªú
ùK¦â cªúuê ^òùa\^ KeòQ«òö GKû\g @[ð Kcòg^ ù~ûR^û @a]ôùe
jó IWÿògûùe @ûA@ûAUò I @ûA@ûAGc _âZòÂû Keû~òaûKê cêL¥cªú gâú
iòõjuê RYûA[ôùfö gòÌùe _âbìZ aòKûg Keê[ôaû IWÿògûùe ùa÷hdòK
gòlûe aòKûg I MùahYû _ûAñ _~ð¥û¯ iêù~ûM ejòQò ùaûfò cêL¥cªú
gâú iòõjuê \gðûA[ôùfö GVûùe @ûA@ûAUò I @ûA@ûAGc _âZòÂû
KeûMùf eûR¥e gòÌMêWòK aògßaRûeùe _âZòù~ûMòZû Keòaûùe @]ôK
ilc ùjûA_ûeòùa I eûR¥ùe ù_iû\ûe cù^ûbûa iéÁò ùjaûùe
ijûdK ùjûA_ûeòaö @[ð^úZòe @ûag¥KZû ùc<ûAaûKê Gjò @ûA@ûAUòeê
ù_iû\ûe Zûfòc]ûeúcûù^ aûjûeò_ûeòùa ùaûfò cêL¥cªú gâú iòõjuê
RYûA[ôùfö @ûA@ûAUò, @ûA@ûAGc I ùK¦âúd aògßaò\¥ûkd IWÿògûùe
_âZòÂû _ûAñ _~ð¥û¯ iêù~ûM ejòQò ùaûfò cû^a i´k aòKûg cªú gâú
iòõj Kjò[ùô fö eûR¥ùe gòÌe @bòa¡é ò ù~ûMêñ @ûA@ûAUò I @ûA@ûAGc
_âZòÂû C_ùe gâú iòõj iaðû]ôK MêeêZß ù\A[ôùfö G iõKâû«ùe ùK¦â
ieKûe LêagúNâ ^ò¿©ò MâjY Keòùa ùaûfò ùi _âZògîZò ù\AQ«òö
cêL¥cªú gâú _ ^ûdK ùK¦â ijeû*k aòKûg cªú Gi. Rd_ûf
ùeWØòuê ùbUò eûR¥e aòbò^Ü ijee aòKûg _ûAñ _~ð¥û¯ @[ð
ù~ûMûAù\aûKê \ûaò Keò[ôùfö Raûjefûf ù^ùjeê ^¥ûi^ûf @aðû^
eò^êIßûf còg^ Reò@ûùe eûR¥Kê 2500 ùKûUò Uuû I c]¥c I
ùQûU ijee bò©òbìcò aòKûg ù~ûR^ûùe eûR¥Kê 1000 ùKûUò
Uuû ù~ûMûA ù\aûKê cêL¥cªú \ûaò Keò[ôùfö Raûjefûf ù^ùjeê
^¥ûi^ûf @aðû^ eò^êIßûf còg^ @]ú^ùe Pûfê[ôaû @aðû^ A^¨`âûÁâKPe
Mbðû^è _ûAñ ùK¦â ieKûe IWÿògûKê 504 ùKûUò Uuû _â\û^ Keò[ôaû
cêL¥cªú gâú ùeWØòuê @aMZ KeûA[ôùfö ùijò_eò dê@ûAWòGiGi
GcUò ù~ûR^ûùe 144 ùKûUò Uuû _â\û^ Keû~ûA[ôaû ùi Kjò[ùô fö
Raûjefûf ù^ùjeê ^¥ûi^ûf @aðû^ eò^êIßûf còg^ùe 2500
ùKûUò Uuû _â\û^ _ûAñ eûR¥ ieKûe Zûu bûM ù\aû K[û, cûZâ
ùi aûa\ùe eûR¥ ieKûe cûZâ 231.09 ùKûUò Uuû _â\û^
KeòQ«ò ùaûfò gâú ùeWØò iìP^û ù\A[ôùfö ùZùa ùK¦â ieKûe
ù~ùZi¸a ijûdZû ù~ûMûAù\ùa ùaûfò ùi _âZògîZò ù\A[ôùfö
c¦òecûkò^ú ije bêaù^gße I _êeú ]ûcKê aògßùgâYúe ijeùe
_eòYZ KeòaûKê ùK¦â ieKûe ijûdZû ù~ûMûAù\ùa ùaûfò gâú
ùeWØò Kjò[ôùfö @[ðù^÷ZòK \êaðk ùgâYúe ùfûKuê aûiMéj ù~ûMûA
ù\aû _ûAñ eûR¥ ieKûeu C\¥cKê _âgõiû Keòaû ij G \òMùe
ijûdZû ù~ûMûAù\aûKê c]¥ gâú ùeWØò _âZògîZò ù\A[ôùfö

ò ò

41 – Samaja reports that an
HRD special secretary says “No
IIT in Orissa because of
NISER”
(30th January – 31st January 2008)
Highlights:
Many write to the secretary and he says he was misquoted.
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Arjun's design to foil Orissa IIT
New Delhi:31/January/2008
Now it is clear that Arjun Singh is allegedly out to play a devil’s role over setting up of an IIT in Orissa.

Mating still on !
GENERAL

The Union Minister of Human Resources Development (MHRD), who is known for his bias against the
state is allegedly making all out efforts to sabotage its claim for an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)
during the Eleventh Plan.

ADMINISTRATION
POLTICS
INDUSTRY

The inkling was given by a top mandarin of the MHRD on 29 January here at the Eight Editor’s
Conference on Social Sector issues held by Press Information Bureau (PIB).

ENVIRONMENT
TOURISM
CULTURE
SPORTS
RELIGION

The leading Oriya Daily “The Samaja” has reported the story.
Addressing the conference K C Achrya, Special Secretary of the MHRD in charge of Technical
Education said that Orissa and other states are demanding that IITs to be set up in their respective
states.

EDUCATION
HEALTH

So far Orissa is concerned; it has got National Institute of Science Education and Research (NISER).

LAW & ORDER
BANKING

NISER will more or less fulfill the demand of the IIT, said he.

INFRASTRUCTURE
AGRICULTURE
MEDIA
FINANCE

Admission in NISER and IIT will be of same pattern and it will be taken up at the same time.
So when NISER takes care of the requirement than demand for an IIT is not to be harped upon, said
Mr.Achrya.
“This is a clear indication of an ulterior design of the MHRD”, lambasted Chitta Baral.
Professor Baral, who teaches at Arizona State University alleged that the Union Minister is sending
testing balloons and gauzing the situation.
This can not be tolerated at any cost and we will leave no stone unturned to raise the issue at national
level, said Dhirendra kar, another leading Non Resident Oriya (NRO).
“We will raise the issue in the Budget Session of the Parliament through our MPs”, said Mr.Kar.
Drawing the difference between the IIT and NISER, Professor R Nayak said that IIT are like apples and
oranges compared with each other.
NISER is supposed to emphasize on basic sciences education and research where spin offs would be
technology, said Dr.Nayak.
IITS are on the other hand are the technology institutions where science plays the supporting role,
suggested he.
NISER will strive to achieve excellence in Science-Education and Research while IIT will do the same for
Engineering, Technology-Education and Research/Application.
The Institutions are complementary but not mutually exclusive, said Dr.Nayak.
Besides Orissa needs an Institution like IIT for effective utilization of its natural resources and also to be
in the main stream of high quality manpower training, said Professor Baral.
Now it is high time that the people of Orissa must come out of the slumber to raise the issue of IIT in a
befitting manner to force the Centre for setting up an IIT.
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Comments :
Mr. Arjun Singh has done more damage to orissa than any other
politician..he is just denying orissa what it deserves by giving ridiculous
logics..this is just an excuse..how can west bengal have an IISER, an IIT,
an IIEST and IIM..does this logic apply to other states or to orissa only?
Even the funding is done by DAE for NISER..how can he mix HRD
department's due with any other department..Mr. Singh ..do not fool
people of orissa by giving this kind of stupid logic.

Kanhu
1/31/2008

The above logic is absolutely ridiculous and filled with falsehoods and
contradicts with MHRD actions with respect to other states. 1. NISER and
IITs have different admission process and they have no connection with
each
other.
NISER
uses
the
NEST
test
(http://www.iopb.res.in/niser/admission.php ) conducted by DAE while
IITs have their own JEE. The secretary may be confusing NISER with
IISER which do take some students from the IIT JEE merit list. 2. NISER
will not fulfill the need for an IIT. Currently, NISER only offers M.Sc
degrees in Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Biology. Some day in
the future it may offer a few technology degrees. However, it will not be
soon, as having full-fledged engineering degrees will defeat the purpose
of NISER, as students when given a choice between Science and
Engineering disciplines in the same institute will prefer engineering, and
as a result the NISER science departments, the reason de etre for the
establishment of NISER, will not get good students. In this regard it may
be noted that Science is second class in the IITs where students prefer
engineering over Science courses. Most students who get into sciences
into IITs are the ones who can not get into any engineering disciplines.
Note that IISc, where both engineering and science are flourishing is
different because it does not offer undergraduate degrees in science so
there is no competition between student choosing between science and
engineering after +2. 3. Even if NISER abandons its reason-de-etre and
decides to expand into engineering aggressively, the infrastructure,
especially the 300 acres allocated to NISER will not allow that. Note that
the IITs in Patna and Hyderabad will have 500 acres land. 4. The
engineering and technology disciplines will not be established in NISER
that quickly, and because of the break-neck industrial progress
happening in Orissa, it needs a top notch engineering and technological
institute like an IIT "yesterday." 5. Finally the following actions contradict
the assertion that Orissa will not get an IIT because it has a NISER (a)
Maharastra was given a IISER even though it has an IIT. (Both are
funded by MHRD.) (b) West Bengal was given an IISER and an IIT like
institute (IIEST) eventhough it has an IIT. (All are funded by MHRD and
the IISER and the IIEST will be in the Kolkata area.) (c) Andhra Pradesh

Chitta Baral
1/31/2008
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was given an IIT and two IIESTs. (All are funded by MHRD.) (d) Kerala
was given an IISER, an IIEST and an IIST (Indian Institute of Space
Technology); the first two funded by MHRD, while the last one is funded
by Ministry of Science and Technology. So why is that when it comes to
Orissa, when Orissa is now at the bottom of per-capita MHRD funding on
higher education institutions, NISER counts against Orissa. This is
despite that Orissa needs to bridge the largest gap in higher education
enrollment, from 6.1% to the targeted 15%. Is it because the above four
have UPA allied governments while Orissa does not? Also, earlier it has
been remarked in the Parliament by an UPA minister that Orissa has this
and that institute (such as Inst of Physics etc.). Yes, but other states have
more of such institutes. See the list we compiled at
http://iit.orissalinks.com/vol1/state_wise_national_lab.pdf. So why does it
count against Orissa getting an IIT, and does not count against the other
states. Is not this blatant discrimination against Orissa? Is not such
discrimination in the past a main reason why Orissa is now at the bottom
of higher education enrollment and many other parameters? Is that what
the government of India wants? And in this information age of news
media and Internet will the people of Orissa stand-by and just meekly
accept this blatant discrimination?
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42 – CM reacts to the report
“No IIT in Orissa because of
NISER” and writes to PM for
th
the 4 time
(31st January – 2nd February 2008)
Highlights:
The reaction by the CM is swift. He seems to be tired of the continuous
hurdles posed by the MHRD.
It is puzzling why after the PM announced a total of 8 new IITs talking
the total to 15 IITs, Orissa, the 9th largest state in area and 11th largest
state in population, has to struggle so much to get one of the 15 IITs.
Unless MHRD has a vendetta against Orissa this is utterly inexplicable;
especially since Orissa is at the bottom of the higher education
enrollment (at 6.1%) and thus has to cover the largest distance to the 11th
plan target of 15%. Also, Orissa has been among the top states for last
several years with respect to industrial investment.
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CM writes again to PM, demands IIT for State

NATION

Pioneer News Service | Bhubaneswar
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Demanding the establishment of an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in the State
during the ensuing 11th Five-Year Plan, Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik on Friday
again wrote a letter to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh.
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Coming down heavily on the Centre, Patnaik said, "I am surprised to see that
decisions are being taken on a political consideration. I have repeatedly taken up the
matter of establishing of an IIT in Orissa with the Prime Minister and the Union
Minister for Human Resources Development (HRD). I have told them that Orissa's
case is a genuine one."
Members' Email Login

Raising his voice against the Centre, Patnaik said a question should be asked why
the Centre shifted the National Institute of Science (NIS), which was sanctioned by
the then NDA Government from Bhubaneswar to Kolkata.
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Reacting sharply over the remarks of the Union Secretary of HRD that Orissa does
not deserve an IIT as it has already got the NISER (National Institute of Science and
Educational Research), Patnaik said how could the NIS be shifted to Kolkata when
IIT, Kharagpur is already there.
"How West Bengal has taken two such premier institutes? All these decisions have
been taken on a political consideration," Patnaik said.
In his letter Patnaik mentioned that as Orissa was witnessing a rapid growth in
industrialisation, these technical institutes are required for creating the requisite
manpower.
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CM requests IIT for state
Statesman News Service
BUBANESWAR, Feb. 1: Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik sent yet another letter to Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh today iterating his demand for
establishment of an IIT in the state.
Referring to the recent discussion with the Union
Minister for Human Resources Development Mr Arjun
Singh and his positive response, Mr Patnaik said given
the rapid industrial growth of the state during the last
five years, it needs optimum development of technical
human resource.
The national target of the admission rate in the higher
education during the 11th Plan is 15 per cent, the
same for the state is a meager 6.1 per cent, he said
before adding that only by establishing of the premier
institute like IIT the ‘historic discrimination’ against the
state can be rectified.
Reacting strongly to a remark that Orissa does not
need an IIT since it has a National Institute of Science
Education and Research (NISER), the CM said how
come West Bengal has the benefit of both such
institutes, isn’t it based entirely on political
considerations, he countered.
Discussion on this Orissa Plus item
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BHUBANESWAR: Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik has demanded
establishment of an Indian Institute
of Technology (IIT) in Orissa during
the 11th Five Year Plan in view of
the rapid industrial growth
registered in the State.
In a letter to Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh, Naveen said
though the State has registered
industrial growth in the last few
years, it still lags behind in human
resources development.
Naveen drew the attention of the
Prime Minister to the discussion he
had with Union Human Resources
Development Minister Arjun Singh
in this connection on January 23
and the assurance given by him.
As per the latest report of the
National Sample Survey
Organisation, the target for rate of
entry to higher education has been
fixed at 15 percent whereas in case
of Orissa this is only 6.1 percent.
This injustice done to Orissa can be
set right only by establishment of
an IIT, he said.
The Chief Minister disapproved the
statement given by an official of
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the Human Resources Ministry that
Orissa does not need an IIT as
National Institute for Science and
Education Research (NISER) is
being set up in the State.
Naveen drew the attention of the
Prime Minister to the fact that the
proposed National Institute of
Science (NIS) was shifted from
Orissa to West Bengal even though
there was IIT there.
Then why should there be any
problem for giving permission for
opening an IIT in the State, he
asked.
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Local News
CM reiterates demands for IIT in Orissa

Bhubaneswar: Chief minister Navin Patnaik on Friday urged prime minister Manmohan Singh to
make specific provision for the establishment of an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in the
state during the ensuing 11th Five-Year Plan.
Markets

Expressing resentment over the routine indifference of the Centre towards Orissa, the chief
minister, in his letter, said that he is surprised to see that decisions are being taken on a political
consideration.
I have repeatedly taken up the matter of establishing of an IIT in Orissa with the prime minister
and the Union HRD minister and told them that Orissa's case is a genuine one, he said.
Raising his voice against the Centre, Patnaik said a question should be asked why the Centre
shifted the National Institute of Science (NIS) that was sanctioned by the then NDA Government
from Bhubaneswar to Kolkata.
Reacting sharply over the remarks of the Union HRD secretary of HRD that Orissa does not
deserve an IIT as it has already got the NISER (National Institute of Science and Educational
Research), Patnaik said how could the NIS be shifted to Kolkata when IIT, Kharagpur is already
there.
How West Bengal has taken two such premier institutes? All these decisions have been taken on a
political consideration, Patnaik pointed out.
Justifying his demand, the chief minister said that as Orissa was witnessing a rapid growth in
industrialisation, these technical institutes are required for creating a skilled manpower.
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43 – Reaction to Finance
ministers budget having no
mention of an IIT in Orissa
(12th February – 3rd March 2008)
Highlights:
Everyone in Orissa seems be tuned to the IIT in Orissa issue and they
seems to mention it under any related pretext.
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BJP, BJD prepare for Budget session
Statesman News Service
BHUBANESWAR, Feb 12: The budget session of the
Assembly beginning tomorrow is set to be a stormy
one with the ruling BJD-BJP combine preparing to train
its guns on the UPA government at the Center and the
Opposition parties keen on pinning the government on
farmers suicides, health department scam and other
controversies.
The Legislature party meetings held here today
discussed strategies for the ensuing session. The
BJD-BJP combine made it clear that it will launch an
offensive against the center by tabling motions on price
rise, reduction of BPL list, refusing to sanction an IIT
for Orissa, delaying in setting up the regional center of
AIIMS in Bhubaneswar etc.
Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik made specific reference
to the BPL list and how 10 lakh people were to be
deprived of certain benefits due to the Centers
decision. He also pointed out that the state
government had announced schemes to cover these
people.
At the joint meeting of the BJD-BJP MLAs, Mr
Ranendra Pratap Swain is said to have raised the
issue of OBC quota and urged upon the government to
protect students and job seekers belonging to the
section with adequate reservation.
The Opposition Congress MLAs also met to work out
ways of cornering the government on Vedanta
controversy, farmers suicide, the contentious water to
industrial units, lawlessness in the state etc.
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Cabinet Decision
Pani panchayats will be entrusted with the
responsibility of collecting water cess from farmers and
also undertake maintenance of minor irrigation
projects, said official sources.
A decision to this effect was taken by the state cabinet
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which met here today. Necessary amendment to the
Act relating to water cess will be made to empower the
pani panchayats in this regard.
As of now the pani panchayat (water user bodies) were
collecting cess on lift irrigation points. The cabinet also
decided to ensure that farmers belonging to the tail
end areas of a canal system are represented in the
managing committees of pani panchayats. Similarly,
women representation will also be made mandatory.
In another major decision taken today, the cabinet
decided to set up tehsil offices in each block of the
state. There are 159 blocks which do not have a tehsil
office. Each one of these blocks will now have a tehsil
office and during the current year 60 new tehsil offices
will be established, said official sources.
The cabinet also accorded post facto approval to
several announcements made during the last session
of the assembly relating to regularisation of Sikshya
Sahayaks as primary school teachers, engaging the
retrenched employment guarantee scheme teachers
as gana sikshaks.
Discussion on this Orissa Plus item
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No special package, IIT for Orissa
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Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik on Friday termed the Union Budget as disappointing
for Orissa. "There is no special package for Orissa. We expected a special package
to bridge the regional imbalances. But no such announcement was made," he said.
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Launching a scathing attack on the Centre for neglecting the cause of Orissa,
Patnaik said IIT seems to have done with political consideration. "There has been no
scheme for the welfare of the tribal people," he said. Orissa had earlier demanded
an IIT for the State and the Chief Minister wrote a number of letters to Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh and Union Human Resources Development Minister Arjun Singh.
But without conceding to the demands of the Orissa Government, the Centre
announced setting up of IITs in Bihar, Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh.

Members' Email Login

However, former Chief Minister and Leader of Opposition JB Patnaik termed the
Budget as the best Budget that has every presented by any Finance Minister. "A
slew of measures have been taken to solve the problems of the farmers," he said,
adding that the Congress's concern for the farmers was reflected in the Budget.
Not agreeing to the views of Opposition leader Patnaik's view, Finance Minister
Prafulla Chandra Ghadai said no steps had been taken to arrest price rise and
inflation. While a certain amount has been sanctioned for the North-East States, no
special package was announced for Orissa. "There has been no budgetary provision
for Backward Grant Fund. Similarly no steps have been taken to take up
developmental works in the Maoist affected region," he said.
Industry Minister BB Harichandan said this Budget was made keeping elections in
mind. The Union Government has adopted a stepmotherly attitude towards the State
while announcing setting up a number of IITs. "More budgetary provision should
have been made to take up road works," he said.
Pradesh Congress Committee (PCC) president Jaydev Jena said such a Budget
was never presented during the last 60 years. "The way the Finance Minister has
allocated Rs 16,000 crore to take up anti-poverty programme is a welcome step," he
said, adding that praise should be heaped on Finance Minister for raising the
income tax slab. "The Bdget has provisions for senior citizens, farmers and for all
strata of society,"he said.
Eminent economist and former MP Trilochan Kanungo said Chidambaram's Budget
speech has sent a message that elections are round the corner. The UPA
Government has promised El Dorado to woo the electorate. "The higher income
States would garner more benefit at the cost of the backward States like Orissa and
Bihar," he said.
"Had the Government pursued the right kind of farmer's friendly policy consistently in
the past, such a huge loan waiver would not have been resorted to," he said, adding
that would only increase the regional imbalances.
BJP MP Dharmendra Pradhan said the Budget had ignored the State's interests. He
further said the Finance Minister by not conceding to Orissa and mineral rich States
demand for fixation of royalty of mineral resources on ad valorem basis, had ignored
the financial interest of the States.
BJP State unit president Suresh Pujari also criticised the Budget. "While the farmers
have been waived a loan to the tune of Rs 60,000 cr, the industrialists have been
provided a concession of Rs 3 lakh crore," said State Secretary of CPI, Dibakar
Nayak. RJP State unit Secretary Sanatan Behera welcomed the Budget. "The
suicide of farmers can be checked to a greater extent," he said.
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Mixed reaction to budget
BHUBANESWAR, Feb 29: Orissa has once again
been deprived of an IIT as political considerations
seem to have governed such decisions remarked
ruling BJD-BJP circles here today while reacting to the
budget.
Chief minister Mr Naveen Patnaik who is presently in
Delhi, is reported to have reacted on the same lines.
Mr Patnaik said "the expected special package for
backward states like Orissa had been overlooked. The
special package was a need to bridge the regional
disparities" he added. Mr Patnaik pointed out that there
was no special scheme for welfare of tribals.
State finance minister Mr Prafulla Chandra Ghadei was
also critical of the budget and said "it may cause
further inflation" adding "the loan waiver is a pre-poll
populist measure which does not make economic
sense at all".
Mr Ghadei said "the state was not only denied an IIT
but was also deprived of additional funds and coverage
of the Backward Region Grant Fund scheme".
The Congress however hailed the budget today.
Leader of Opposition Mr JB Patnaik termed it as the
best of the lot presented by Mr P Chidambaram over
the last four years. "It has focused on rural area and
farmers", he said.
Rural development minister Mr Biswabhusan
Harichandan ( BJP) however dismissed the budget as
populist and poll centric. n SNS
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Central Budget lets down Orissa
Bhubaneswar:29/February/2008
P Chidambaram has treated Orissa badly.
The Union Finance Minister on one hand in the Economic Survey-2007-08 dubbed the state as the
poorest one and on the other has been uncharitable towards the ailing Orissa.
Union Budget for 2008-09 has brought little cheers for this eastern state of India, where 57 percent of the
rural population is below the poverty line (BPL).

Jugal bandi!

Analysts find no rhyme or reason why any special packages not announced for the state, where poverty
and hunger is ruling the roost.
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Koraput-Balangir-Kalahandi (KBK) zone is the poorest of the poor area of the state.
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Rahul Gandhi is visiting the poverty and hunger zone next week to shed tears for the poor.
But the UPA Government’s Finance Minister has not bothered announce any package for this areas,
which is considered at per the Sub-Saharan zone.
Tribal areas of the state is now crying for educational development and UPA government failed to
announce KBK Central University, which is being demanded for last 2 years.
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Similarly the emotive issue like setting up of an Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) was ignored, charge
Dhirendra Kar, leading Non Resident Oriya (NRO).
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan received IITs while 2 IISER allotted to Madhya Pradesh and
Kerala, said he.
Orissa is demanding for an IIT and IIM for last so many years and UPA did not bothered for the same,
alleged Mr.Kar.

MINING
WATER RESOURCES

Name any Congress leader, who has not said that Prime Minister has assured an IIT for Orissa.
J B Patnaik, Jaydev Jena, Chandra Sekhar Sahu and several others have told in so many words that
Orissa is going to receive an IIT surely and certainly.
Reams of news prints have carried out their statements.
“But Mr.Chidambaram proved all the Congress stalwarts wrong and now they should hang their head in
shame”, said a senior scribe, Chandrabhanu Pattnayak.
He alleged that Orissa Congress leaders lack spine.
Similar is the case of any special funding for control of Maoist menace.
Maoists are spreading their tentacles in 18 districts and only 11 are covered under Security Related
Expenditure (SRE) grant.
Recently in Nayagarh the Maoists created mayhem and killed 16 police personnel in the process.
The State Government is repeatedly demanding at least another 6 districts to be covered under SRE and
the grant amount to be raised.
But not a word about the same found place in the Central Budget, said an analyst.
While Lalu Prasad saddened the hearts of Oriyas by treating the state shabbily in the Railway
Budget-2008-09, Mr. Chidambaram also handled the state awfully, said he.
“This is because of our weak political leadership of the state”, lamented Lalit Patnaik, Chief of Agami
Orissa, the leading civil society of the state.

Institutes of Higher Education
: India to become a knowledge society, three IISERs
at Mohali, Pune and Kolkata; and an IIIT at Kanchipuram have started
functioning.Government to set up 16 Central Universities in each of the hitherto
uncovered states;two IISERsInstitutes of Higher Education
: India to become a knowledge society, three IISERs
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at Mohali, Pune and Kolkata; and an IIIT at Kanchipuram have started
functioning.Government to set up 16 Central Universities in each of the hitherto
uncovered states; three IITs in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan; two IISERs
at Bhopal and Tiruvananthapuram; and two Schools of Planning and Architecture
at Bhopal and Vijayawada: Rs. 5 crore grant provided to Deccan College, Postgraduate
and Research Institute, Pune.
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Mixed response to green budget
OUR CORRESPONDENT

Bhubaneswar, Feb. 29: The 2008-09 Union budget has evoked a
mixed response in Orissa.
While peasant organisations, with Congress and allies, welcomed
the loan waiver for small and marginal farmers, the BJD-BJP
described the budget as “disappointing”.
President of Orissa Krushak Mahasangh Bibhudendra Pratap Das
called the loan waiver a “welcome step”. “It will help halt the suicide
spree in Orissa, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh,” he said.
Homemakers also welcomed the budget. As Minati Mohapatra said:
“It’s a good budget for us. Jewellery and goods such as refrigerators
and washing machines would get cheaper.” Radhanath Mishra, a
government officer, believed that the salaried class would ultimately
benefit.
Chief minister Naveen Patnaik, on the other hand, described the
budget as “disappointing” for a backward state like Orissa.
“Orissa has been neglected once again. Our demand for a special
economic package and special funds for tribals has been ignored,”
he lamented.
Alleging that the sanction of an IIT was made on political
considerations, Orissa’s “genuine” demand was ignored.
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“There should be specific allocation for poorer states like Orissa as
was done for the Northeast,” rued finance minister Prafulla Chandra
Ghadei, adding that the Backward Region Growth Fund was
“ignored”.
Similarly, no funds were provided to tackle Maoist menace in Orissa
or elsewhere, he rued.
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Industries minister and senior BJP leader B.B. Harichandan said
that neglect towards Orissa was reflected in the budget.
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Local News
Union budget frustrates Orissa

Bhubaneswar: Chief minister Navin Patnaik, who on Thursday had pinned high hopes on the
Union budget that the Centre this time would take note of Orissa’s interest, expressed his gross
dismay on Friday at its outcome.
Terming the Union Budget as disappointing for Orissa, he said that there is no special package for
Orissa.
We expected a special package to bridge the regional imbalances. But no such announcement was
made, he rued.
Taking umbrage at the time-honoured apathy towards Orissa, Patnaik said that the Indian
Institute of Technology seems to have done with political consideration.
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There has been no scheme for the welfare of the tribal people, he said.
It may be mentioned here that the state had earlier demanded an IIT for the state and as such
Patnaik had written a number of letters to prime minister Manmohan Singh and Union HRD
minister Arjun Singh.
But without conceding to the demands of the Orissa Government, the Centre announced setting
up of IITs in Bihar, Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh.
However, contrary to the chief minister’s reaction, former chief minister and leader of the
Opposition J B Patnaik described the Budget as the best
A slew of measures have been taken to solve the problems of the farmers, he said, adding that
the Congress's concern for the farmers was reflected in the Budget.
Echoing his displeasure, finance minister Prafulla Chandra Ghadei said that the budget has not
taken any steps to arrest price rise and inflation.
While a certain amount has been sanctioned for the northeastern states, no special package was
announced for Orissa.
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There has been no budgetary provision for Backward Grant Fund.
Similarly, no steps have been taken to take up developmental works in the Maoist affected region,
he said.
Supporting his statement, industry minister Biswabhusan Harichandan said that the Budget was
made keeping elections in mind.
The Centre has adopted a step-motherly attitude towards the state while announcing setting up a
number of IITs.
More budgetary provision should have been made to take up road works, he said.
However, the Orissa Pradesh Congress Committee president Jayadev Jena said that such a Budget
was never presented during the last 60 years.
He lauded the move by the Union finance minister who has allocated Rs 16,000 crore to take up
anti-poverty programme and raising the income tax slab.
The Budget has provisions for senior citizens, farmers and for all strata of society, he said.
In a statement, former MP Trilochan Kanungo said that the budget speech of the Union finance
minister M A Chidambaram has sent a message that elections are round the corner.
The UPA government has promised El Dorado to woo the electorate.
The higher income states would garner more benefit at the cost of the backward states like Orissa
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and Bihar, he pointed out.
Justifying his contention, Kanungo said that had the Centre pursued the right kind of farmer's
friendly policy consistently in the past, such a huge loan waiver would not have been resorted to.
This would only help increase the regional imbalances.
BJP MP Dharmendra Pradhan said that the Budget had ignored the state's interests.
Taking a dig at the Union finance minister, he said that the former, by not conceding to Orissa and
mineral rich states demand for fixation of royalty of mineral resources on ad valorem basis, had
ignored the financial interest of the states.
Similarly, BJP state unit president Suresh Pujari said that while also criticised the Budget.
The Orissa CPI unit secretary Dibakar Nayak said that while the farmers have been waived a loan
to the tune of Rs 60,000 cr, the industrialists have been provided a concession of Rs 3 lakh crore.
However, RJP state unit secretary Sanatan Behera, while welcoming the budget, said that the
suicide of farmers can be checked to a greater extent.
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PC sidelines Orissa as usual

Fuji Z5 Camera-MRP Rs.9000 | Offer Price
Rs.6999-BUY NOW!!!
BHUBANESWAR: Even as Finance Minister P.
Chidambaram dished out a populist Budget in
an election year, Orissa missed out on several
key announcements as usual.
What has hurt it most is that the Centre has
once again ignored its demand for
establishment of Indian Institute of Technology
(IIT) even as Chidambaram announced three
IITs to be set up in Bihar, Rajasthan and
Andhra Pradesh. The State has also been
deprived of an Indian Institute Science (IISc).
The two IIScs as mentioned in the Budget will
be at Bhopal and Thiruvananthapuram. Nor
has there been any evidence of any special
development package or project for Orissa.
Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik had demanded a
package of Rs 1,300 cr. The special package of
Rs 16,400 cr went to north-eastern States.
Special care has been taken to nurture the
north-eastern States as Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh represents the area.
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None of the demands in the wish-list of the
State has been accepted by the Finance
Minister. The State Government had sought
extension of the Backward Region Grant Fund
(BRGF) to all the 30 from the 19 districts.
There is no indication in the Budget.
State Finance Minister Prafulla Chandra Ghadei
said the key demands including a
comprehensive package and increase in fund
allocation for Koraput, Balangir and Kalahandi
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(KBK) districts have been ignored. One of the
16 Central universities announced should be in
Orissa, he demanded. However, there have
been some positive aspects too. As high as 45
percent of Rs 5,800 cr earmarked for BRGF will
be spent in Bihar, Orissa and UP. Besides,
allocation under NREGS has been extended to
all the districts.
There are several other pluses. Chidambaram
announced 30 integrated textile parks, one of
which should be at Bargarh. A provision of Rs
450 cr has been made for these parks.
Besides, the Life Insurance Corporation (LIC)
will cover the women self-help groups (SHGs).
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The Budget will augur well for attracting hotel
industries in Konark as the Finance Minister
has declared a five-year tax holiday for two,
three and four-star hotels near any of the
Unesco declared heritage sites. Besides,
five-year tax holiday has also been declared
for setting up hospitals in rural areas.
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Sans IIT, a good budget: OPPN
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BHUBANESWAR: The Opposition parties
described the Budget as people-friendly and
historic even as the State Government
lambasted the Centre for ignoring its demand.
The announcements in the Budget are an
election stunt and they have nothing for
Orissa, Finance Minister Prafulla Chandra
Ghadei said. Leader of Opposition J.B. Patnaik,
however, said the relief given to the small and
marginal farmers will go down in the history as
the UPA Government�s gift to the �indebted
community�. The Budget has also spelt out a
number of measures to benefit the weaker
sections, minorities and senior citizens, he
said.
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Describing the Budget as growth-oriented, JB
said it has laid emphasis on the development
of irrigation, health and communication
facilities. It is a welfare Budget catering to the
needs of all sections, he said. State Congress
president Jaydeb Jena said such a Budget was
never presented by any Government before. It
has paid attention to the needs of all sections
and taken extra care for the farmers. Besides
giving relaxation on Income Tax, the Budget
has given attention to the welfare of child and
women, he said.
NCP convenor Bijay Mohapatra described the
Budget as pro-farmer. The relief given to the
farmers is a bold step, he said. The extension
of NREGS to all districts and increased
allocation under the BRGF will benefit the
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underdeveloped district. Except for not
announcing an IIT for Orissa, the Finance
Minister has catered to all sections.
He, however, said the Centre should have
considered the demand for the establishment
of an IIT in Orissa.
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fûbaû^ ùjùa Gaõ G \òMùe 10jRûe ùKûUò Uuû
ijûdZû eLû~ûAQò ö gòg,ê cjòkû, QûZâ, @û\òaûiú, jeòR^,
_Qê@ûaMð, iõL¥ûfNê iµâ\ûd, aeòÂ ^ûMeòKu iùcZ
icÉu _ûAñ G aùRUùe iûjû~¥ a¥aiÚû Keû~ûAQò
ùaûfò gâú _ ^ûdK KjòQ«ò ö Kéhò aòKûgùe a¥û_K
RkùiP^ _ûAñ @[ð aeû\ Keû~ûAQò ùaûfò aòùeû]ú
\ke ù^Zû CùfäL Keò ùijò_eò gòlû ùlZâùe iaðgòlû
ù~ûR^ûKê @]ôK MêeZê ß \ò@û~ûAQò ö ÊûiÚ¥ ùlZâùe RûZúd
ÊûiÚ¥ aúcû ù~ûR^û \ßûeû Meòa R^Zû aòùgh C_KéZ I
fûbaû^ ùjùa ö @Ì @ûd Keê[ôaû a¥qòuê @ûdKe c¤
aXûA \ò@û~ûAQò ö ùcøkòK MùahYû ùlZâùe aòbò^Ü
iûjû~¥ ù~ûMûA \ò@û~ûAQò ö ù~Cñcûù^ \ßòZúd ùgâYú
ijecû^uùe aû Mâûcû*kùe PòKò ûkd Keòùa ùicû^uê
5ahð _~ð¥« UòKi ù\aûKê _Wòa ^ûjó ö ùijò_eò
_~ð¥U^e aòKûg ùjûùUf UòKiùe _~ð¥û¯ ijûdZû
ù~ûMûA \ò@û~ûAQò ö iaê \éÁòeê G aùRU @bòaé¡ò ijòZ
Meòa R^Zûe cwk _ûAñ CòÁ Gaõ ùcûUûùcûUò bûùa
Gjû Pûhú I Meòau aùRU ùaûfò ùi _âKûg KeòQ«ò ö
aùRU GK @_eòYûc\gðú, \ìe\éÁò aòjú^,
^ò a ð û P^ú aùRU¨ : Pkò Z ùK¦â ú d aùRU GK
@_eòYûc\gðú, \ìe\éÁòjú^, ^òaðûP^ú aùRU ùaûfò gòÌ,
Mâûc¥ C^Üd^ I @ûA^ cªú aògßbìhY jeòP¦^ GK
_âZòKâòdûùe KjòQ«ò ö ùi KjòQ«ò ù~ PkòZ ùK¦âúd
aùRU ^òaðûP^Kê \éÁòùe eLô _âÉêZ Keû~ûAQò ö aò©úd
^ò@< beYû Keòaûe ùKøYiò a¥aiÚû ^ûjó ö aòbò^Ü
_âù\gùe ajê KéhKu @ûZàjZ¥û I aò`k Kéhò^úZòe
a\^ûceê cêKêkòaû _ûAñ 60jRûe ùKûUò Uuûe KéhòEY
QûW Keû~ûAQò ö aòjûe, eûRiÚû^ I @û§â_ùâ \gùe ùKak
Zòù^ûUò @ûA@ûAUò _âZòÂû Keò IWÿògû _âZò ùa÷cûZéK I
_l_ûZ cù^ûbûae Rßk« ^ò\gð^ ù\LûAQ«ò ö Rúa^

elûKûeú Jh] C_eê iµìð KeQûW Keòaû CPòZ [ôfû
ÊÌ Kûk _ê¬ò^òùagKûeúcûù^ lZòMâÉ ùjùa ö ùcûU
C_ùe Gjû GK ù^÷eûg¥R^K aùRU ùjûAQò ùaûfò
gòÌcªú KjòQ«ò ö
ùK¦â aùRU iaðR^Kf¥ûYKûeú:2008ùe C_
ieKûe ù~Cñ aùRU C_iÚû_^ KeòQ«ò G[ôùe iaê
ùgâYúe ùfûKu Êû[ð _âZò \éÁò \ò@û~ûAQò ö aòùgh Keò
KéhKcû^u ici¥ûKê icû]û^ Keòaû \òMùe @Mâû]ôKûe
\ò@û~ûAQò ùaûfò _òiiò ò ibû_Zò Rdù\a ùR^û KjòQ«ò
KõùMâi @¤lû gâúcZú ùiû^ò@û Mû§ú ù\ge aòKûg,
KéhKe @bòaé¡ò, Kéhòe aòKûg Z[û @aùjkòZ ùfûKu
aòKûg _ûAñ ù~Cñ Ê_Ü ù\LôQ«ò Zûjû Gjò aùRUùe
_âZò`kòZ ùjûAQò ö \úNð 60ahð bòZùe G_eò aùRU
ùKùa @ûMZ ùjûA^[ôfû ö Gjò aùRU¨ùe 4ùKûUò Pûhúuê
60jRûe ùKûUò Uuûe icda¡ EYQûW Keòaûe a¥aiÚ
ùjûAQò ö G[ôùe 3ùKûUò lê\â I ^ûccûZâ Pûhúuê
50jRûe ùKûUò Uuûe EY QûW Keû~òaö Mâûcû*kùe
\ûeò\â¥e aòùfû_ _ûAñ ù~Cñ HZòjûiòK RûZúd MâûcúY
^ò½Zò ùeûRMûe ù~ûR^û Keû~ûAQò G[ôùe @]ôK 596Uò
Rò f ûKê @«bê q Keû~ûA 16jRûe ùKûUò Uuûe
a¥daeû\ Keû~ûAQò ùaûfò ùi KjòQ«ò ö

"gòÌ_Zòuê @]ôK I Meòauê
Kc MêeêZß \ò@û~ûAQò'

PkòZahðe ùK¦â aùRUùe KéhKcû^ue EY QûW,
@w^aûWò Kcðúu b©û aé¡ò Gaõ IWÿgò û _ûAñ @^Mâie eûR¥
_ûY×eò ê @[ð _â\û^Kê bûeZúd Kcê¥^òÁ _ûUòð ÊûMZ RYûCQò;
Kò«ê Gjò Zêk^ûùe gòÌ_Zòcû^uê @]ôK eòjûZò \ò@û~ûAQò
Ké h Kcû^uê 60jRûe ùKûUò Uuû EY QûW
Keû~ûA[ôaûùaùk gòÌ_Zòcûù^ 3fl ùKûUò Uuû eòjûZò
_ûAQ«ò ö ]^úK I Cy c¤aò© ùgâYúKê Lêi¨ Keòaû _ûAñ
Kûe, \êA PKò@û ~û^ I ùjûùUf gòÌ C_eê UòKi jâûi
Keû~ûAQò ö Gjò aùRUùe _ê¬_ò Zòuê _fûC, ]^úK ùgâYú
fWê, KéhKcû^uê I cìf@ò ûcû^uê PùKûùfU _â\û^ KeòQ«ò
ùaûfò eûR¥ iµû\K \òaûKe ^ûdK _âKûg KeòQ«ò
ùijò_eò G@ûAùKùKGc¨G
¨ i¨ _leê Kù_ðûùeU jûCi
_ê¬_ò Zò Gaõ ùKùZK ^òÁðò ùMûÂú _ûAñ _ìaað hð Zêk^ûùe
@]ôK @[ð aeû\ Gaõ Kéhùò lZâ cR\êe iõMV^e iµû\K
eNê^û[ \ûgu _âZKò d
òâ û _âKûg KeòQ«ò ö
iû]ûeY aùRU ùfûKu cêjñùe ji: dê_òG
ieKûeu \ß û eû C_iÚ û _ò Z Pkò Z 2008-09e
ùekaùRU _ùe _ùe iû]ûeY aùRU c¤ ùfûKu
cêñjùe ji `êUûA _ûeòQò ùaûfò gâú \ûi KjòQ«ò ö
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‘Orissa has been neglected’
Monday, March 03, 2008 03:18 IST

BHUBANESHWAR: Though the
Congress and other opposition parties in Orissa hailed the union
budget as people-friendly, the BJD-BJP coalition government has
come down heavily on the UPA government for neglecting the
cause of Orissa.
Terming the budget as disappointing, particularly for Orissa, chief
minister Naveen Patnaik said: “We expected a special package to
bridge regional imbalances. But no such announcement was
made. While other states managed to get a bonanza, there is no
special package announced for Orissa.” He added that the venues
for new IITs have been decided after keeping political
considerations in mind.
Finance minister P Chidambaram announced that IITs will be set
up in Bihar, Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh, even though Orissa
had demanded an IIT.
Terming the budget as a historic one, former chief minister and
opposition leader JB Patnaik said a number of measures have
been taken to give relief to small and marginal farmers. He added it should be considered as the Congress’s
gift to the community. He further said that the budget catered to all strata of society.
However, Orissa’s finance minister Prafulla Chandra Ghadai said, “A political colour was given to the budget.”
He added that a step-motherly attitude was shown towards the state. Describing the budget as growth
oriented, Nationalist Congress Party state unit president Bijoy Mohapatra said Chidambaram had taken a bold
step by declaring a waiver of Rs60,000 crores.
“Had the government pursued the right kind of farmer-friendly policy consistently in the past, such huge loan
waivers would not have been needed,” eminent economist and former MP Trilochan Kanungo said, adding that
it would only increase regional imbalances.
BJP state unit president Suresh Pujari said the budget clearly reflected the Congress’s attempt to woo the
electorate.
subhashish_m@yahoo.com
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44 – Reaction to an earlier
announcement of an IIT in
Himachal Pradesh
(2nd March 2008)
Highlights:
Although it was announced earlier, reactions come after the budget. (No
mention of it in the budget though.)
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2 more IITs; none for Orissa
New Delhi:2/March/2008
Sending letters and sitting tight is going to cost Orissa dearly.
In all probability if the state leadership does not take up the case in a determined way by bulldozing the
Centre, Orissa is certain to miss IIT bus.
While all other states are proactively vying for the new Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Orissa has
only opted for sending letters demanding the same.

Made for each other!
GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION

Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik, known for his penchant in writing letters has sent only 4 letters to the
Prime Minister and Union Minister of Human Resources Development (MHRD), requesting for an IIT in
Orissa.
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After Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan, now Kerala and Himachal Pradesh has been given
go-ahead with IIT.
Behind the scene proactive steps taken by these two states have helped them in receiving the IITs, said
a senior official in MHRD.
A K Anthony, Union Defence Minister has been pressing Arjun Singh, Union Minister HRD for quite some
time for an IIT.

HEALTH
LAW & ORDER
BANKING

And the Leftist leaders along with the officials of the state have already presented their case with facts
and figures, impressing the mandarins of the MHRD.

INFRASTRUCTURE
AGRICULTURE
MEDIA
FINANCE
MINING
WATER RESOURCES

So an IIT at Palakkad in Kerala has been granted by MHRD, said sources.
Similarly Himachal Pradesh, which tried hard during the Chief Minister Virbhadra Singh’s regime.
Though Congress lost power in Himachal Pradesh, MHRD Minister in all likelyness will keep his
commitment, said the sources.
While politics and lobbying is playing a major role in deciding the fate of IITs, Orissa confined itself to
only sending missives.
Though leading civil society organization, Agami Orissa has been in the forefront to demand an IIT, but
the agitation was left half way.
Media played the matter in a low key and politicians never bothered about the setting up of an IIT in the
state.
After repeated request from the leading Non Resident Oriyas (NRO) like Chitta Baral, Dhirendra Kar,
Sandip Kumar Dasverma, Deba Nayak and several others, our Members of Parliament hardly raised
their voice.
And resulted is, forget about getting one, no body in the MHRD is even dropping a hint on the Orissa’s
claim for an IIT.
Really a sad state of affairs, commented a senior IAS officer holding a top post in the MHRD.
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45 – Orissa Governor mentions
his sympathy regarding IIT in
Orissa in a speech.
(3rd – 5th March 2008)
Highlights:
The Governor’s concern is widely appreciated.
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Gov lends voice for IIT demand
Bhubaneswar:4/March/2008
Muralidhar Chandrakant Bhandare is known for his passion for education.
So the Governor of Orissa has lent his voice for setting up an Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT) in the state.

Lock kiya jaye!
GENERAL

While entire Orissa is aggrieved over Central apathy towards the state by
not announcing an IIT, Mr.Bhandare has also expressed his surprise over
the issue.

ADMINISTRATION
POLTICS
INDUSTRY

While the Governor was addressing the gathering of students and teachers
in Krupajal Engineering College here, he said that he is sad over the issue.

ENVIRONMENT
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Entire audience present on the occasion was overwhelmed by the response of the First Citizen of the
State, said a senior professor.
The teaching community and students are angry over the apathy of the Centre over not sanctioning an
IIT for the state.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
AGRICULTURE

"With the Governor's genuine concern for the casue, we feel emboldened", said he.
Leading civil society organization, Agami Orissa lauded the feelings of the Governor Mr.Bhandare.
Lalit Patnaik, Chief of Agami Orissa said “we are empowered in our move to agitate for an IIT in the
state”.

MEDIA
FINANCE

“Governor’s utterances has come as a shot in arm for the people of Orissa”, said he.

MINING
WATER RESOURCES
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Guv backs demand for IIT
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Governor Murlidhar Chandrakant Bhandare has lent his voice for setting up of an
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in the State. Addressing a function at an
engineering college here, he said he was sad that the State was still deprived of an
IIT. The entire audience present on the occasion was overwhelmed by the response
of the First Citizen of the State, said a senior professor. "With the Governor's
genuine concern for the State's casue, we feel emboldened," he said.
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46 – CM meets planning
commission to finalize the plan
size for Orissa and brings up the
IIT in Orissa issue.
(3rd-9th March 2008)

46 – CM meets planning
commission to finalize the plan
size for Orissa and brings up the
IIT in Orissa issue.
(3rd-9th March 2008)
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Monday, March 03, 2008

Planning Commission
ORISSA ANNUAL PLAN 2008-09 FINALIZED

18:36 IST
The size of the annual plan for 2008-09 for the State of Orissa was finalized here
today at a meeting between the Deputy Chairman Planning Commission, Shri
Montek Singh Ahluwalia and the Chief Minister, Shri Naveen Patnaik. The State will
have a plan size of Rs.7500 crores. This would include additional Central Assistance
of Rs. 100 crores (of which Rs.30 crores is grant) for projects of special interest to the
State. Another Rs.100 crores of special grant was given for improving the stretch of
highway between Vijaywada and Ranchi within the State.
In his remarks, Mr. Ahluwalia said the State has been improving in plan performance.
He said investment climate continues to be positive but efforts should be made to
engineer early execution of commitments. Investments in agriculture infrastructure
and human development sector needs to be stepped up. Suitable policy measures
should be taken to create a conducive environment that fosters growth of
entrepreneurship and encourages private sector investments. The State Government
should diversify economy with a view to insulate it from natural calamities and to
divert under-employed labour force from farm sector to non-farm sector.
Attention was drawn to high incidence of poverty, unemployment and low per capita
income. It was also pointed out that State’s education and health indicators were still
less than the national average. Efforts should be further intensified to reduce this gap
during Eleventh Plan period. Attention was also drawn to high transmission &
distribution losses and low rural electrification. The State Government was advised to
give priority to skill development and rural connectivity.
Briefing the Commission on development strategy for the Eleventh Plan, the Chief
Minister said the State would aim at a growth rate of over 9 per cent during the Plan
to reduce poverty by 15 percentage points. For inclusive, broad-based & sustainable
growth, agriculture and allied sector would be given priority. He said the State has
achieved an annual growth rate of 8.59 per cent during the Tenth Plan period against
the target of 6.2 per cent. During next financial year 60000 ha of additional land will
be irrigated.
He urged the Central government for establishing educational institutions such as IIT,
IIM, IIIT and Central universities in the State to meet growing needs of highly skilled
manpower for upcoming industries. Exemption from income tax and Central excise
tax for a period of 10 years for KBK region was also demanded. He said Central
government should immediately revise royalty on coal and other minerals on
ad-valorem basis and transfer entire export duty levied on major minerals to the
concern States. Special category status for the State was also demanded.
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It appears that if the State's leadership does not take up the matter of opening an IIT
in Orissa with the Centre, it is unlikely to get one. While all the other States are
actively lobbying for a new Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Orissa has only opted
for written letters. Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has sent four letters to the Prime
Minister and Union Minister of Human Resource Development (HRD), requesting
them for an IIT in the State.
After Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan, now Kerala and Himachal Pradesh
have been given the go-ahead for their IITs. Behind-the-sceneslobbying by these
two States has helped them get the IITs, according to sources. Union Defence
Minister AK Anthony has been pressing Union HRD Minister Arjun Singh for quite
some time for an IIT in his home State of Kerala. An IIT at Palakkad in Kerala has
now been granted, said sources.
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Similarly, Himachal Pradesh tried hard during Chief Minister Virbhadra Singh's
regime for an IIT in the State.
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Appendix A – Orissa
government documents
Highlights:
Some of the letters that the CM wrote.
Some of the information available at the Orissa resident commissioner’s
website.
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set up in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and
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3 The original choice of Orissa was one that
had received State wide support and created
enthusiasm. The recent news of it being
shifted elsewhere has caused widespread
disappointment.
4 Separately, the Governing Body of IIT
Kharagpur has approved a full fledged
campus in Bhubaneswar by upgrading its
existing

extension

centre,

entailing

an

investment of Rs. 800 – 900 crores. The
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proposal is awaiting the clearance of Ministry
of

Human

Resources

Development

(MoHRD), Government of India (GoI).

The

State Government has offered 300 acres of
land free of cost for this project.
5 Honourable Chief Minister of Orissa Shri
Naveen Patnaik has written to Honourable
Prime Minister of India for considering Orissa
as the location of one of the greenfield IITs
and for expediting the MoHRD sanction to
branch campus of IIT Kharagpur.
RATIONALE

FOR

TOP

PRIORITY

OF

ESTABLISHING AN IIT’S IN ORISSA
1 Orissa is today poised to emerge as the
mining, metals, manufacturing and power
generation hub of the country with investment
proposals amounting to over Rs. 400, 000
crore.

Out of this, over Rs. 30,000 crore

investment has already materialised, creating
employment opportunities, direct and indirect,
for about 30,000 persons.
2 The State has also made considerable
headway in promoting technical institutions at
ITI,

diploma

and

degree

levels,

which

provides the required critical mass to support
institutions of higher learning of the level of
an IIT.
3

Orissa has the highest concentration of
engineering colleges in eastern India and
with the current rate of growth, it is
expected to be amongst the top States in
the country in the very near future.

4

In recent years Orissa has developed a

1/26/2008 9:46 PM
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large number of new (mostly private)
engineering and MCA colleges and an
IIT that grants M.Tech and Ph.D degrees
will significantly help in improving the
faculty quality of the Orissa engineering
colleges, as their faculty can more easily
pursue a higher degree at the IIT and
can collaborate with IIT faculty. If India
were to maintain its growth, India’s
engineering colleges have to improve
their faculty quality drastically and the
new IITs should contribute to that.

As

one of the emerging hubs for technical
education in the country, Orissa greatly
deserves an IIT.
5

The vibrant growth in the industrial
sector and the technical education sector
in the State provides enormous potential
for industry and institution linkages,
which includes research development
activities. Establishment of an IIT in
Orissa will greatly facilitate in intensifying
this

process,

which

is

of

critical

importance to make the industry globally
competitive.
6

Today, Orissa is playing host to the
biggest ever FDI projects in the country
such as POSCO and Arcelor Mittal steel
projects. The presence of such strong
industrial players will definitely provide
required

synergy

for

an

IIT

level

institution to realize its full potential.
Many

of

the

existing

&

upcoming

industries would be able to leverage the

1/26/2008 9:46 PM
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presence of an IIT to boost Research &
Development (R&D) activities, and they
are also very keen to forge varied forms
of partnerships with the IIT.
7

Government of India is requested for
establishment of a greenfield IIT in
Orissa, which would go a long way in
supporting the rapid industrial growth in
the State by producing highly qualified
technical and managerial personnel as
well as the much needed R&D support.

8

State Government while recommending
the proposal has also conveyed its
willingness to provide 300 acres of land
free of cost for the prestigious project of
IIT Kharagpur to have a full campus in
Bhubaneswar with a final intake capacity
of

5000

students.

MoHRD,

GoI

is

requested to expedite the approval of the
same as well.
9

Orissa finds itself at the bottom of per
capita funding through MOHRD, which is
not at all justified. The establishment of a
greenfield IIT in Orissa along with full
branch of IIT Kharagpur shall help in
improving this unbalanced and skewed
position.

RATIONALE

FOR

TOP

PRIORITY

OF

ESTABLISHING AN IIM IN ORISSA
1

Given the current industrial boom in
Orissa, it is necessary to bring in a culture
of professional management and handling
of the development process. For this, there

1/26/2008 9:46 PM
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needs to be a steady induction of a stream
of professional, committed and dynamic
managerial workforce into the system.
2

In this context, the establishment of a
greenfield Indian Institute of Management
(IIM) in Orissa becomes one of highest
priority. The IIM shall be the incubation
centre for quality managerial professionals
who will then have a positive impact on the
performance and delivery of services by
the

entire

gamut

of

agencies

/

organizations in the public & private
domains.
3

Besides, the IIM will be one “centre of
excellence” that will be a partner to the
State in many strategic interventions, be it
in

promoting

entrepreneurship

supporting

institutional

reforms

formulating

policies

providing

think-tank

to

high

or
level

or
or
a

Government

decisions or training / retraining of staffs or
in

encouraging

ethical

practices

in

governance & management, etc.
4

Numbers and quality of faculty in local
management institutes is a concern which
would be adequately addressed by the IIM
through it’s doctoral programmes and
faculty development programmes.

5

The services sector in Orissa shall be
largely benefited by the MBAs from IIM and
the sector will be one with the highest
growth rates. In fact, an IIM in Orissa will
attract services sector players to consider
the State as a centre for their businesses.
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6

It is learnt that 5 new IIMs are being
established

under

the

11th

Plan.

Government of India is requested to
sanction one IIM in Orissa which shall be
provided with all necessary infrastructure
support by the State Government.
BACKGROUND

OF

BHUBANESWAR’S

EMERGENCE AS THE NEW KNOWLEDGE
CITY
1

Government
Bhubaneswar

as

“Knowledge

City”

confluence

of

Technology,

envisages
the

new

through

a

Information

Biotechnology

and

Technical Education.
2

Bhubaneswar, the State capital is
the 2nd planned city in the country
after Chandigarh; Bhubaneswar has
been ranked 5th among cities in
“Ease of Doing Business”, a recent
study conducted by The World Bank.

3 In IT Sector, Orissa is emerging as a
powerhouse with software exports in
excess of US$ 100 million during
2005 – 06 and a target of exporting
software to the tune of US $ 1000
million by 2011-12.
4

Major players: Infosys, Satyam &
TCS and Wipro, Genpact (operational by
April-June 07) ; Other major players include
MindTree Consulting, Genpact, Hexaware
Technologies and Contiloe Films.

5

More than 300 SME units and
12000 software professionals in the State.
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6

Investors from Silicon Valley
setting up 5000 seater IT/ITES facility.

7

Upcoming Knowledge Corridors

i.

Info Park: Creation of 4.2
million square feet of built-up space by DLF

ii.

Knowledge Industry
Township: 784 acres integrated township
located 15 kms from the city and to
comprise an SEZ, residential, educational,
commercial areas and business zones. To
be extended to 1500 acres in Phase-I and
4000 acres to be further added in Phase-II

iii.

IDCO-Genpact BPO
Complex on 28 acres in the heart of the city

8

State Government has taken the
initiative

of

promoting

an

International

Institute of Information Technology in the
public private partnership (PPP) mode.
Bio-pharma Park in Bhubaneswar

9

being developed through PPP route.
RATIONALE

FOR

TOP

PRIORITY

OF

ESTABLISHING AN IIIT IN ORISSA
10

It is of utmost importance to
establish an Indian Institute of Information
Technology (IIIT) at Bhubaneswar with
central funding which will provide the critical
high-end institutional intervention to catapult
Bhubaneswar

into

the

fast

lane

of

knowledge based industries.
10 IIT would be an ideal platform for new
age

courses

like

bio-informatics,

bio-engineering, data mining, embedded
systems,

image

processing,

mobile

communication, computing, networking,

1/26/2008 9:46 PM
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pattern recognition, parallel & distruated
computing, robotics, VLSI, etc.
11

The institute would provide the
necessary R&D level interventions and
support to the IT industry in Orissa.

12

With the emergence of Orissa as the
mining, metals, manufacturing and power
generation hub in the country, there will
be a need for designing applications of IT
to

the

modern

manufacturing

and

engineering sectors, thereby fostering
competitiveness and technology driven
growth. IIIT will fill this gap in the State.
13

Also, the IIIT will foster technical
applications to activities like disaster
management

that

will

have

huge

beneficial impacts on social sectors like
agriculture, rural infrastructure, forest &
environment management, etc.
14 It is learnt that the Central Government
is establishing a number of IIITs in the
11th Plan period. Government of India is
requested

to

favourably

consider

a

centrally funded IIIT in Orissa.
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Appendix B – Some compiled
information
Highlights:
FAQ on the IIT in Orissa movement.
State-wise list of national institutions in India. (This is to counter the
stupid argument that MHRD has made couple of times that because
Orissa has these national institutes it does not need an IIT. This
argument is stupid because every state has these specialized institutions
and if the same logic is applied, IITs should not be established in any
state.)

Frequently asked Questions related to the current movement
towards an IIT in Orissa
1. Why this FAQ?
When one brings up the topic of establishing an IIT in Orissa MHRD officials, ministers
and spokesperson, and even many technical education committee members sometimes
retort back: "Why does it matter where an IIT is located as students from any where in
India, including from Orissa, can study in an IIT."
Until recently, I thought it was just some thing said and not really meant by the MHRD
officials or the technical education committee members. However, a recent exchange of
emails with one of the most well respected technologists of India, Mr. K, makes it clear
that many influential people in decision making roles sincerely believe that it does not
matter where an IIT is located as students from any where in India can study in an IIT.
This misconception needs to be cleared up, as otherwise, as we argue below, it will
further worsen the existing inequities in India.
Many in Orissa also question why one should focus on getting an IIT to Orissa when
there are several other pressing issues in Orissa. In this FAQ we try to address these and
related questions.
2. Why does it matter where an IIT is located as students from any where in India,
including from Orissa, can study in an IIT no matter where it is located.
(a) If one thinks of an IIT as a place where people go to study and get their degrees and
evaluate its impact based on this aspect solely then it does not matter that much where it
is located, and Mr. K is right. But an IIT is not just that.
An IIT is an infrastructure and it has and can also have huge impact on the local area (say
within 100 kms) of where it is located.
An institution like IIT is (or will be) an engine of growth in and around the place where it
is established. Examples abound: Stanford and Berkeley's impact on the Silicon Valley of
California; Harvard and MIT's impact on the Boston corridor and our own IISc's impact
on Bangalore are testament to this. (Stanford University and MIT have spawned many
top-notch companies such as Google, Yahoo, and Bose electronics, all in the vicinity of
the university.)
True, many of our existing IITs do not seem to have that much local impact. But that is
changing. The example that is often bandied about as an IIT with no local impact, IIT
Kharagpur, is now leading in this. It is helping in the development of a Biotech park near
it http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/1232755.cms and has also decided to
create a super speciality hospital and start a medical college in Kharagpur.
(http://www.telegraphindia.com/1060322/asp/frontpage/story_5998168.asp)

All our IITs will soon have similar and much more local impact and a few decades down
the road they could have the impact of a Stanford on Silicon Valley and MIT and Harvard
on the Boston corridor.
Moreover, many companies would like to be in a location with an IIT because that
provides opportunities for their employees to pursue a higher degree, and because they
can collaborate with the IIT faculty and students on cutting edge research. Thus having
an IIT makes an otherwise good location a bigger attractor to companies for
establishment of branch or for relocation.
(b) At present IITs are India's best graduate schools in engineering. They are the best
place, and often are the only place within hundreds of miles, with a comprehensive array
of M.Tech and Ph.D programs. In the last decade Orissa has developed 40+ engineering
Colleges (http://orissalinks.googlepages.com/engineeringcollegesinorissa), mostly private
ones. However, only handful of faculty in these colleges have Ph.Ds or M.Techs. In
contrast, the faculty in most engineering programs in US have Ph.Ds. Several efforts are
being made by AICTE, UGC and other organization to improve the quality of faculty in
engineering colleges across India. Such efforts include QIP (Quality improvement
programs) in various IITs and selected NITs. However, such efforts are not enough as
often faculty at a private engineering college, say in the Bhubaneswar area (with 26 and
growing engineering colleges), would have to take leave and then pursue a higher degree
as the nearest IIT and NIT are more than 300kms away from Bhubaneswar.
However if there was an IIT within an hour and half of Bhubaneswar then many of the
faculty in the 26 (and growing) odd engineering colleges in and around Bhubaneswar
would be able to pursue higher a degree in that IIT without taking complete leave of their
job and without relocating.
As a proof that this theory works, we submit the example of the Institute of Physics in
Bhubaneswar. It is a national institute admitting students from all over India. However, if
one looks at its alumni http://www.iopb.res.in/~alumni/members/members.html one will
find that a large number of Ph.Ds are from Orissa and many of these Ph.Ds have gone on
to be Physics faculty in various colleges in Orissa.
Here we want to state that we do not subscribe that an IIT in Orissa should have any
preference or quota for students from Orissa. Its just a fact of life that, especially at the
graduate level, for QIP, and for industry sponsored candidates, more local people join
take advantage of the opportunity as it is easy for them to do that.
3. After getting convinced by arguments 1 and 2 one may then say that there are
many places in India that would ask for an IIT citing the exact reasons as stated in 1
and 2. Why then should Orissa get preference.
This is a good question but with an easy answer. IITs are funded by the ministry of
Human Resource Development (MHRD) of India. A rough calculation detailed at
http://equitableindia.org showed that MHRD was scheduled to spend Rs 4.07 on fully

funded HRD institutions (like IITs, IIMs, etc.) per person in Orissa, while it will spend
Rs 183.08 in Delhi, Rs 41.20 in West Bengal, Rs 33.4 in Karnataka, Rs 27 in Tamil
Nadu, Rs 28.38 in Maharastra, Rs 17.73 in UP, Rs 16.05 in Andhra, Rs 33.27 in Punjab,
Rs 8.13 in Haryana, Rs 7.90 in Kerala, Rs 9.02 in MP, Rs 4.87 in Gujurat, Rs 2.59 in
Rajasthan, and Rs 1.87 in Bihar. In other words Bihar, Rajasthan and Orissa were at the
bottom of per-capita spending by MHRD in its fully funded higher education institutions.
Now that IITs have been allotted to Bihar and Rajasthan, it is imperative that the next IIT
should have been allotted to Orissa. Since Orissa was skipped over, to correct this
injustice an IIT should be immediately allotted to Orissa.
3a. But the central government is already establishing a NISER in Bhubaneswar.
(i) NISER (National Institute of Science Education and Research) will have mainly
science disciplines. An IIT’s focuses are technological and engineering disciplines. So
having a NISER does not overcome the need for an IIT.
(ii) NISER is funded by Dept. of Atomic Energy and not by the Ministry of Human
Resource Development. Not only most other states have multiple fully MHRD funded
institutions (such as IIT, IISER, IIM and Central University in West Bengal; IIT, IISER
and Central Universities in Maharashtra, etc.) but two of the three states that have been
picked for the greenfield IITs have been simultaneously granted other institutes that are
funded by MHRD or other ministries. For example, Andhra Pradesh has been granted
two MHRD funded IIESTs (Indian Institute of Engineering Science and Technology),
which are referred to as IIT clones, a Ministry of Chemical and Fertilizers funded NIPER
(National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research) like institute and an Indian
Institute of Public Health. Similarly, Bihar has also been granted a NIPER like institute.
4. Some people question that there are so many issues in Orissa, and why should the
people pick establishing an IIT as a high priority item at this point of time.
Due to the way the central government of India collects its taxes and distributes it to
states, states always have to ask this and that from the central government. When an
injustice happens the states have a much bigger moral authority to demand and as a result
if the demand is kept up then there is a high chance that the state will succeed in getting
its demand granted.
In case of IIT, TOI reported that Union minister of state for HRD MAA Fatmi on 28-8-06
said, "The proposal for one IIT for Bihar and two for Orissa and one Western Indian state
besides one IIIT to Bihar will be included in 11th Five Year Plan." With respect to Orissa
he probably referred to one of the 3 new IITs proposed to be in the 11th plan and a
branch campus of IIT KGP in BBSR. However, later news reports say that the 3 new IITs
will be in Bihar, Rajasthan and AP. Thus a huge injustice has been done to Orissa and
Orissa has a high moral ground to pursue the correction of this injustice.
5. Some people say that one of the main goal of making an IIT is to create world
class institutions in India and the locations should be based on that.

We agree and will argue that a location within an hour or hour and half of Bhubaneswar
(note: 1.5 hours one way is a typical commute from home to office in Mumbai) is a
perfect location for an IIT.
(a) Bhubaneswar is well connected to cities and towns all over India.
Considering only non-stop or one-stop without plane changes, Bhubaneswar has 5 daily
flights to Delhi, 3 to Calcutta, 3 to Hyderabad, 2 to Mumbai, 2 to Chennai, 2.3 to
Bangalore, 1 to Vizag, and partial connections to Ranchi and Raipur. More details are at
http://orissalinks.googlepages.com/airportsandairconnectivityinorissa
Bhubaneswar has multiple daily direct trains to Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore,
Hyderabad, a daily train to Mumbai, and trains to all corners of India (Guwahati, Kerala,
Goa, Gujarat, Jaipur, Punjab, Rishikesh, Kanpur, Lucknow, Benras, Patna, Raipur,
Bhopal, etc.) A map of Bhubaneswar's railway connectivity is at
http://orissalinks1.googlepages.com/india-map-bbsr-direct-train.pdf and a table is at
http://orissalinks.googlepages.com/rail-connectivity-bbsr.pdf
(b) The Bhubaneswar area has sustained high quality research and educational
institutions such as Institute of Physics, Institute of Life Sciences and Xaviers Institute of
Mangament, and has many universities such as Utkal University, Orissa university of
Agriculture and Technology, Utkal University of Culture, Ravenshaw University.
Moreover, recently several several high profile higher education institutions have found
the area to be suitable. This includes the proposed NISER (National Institute of Science
Education and Research), the proposed Vedanta University (near Puri) and the proposed
university by the Art of Living trust of Shri Shri Ravishankar. Thus there is no reason
why an area within 1 to 1.5 hours of Bhubaneswar is not suitable for an IIT.
(c) A world class institution needs local goodwill to grow and blossom. When there is a
need then the local people will appreciate and help an institution like IIT located in their
midst. Earlier, we established the need of an IIT in Orissa. Thus the people of Orissa,
because of their need, will appreciate and help in the growth of an IIT in Orissa.
5b. Is Orissa industrialized enough? Are there industries in Orissa that will be
benefited by an IIT?
Although Orissa is behind many other states in terms of industrialization, in recent years
there has been tremendous industrial growth in Orissa and an IIT is necessary to nurture,
support and amplify that growth. Besides existing industries such SAIL Rourkela,
NALCO, NTPC, MCL, etc., following is a short list on new industry coming up in Orissa
during the last three years:
(i) Metal Sector: 45 projects over 70 mtpa of steel (22 of them partly commissioned)
with more than US$45 billion investment; 4 new aluminum complexes and 1 mtpa
aluminium smelter capacity under implementation with US$10 billion investment and

rare earth projects worth US$0.5 billion. The investors in this sector include POSCO,
Arcelor-Mittal, Tata Steel, Bhusan, Jindal, Essar, Hindalco, Vedanta, L&T Dubal etc.
(ii) Chemical and Petrochemical: 15 mtpa US$6 billion mega petrochemical by IOC;
Deepak Fertilizers implementing 2 chemical projects at Paradeep, etc.
(iii) Energy and power: 13 thermal power projects under implementation with capacity
of 13,500 MW with investment of US$14 billion and Reliance Industry hydrocarbon
based power generation and gas grid (US$1.5Bn). The investors include Tata Power,
Reliance energy, Sterlite energy, Mahanadi Aban, Monnet Ispat, Essar power, Lanco
group, NavBharat Power, CESC and GMR energy.
(iv) Ports: 2 new ports are under construction at Dhamara and Gopalpur and three others
at Jatadhari, Kirtania and Astaranga are in the pipeline with MOUs on them signed.
(v) IT: Infosys, Satyam, TCS, Wipro, Genepact, Mindtree, Hexaware, etc.
6. Since you have mentioned Bhubaneswar so many times, are you saying that the
greenfield IIT in Orissa should be located in Bhubaneswar. Is Orissa just
Bhubaneswar?
My personal preference for a greenfield IIT is a place in the Ganjam district of South
Orissa (which is one of the most backward area of India) at a place within 1-1.5 hours of
Bhubaneswar on NH-5 and 30-40 minutes of Berhampur on NH-5, the major town in
South Orissa. This location will be the best of both worlds, close enough to Bhubaneswar
to avail of all the opportunities there and help the 29+ engineering colleges in the
Bhubaneswar-Berhampur corridor and yet in south Orissa and close to South Orissa's
major city so as to impact the backward South Orissa region in many other ways. An IIT
at such a location will help build a Bhubaneswar-Berhampur hi-tech corridor.
Moreover, the other major metropolitan area of Orissa, Rourkela has an NIT. Among the
other larger towns and locality, Sambalpur has the Burla Engineering College, which the
state and the people are pursuing to make into an IIEST (Indian Institute of Engineering
Sc. And Technology) and the North Orissa towns (Balasore and Baripada) are within an
hour and half of IIT Kharagpur.
The KBK districts and Gajapati are still left out. Gajapati is adjacent to Ganjam. In the
future this proposed IIT in Ganjam may establish small branches and extension centers in
KBK towns such as Rayagada, Koraput, Bhawanipatna and Titlagarh. Moreover, for
these districts the Orissa government is pursuing and will continue pursuing a multicampus KBK Central University.

This document lists the various centrally funded research institutions in various
states and counters the bogey raised by an MHRD official that Orissa has 12 centrally funded
institutions. Our response is that other states have much more.

Total
No
16

State Name

National Institute or Laboratory

Gujrat

Space Applications Centre (SAC), Ahemadabad (ISRO)
Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), Ahemadabad
(ISRO)
Development and Educational Communication Unit
(DECU), Ahemadabad (ISRO)
Institute of Plasma Research, Gandhinagar, Gujrat,
(DAE)
Facilitation Centre for Industrial Plasma Technologies,
Gandhinagar, Gujrat, (DAE)
Central Salt & Marine Chemicals Research Institute,
Bhavnagar, Gujrat (CSIR)
National Institute of Occupational Health (NIOH),
Ahemadabad (ICMR)

HRD
(2)

National Research Centre for Groundnut, Junagadh
(ICAR)
National Research Centre for Medicinal & Aromatic
Plants, Boriavi (ICAR)
Centre for Social Studies, Surat (ICSS)
Sardar Patel Institute of Economic and Social Research,
Ahemadabad (ICSS)
Gujarat Institute of Development Research, Ahemadabad
(ICSS)
Indian Institute of Public Health Ahemadabad (M.
Health)
National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and
Research Ahemadabad (M. Chem & Fert)
Indian Institute of Management, Ahemadabad (HRD)
Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology,
Surat (HRD)
36
HRD
(4)

Maharastra

ISRO Liaison Office, Mumbai (ISRO)
Central Regional Remote Sensing Service Center, RRSSC,
Nagpur (ISRO)
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Mumbai
(DAE)
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai (DAE)
Tata Memorial Centre, Mumbai (DAE)
Atomic Energy Education Society, Mumbai (DAE)
National Board for higher Mathematics (NBHM),
Mumbai (DAE)
Agharkar Research Institute, Pune (DST)
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune (DST)
Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, Mumbai (DST)

Compiled by Dr. Digambara Patra.

National Chemical Laboratory, Pune (CSIR)
CSIR Unit for Research and Development of Information
Products, Pune (CSIR)
National Environmental Engineering Research Institute,
Nagpur (CSIR)
National Centre for Cell Sciences, Pune (DBT)
National Institute for Research in Reproductive
Health (NIRRH), Mumbai (ICMR)
Institute of Immunohaemotology (IIH), Mumbai
(ICMR)
Enterovirus Research Centre (ERC), Mumbai (ICMR)
Genetic Research Centre, Mumbai (ICMR)
Microbial Containment Complex (MCC), Pune (ICMR)
National Institute of Virology (NIV), Pune (ICMR)
National AIDS Research Institute (NARI), Pune
(ICMR)
Central Institute for Cotton Research, Nagpur (ICAR)
Central Institute for Research on Cotton Technology,
Mumbai (ICAR)
Central Institute of Fisheries Education, Mumbai
(ICAR)
Bureau: National Bureaue of Soil Survey & Land Use
Planning, Nagpur (ICAR)
National Research Centre for Grapes, Pune (ICAR)
National Research Centre for Onion and Garlic,
Rajgurunagar, Pune (ICAR)
Krishi Vigyan Kendra – Babhaleshwar (ICAR)
Aircraft Upgrade Research and Design Center, Nasik
(M. defence)
Transport Aircraft Research and Design Center,
Kanpur (M. defence)
Indian Institute of Education, Pune (ICSS)
Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research,
Mumbai
Indian Institute of Technology Mumbai (HRD)
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Pune
(HRD)
Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi
Vishwavidyalaya, Wardha (HRD)
Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology
Nagpur (HRD)

12

Rajasthan

HRD
(2)

Solar Observatory, Udaipur (ISRO)
Western Regional Remote Sensing Service Center,
RRSSC, Jodhpur (ISRO)
Central Electronics Engineering Research Institute,
Pilani, Rajasthan (CSIR)
Desert Medicine Research Centre Jodhpur (ICMR)
Central Arid Zone Research Institute, Jodhpur (ICAR)
Central Institute for Arid Horticulture, Bikaner
(ICAR)
Central Sheep & Wool Research Institute, Avikanagar
(ICAR)
National Research Centre on Camel, Bikaner (ICAR)
Institute of Development Studies, Jaipur (ICSS)
Malaviya National Institute of Technology Jaipur
(HRD)
Indian Institute of Technology (HRD)
AIIMS branch (M Health)

10

Uttarakhand

HRD
(1)

Indian Institute of Remote Sensing, Dehradun (ISRO)
Northern Regional Remote Sensing Service Center ,
RRSSC, Dehradun (ISRO)
Aryabhatta Research Institute of Observational-Sciences,
Nainital (DST)
Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology, Dehradun (DST)
Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee (CSIR)
Indian Institute of Petroleum, DehraDun (CSIR)
Vivekanand Parvatiya Krishi Anusandhan Sansthan,
Almora (ICAR)
National Research Centre for Coldwater Fisheries,
Bhimtal (ICAR)
Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee (HRD)
AIIMS branch (M Health)

34
HRD
(4)

Delhi

DOS Branch Secretariat, New Delhi (ISRO)
ISRO Branch Office, New Delhi (ISRO)
Delhi Earth Station, New Delhi (ISRO)
National Accreditation Board for Testing & Calibration
Laboratories, New Delhi (DST)
Technology Information, Forecasting & Assessment
Council (TIFAC), New Delhi (DST)
Vigyan Prasar, New Delhi (DST)
Central Road Research Institute, New Delhi (CSIR)
Institute of Genomics and Integrative Biology, Delhi
(CSIR)
National Institute of Science Communication And

Information Resources, New Delhi (CSIR)
National Institute of Science, Technology And
Development Studies, New Delhi (CSIR)
National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi (CSIR)
National Institute Of Immunology, New Delhi (DBT)
National Centre For Plant Genome Research
(NCPGR), JNU, New Delhi (DBT)
National Institute of Malaria Research (NIMR), Delhi
(ICMR)
Institute of Pathology (IOP) , Delhi (ICMR)
National Institute of Medical Statistics (NIMS), Delhi
(ICMR)
Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi
(ICAR)
Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute New
Delhi (ICAR)
Bureau: National Bureaue of Plant Genetic Resources,
New Delhi (ICAR)
National Centre for Agril Economics & Policy
Research, New Delhi (ICAR)
National Research Centre for Integrated Pest
Management, New Delhi (ICAR)
Indian Institute of Public Health Delhi (M. Health)
Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi (ICSS)
Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi (ICSS)
Centre for Policy Research, Delhi (ICSS)
Centre for Women's Development Studies, New Delhi
(ICSS)
Institute of Studies in Industrial Development, New Delhi
(ICSS)
Indian Statistical Institute New Delhi
All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Ansari Nagar
New Delhi
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi (HRD)
University of Delhi, Delhi (HRD)
Indira Gandhi National Open University, Delhi
(HRD)
Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi (HRD)
Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi (HRD)
34
HRD

Uttar Pradesh

ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and Command Network
(ISTRAC), Lucknow (ISRO)
Harish-Chandra Research Institute, Allhabad, (DAE)

(9)

Birbal Sahni Institute of Palaeobotany, Lucknow (DST)
Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow (CSIR)
Industrial Toxicology Research Centre, Lucknow (CSIR)
National Botanical Research Institute, Lucknow (CSIR)
Central Institute of Medicinal & Aromatic Plants,
Lucknow (CSIR)
National JALMA Institute for Leprosy & Other
Mycobacterial Diseases (CJILMD), Agra (ICMR)
Institute of Cytology and Preventive Oncology
(ICPO), Noida (ICMR)
Central Avian Research Institute, Izatnagar (ICAR)
Central Institute for Research on Goats, Farah (ICAR)
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Kanpur (ICAR)
Indian Institute of Sugarcane Research, Lucknow
(ICAR)
Indian Institute of Vegetable Research, Varanasi
(ICAR)
Bureau: National Bureaue of Fish Genetic Resources,
Lucknow (ICAR)
Bureau: National Bureaue of Agriculturally
Important (ICAR) Microorganisms, Distt. Mau (ICAR)
National Research Centre for Agroforestry, Jhansi
(ICAR)
Project Directorate on Cattle, Meerut, Uttar Pradesh
(ICAR)
Project Directorate of Cropping System Research,
Modipuram (ICAR)
Indian Institute of Public Health Lucknow (M. Health)
Aerospace System and Equipment Research and
Design Center, Lucknow (M. defence)
Gandhian Institute of Studies, Varanasi (ICSS)
Giri Institute of Development Studies, Lucknow(ICSS)
G.B.Pant Social Science Institute, Allahabad(ICSS)
Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur (HRD)
Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow (HRD)
Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad
(HRD)
Indian Institute of Engineering Science and
Technology (suggestion from panel report) (HRD)
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (HRD)
University of Allahabad, Senate Hall Allahabad

(HRD)
Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar University, Vidya
Vihar Rae Bareli Road Lucknow (HRD)
Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi (HRD)
Motilal Nehru National Institute Of Technology
Allahabad (HRD)
Super specialty Hospital (M Health)
13

Orissa

HRD
(1)

Meteorological Rocket Station, Balasore (ISRO)
Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar (DAE)
National Institute of Science Education and Research,
Bhubaneswar (DAE)
Regional Research Laboratory, Bhubaneswar (CSIR)
Institute of Life Sciences, Bhubaneswar (DBT)
Regional Medical Research Centre Bhubaneswar
(ICMR)
Central Institute of Freshwater Aquaculture,
Bhubaneswar (ICAR)
Central Rice Research Institute, Cuttack (ICAR)
Water Technology Centre for Eastern Region,
Bhubaneswar (ICAR)
Biju Patnaik National Institute of Steel, Puri (M. Steel)
National Institute of Technology, Rourkela (HRD)

23
HRD
(6)

West Bengal

NKC Centre for Development Studies, Bhubaneswar
(ICSS)
AIIMS branch (M Health)
Eastern Regional Remote Sensing Service Center, RRSSC,
Kharagpur (ISRO)
Variable Energy Cyclotron center, Kolkata (DAE)
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, Kolkata (DAE)
Bose Institute, Kolkata (DST)
Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science, Kolkata
(DST)
S.N. Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences, Kolkata
(DST)
Central Glass & Ceramic Research Institute, Kolkata
(CSIR)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, Kolkata (CSIR)
Central Mechanical Engineering Research Institute,
Durgapur (CSIR)
National Institute of Cholera and Enteric Diseases
(NICED), Kolkata (ICMR)
Central Inland Fishries Research Institute,
Barrackpore (ICAR)

Central Research Institute for Jute and Allied Fiber,
Barrackpore (ICAR)
National Institute for Research on Jute & Allied Fibres
Technology, West Bengal (ICAR)
Indian Institute of Public Health Kolkata (M. Health)
National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and
Research Kolkata (M. Chem & Fert)
Centre for Studies in Social Sciences, Kolkata (ICSS)
Indian Statistical Institute Kolkata
Indian Institute of Management, Kolkata (HRD)
Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur (HRD)
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research,
Kolkata (HRD)
Indian Institute of Engineering Science and
Technology (suggestion from panel report) (HRD)
Visva Bharti, Santiniketan - 731 235 West Bengal
(HRD)
National Institute of Technology Durgapur (HRD)
31
HRD
(6)

Andhra
Pradesh

National Remote Sensing Agency (Nrsa), Hyderabad
(ISRO)
National Mst Radar Facility, Tirupati (ISRO)
Satish Dhawan Space Centre, Shar, Sriharikota (ISRO)
Atomic Mineral Directorates, Hyderabad (DAE)
International Advanced Research Centre for Powder
Metallurgy and New Materials, Hyderabad (DST)
Indian Institute of Chemical Technology, Hyderabad
(CSIR)
National Geophysical Research Institute, Hyderabad
(CSIR)
Centre for Cellular & Molecular Biology, Hyderabad
(CSIR)
Centre For DNA Fingerprinting And Diagnostics (CDFD),
Hyderabad (DBT)
National Institute of Nutrition (NIN), Hyderabad
(ICMR)
National Centre for Laboratory Animal Science
(NCLAS), Hyderabad (ICMR)
Food and Drug Toxicology Research Centre (FDTRC),
Hyderabad (ICMR)
Central Research Institute for Dryland Agriculture,
Hyderabad (ICAR)
National Academy of Agricultural Research

Management, Hyderabad (ICAR)
National Research Centre for Oilpalm, Pedavegi,
Andhra Pradesh (ICAR)
Project Directorate of Oilseed Research,
Rajendranagar, Hyderabad (ICAR)
Project Directorate of Poultry, Rajendranagar,
Hyderabad (ICAR)
Project Directorate of Rice Research, Hyderabad
(ICAR)
Institute of Public Enterprise, Hyderabad (ICSS)
Council for Social Development Southern Regional Office,
Hyderabad (ICSS)
Centre for Economic & Social Studies, Hyderabad (ICSS)
Indian Institute of Public Health Hyderabad (M.
Health)
National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and
Research Hyderabad (M. Chem & Fert)
Strategic Electronic Research and Design Center,
Hyderabad (M. defence)
Indian Institute of Engineering Science and
Technology, Hyderabad (suggestion from panel
report) (HRD)
Indian Institute of Engineering Science and
Technology, Visakhapatnam (suggestion from panel
report) (HRD)
University of Hyderabad, Central Univesity P.O.
Hyderabad (HRD)
Maulana Azad National Urdu Univesity, Gochibowli
Hyderabad (HRD)
National Institute of Technology, Warangal (HRD)

35
HRD
(3)

Karnataka

Indian Institute of Technology (HRD)
Super specialty hospital (M Health)
Space Commission, Bangalore (ISRO)
Department of Space, Bangalore (ISRO)
ISRO Headquarters, Bangalore (ISRO)
INSAT Programme Office, Bangalore (ISRO)
NNRMS Secretariat, Bangalore (ISRO)
Civil Engineering Division, Bangalore (ISRO)
Southern Regional Remote Sensing Service Center,
RRSSC, Bangalore (ISRO)
ISRO Satellite Centre (ISAC), Bangalore (ISRO)
Liquid Propulsion Systems Centre (LPSC), Bangalore
(ISRO)

(Satelite Propulsion, Pressure Transducers, Precision
Fabrication)
ISTRAC, Bangalore (ISRO)
INSAT Master Control Facility (MCF), Hassan (ISRO)
Ammonium Perchlorate Experimental Plant, Aluva
(ISRO)
National Center for Biological Science, Bangalore (DAE)
Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore (DST)
Centre for Liquid Crystal Research, Jalahalli, Bangalore
(DST)
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific
Research, Bangalore (DST)
Raman Research Institute, Bangalore (DST)
CSIR Centre for Mathematical Modelling & Computer
Simulation, Bangalore (CSIR)
National Aerospace Laboratories, Bangalore (CSIR)
Central Food Technological Research Institute, Mysore,
Karnataka (CSIR)
Regional Medical Research Centre Belgaum (ICMR)
Indian Institute of Horticultural Research, Bangalore
(ICAR)
National Institute of Animal Nutrition and
Physiology, Bangalore (ICAR)
National Research Centre for Cachew, Puttur (ICAR)
Project Directorate of Biological Control, Bangalore
(ICAR)
Air Craft Research and Design Center, Bangalore (M.
defence)
Rotary Wing Research and Design Center, Bangalore
(M. defence)
Engine and Tested Research and Design Center,
Bangalore (M. defence)
Central Material and Process Laboratory and
Nondestructive Testing Center, Bangalore (M.
defence)
Institute for Social & Economic Change Nagarbhavi,
Bangalore (ICSS)
Centre for Multi-Disciplinary Development Research,
Dharwad (ICSS)
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore (HRD)
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore (HRD)
Indian Statistical Institute Bangalore
National Institute of Technology Surathkal (HRD)

14

Kerala

HRD
(4)

Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC),
Thrivanthapuram (ISRO)
Liquid Propulsion Systems Centre (LPSC),
Thrivanthapuram (ISRO)
ISRO Inertial System Unit, Thrivanthapuram (ISRO)
Sreechitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences &
Technology, Thiruvananthapuram (DST)
Regional Research Laboratory, Thiruvananthapuram
(CSIR)
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Kochin
(ICAR)
Central Plantation Crops Research Institute,
Kasaragod (ICAR)
Central Tuber Crops Research Institute,
Thiruvananthapuram (ICAR)
Indian Institute of Spices Research, Calicut (ICAR)
Indian Institute of Management, Kozikode (HRD)
Centre for Development Studies, Prasanthanagar road,
Tiruventhapuram (ICSS)
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research,
Tiruventhapuram (towards announcement) (HRD)
Indian Institute of Engineering Science and
Technology (suggestion from panel report) (HRD)
National Institute of Technology Calicut (HRD)

20
HRD
(4)

Tamil Nadu

Mahendragiri, Liquid Propulsion Test Facility (Lpsc)
(ISRO)
Indira Gandhi Center for Atomic Research, Kalpakam,
Chennai (DAE)
Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Chennai (DAE)
Central Electrochemical Research Institute, Karaikudi,
Tamil Nadu (CSIR)
Central Leather Research Institute, Chennai (CSIR)
CSIR Madras Complex, Chennai (CSIR)
Structural Engineering Research Centre, Chennai (CSIR)
Tuberculosis Research Centre (TRC), Chennai (ICMR)
National Institute of Epidemiology (NIE), Chennai
(ICMR)
Centre for Research in Medical Entomology (CRME),
Madurai (ICMR)
Central Institute of Brakishwater Aquaculture,
Chennai (ICAR)
Sugarcane Breeding Institute, Coimbatore (ICAR)

Indian Institute of Public Health Chennai (M. Health)
Madras Institute of Development Studies, Chennai (ICSS)
Dakshina Bharti Hindi Prachar Sabha, Thyagaraya
Nagar Chennai (HRD)
Indian Institute of Technology Madras (HRD)
Indian Institute of Information Technology,
Kanchipuram (HRD)
National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli
(HRD)
Indian School of Planning and Architecture
Super specialty hospital (M Health)
16

Madhya
Pradesh

HRD
(6)

Raja Ramana Center for Advanced Technology, Indore
(DAE)
Regional Research Laboratory, Bhopal (CSIR)
Regional Medical Research Centre Jabalpur (ICMR)
Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Bhopal
(ICAR)
Indian Grassland and Fodder Research Institute,
Gwalior, Jhansi (ICAR)
Indian Instritute of Soil Science , Bhopal (ICAR)
National Research Centre for Weed Science, Madhya
Pradesh (ICAR)
Dr. Baba Sahibe Ambedkar National Institute of Social
Sciences, Mhow (ICSS)
Madhya Pradesh Institute of Social Science Research,
Ujjain (ICSS)
Indian Institute of Management, Indore (HRD)
Indian Institute of Information Technology, Gowalior
(HRD)
Indian Institute of Information Technology, Jabalpur
(HRD)
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research,
Bhopal (towards announcement) (HRD)
Maulana Azad National Institute of Technology
Bhopal (HRD)
AIIMS branch (M Health)
Indira Gandhi Tribal University Amarkantak (HRD)

4
HRD
(0)

Chandigarh

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation, Chandigarh
(CSIR)
Institute of Microbial Technology, Chandigarh (CSIR)
Centre for Research in Rural and Industrial Development,
Chandigarh (ICSS)

Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and
Research, Chandigarh
4

Himachal
Pradesh

HRD
(1)

Institute of Himalayan Bioresource Technology,
Palampur, Himachal Pradesh (CSIR)
Central Potato Research Institute, Shimla (ICAR)
National Research Centre for Mushroom, Solan
(ICAR)
National Institute of Technology Hamirpur (HRD)

3

Jammu &
Kashmir

HRD
(1)
2
Goa
HRD
(0)
6
Jharkhand
HRD
(1)

Regional Research Laboratory, Jammu (CSIR)
National Institute of Technology Srinagar (HRD)
Super specialty hospital (M Health)
National Institute of Oceanography, Goa (CSIR)
ICAR Research Complex For Goa, Ela Old (ICAR)
Central Fuel Research Institute, Dhanbad, Jharkhand
(CSIR)
Central Mining Research Institute, Dhanbad (CSIR)
National Metallurgical Laboratory, Jamshedpur (CSIR)
Indian Lac Research Institute, Namkum, Ranchi
(ICAR)
Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad
National Institute of Technology, Jamshedpur (HRD)

9

Assam

HRD
(4)

Regional Research Laboratory, Jorhat (CSIR)
Regional Medical Research Centre Dibrugarh (ICMR)
National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and
Research Guwahati (M. Chem & Fert)
Central Institute of Technology
O.K.D. Institute of Social Change & Development,
Guwahati (ICSS)
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati (HRD)
Assam University, Silchar (HRD)
Tezpur University, Tezpur (HRD)
National Institute of Technology Silchar (HRD)

4

Manipur

HRD
(2)

Institute of Bioresources and Sustainable Development
(IBSD), Imphal, Manipur (DBT)
Central Agricultural University, Iroisemba Imphal
(HRD)
Manipur University, Canchipur Imphal (HRD)

7

Haryana

National Brain Research Centre (NBRC), Gurgaon
(DBT)

Central Institute for Research on Buffaloes, Hissar
(ICAR)

HRD
(1)

Central Soil Salinity Research Institute, Karnal
(ICAR)
National Dairy Research Institute, Karnal (ICAR)
Bureau: National Bureaue of Animal Genetic
Resources, Karnal (ICAR)
National Research Centre on Equines, Hissar (ICAR)
National Institute of Technology Kurukshetra (HRD)
6

Bihar

HRD
(2)

Rajendra Memorial Research Institute of Medical
Sciences (RMRIMS), Patna (ICMR)
A.N. Sinha Institute of Social Studies, Patna (ICSS)
National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and
Research, Hazipur Bihar (M. Chem & Fert)
National Institute of Technology, Patna (HRD)
Indian Institute of Technology (HRD)
AIIMS branch (M Health)

2

Pondichery

HRD
(1)
2
Andaman
& Nicobar
HRD
(0)
8
Punjab
HRD
(3)

Vector Control Research Centre (VCRC) (ICMR)
Pondicherry University, Kalapet Pondicherry - 605
014 Pondicherry (HRD)
Regional Medical Research Centre Port Blair (ICMR)
Central Agricultural Research Institute, Port Blair
(ICAR)
Central Institute of Post Harvest Engineering &
Technology, Ludhiana (ICAR)
National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and
Research Mohali (M. Chem & Fert)
Indian Institute of Public Health Mohali (M. Health)
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research,
Mohali (HRD)
National Institute of Nanotechnology (DST)
National Institute of Biotechnology (DST)
Dr B.R.Ambedkar National Institute of Technology
Jalandhar (HRD)
Indian Institute of Management (HRD)

2
HRD
(1)

Nagaland

National Research Centre for Mithun, Nagaland
(ICAR)
Nagaland University, P.B. 341, H.Q. Lumami Kohima
- 797 001 Nagaland (HRD)

1

Sikkim

HRD
(0)
1
Arunachal
Pradesh
HRD
(0)
2
Meghalaya
HRD
(2)
1
Mizoram
HRD
(1)
2
Chhatisgarh
HRD
(1)

National Research Centre for Orchid, Pakyong,
Sikkim (ICAR)
National Research Centre for Yak, Dirang, Arunachal
Pradesh (ICAR)
North Eastern Hill University, P.O. NEHU Campus
Mawkynroh Umshing, Shillong (HRD)
Indian Institute of Management (HRD)
Mizoram University, Aizwal (HRD)

National Institute of Technology, Raipur (HRD)
AIIMS branch (M Health)

HRD: Ministry of Human Resource Development
DAE: Department of Atomic Energy under PMO
M Health: Ministry of Health
CSIR: Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
DST: Department of Science and Technology
ICAR: Indian Council of Agriculture Research
M. Chem & Fert: Ministry of Chemistry and Fertilizer
ICMR: Indian Council of Medical Research
DBT: Department of Biotechnology
ISRO: Indian Space Research Organisation
M. defence: Ministry of defence
ICSS: Indian Council of Social Science
Red mark means new institution or newly proposed or newly announced or
under consideration.

Appendix C – Background
th
information on the 11 plan.
Highlights:
NSSO data of 2004-2005 about higher education enrollment.
Other snippets about various news items that mention the 11th plan vis-àvis higher education.

Background information on HRD developments in Delhi
(Preparing Orissa to take advantage of the various HRD goals,
plans and schemes in the 11th plan)
Background Information:
1. Information on the X1th plan as discussed in various PIB reports, Knowledge
Commission reports and some news media articles:
• (a) http://www.orissalinks.com/?p=726 (UGC Chairman Prof. Thorat’s
speech as it appears in Hindustan Times on October 14th 2007)
• (b) http://pib.nic.in/release/release.asp?relid=31853 (PIB October 11th
2007: Summary of the recommendations of the National Conference on
the development of higher education)
• (c) http://pib.nic.in/release/release.asp?relid=31735 (PIB Oct 8th 2007:
Access, Equity and Quality are focus of new initiatives on higher
education)
• (d) http://www.orissalinks.com/?p=652 (New Indian Express report on
Sept 19th regarding GOI’s expectations about the world class central
universities)
• (e) http://pib.nic.in/release/release.asp?relid=31234 (Prime minister’s
remark on the full planning commission meeting on September 13th 2007)
• (f) http://pib.nic.in/release/release.asp?relid=30580 (PIB of Aug 29th 2007:
Central University in each state)
• (g) http://pib.nic.in/release/release.asp?relid=29937 (PIB of Aug 15th
2007: PM’s independence day speech)
• (h) http://pib.nic.in/release/rel_print_page.asp?relid=2288 (PIB of July 6th
2004: On proposal received on IITs. Orissa is one of the 9 states that had
sent proposal prior to 2004.)
• (i) http://www.orissalinks.com/?p=714 (Financial Times article on
October 10th that states only 35 computer science PhDs per year from
India)
• (j)
http://knowledgecommission.gov.in/downloads/recommendations/Higher
EducationNote.pdf NKC note on higher education (dated 29th November
2006)
• (k)
http://knowledgecommission.gov.in/downloads/recommendations/Higher
EducationLetterPM.pdf NKC recommendations on Higher Education
(dated 29th November 2006) – Point 6
2. Excerpts from Prof. Thorat’s speech:
“ the current access at 10 per cent is too low when compared with the world average
of 23 per cent and 40 to 60 per cent in case of the developed countries. Besides, there

are regional and social group imbalances in access, which varies between 6 to 8 per
cent for the SC, ST, OBC and Muslims. The most deprived are the poor, for whom
access is no more than 2 per cent. The GER in rural areas, at 7.5 per cent, compares
poorly with the urban areas, at 24 per cent. Besides, regional disparities are also
noticeable, with as many as 350 districts in the country having GER lower than the
national average and 29 districts having GER of less than 5 per cent.
…
the affiliating university system is over-burdened as the number of colleges affiliated
to each university has been on the rise.
Enhancing access with inclusion and excellence are the main challenges, which the
Eleventh Plan approach recognised. It recognised that increase in access will have to
come with focus on the regions and social groups that presently have lower GER.
These also happen to be the regions with lower quality educational institutions.
The strategy of the Eleventh Plan will revolve around the issue of expansion,
inclusiveness and quality, including academic reforms. The Plan sets a target GER of
15 per cent by 2012.
… Under the PM’s initiative, the establishment of a college in each of the 350
districts with low GER and less number of colleges per lakh population has been
announced. Besides, there will be focus on hilly, border, tribal, remote, rural and
small town areas.
… Third, it will focus on adequate availability of quality teachers, which, in turn, will
require enhanced funding for research and
fellowships for PhD.
3. Excerpts from the PIB of Oct 11th titled “Summary of the recommendations of the
National Conference on the development of higher education”
The participants agreed with the two-pronged strategy of establishment of new
institutions and also capacity enhancement of existing institutions. They however
emphasised that this should be done with due regard to the social and market
relevance and changing preference of students and that the focus of expansion
should be on inclusion and excellence and an approach that is expedient.
a.

Capacity addition in existing instituions

b.
Focus on smaller towns, rural and remote areas and backward regions
where GER is lower than the national average;
c.

A women university in each state

d.

Established universities to set up rural campuses

e.

Priority to professional and technical courses in public institutions;

…
3.
Rationalise the affiliating system: reduce the number of colleges per
university; make affiliation more effective; autonomy to bigger and better
colleges;
…
5. … a.
New universities and colleges in areas that have GER lower than the
national average;
b.
Strengthen and expand existing universities and colleges that are located in
areas that have GER lower than the national average;
…
10.
The national conference is in agreement with the strategies suggested
by the UGC and the recommendations of the regional conferences;
a.
Bring the non-12b colleges & universities under the ugc fold – on matching
grant basis;
b.
Priority funding for bringing B and C band universities at the level of A
band universities;
11.
Much depends upon the availability of quality teaching faculty but for
which quality of higher education shall not improve;
12.
State governments to accord priority to higher education - Remove
ban on creation of faculty positions and appointment
4. Excerpts from the PIB of October 8th 2007 titled “Access, Equity and Quality are focus
of new initiatives on higher education:
Access, Equity and Quality are focus of new initiatives in Higher Education as
per the meeting of the Consultative Committee relating to the Ministry of Human
Resource Development which took place earlier today.
…
The 11th Plan objectives are aimed at increasing the Gross Enrolment
Ratio(GER) (access rate) in higher education from the present 10% to 15% by
2012, while ensuring improvement in quality and enhancement of equity.
Acknowledging that States’ share in Plan outlay being roughly four times the

Central plan outlay, co-opting States to contribute substantially would be critical
to the achievement of the Plan objectives. The Ministry’s proposal for the 11th
Plan accordingly include incentives to States to allocate higher resources to
colleges and universities, partial assistance to setting up of colleges of excellence
in as many as 370 districts with low GER and less than four colleges per one lakh
of population, special assistance for institutions in 88 minority concentration
districts, substantially higher allocation for establishing women’s hostels in order
to rectify gender bias in enrolment, removal of regional imbalances through the
establishment of 30 new central universities - sixteen of which would be in States
which have no Central University at present.
… and the Ministry in consultation with the Planning Commission and the UGC
was in the process of working out the concept of world ‘class universities’. The
proposals include higher level of assistance to State universities and colleges and
also assistance from the UGC to the nearly 150 State universities and 6000
colleges which are not being assisted at present, in order to plug the quality gaps
identified by the National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC). The
Committee was also apprised of other new institutions proposed to be created
such as the Indira Gandhi National Tribal University for which a Bill has already
been introduced in Parliament, the proposed Workers’ Technical University,
introduction of Medical & Engineering Faculties in all Central Universities, the
proposed Inter-University Centre for Policy Research in Higher Education, the
proposed new Indian Institutes of Technology, the proposed new Indian Institutes
of Science Education & Research and Research, Schools of Planning &
Architecture, etc..
New initiatives in Technical Education include expansion and upgradation of 200
State Technical Institutions selected on the basis of appropriate criteria;
expansion of centrally funded institutions (IITs, IIMs, NIITs, IIITs and NITTTRs
(as per Oversight Committee recommendations for inclusion, expansion and
excellence); strengthening departments/institutes of management and business
administration in university system in view of increased demand for MBAs and
limitations of IIMs to expand capacity and also affordability and setting up of new
institutions in the XIth Plan (Eight IITs, Seven IIMs, Five IISERs, Two SPAs, 10
NITs, 20 IIITs, and 50 Centres for Training and Research in frontier areas) and
also consider the feasibility of increasing the capacities of the existing IITs and
IIMs by 200% or so.
… the Ministry is proposing that the XI Plan must aim to start at least about 1000
new Polytechnics (300 by State Governments, 300 in PPP mode and 400 by
Private sector) which will result in the addition of about 2 lakh seats.
5. New Indian Express report on Sept 19th regarding GOI’s expectations about the world
class central universities

The State Governments have to compete among themselves in providing land in
prime locations free of cost if they wanted to have prestigious Central University
with world class facilities.
The Central Government is making mandatory for the States to provide land and
other infrastructure facilities free of cost in the prime locations for setting up
world class Universities.
After getting a nod from the Planning Commission for establishment of 14 Central
Universities with world class standards in the 11th five-year plan, the Union
Ministry of Human Resources Development made it clear that a prime location is
the key for deciding the place for setting up such prestigious Central University.
Giving an example of what is prime location, the Union Ministry is asking the
states to come out with proposals to provide land free of cost in attractive
locations such as proximity to Council of Scientific Industrial Research (CSIR)
Labs.
Sources said that prime location is very important keeping in view of the
magnetism of the location for attracting top class faculty. The location of the new
Central Universities would be decided on the basis of careful consideration of
alternative possibilities proposed by the State Governments.
6. Excerpts from the Prime minister’s remark on the full planning commission meeting
on September 13th 2007.
… To kick start the initiative, the proposal for setting up 6000 high quality model
schools with costs to be shared by the Centre and the States needs to be finalised
within the next few weeks.
There is now general agreement on setting up 16 Central Universities in States
which do not have a university, 14 Central Universities in other States, 8 IITs, 7
IIMs and 5 Indian Institute of Science, Education & Researches. I am already
getting requests from a large number of states for locating these institutions in
their states. I am sure that with the large number of institutions we are
considering, we would be able to satisfy every state to some extent.
Some of these universities/institutions should, ab initio, be targeted to achieve
world class standards. For the Central Universities aimed at world class
standards it will be necessary to be more ambitious in terms of infrastructure,
especially if they are to include departments of science, medicine and
engineering. This involves higher costs. The scope for private participation in
these universities should therefore be systematically explored. The location of
these institutions should be determined in a manner which balances the desire for
achieving a greater geographical spread with the potential synergies arising from
co-location. Location decisions should not be purely based on land availability.

We should encourage States to compete for the location of these prized Central
Institutions.
… One area where I believe that we have slipped a lot in our commitments is in
vocational education and skill development.
… We need to work hard to ensure that all that we have agreed today takes off in
a reasonably short time frame. Proposals for setting up 6000 schools covering all
blocks, having 30 Central Universities and providing large capacities in
vocational education must be finalised within the next two months. Locational
decisions must be taken fast. It is only then that the common man will have faith
in our ability to deliver on our promises.
7. Excerpts from the PIB of Aug 29th 2007 titled “Central University in each state”
… The targeted GER, as against the present level of approximately 10%, is at
least 15% by the end of the XIth Plan and 21% by the end of the XIIth Plan.
This was stated by the Minister of State for Human Resource Development Shri
M.A.A.Fatmi in a reply to a question raised by Smt. N.P.Durga in Rajya Sabha
today.
8. Excerpts from the PIB of Aug 15th 2007 about the Prime Minister’s Independence Day
speech.
… We will support 6,000 new high quality schools — one in every block of the
country.
… We will also ensure that adequate numbers of colleges are set up across the
country, especially in districts where enrollment levels are low. We will help
States set up colleges in 370 such districts.
… We will set up thirty new Central Universities. Every state that does not have a
central university will now have one. In order to promote science and
professional education, we are setting up five new Indian Institutes of Science
Education and Research, eight new Indian Institutes of Technology, seven new
Indian Institutes of Management, and twenty new Indian Institutes of Information
Technology.
… We will soon launch a Mission on Vocational Education and Skill
Development, through which we will open 1600 new industrial training institutes
(ITIs) and polytechnics, 10,000 new vocational schools and 50,000 new Skill
Development Centres.
… We will ensure that annually, over 100 lakh students get vocational training which is a four-fold increase from today’s level.

… We should seek not just functional literacy, but good quality education education that is affordable, accessible, equitable - and available to every boy
and girl who seeks to study. For the needy we will provide more scholarships.
9. Some Clarifications and comparisons with other states
(i) In response to the NDA government plan to upgrade 5-7 institutions to IIT level, 5
institutions have been selected for this purpose and they are in the process of being
upgraded to IIT like institutions to be called IIESTs (Indian Institution of Engineering
Science and Technology). The five are: Andhra University Engg College In Vizag,
Osmania University Engg College in Hyderabad, Institute of Technology of BHU in
Benaras, Cochin University of Sc. & Tech in Kerala and Bengal Engineering and Science
University in Howrah.
Note that two of these are in Andhra Pradesh. But in addition Andhra Pradesh has been
granted a greenfield IIT. Thus asking for a greenfield IIT is not inconsistent with a sking
for upgradation of an other institution to an IIT level institute. (Reference: Asking for a
greenfield IIT for Orissa as well as upgradation of UCE Burla to a national level institute
such as IIEST.)
(ii) Bihar has also been granted a greenfield IIT and announcement has been also made
regarding an IIM in Bihar. Bihar is asking for a greenfield central university in addition
to the proposed upgradation of Patna University to a central university.

